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Abstract xi

Abstract

The competition-aggression link is a h¡pothesis that competition increases the probability

of aggressive behaviour. The current investigation was focussed on this idea. There were

two approaches utilised to conduct this investigation. Firstly, a literature review of empirical

research was conducted using a critical procedure. Secondly, a series of studies were carried

out that were guided by past research in the field.

The literature review entailed the search for and collection of empirical resea¡ch on

competitive aggression. There were 4l inde,pendent studies on this topic published between

1949 to 1997. Over half of these sh¡dies (68W utilised Taylor's competitive reaction

procedure. A nr¡¡nber of conclusions were reached from a review of the literatr¡re. The

competition-aggression link has been consistently demonsûated across a number of studies,

and a number of situational and personality factors have been found to mediate the link.

However, few studies have validated the dependent measure of aggression. One study

explored competitors' angy feelings. Nearly all data were collected in North America and no

studies have been published from the Austr¿lian context. Finally, few str¡dies have been

conducted on adolescents. A series of studies were thus conducted to fill a knowledge gap on

this topic. These studies were based on Ausüalian adolescents.

Two survey sh¡dies (Studies I and 5) were conducted on a general sample of adolescents

and a specific sample of videogame players (viz, highly experienced Mortal Kombat players).

The methodology was derived from a study by Anderson and Morrow (Study 1; 1995) who

devised two measures to evaluate perceptions of competition and cooperation i.e., the

Dimensional Ratings Questionnaire (DRQ) and the Common Featwes Questionnaire (CFQ).

Data from the DRQ and CFQ revealed tlnt all participants perceived competitive situations as

aggfessive, and cooperative sitr¡ations as less aggressive. There was no variation in these

perceptions across gender or videogame playing frequency groups. However, Mortal Kombat

players tended to perceive cooperative situations as more aggressive in comparison to the
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general sample of adolescents. These findings provide suggestive evidence for underþing

competition and cooperation schernas that are consistent with the competition,aggression link.

A series of str¡dies (Studies 2 to 4) was conducted on adolesce¡rts using videogame play as

a measure of aggression. The procedure was derived from a study by Anderson and Morrow

(Study 2; 1995). Paired participants were randomly assigned to either a competitive or

cooperation situation. The dependent measure was the 'kill ratio' (defined as the number of

videogame characters the participant kills divided by the total number of characters

encountered i.e., killed plus avoided). It was consistently revealed across all th¡ee studies that

male and female competitive participants did not demonstrate a higher 'kill ratio' than male

and female cooperative participants (with the exception of an interaction effect in Study 2).

These findings were reported despite the wide variation in utilised videogames and

methodological designs.

fuiother series of studies of greater experimental power was conducted. Participants were

self-selected males who were highly experienced at Mortal Kombat. The utilised videogame,

which is a martial arts simulation, provides the winner the choice either to kill or not kill the

opponent's videogame character. Study 6 revealed that winning participants were more likely

to select the option to kill their opponent's videogame character during a high competitive

situation (a tournament for prizes) than during a low competitive situation (i.e., a trial period).

Study 7 was a replication of the previous study but excluded the prizes awarded during the

tournament. Killing tendencies did not vary across the tournament and trial periods. This

implies that a reward is an important element in the competition-aggression lirù. Study 8

replicated the findings of Study 6 in a non-toufüament sihration, thus increasing the reliability

of the effect and discounting the influence of exEaneous factors in the tournament sitr¡ation

(e.g., an audience). Study 8 also ¡evealed that competitive aggression was displayed in the

absence of self-reported angry feelings as measured by the State-Anger Scale (Spielberger,

l99l). That is, the competitive aggression was 'affectless'. Study 9 showed that the kill ratio

is a valid measure of aggressive behavior¡¡ by correlating Mortal Kombat videogame

aggression with teacher ratings of participants' aggressive behaviour at school.
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A number of conclusions were reached on the basis of the literature review and these

studies. These include: Adolescents and adults perceive competitive situations as aggressive,

and perceive cooperative situations as less aggressive; children, male adolescents, and adults,

behave more aggressively during competitive situations relative to cooperative situations, and

behave less aggressively during low competitive situations relative to high competitive

situations; competitive aggression is 'affectless' amongst experienced videogame playrng

adolescent males and less experienced videogame playrng university students.

Recommendations were proposed for fi¡ttue research in this field, and stategies were

formulated for preventing and reducing competitive aggression.
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CHAPTER 1

Competition is Linked with Aggression

1.1 Overryiew

The curent thesis examines the notion that competition causes or leads to aggression.

This phenomenon will be referred to as the competition-aggression link. Some authors have

called this effect the 'competition-aggression hlpothesis' (Gaebelein & Taylor, l97I; Russell

& Drewry, 1976), but this term is avoided so as not to confuse the supposed phenomenon

with the contentious frusüation-aggression hypothesis as proposed by Dollard, Doob, Miller,

Mowrer, and Sea¡s (1939). The competition-aggression link is a 'working hypothesis' based

on anecdotal evidence and ernpirical evidence. This thesis examines literature and reports

research on the notion that there is a relationship betrveen competitive situations and

aggressive behavior¡r. The experimental work was conducted on adolescents in order to fill a

knowledge gap with respect to this age gfoup. Whilst spectator aggression around sports

matches is well documented (Guttnan, 1983; Vamplew, 1983), the primary focus of this

thesis is on the behavioural effect of competition on participants, although there is some

investigation that competitor's aggression is influenced by an audiørce (see Study 8).
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1.2 Tyson sinla teeth

Mike Tyson's ear bite during a 1997 heav¡veight fight against Evander Holyfield created

a major stir in world sport @ahlberg, 1997). Apart from violating a venerable rule of

intemational boxing, and marring his already dubious reputation, Tyson was left to make a

formal media apology and explain the brutal attack. Tyson provided an apology, "Evander, I

am sorry. You a¡e a champion and I respect that", but his explanation was far from

satisfactory or informative, "I just snapped" @ahlberg, 1997 , p. 33).

Reasons as to why Tyson 'snapped' remain, in light of his vacuous explanation, a matter

for academic surmise" One plausible explanation is that the intensþ of the competitive

situation led Tyson to aggress unlaurfrrlly against Holyfield, not thinking about the

consequences of his actions. That is, the context of being in a highly competitive situation

increased the probability of all forms of aggressive behavior¡rs, including the unlawful ea¡

bite.

Examples of outbr:¡sts of aggressive behaviour have bee,n wibressed across a diverse

number of sports, and are not restricted to violent sports such as boxing. Walker (1980), a

former American Olympian sailor, once tvrote:

Skippers who feel threatened may occasionally proceed from shouting to fighting.

One Long Island Sotrnd Soling sailor leaped from a competitor's boat to take a swing

at him after a port-starboard incident. (His anger was cooled when he slipped

ignomoniously and fell into the water.) One American skipper started a fist fight with

his crew when in the 1964 Olympics a mistake on the final leg of the seventh race cost

him a silver medal. Patrick Pym attacted ofÏicial attention when, u¡ith his paddle, he

cracked the hand of a competitor who was pushing his Finn baclovard at the starting

line. Charlie Morgan floored Stan Leibel as he stepped ashore from a race in which he

had dismasted Charlie's Star. þ. 104)
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Sailing is not a sport that e¡rtails the utilisation of aggressive behaviour as an acceptable

method for winning. However, Walker's anecdotes suggest that aggression can occu¡ when

an event is fought for high stakes, and a competitor faces or experiences defeat. Smith (1983)

writes about a number of isolated sporting incidents in which a player has received serious

injuries from 'unsporting' aggressive acts. In 1965, a San Francisco Giant's batter felled the

Dodger's catcher with his bat following an acrimonious verbal exchange; a Houston Rocket

basketballer suffered serious injuries when punched by a Laker's player during a,1979 match;

and, finally, Paul Smithers was convicted of manslaughter after killing an opposing player in

a fight, after the game, in a parking lot of a Toronto arena. Like sailing, none of these sports

are aggressive by nature, nor were the inflicted injuries by competitors rmintentional or

accidental. A weakness of using Walker's experiørce and Smith's historical accor¡nts as

evidence to strengthen the competition-aggression link is based on the academic adage that

many anecdotes do not constitute evidence.

The competition-aggression lir¡k is also a phenomenon that people talk about. Jones

(1996) conducted a discourse analytic study examining the way in which universþ students

talk about the effects of contemporary media such as television, film, and videogames. She

found that some participants believed that competition was created by humanity as a means of

venting primal urges such as aggression. That is, competition has become a substitute for

evolutionary redundant behavior.¡¡s. A corollary of this belief is that aggression may occur

during competition when social sanctions, such as rules or laws, are overpowered by the

innate impulses derived from our ancestry. Similarly, Lorenz (1963) argued that aggression is

an innate tendency that has been sublimated by the development of sport. However, notions

of an innate origin of aggression, and a corollary thesis called 'catha¡sis' (i.e., the Ancient

Greek concept that emotional tendencies can be pruged from the soul), have been heavily

criticised (see Storr, 1968, for a brief sunmary of the literature) and a¡e not supported by

available evidence (Feshbach, 1956; Mallick & McCandless, 1966).

If commonsense (based on observation, personal experience, discourse, and academic

conjecture) was an accepted scientific metho{ then the competition-aggression link would be
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a valid empirical phenomenon. However, Anderson, Deuser, and DeNeve (1995) write:

"Demonolory as a social theory of aberrant behavior was a widely held belief, but the belief

failed to prove either the existence of demons or their role in mental illness" þ. 434). It is

evident from this quote that causal links derived from cornmonsense can be erroneous, and

thus systematic studies are required to test the validity of the proposed phenomenon.

Hence, the following thesis is a systematic examination of the notion that competition is

linked to human aggression. The methodology employed to explore this proposed link was

derived from Anderson and Morrow (1995).

1.3 Structure of this thesis

To address the idea of the competition-aggression linh this thesis is divided into two

major sections. The first of these sections (Chapters 2 to 4) is based on literatr:re from the

aggression field, whilst the second section (Chapters 5 to 6) constitutes evidence surrounding

the competition-aggression link which was derived from experimental studies conducted by

the author.

Chapter 2 provides a brief exploration of a number of conceptual issues surrounding the

independent and dependent variables used in this thesis. This conceptual analysis is divided

into the independent variables (competition/cooperation), the dependent variables (anger,

hostility, and aggressive behavionr), and the constn¡ct utilised in Chapters 5 and 6 that

represents aggressive behaviour, viz, the 'kill ratio'. There is an attempt in this chapter to

provide a robust conceptr:al underpinning for the terms used in subsequent chapters. This was

considered as an important stç since the aggression field has been frequently criticised for

being conceptually underdeveloped.
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Following from the conceptual analysis of Chapter 2, is a review of literatue on the

competition-aggression link (i.e., Chapter 3). This chapter provides a comprehensive outline

of literatr¡re relevant to the hlpothesis that competition leads to aggressive behaviour, and the

contextual and situational factors that mediate this supposed link. The literature review is

restricted to empirical evidence. A number of scientific methodological and statistical criteria

were employed when reviewing each study with an attempt to evaluate the relative strurgth

and weaknesses of these findings. Gaps in cu¡rent knowledge are highlighted.

Chapter 4 is a brief examination of plausible theories underpinning the competition-

aggression link. Two theories are identified as the most plausible explanations of the

supposed link. These theories are based on a model derived from the general aggression field.

Once again, gaps in current knowledge are highlighted. An oven¡iew of Chapters 2 to 4

provides a number of broad conclusions that establish a research agenda for the studies

reported in Chapters 5 and 6.

The second major section of this chapter begins with a series of studies employing simila¡

methods to that utilised by Anderson and Monow (1995). Study 1 from Chapter 5 reports the

first empirical data obtained in this project. This study involved a sample of adolescents

completing a survey on videogame use, and their perceptions of competitive and cooperative

situations (particularly with respect to aggressive behaviow). Study I primarily examined

whether adolescents perceived competitive situations as more aggressive than cooperative

situations. In contrast, Studies 2 to 4 were experiments that investigated the relationship

between competitive/cooperative situations and aggressive videogame play. Adolescent pairs

played a videogame under a competitive or cooperative sihration, and their aggressive

videogame play was recorded. All studies from Chapter 5 provided estimates of each

sample's videogame experience across a number of different settings (e.g., arcade, at home,

and at a friend's house).

The next series of studies reported in Chapter 6 were driveri by the faih¡re to demonstate

the competition-aggression link during Studys 2 to 4. Study 5, like Study l, was a survey

design, except the participants were a self-selected sample of Mortal Kombat players (all
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males) who competed in Studies 6 to 8. The aim of Study 6 was to demonstrate the

competition-aggression link using a selÊselected sample of Mortal Kombat players under two

levels of competition, viz, a trial period and a townament situation. Competitors were

playing for prizes during the tournament situation and were competing in the presence of an

audience. Study 7 was a systematic replication of Study 6 insofar as an identical method was

employed except for the exclusion of the monetary rewards. Study 8 was an experimørtal

investigation of the causal influence of an audience on competitive aggression during Study 6.

Study 8 used a competitive situation outside of a toumament-tlpe setting. Finally, Study 9

concerns the validation of the Mortal Kombat 'kill ratio' constuct that supposedly represents

aggressive behavior¡r.

The final chapter of this thesis (Chapter 7) provides an integrated summary of the findings

from both sections. General conclusions are reached about the competition-aggression linþ

and recommendations for fr¡ture research and intervention programs are suggested in the final

sections.

1.4 Conceptualising the competition-aggression link

The purpose of the cu¡rent investigation is to evaluate the idea that higher levels of

competition increase the probability of aggressive behaviours (and that cooperation mitigates

the link between competition and aggression). Videogame play is used as a measr¡re of

aggression. That is, aggressive behavior¡r (as measured by videogame play) increases during

a competitive situation. It is presumptuous, however, to claim that the effect gøreralises to all

competitive situations for all t¡rpes of people and aggressive behaviours. The generalisability

of the competition-aggression link is an empirical issue.
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A potentially profiable way of conceptualising the competition-aggression link for the

purposes of the present research is to represent the experimental effect as an interplay of three

sets of factors (see Figure 1.1).t These three factors are the Person (i.e., individual), the

Setting (i.e., competitive situation), and the Media (i.e., videogames). Person factors are

characteristics of the sample e.g.,age, sex, culture, and socio-economic status. Media factors

constitute the underlying characteristics of the videogame e.g., violent content, diagetic

effects (i.e., tendency to absorb the attentional capacity of the player), and quality of graphics

and sound. Setting is the t¡pe of competitive (or cooperative) situation that participants are

confronted with during the experiment. In theory, when the researcher constn¡cts a method to

investigate the competition-aggtession link (using videogame play as aggressive behavioru),

the parameters of these three components are established. It is suggested that competitive

aggression is demonstrated when the three circles overlap to a large extent (see Figrue l.la).

However, if the circles fail to overlap, because the experimenter has not manipulated these

variable sets sufficiently (see Figure 1.1b), thør the probability of demonstrating the

competition-aggression link tends to fall away.

The purpose of this thesis is to identifu those factors that maximise the probability of

demonstrating the competition-aggression link. Chapter 3 is a literature review which

evaluates past research in order to derive a set of statements about the factors that maximise

the probability of finding an experimental effect (and where gaps in current knowledge exist).

Since most studies have not used a videogame to demonstrate the linþ the competition-

aggression link is more broadly conceptualised as the overlap between only two components,

viz, the individual and the setting. The task ernployed during experimentation is encapsulated

under the setting factor.

I This model has been borrowed from Zinberg's concqrtualisation of the effects of drugs (see Zinberg,
1984).
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SETTING
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ll ll ll I = ffigtr, hostility, aggression
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FIGURE 1.1: Diagrammatic conceptualisation of the competition-aggression link for the

experimental situation as an inteçlay of Person, Setling, and Media, factors

b.
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In an ideal experimental world, the competition-aggression link would have a high degree

of generalisability which would suggest that all competitive situations have the power to

induce aggressive behaviour across a diverse set of sample cha¡acteristics and tasks.

However, the 'real world' of scientific inqutry will probably retum a picture in which only

certain tlpes of competitive situations (e.g., tournaments) will induce some aggressive

behaviours (e.g., physical aggression) in certain t¡pes of people (i.e., high frait aggressive

individuals). The likelihood of demonstrating the link will probably fall when using a

different set of parameters.

It must be mentioned ttnt psychological experiment¿tion may show that some factors are

powerful enough to yield an effect regardless of the remaining parameters. For example,

Figure 1.1c shows that some competitive situations (e.g., a toumament with money rewards)

may prove to be extemely powerful and cause the components to overlap. Thus, an effect

will be demonstated usrng this competitive situation regardless of the videogame and/or type

of participants utilised during experimentation. Likewise, some p€rsonality types may be

aggressive during an experiment, regardless of the competitive situation or utilised task.

Again, the relative power of individual factors and sets of factors, and their interactive effects,

is an empirical issue.
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1.5 Summary

The competition-aggression link is the idea that competitive situations lead to or cause

aggressive behaviours, and is based on observation and anecdotal evidence. This thesis will

systematically analyse liæratr¡re on this topic with the objective of establishing a research

basis for the studies reported in subsequant chapters. The competition-aggression link

represørts a cognitive-behavioural phenomenon about which little is known.

èe



CHAPTER 2

DefinÍtions, Concepts, and Constructs

2.1 Introduction

Smedsh¡nd (1994) cha¡acterised contemporary psychology as a 'highly sophisticated

technology of data gathering and anaþsis, and a very low level of conceptual analysis" þ.

280). Concepts in psycholory are usually poorly defined with researchers often making

imprecise theoretical propositions (Smedshmd, 1997). Research endeavours that do not

define concepts systematically can lead to the utilisation of r¡nreliable and/or invalid

constructs. When constn¡cts are dubious with respect to their reliability, it is difficult to

determine whether the collected data are the result of manipulations of the indçendent

variable, an r¡nreliable constuct, or both. When consEucts are dubious with respect to their

validity, it is difficult to say whether instuments are actually measuring what the researcher

assumes they are measuring. Consequently, it is important to define the concepts utilised

within this thesis (e.g., 'competition', 'aggression') in a systematic manner. Section 2.2

discusses concepts associated with the independent variable, viz, 'competition' and
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'cooperation'. Section 2.3 examines concepts which constitute the dependent variables, viz,

'anger', 'hostility', and 'aggression'. Each section not only defines these common scientific

concepts but also places them within a t¡pological framework. Finally, Section 2.4 discusses

the innovative construct utilised in the current thesis (i.e., 'kill ratio') which is a measure of

participants' aggression.

2.2 Cooperation, competition, and conflict

Deutsch (1949a, 1973) has provided the most comprehensive conceptualisation of

cooperation and competition. Deutsch conceptualises competition and cooperation along the

dimension of 'goal interrelatedness' i.e., the relationship between participants' goals. He

writes that "in a cooperative situation the goals are so linked that everybody 'sinks or swims'

together, while in the competitive situation if one swims, the other must sink" @eutsch, 1973,

p. 20). Deutsch then expands on this statement by saying:

I have defined a cooperative situation as one in which the goals of the participants

are so linked that any participant can attain his goal i4 and only if, the others with

whom he is linked can attain their goals. The term promotive interdependence has

been used to characterize all goal linkages in which there is a positive correlation

between the attainments of the linked participants. The degree of promotive

interdependence refers to the amoL¡nt of positive correlation; it can vary in value

from 0 to +1. (Deutsch, 1973,p.20)

In an extreme cooperative situation (i.e., +1), participants' goals are perfectly positively

correlated to the extent that if a participant progresses towards his or her goal, then all other

participants within that cooperative group progress equally as a direct consequence of the first
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participant's behavior¡r. This situation will be referred to as a cooperative sihntion of 'perfect

promotive interdependence'. Situations of a lesser value than +l will be referred to as

' inperfect promotive interdependence' .

In conEast, in a competitive situation:

The goals for the participants are contrienþ interdependenf. Contrient

interdependence is the condition in which participants are so linked together that there

is a negative correlation between their goal attainments. The degree of contient

interdependence refers to the amount of negative conelation; it can vary in value from

0 to -1. In the limiting case of pure competition, a participant can attain his goal if,

and only it the others with whom he is linked cannot attain their goals. (Deutsch,

1973,p.20)

In an exüème competitive situation (i.e., -l), participants' goals are perfectþ negatively

correlated to the extent that if a participant progresses towards his or her goal, then other

participants digress from their goals by an equal amount.r This sitr¡ation will be referred to as

a competitive situation of 'perfect contríent interdependence'. Situations of a lesser value

than -1 will be referred to as'imperfect contrient interdependence' .

Fr¡rthermore, Deutsch (1949a, 1973) notes that it is extremely rare for sih¡ations to be

purely competitive or cooperative in the 'real world'. Most 'real world' situations entail a

complex set of goals and underþing subgoals. For example, players in a football team

cooperate in order to win a match, but may also compete against each other to score more

goals or to be the best player on match day. 'Real world' situations like the previous example

are plentifirl. Notwithstanding this point, Deutsch (1949a, 1973) argues that little

extrapolation is probably required to predict the outcomes of impure situations from the

empirically supported concepts of competition and cooperation reported by Deutsch (1949b).

t Game theorists call this a 'zero-sum game'.
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Deutsch (1973) also contends that the concept of competition is not the same as conflict,

even though they have been used in the literatt¡re as if synonymous. Whilst competition can

produce conflict, not all instances of conflict reflect competition. Conflict, as derived from a

competitive situation, reflects the incompatibility of goals amongst competing individuals,

parties, or factions. However, conflict can also arise during cooperative situations when goals

are seemingly concordant. For example, two adolescents may agree to play a videogame as a

pair, with the aim of defeating the computer progrim, but may disagree on what videogame

character they will each play with.

Raven and Eachus (1963) observed that a number of psychological studies have reported

disctepant findings within the group behavior¡r field. Some studies, cited by Raven and

Eachus, showed that competitive groups work faster than cooperative groups, while other

studies have shown the opposite effect, viz, cooperative groups work faster (e.g., Grossack,

1954; Thomas, 1957). Raven and Eachus (1963) drew from the ea¡lier work by Thomas

(1957) when they surmised that characterising competitive and cooperative situations along a

single dimension of 'goals' is an under-conceptualisation. Thomas (1957) initially wrote

about a potentially influential dimension called 'task interdependence' i.e., the extent to

which tasls performed by a goup member are related to the tasks of the other group

members. For a meaas-independent situation, group members perform their tasks

independently of other members, whilst in the means-interdependezf situation, a relationship

exists between group members' tasks. For example, a production line is a series of tasks

based on means-ínterdependence. Each member within the production line builds a

component to a product which is passed onto the next group member, who, in hrrn, adds a

component, and subsequørtþ passes the product down the line. The first person's behaviour,

of adding a component to the product, provides the means for the second person to add a

further component. The degree of task inûerdependence then refers to the correlation between

group mernbers' tasks and can vary from 0 (complete independence) to +1 þerfect

interdependence).
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TASK

Means interdependent

o P1 o P3

Q1 Q3

IOALS GOALS

Contrient Interdependence Promotive trnterdependence

Q2 Q4

o P2 o P4
TASK

Means independent

FIGIIRE 2.1: Schematic representation of competitive and cooperative situations along

two dimensions, viz,'goals' and'tasl<s'.
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Thus, in theory, all competitive and cooperative situations vary along two dimensions, viz,

'goals' and 'tasks'. Figure 2.1 displays the theoretically infinite number of competitive and

cooperative situations that exist in the 'real world' when the dimensions are placed together to

form a two-dimensional space. There are essentially foru quadrants in this figure which

represent two general t¡,pes of competitive situations, and two general types of cooperative

situations. These quadrants are:

Ql (competition): Contrient goal interdependørce using ameans-interdependent taske

Q2 (competition): Contrient goal interdependence using ameans-independent task,

Q3 (cooperation): Promotive goal interdependence using ameans-interdependent task.

Q4 (cooperation): Promotive goal interdependence using amezns-independent tzsk.

Spaces within the interior of the bor¡ndaries represent imperfect competitive and cooperative

situations, whilst the four comers of the figure (i.e., Pl, P2, P3, & P4) represent perfect

situations. For example, Pl is a competitive situation where there is a perfect negative

correlation between participants' goals (-1), and a perfect positive correlation between

participants' tasks (+l). In contrast, P4 is a cooperative situation entailing a perfect positive

correlation between participants' goals (+l), but no correlation between participants' tasks

(0). Thus, in principle, psychological studies that attempt to demonstate that competitive

situations lead to higher aggression than cooperative situations should maximise the distance

between experimental groups within this two-dimensional space, preferably within Ql and

Q4. (See paragraphs below for an explanation as to why Ql and Q4, and not Q2 and Q3.)

The issue remains as to the empirical implications of these four general t¡rpes of situations

on social aggression and other group behavior¡r. Raven and Eachus (1963) wrote that

aggression is less probable within Ql than Q2 because the latter situation creates a special

problem where the individual is competing against other group members to reach a desired

goal but whose progress is influenced by the tasks of others. To take the production line

example again, the second person, who is, for argument's sake, being timed by the
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organisation (and subsequentþ compared with other assembly workers) for hiVher speed in

assembling components, must wait for the frst person to complete his/her task. Thus, there is

a conflict between competing for the fastest time against other workers in the production line

(contrient interdependence), and working together to complete a product (means

interdependence). Raven and Eachus have argued that interpersonal relationships deteriorate

within Q2. Rocha and Rogers (1976) have dernonstrated that the intensity of verbal and

physical aggression is greater during interdependent competition, relative to independent

competition.

On the other hand, Thomas (1957) has experimentally tested the hlpothesis that Q3 leads

to a higher level of anger towards other group members than Q4. Thomas demonstrated that

female factory workers reported greater feelings of anger towards other group members whe,n

they had to build only two parts of a five-part miniatu¡e house, relative to participants who

\vere requested to build all five parts of the house. That is, participants working in a

'production line' situation felt angrier towards their cooperative group members than

participants who built a miniatr.¡re house by themselves within a cooperative situ¿tion.

While the experimental predictions of aggression during different cooperative situations

(or different competitive situations) are easy to deduce, it is much harder to determine

empirical outcomes when all situations are compared. Thomas (1957) has shown that Q3

leads to gteater anger than Q4 (although there are no data on 'hostility' or'aggression'!), and

Rocha and Rogers (L976) have shown that Ql leads to greater aggression than Q2. From this

analysis, it is not unreasonable to surmise that Ql would entail a greater level of aggression

than Q4. Raven and Eachus (1963) have shown that a cooperative situation entailing a

means-interdependent task leads to less hostility than a competitive situation with a means-

independenl task. That is, Q2 produces more hostility towards group members than Q3.

Thus, it is argued that aggression is most probable \{,ithin Ql, less probable within Q2, and

even less probable within Q3. Aggression is least probable within Q4. Given the limited

available data, it is concluded that experimental worþ coupled with more solid theoretical

reasoning, is required on the relationship between the aforementioned dimensions so as to
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provide a better concephral for¡ndation for fi¡tr¡re work on different types of competitive and

cooperative situations.

In sum, cooperative and competitive situations have been conceph¡alised along two

dimensions, viz, 'goals' and 'tasks'. Experimental work examining the issue of aggression

during competitive and cooperative situations must identifr the type of dimension being

manipulated during the methodological procedure. Research projects are best served by

manipulating a single dimension at a time, whilst keeping the other dimension constant, in

order to examine the precise effects of each factor, or by systematically manþlating both

dimensions in order to examine their additive and interactive effects. In the absence of such a

study, it is speculation to suggest that all competition or all cooperation varies along the

dimensions of 'goals' and 'tasks'.

2.3 Anger, hostility, and aggression

The aggression field has been called a 'semantic jungle' @andura, 1973). Spielberger,

Jacobs, Russell, and Crane (1983) have suggested that the sernantic jungle has resulted from

the interchangeable use of concepts such as 'angetr', 'hostility', and 'aggressive behaviour',

which are not synonymous in meaning. Careful examination of the literatr¡re reveals very

little conceptual development in this a¡ea which may explain why these terms have been

employed in different ways by acadernics. Geen (1976) has argued that while there is a

massive amount of literature on aggression, relatively little has been devoted to del'ising valid

and reliable dependent variables. Meta-scientific analyses of the literatr¡re have resulted in

terms such as 'liberal individualism' (Fowers & Richardson, 1993), 'disguised ideology'

(Fowers & Richardson, 1993), 'critical history' (Lubelq 1995), and 'coercive power'

(Tedeschi, 1983), which collectively hover over the frail conceptual framework of the
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aggression field. There have been few attempts to provide a comprehensive view of

commonly used concepts in the field (e.g., Tedeschi, Smith, & Brown, 1974).

The purpose of the current section is to provide a t¡pology from which aggression

concepts utilised in this thesis can be understood. Where possible, empirical evidence is cited

to support the proposed staternents, and gaps in cu¡re,nt knowledge are highlighted.

The most basic concept in the aggression field is that of 'anger'. Like most psychological

concepts, anger has been defined and studied at different levels of analysis such as an

experience @erkowitz, 1990; James, 1890), a cognitive-physiological response @andura,

1973; Schachter & Singer, 1962), an expressive-motor or physiological reaction (Ekman,

1971,1992; Levenson, Ehman, & Friesen, 1990), or a combination of all of these components

(Averill, 1982, 1983). This thesis will take the position that anger is a feeling, and, more

specifically, an experience. There are two reasons why an experiørtial position will be taken.

Firstþ, it is clear from the liæratr¡re that anger can be studied at different levels, with each

level constituting a legitimate inquiry (Strongman, 1987). Secondly, despite the fact that

anger can be studied legitimately at different levels, many researchers have opted for the

experiential level because of the ease of collecting data based on self reports. The approach

of using self-reported experience has led to well validated insbr¡ments (e.g., Spielberger,

1991) and sound theories (e.g., Berkowitz, 1990). Thus, it appears that the most logical level

of inquiry is the experiential.

'Anger' is defined as an emotional experience "ma¡ked by subjective feelings that vary in

intensity from mild annoyance or irritation to intense fury and rage" (Spielberger, 1991, p. l).

An important aspect to this definition is the lumping together of diverse experiential

phenomena such as annoyance, irritation, and firry, with the implication that they only differ

in terms of intensþ. Some critics would disagree with this approach, arguing that

annoyance, irritation, and firry, have distinct qualitative connotations, as well as different

antecedents and consequences (Averill, 1982, 1983). Whilst I am not arguing that there are

no distinctions between these phenomøra, there is little evidence to suggest that these

differences are highly important. For example, Berkowitz (1990) has shown that persons
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placed under aversive circumstances have a tendency to self-report irritation, annoyance, and

anger, which are highly correlated, and have the same relationships to overt behaviours.

Spielberger (1991) has devised a valid and reliable inventory based on selÊreports of

experiential anger which are consiste¡rt with the findings reported by BerkowiE. Thus, for the

sake of parsimony, anger is assumed to have a wide variety of qualities which fundamentally

vary in terms of intensity.

Spielberger and his colleagues (Spielberger, 1991; Spielberger, Jacobs, Russell, & Crane,

1983) have conceptualised the experience of anger as having two major components, viz,

state and trait anger. 'State Anger' refers to the current feeling state of a human, while 'Trait

fuiger' is defined as:

The disposition to perceive a wide range of situations as annofng or frustating, and

the tendency to respond to such situations with more frequort elevations in state anger.

Individuals high in trait anger experience state anger more often and with greater

intensity than individuals low in trait anger. (Spielberger, 1991, p. l)

Thus, a distinction is drawn between how a person is feeling currently, and their propensity to

feel angry given a set ofcircumstances. Spielberger et al. (1983) have also conceptualised a

further dime¡rsion of the anger experience called 'Anger Expression'. This dimension refers

to all psychological processes surrounding the expression of anger. There are three major

components to anger expression. 'Anger-out' refers to the extent to which individuals express

their anger towards other people or objects in their environment (i.e., behaves aggressively

when angry), 'Anger-in' refers to the extent to which individuals suppress angry feelings,

while 'Anger-conEol' is the frequency with which individuals attempt to conEol the

expression of anger (whether inwardly or outwardly). These scales have been validated in

past research, and tend to correlate moderately. For example, people who experience anger

regularly (i.e., score highly on Trait Anger), also tend to express rather than suppress their

angry feelings (Spielberger, 1991).
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In contrast to anger, hostility has received scant conceptual attention in the aggression

field. Few definitions have been provided of hostility. Spielberger (1991) is one of the few

writers to provide a definition: "Although hostility usually involves angry feelings, this

concept has the connotation of a complex set of feelings and attitudes that motivate aggressive

and often vindictive behavior" (p. 6). Although Spielberger has provided an intuitive

definition of hostilþ, there is no empirical rationale as to why hostilþ should be defined in

this way. Kaufmarur (1965) noted that a large number of experiments have simply

operationally defined hostilþ as either scores on a scale, responses of projective or

completion devices, or judgements made by other persons, without any rationale or

conceptual underpinning. Buss and Durkee (1957) were the first academics to reject such

circular and global definitions of hostility, and they subsequently devised an inventory that

attempted to capture the multi-faceted nature of the concept. The Buss-Durkee Hostility

Inventory has seven scales such as irritability (the readiness to explode with negative affect at

the slightest provocation), negativism (oppositional behaviour usually directed towards

figrres of authority), resenfinent (ealousy and hatred of others derived from real or fantasised

mistreatment), and suspicion (projection of hostility onto others). However, the inventory

reflects conceptual confusion because the scales mentioned in the last sentence, which might

be agreed upon as hostile traits, are included in other scales which measure aspects of

aggtession i.e., verbal, physical, and indirect aggressive behavior¡rs (Kaufrnarur, 1965).

Kaufmann also reports some interesting empirical relationships between hostile

dispositions and aggressive behaviours that highlight the complexity of hostility. For

example, Kaufrnann reports a study in which high hostile subjects displayed greater leniency

than low hostile subjects towards a juvenile delinquørt described as a college student, but

were more punitive towards the same offences committed by a door-to-door salesperson. In

sum, it is reasonable to conclude that hostility is an rmder-developed concept in the

aggression field. There is a demand for ñ¡rther theoretical work and research which develops

the concept of hostility beyond its rudimentary status. Hostility appears to reflect deeper and

more complex feelings than anger (e.g., resenùnent, suspicion), an array of attitudes and
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beliefs (e.g., justice, pride), and a complex relationship with aggressive behaviours.

However, there is no attempt here to define the precise nature of hostility (except for in a

broad sense e.g., Spielberger, l99l), nor to utilise the concept in the studies reported in

Chapters 5 and 6.

In contrast to 'anger' and 'hostilit¡l', 'aggression' or 'aggressive behaviour' refers to a

collection of interrelated overt actions. Carlson, Marcus-Newhall, and Miller (1989) have

demonstrated that diverse aggression measr¡res are positively correlated and are influenced in

the same way by a diverse set of antecedents, which implies that there is a general aggression

underlying all overt actions of this kind. Aggression is contrasted with internal states such as

anger and hostility. Ar¡ overt action that is labelled as 'aggressive behavior¡r' may or may not

have an underþing state of anger or hostility. Furthermore, there is no suggestion within this

conceptual framework that the internal state of anger or hostilþ elther catues or is

coterminous with aggression as this is a theoreticaVempirical issue @erkowitz, 1990). The

primary objective of the next section is to derive a definition of aggression and then integrate

anger, hostility, and aggression, into a meaningful conceptual ûamework.

An early attempt to define aggression came from the frustration-aggression hlpothesis

proponents. Dollard et al. (1939) defined aggression as "an act whose goal response is injury

to an organism (or organism surrogate)" (p. I l). Feshbach Qg(4) was one of the first to

criticise this definition because it precludes a whole class of behavior¡rs that aim to remove

obstacles between the aggressor and a goal. It is argued that aggression does not always have,

as a sole purpose, the intent to inflict injury. Harm may be incidental to the primary purpose

of removing an obstacle. Feshbach called this class of behavior¡rs 'instrumental aggression'.

The conceptual notion that aggression is divided into instnrmental and non-instrumental acts

has received empirical support. For example, Buss (1963, 1966) showed that aggression is

greatest when it has an instnrmental value, relative to a non-insttrmental value, within the

widely used teacher-learner experimental procedure (otherwise known as the .Buss

aggression machine').
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However, the distinction htìryeen instrumental and non-instn¡mental aggressive acts has

been criticised by Bandr¡ra (1973) who has adopted a largely behavioural approach to the

issue. Bandura has argued that the dimension of instrumentality' is erroneous in that:

Hostile aggression is equally insür¡mental except that the actions a¡e used to produce

injurious outcomes rather than to gain status, power, resources, or some other t¡pes of

results. Whatever its merits, the distinction reflects differences in desired outcomes,

not in instnrmentality. It would therefore be more accurate to differentiate aggressive

actions in terms of their fr¡nctional value rather than in terms of whether or not they

are insbr¡mental. (p. 3)

Furthermore, Bandura argues that the 'instn¡mentality' dimension has led psychologists to

focus largely on non-instn¡mental aggression which represents only a small number of

aggressive acts displayed in the 'real world'. Most aggressive acts, writes Bandura, serve

ends other than just the production of harm or mJury to the victim.

Others have supported Bandura's argument (e.g., Kaufrnann, 1965), and have further

argued that the 'instnrmentality' dimension draws research attention away from important

issues such as the conditions which lead to and perpetuate aggressive behaviour (e.g.,

reinforcing stimuli). However, the distinction has merit u¡ith particular subject matters such

as game competition. In competitive games, aggressive behaviours appear to fall into

'instn¡mental' acts, which, if directed to the desired outcome by the participant, inc¡ease the

probability of winning, or 'non-instnrmental' acts, in which the participant retaliates to a

misdeed, is frr¡strated by defeat, or suffers a momentary loss of control. Resea¡chers studying

the competition-aggression link have utilised this concçtual distinction with empirical

success (Widmeyer & Birch, 1984). 'Instnrmentality' thør is re-defined primarily as the

extent to which an individual utilises aggressive behaviour in order to win, and thereby secure

extrinsic rewards such as money or resources, or to satisff intrinsic rewards such as pride,
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success, and/or status. Non-instn¡mental aggression serves only to inflict harm on the

recipient without any other realistíc extrinsic and/or intrinsic outcome.2

Moreover, Bandr¡ra's argument that most aggressive behaviours in the 'real world' are

'instnrmental', as defined by traditional researchers, is, again, sensitive to the subject matter

in question. In the present case, there is little evidence on the relative frequency of

insûr¡mental versus non-instr¡mental aggressive behavior¡rs within competitive situations,

and what limited evidence we have does not support Bandrua's thesis. For example, Smith

(1983) cites numerous legal cases of sporting incidørts in which the defendant was judged as

acting with the primary intention of injuring the victim. Thus, it is argued that the

'instn¡mentality' dimension does have academic merit when studying the competition-

aggression link because it is a parsimonious concept that makes a meaningñrl distinction

between (potmtially) equally prevalent instrr¡mental and non-instn¡mental aggressive

behaviours.

Based on the above arguments, a rudimentary definition of aggression is: An overt action

which is intended solely to inflict harm3 on an organism and/or object ('non-instumental') or

entails the infliction of harm to secure an extinsic and/or intinsic rewa¡d ('inshumental')

with the underlying expectation by the actor that the action will have the intended effect. This

definition is similar to Durkin (1995b). Since aggression is a collection of interrelated actions

(Carlson et al., 1989), a number of qualiffing characteristics are provided to highlight the

complexity of this phenomenon. Aggression is thus cha¡acterised as:

1. Possessing either an underlying affect ('angry aggression' or 'hostile aggression') or none

at all ('affectless aggression'). The presence of an underlying affect does not imply a

causal influence on behavior¡r (see Berkowitz, 1990);

2 This position does not contr¿dict Bandr¡ra's argr¡[ient that non-instrumental aggression can be re-
framed as an instn¡mental response. rWhat is being said is that some aggressive responses are
performed with the expectation that they will increase the tikelihood of winning, whilst other
aggressive responses are less realistic in terms of expected outcomes or may be devoid of a winning
expectation.
3 'Harm' usually means the delivery of a noxious stimulus or stimuli.
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2. Either psychological or physical @andura, 1973). Psychological aggression is usually

verbal behaviour (Buss, L97l), although there are a class ofnon-verbal responses such as

facial expressions (e.g., frowning);

3. Having an underlying 'intention' by the actor to harm or inflict tnjury on the recipient

(Kaufrnann, 1965). Without an attibution of intention to harm', a judgement carutot be

made as to whether, for example, an extension of an arm is exercise or an aggressive act

(Kaufmann, 1965). 'Intentions' are determined by consensus (e.g., a court jury),

consultation with the participant who is infened as 'aggressing' (Tedeschi et al., L974), or

by reference to the context of the act @andura,1973; Tedeschi, 1983);

4. Entailing an underlying expectation by the actor that the noxious stimuli will have their

intended effect (Durkin, 1995b);

5. Having actual or potential consequences @andura, 1973; Kaufrnann, 1965). For

example, a snþr who fails to hit people with his grrnfire is acting aggressively even

though his actions fail to have negative consequences;

6. Either direct (e.g., punching someone in the nose who insults you) or indirect (e.g.,

spreading malicious n¡mor¡rs about a target person to third parties) @uss, 1971); and

7. A social judgement about what constih¡tes acceptable and legitimate forms of aggression

and what constitute Ì¡nacceptable and illegitimate forms of aggression (Bandura, 1973;

Tedeschi et al., 1974).4 That is, not all aggressive acts are socially unacceptable. For

example, the mother who punishes her son, with a smack on the buttocla, for running

onto a busy suburban road, may be labelled as acceptably aggressive. Reliable social

judgements a¡e derived by reference to indicators such as classification systems for media

(e.g., film, television, and videogames), and/or from consultation with 'key informants'

(e.g., judges, magistrates, police officers, teachers, social and community workers,

o A distinction must also be d¡awn between different t¡Aes of rxracceptable/illegitimate aggressive

behaviours. For example, one bæe of distinction might be clinicaVpathological aggression and non-
pathological aggression. The researcher must also consider the contexû¡al basis of these behaviours.

For example, amphetamine users who undergo withdrawal management (i.e., 'cold-hukey') are prone

to display aggressive behaviours. This clinically-based aggression is a tansient psycho-physiological

phenomenon, and should be contasted with long-term clinical aggression.
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psychologists, psychiatists, and parents).s Standards are not fixed and are modified over

time.

It follows from this set of statements that a rudimentary t¡pology of aggressive behavior¡rs

can be formulated. All aggressive behaviours vary along two dimensions wrder this t¡pology.

The first dimension reflects the level and t¡pe of affect rurderlying the aggressive behavior¡r

(i.e., anger, hostility, or no affect). Put another way, aggression can be performed with an

underlying angry or hostile state, or can be 'affectless' (a term used by Anderson & Morrow,

1995). The second dimension reflects the 'instumental' level of the aggressive act i.e.,

'instrumental' or 'non-instrumental'. Thus, all aggressive behaviours can be placed into one

of six categories which vary along two dimensions, viz,'affect'and'instn¡mentality'. Future

research should investigate the relative frequencies of each tlpe of aggressive behavior¡r

within this typological framework, and also evaluate their sitr¡ational determinants and

antecedents þarticularly ¡urder competitive/cooperative situations).

2.4 Yideogame play as aggressive behaviour: The .kiil ratio'

There is little doubt about the legitimacy and importance of videogame play in

psychological research. Videogames have been utilised in a diverse number of clinical

settings @uckalew & Buckalew, 1983; Gardner, l99l; Keepers, 1990; Kolko & Rickard-

Figueroa, 1985; Redd, Jacobsen, Die-Trill, Dermatis, McEvoy, & Holland, lggT), and have

been employed for field and laboratory explorations of psycho-physiology @ustman,

Emmerson, Steinhaus, shearer, & Dustnan,1992; Gwinup, Haw, & Elias, l9g3; Tumer,

5 
See Vincent and Allsop (1996) for a definition of 'key informanb' and a methodological app¡oach to

collecting key informant data.
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Carroll, Sims, Hewitt, & Kelly, 1986), animal behaviour (Washburn, Hopkins, & Rumbaugh,

1990), socio-culture (Surrey, 1982), education (Bowman, 1982; Chafin, Maxwell, &

Thompson, 1982; Greenfreld, 1984), familial interactions (Mitchell, 1985), perceptual-motor

skifls (Clarlq Lanphear, Riddich 1987; Gagnon, 1985; Gdffith, Voloschin, Gibb, & Bailey,

1983; Lowery & Knirk, 1982; Subrahmanyam & Greenfield,1994\, and psychological testing

(Jones, 1984). Of particular interest for the current investigation a¡e studies of the negative

psychological and/or behavior¡ral effects of videogames on the player (see Dill & Dill, 1998,

and Durkin, 1995a, for separate reviews of this literature).

There are a number of feafi¡res of the videogame media that support its utility in

psychological research. Firstly, videogames have programming characteristics which make

them 'intrinsically motivating' (Malone, 1983) which probably explains their relative

popularity within popular culture as an entertainment media. Secondly, videog'ames are

ecological instn¡ments since so many people either play them or have done so in the past

(Anderson & Morrow, 1995). This is convenient for the researcher who can therefore provide

minimal instn¡ction on the experimental task. Thirdly, Anderson and Morrow (1995) noted

that videogames offer a standardised presentation of stimuli. This means that all participants

will encorurter the same number and tpe of adversaries at each respective part of the game.

Fourthly, videogame play can be recorded on videotape and later examined, for example, for

aggressiveness of play. There are two additional features of videogames that are highly

relevant to an investigation of competitive aggression. Videogames can have cooperative

and/or competitive modes which is highly conveîierit for investigations that compare

aggression between competitive and cooperative situations. In addition, videogame play does

not require tnre interpersonal interaction between competitors insofar as the aggressive

behaviour is occurring in a simulated environment. Anderson and Monow (1995) minimised

exüaneous factors during game play by placing a physical partition between participants in

order to prevent pairs from interacting when they were either competing or cooperating within

the videogame.
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These positive characteristics of the videogame media \vere a chief motivation for

employing videogame play as a measure of aggressive behaviour in the current research,

along with the fact that A¡rderson and Morrow (1995) have developed a simple but powerful

measure of videogame aggression called the 'kill ratio'. They operationally define the kill

ratio as the total number of adversaries the player kills during videogame play, divided by the

total number of adversaries that are killed and avoided. The kill ratio is a fraction that varies

from 0 (non-aggressive behaviour) to 1.0 (hrghly aggressive behavior:r). A score of 0 implies

that the participant avoided all encountered adversaries, while a score of 1.0 implies that all

encountered adversaries were killed. The simple definition of the kill ratio suggests that

researchers can utilise this meast¡re without undergoing extefisive training.

Despite the advantages of the kill ratio derived from videogame play, a general criticism of

laboratory measures is that they do not apply to 'real world' social aggression. Consequently,

the validity of the kill ratio as a representation of aggressive behaviour lies in the ability to

demonstate a relationship between a sample of kill ratios and participants' .real world'

aggressive behavior¡rs e.g., class room behaviours. A positive relationship between kill ratios

and 'real world' aggression would suggest that videogame play is a representation of an

individual's propensity to behave aggressively.

It is worth mentioning that the kill ratio constn¡ct is subject to operational variation

because videogames differ in their programming characteristics. This claim is certainly tnre

in the present case in which different t¡pes of videogames were utilised for Studie s 2 to 4

(Super Mario Brothers, Donkey Kong counÐ, and Diddy's Kong euest) and studies 6 to g

(Mortal Kombat series). The first set of videogames (e.g., Super Mario Brothers) are

'platform' videogames in which the player strives to reach the end of a level by either killing

oncoming adversaries (e.g., jumping on their heads) or avoiding oncoming adversaries (e.g.,

jumping over them)' The kill ratio is defined for these videogames as suggested by Anderson

and Morrow (1995). Killing and avoiding oncoming adversaries are a means to an end, viz,

finishing a level. In contrast, Mortal Kombat is a martial arts simulation in which two players
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fight against each other using game characters.6 The players, pitted against each other,

attempt to pummel their opponent's game character t¡ntil one character has no energy

remaining. At this point, the wiruring player has the choice either to kill the opponent's game

character (i.e., 'Fatality'), or take mercy by offering a gift (i.e., 'Friendship') or tansforming

the character into a baby (i.e., 'Babality'). This final action does not impinge on the fight's

outcome. Thus, a victorious player has the choice of killing or sparing the opponent's

vanquished cha¡acter. Unlike the first set of videogames, the kill ratio is not defined as a

relative proportion ofkilled and avoided adversaries, but rather the proportion of characters

killed or spared by the winning player. That is, 'to kill or not to kill' in the exact sense of the

word.

From a logical perspective, the symbolic nature of the killing response (and subsequently

the kill ratio) within Mortal Kombat has greater 'face validity' as a measure of aggressive

behaviour, relative to the other videogames. The game characters are digitised pictures of

'real' people (i.e., actors), they are competing in a realistic setting (i.e., a martial arts

scenario), and the killing responses are graphic depictions ofdeath.

Interesting features of the Mortal Kombat kill ratio is that the winner performs the killing

response at the end of a round in which the fight's result has already been determined. Thus,

choosing to kill or spare an opponent's character is inconsequential to the fight's outcome,

and is probably, by that fact, less instrumental than the killing responses in the other

videogames which are a means to an end, viz, progtessing through a level.T Therefore, it is

concluded that in Mortal Kombat the kill ratio is a measure of relatively non-instrumental

aggressive responses, while in Super Mario Brothers, Donkey Kong County, and Diddy's

Kong Ques! it is a measure of instr¡mental aggression.

6 It is emphasised at this point that when 'character' is written hereafter it should be interpreted as a

videogame character (e.g., Pac-Man) and not as a personal attribute of the player i.e., moral and mental
qualities of an individual.t lhe kiUing response is probably not completely non-instumental because one could argue that a

player may choose to kill the vanquished game character as a means of intimidating the opponent for
the next round. There is no evidence to make a conclusive statement either way, however, the response

is definitely less instn¡mental than in 'platform' games.
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A limitation of the kill ratio constn¡ct (regardless of the videogame being examined) is a

potential confounding set of factors related to game skill level i.e., speed, coordination, and

timing. In an ideal situation, the researcher should select participants who have a high level

of skill in order to reduce the influence of extraneous factors such as poor skill. However, a

shortcoming of utilising experienced participants is that videogame play is likely to be

stereotlped and less manipulable during an experimental situation. Another issue is the

potential relationship between videogame experience and aggressiveriess of play. For

example, it may be ttnt greater experience at particular videogames may increase one's

propensity towards aggressive play. A sample of experienced players then would constitute a

restricted range of kill ratios at baseline which would reduce the probability of finding an

experimental effect. These issues were not able to be dealt with in the cr¡¡rent research, and

investigation is required to examine the influence of skill level and experience on kiTl ratios in

order to make conclusive statements about such confounding factors.

2.5 Summary and Conclusions

Much of the psychological literature on aggression is cha¡acterised by poor conceptual

development which can lead to imprecise theoretical statements, the utilisation of dubious

constucts, and misguided empirical analyses (Smedslund, 1997; Smedslund, lgg4). Thus,

the primary purpose of this chapter was to define and conceptualise key terms utilised in this

thesis, viz, those related to the indepe¡rdent and dependent variables.

The independent variable of particular interest in this resea¡ch was initially defined along

the dimension refened to as goal interrelatedness (see Deutsch, 1949a). Cooperation was

defined as a situation in which goals were so related that a participant's behaviour increased

the probability of all other participants in the group reaching the desired goal. Competition,
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on the other hand, was defined as a sih¡ation in which goals were related such that a

participant's or the group's behaviour took another participant or group fi.rther from their

desired goal. Theoretical and empirical work subsequent to Deutsch's conceptualisation has

implied a fi¡rthe¡ dimension that differentiates competitive and cooperative situations. This

dimension was referred to as 'task interrelatedness' i.e., the extent to which tasks performed

by a group are related. Inconsistent patterns of findings within the literature were explained

by past researchers' neglect of this latter dimension. Fr¡rttrer research is required to examine

the typological framework proposed in the currerit chapkr i.e., that competition and

cooperation vary along two dimensions, and to scrutinise the empirical outcomes when the

dependent variable is anger, hostility, and/or aggression, as research in this area is patchy.

Preliminary conclusions suggest that competitive sifl¡ations, as defined by goal

interrelatedness, lead to higher levels of aggression than cooperative situations, and that

interrelated tasks lead to higher levels of aggression than urelated tasks (assuming that the

goal interrelatedness factor is held constant). Moreover, the effect of the 'goals' factor is

stonger than the effect associated with the 'tasks' factor.

The dependent variables of the current research are based on concepts derived from the

aggression field. This field is a "semantic jungle" @andura, 1973) precisely because

commonly used terms, such as 'anger', 'hostility', and 'aggression', have been poorþ defined

and used interchangeably. 'Anger' has received a relatively large amount of attention by

psychologists, and has been successfully conceptualised at the experiential level. Well

validated instnrments (e.g., State-Trait Anger Expression Inventory) have conceptualised

anger by utilising self-reports, and capture the complexity of the phenomenon, viz, as a state,

Eait, and expressive reaction. Hostility, on the other hand, is a relativeþ more complex

concept, and (probably because of this fact) has received little academic attention except as an

operational definition. Aggressive behaviour was defined as a collection of interrelated overt

actions. A complex definition of aggression lvas derived from the literatwe and is highly

specific to the competitive-aggression paradigm. For example, the distinction between

instrumental and non-instrumental aggression, which has been criticised by behavior:rists, was
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argued to be a valid concept (and of utility) whør studying the competition-aggression link.

Inevitably, an overt action is defined as aggression by reference to social judgements about

the meaning of particular acts, their inte¡rded consequerices, and their social acceptability and

legitimacy. Finally, anger, hostility, and aggression, were placed within a tlpological

framework. The framework possesses six distinct categories of overt actions which vary

along two dimensions i.e.,' affect' and' instumentality'.

The 'kill ratio', as first developed by Anderson and Morrow (1995), is an ostensible

measr¡re of 'real world' aggressive behaviour. The kill ratio is derived from videogame play,

and is defined as the total number of encorurtered adversaries killed divided by the total

number of encorurtered adversaries which a¡e killed or avoided. The kill ratio is a fraction or

percentage. It was suggested that ttre validity of the kill ratio, as a construct of aggression,

lies in demonstrating a relationship between it and 'real world' aggressive behavio¡¡r. It is

emphasised that Anderson and Morrow (1995) did not validate their kill ratio formula against

validated consttrcts of aggression e.g., teacher ratings. Thus, the validþ of the kil ratio as a

measure of aggression has not been empirically tested or proven. The natue of the kill ratio

is sensitive to the type of videogame being utilised by the researcher (i.e., 'platform' or

' simulation' videogames).

It is concluded that research is still required in all conceptual areas of the competition-

aggression field. The typologies developed for both competitive/cooperative situations, and

aggression concepts, are logical and supported by some empirical evidence, but still await

fi.¡rther work to assess their utility. In spite of these suggestions, it udll be assumed for the

current research that the definitions and conceptual frameworks developed in this chapter are

both valid and sound, except in cases where the validation of a constn¡ct is integral to the

unequivocal interpretation of the obtained data e.g., kill ratio.

èe



CHAPTER 3

Psychological Literature on the Competition-Aggression

Link

3.1 Introduction

The purpose of the current chapter is to provide a review of published studies on the

competition-aggression link. The aim of the review is to analyse the literature using a set of

scientific methodological and statistical criteria, and subsequently integrate these findings into

a body of summary statements about the underþing characteristics of the competition-

aggression link. To this end, relationships and contadictions will be identified in the

literatr¡re, as well as highlighting gaps in cu¡rent knowledge. A rigorous methodological

procedure is outlined with respect to the collection and analysis of literature on the

competition-aggression link. The purpose of Chapter 4 will be to provide plausible

theoretical explanations for the findings presørted in the current chapter.
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3.2 Methodology

3.2.1 Criteria for entry

The search for resea¡ch on the competition-aggression link was conducted by exploring

literatn¡e databases and library catalogues. Since the data collected in this thesis are primarily

quantiøtive, literature based on experimental and quasi-experimental methodologies were

included in the review. Investigations using qualitative methods such as discor¡rse analysis

(e.g., Potter and wetherell, 1987) or ethnography (e.g., Carspecken, 1996) were excluded

from the review because of their focus on data derived from interviewing procedures.t

Studies on the competition-aggression link using non-humans were also excluded from the

literature review. There were two related reaso¡rs as to why animal studies were excluded

from the review. A primary reason is the conflicting results produced across species. For

example, on the topic of copulatory behaviour, Shillington and Verrell (L997) found that male

tarantulas were not aggressive towards each other during pre- or post-copulation with a single

female tarantula, while Thor and Ca¡r (1979) demonstated post-copulatory aggression

between male rats using a comparable methodology. The conflicting dat¿ issue is closely

related to the argument that human aggression has a limited relationship with other animals.

Some authors have argued that studying ou evolutionary cousins (e.g., chimpanzees; see

Wrangham & Peterson, 1997) provides a scientific understanding of human aggression.

However, there have been many criticisms levelled at such theses (e.g., Montagu, 1968). For

example, Boulding (1968) drew the analogy that generalising the findings from animal studies

to humans is like trl¡ing to understand why a jet plane flies by studying a wheelba:row. Scott

I It is noted that there are no qualitative studies directly aimed at investigating the competition-
aggression link. However, Jones (1996) and Hughes (1983) have reported indirect studies. Jones'
study was briefly discussed in Section 1.2. Hughes observed for¡rth- and fìfttr-grade children (mostly
girls) in a school-yard game called FourSquare. She found that participants would be 'mean' to distant
friends in order to be 'nice' towards close friends. These findings contradict the Eaditional notion that
girls are merely cooperators: "We find little evidence that .. . girls just sit a¡ound with one or two close
friends exchanging intimacies, that they lack skills in organizing and sustaining large-group activities
or games with highly complex and elaborated n¡le stn¡cture €.g., ... that they are inèapable of
competition, or that they fall apart in the face of conflict" (p. 681).
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(1958) obsen¡ed that aggression displayed by non-humans is almost invariably instn¡mental

because it serves to secure an exEaneous goal, whereas human aggression is probably as

frequently non-instnrmental as ins!:r¡mental (see a discussion of this point in Section 2.3). In

sum, non-human studies of the competition-aggression link have been excluded from this

review because of the contradictory findings across species, as well as the evolutionary

argument that human aggression is qualitativeþ different from animal aggression.

Finally, a large body of literatr¡re on Tlpe A behavior¡r patterns (characterised as

competitive and aggressive), that exhibit associations with a variety of taits such as taffic

accident risk (Magnavita, Narda, Sani, & Carbone, 1997), school achievement (Keltikangas-

Jarvinen, 1992), coronary-risk indicators (Raikkonen, Keltikangas-Jarvinen, & Solakivi,

1990), and impatient behavio¡¡rs (Matthews & Angulo, 1980), was also excluded from the

current review because ofthe correlational nafl¡re ofthese studies. These studies generally

show that persons who have a T¡çe A behavior¡r pattern are at greater risk of, say, heart

disease. There is infrequently, however, an attempt to demonsüate a causal link between

competitive situations and aggressive behaviours.

3.2.2 Search process and results

References were collected if they were 'published' material or dissertations. The term

'published material' refers to any document that is accessible through refereed or peer-

reviewed joumals, books, or book chapters, on the proposed topic. The literature databases

searched were Psyclit @sychological abstracts on CD-Rom), Medline (Database of the US

National Library for Medicine), Current Contents (Database produced by the Institute for

Scientific Information), and Social Sciences Citation Index. Each database u/as searched on a

frequent basis with a final search conducted during the early months of 1999.

A standard key word trail was employed for each daøbase in order to sea¡ch for

potentially relevant literature. The key word trail used across databases (except Current
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Contents) was relatively short because of the programming characteristic of accepting

abbreviations of key words such as competition, cooperation, aggression, hostility, and anger.

The word trail was:

L Compett Aggress*

2. Compet* Hostil+

3. Compet* Ang*

4. Cooperat+ Aggresst

5. Cooperat+ Hostil+

6. Cooperat* Ang*

For the Cnrrent Contents database, abbreviations were not a part of the cha¡acteristics of the

program so a larger word tail was employed to exhaust all possible combinations of the key

words. This was composed of 24 entries.

Forty one independent studies were for¡nd on the competition-aggression link.

Approximately half of these studies were drawn directly from the databases, whilst the other

half were discovered through the reference lists of theoreticaUconceptual papers (e.g.,

Bertilson, 1983) or ûom the studies collected on the competition-aggression link.

Overall, the collected studies fell into two broad types of methodologies, viz, laboratory-

based and natu¡alistic studies. The laboratory-based studies were fi¡rther divided into a

general category of miscellaneous methodologies, as well as studies using Taylor's

competitive reaction time procedr.ue (see Taylor, 1967, for a lengthy description of this

methodological procedure). The following review is conducted in three sections, each one

representing these broad methodological categories i.e., laboratory-based miscellaneous

studies, Taylor's procedure, and naturalistic studies.

It is noted that 28 studies (68%) employed Taylor's reaction time procedure, 6 studies

(15%) were categorised as laboratory based, and 7 studies (I7%) employed nah¡ralistic

methodological designs. The imbalance of literature towards a single-t1pe of methodology
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has both advantages and disadvantages that will be discussed in the concluding remarks of

this chapter.

3.2.3 Criteria for analysing the literature

Once each study was collected, it was reviewed using a set of standa¡d scientific criteria.

These criteria a¡e:

1. Soundexternal validitv:

The sample was randomly selected and any effects of differential attrition assessed and/or

contolled for;

The sample was an adequate sÞe;

Testing effects were contolled for;

Reactive effects were taken into account and/or minimised;

The effects of multiple teatments were taken into account and/or minimised; and

Historical circumstances were taken into account.

2. Sound internal validitv:

The validity and reliability of measuring instruments were assessed;

The measuring instuments were appropriately utilised;

There was a random allocation of subjects to groups;

The problems caused by differential athition from groups r¡/ere assessed and/or

minimised;

a
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The problems caused by testing effects (i.e., the effect of taking one test on the scores of

another test) were assessed and/or minimised;

The conclusions reached about causal relationships were warranted by the study design

and data, and that alternative explanations for such relationships v/ere proposed and

adequately ruled out; and

The potential effects of matwation, history, and/or selection, were assessed and/or

minimised.

a

O

3. Sor¡nd statistical validitv:

The effects of statistical regression (i.e., regression to the mean) were assessed and/or

minimised;

The utilised statistical tests u/ere appropriately applied;

There was an adjustnent of alpha levels when multiple comparisons were conducted; and

The power of statistical tests were accounted for when drawing conclusions.

It should be emphasised that not all criteria were applicable to each study because of the

nature of some methodologies.

O
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3.3 Review of the literature on the competition-aggression lÍnk

3.3.1 Laboratory-based studies

Pioneering research on the competition-aggression link was reported by Deutsch (I949a,

1949b) who conducted doctoral work on the social psycholory of groups under competitive

and cooperative sih¡ations. Deutsch published his resea¡ch in two papers. The first paper was

a theoretical analysis of competition and cooperation, while the second paper analysed

empirically the validity of the hlryotheses proposed in the first paper. For the sake of

thoroughness, the following review will initiaily consider the theoretical paper so as to

provide a conceptual basis for Deutsch's subsequent experiment. It is worth mentioning from

the outset that aggressive behaviour formed only a small (but important) part of Deutsch's

comprehensive theory of competition and cooperation.

Deutsch's theoretical paper (1949a) attempts to sketch out a theory of competition and

cooperation and then apply this theory to the functioning of small groups. He begins by

reviewing a number of social theorists who have written about competition and cooperation,

and draws the conclusion that there is a common th¡ead, viz, the notion that "the difference

between competition and cooperation lies in the difference in the nature of the goal-regions in

the two social situations" @eutsch, 1949a, p. 131). Deutsch subsequently provided a

conceptualisation of each situation. Cooperation is defined as a social situation rvhere "a

goal-region can be entered (to some degree) by any given individual or sub-unit only if all the

individuals or sub-r¡nits under consideration can also enter their respective goal-regions (to

some degree)" þ. 132). In contast, competition is defined as a social situation where:

The goal-regions for each of the individuals or sub-units in the situation are defined so

that if a goal-region is entered by any individual or sub-unit ... the other individuals or

sub-units will, to some degree, be rmable to reach their respective goals in the social

situation under consideration. (p. 132)
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Deutsch acknowledged that there are probably few real-life situations which fall neatly into

either of the two definitions. For example, "members of a basketball team may be co-

operatively interrelated with respect to winning the game, but competitively interrelated with

respect to being the 'sta¡' of the team" @eutsch, L949a,p.132), although "it is believed that

in many circumstances not much theoretical extrapolation is necessary to handle the more

complex situations" (p. 133).

Deutsch Q9 9Q then states the logical implications of his theory. For example, when

talking about cooperative situations, he states that'if X locomotes in the direction of his goal,

A, B, c, etc., will locomote in the direction of their goals" @eutsch, 1949a,p. 134), and vice

versa for competitive sitr¡ations. Psychological implications of the theory are also stated and

possess a Hullian flavour (reflecting the intellectual climate in psychology during the 1940s)

e.g., "all action is a process which is directed towa¡d reduction or removal of need-tension"

úr. 137). From these logical and psychological implications, Deutsch derived h¡potheses

about the effects of cooperation and competition on small group functioning. A particularly

salient set of hlpotheses for the competition-aggression phenomenon were those perûaining to

the communication style of groups. Competitive groups were hlpothesised to display more

aggression towards fellow members compared with cooperative groups and were also

hypothesised to be less likely to reach muh¡al agreement on the solution of a task. The second

paper tested the hlpotheses proposed in Deutsch's theoretical analysis of competitive and

cooperative sitr¡ations.

During the experiment @eutsch, 1949b), fifty undergraduate psychology students were

randomly assigned to one of l0 experimental g[oups composed of five individuals each. In

the first week of the study, groups were requested to solve a human relations problem dr:ring

a fifty minute period. The experimenter gave each group a score based on the productivity of

their discussion. Groups were paired on the basis of their productivity score. Following this

procedure, one member in the pair was randomly assigned to the competitive condition,

whilst the other member was assigned to the cooperative condition. All groups subsequently

attended a three-hour session over six consecutive weeks. During each session, all groups
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were requested initially to solve a pr;øzle, which had a clear-cut solution, and then provide a

solution to a human-relations problem which had no right or rvrong anslver. Cooperative

groups were told that they were being compared with four other similarly constituted groups

and that each group would be ranked from 1 to 5. Each person in the top-ranked group was

said to receive an A-grade pass on a term paper. The competitive groups were told that each

group member was being compared to all other members and that the same rewa¡d of an A-

grade pass would be given to the top-ranked person. During each session, three to foru

highly-tained observers rated the groups on the basis of their communication style. Also,

subjects completed a questionnaire at the end of the human relations problem drawing on their

experience with other goup members.

An analysis of these data revealed a consistent pattern of results across the h¡rpotheses,

suggesting a logical coherence in Deutsch's theory. For example, the cooperative g¡oups

were more likely to work together and have a higher degree of co-ordination, agree with and

accept each other's ideas, and display a higher productivity rate. Most importantly for the

current review was the finding that cooperative groups were more likely to encourage and be

friendly towards fellow group mernbers, and to commt¡nicate less aggressively, relative to the

matched competitive groups. It should be noted that the 'friendliness' and 'encourager'

variables only reached significance on the human relations problem and not on the ptv.zle,

probably, as Deutsch suggested, because the puzzles had an obvious solution which

compelled all groups to some level of agreeableness, regardless of whether they were

cooperating or competing. This suggestion is supported by the finding that the competitive

groups were more likely to 'block' group member's ideas on the human relations problem.

Despite confirming most h1çotheses, Deutsch's experiment has shortcomings. The most

obvious shortcoming was the dubious procedure of providing observers the knowledge of

which were the competitive groups and which were not. Thus, the danger of these data is that

they reflect the personal biases of the observers rather than representing a 'real' difference

between the groups. Whilst Deutsch attempted to explain away this conforurding factor, the

first explanation is unconvincing: "Impromptu statements from the obsenrers to the effect that
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if they were allowed to keep the instructions in mind they would have a better interpretive

frame of reference for their observations" @eutsch, 1949b,p. 208). In reality, it is diffrcult to

assess whether the observers were rating groups on the basis of 'real' behaviours, or whether

the observers were rating groups based on expectations of what to perceive. A second

shortcoming of these data was the large nn¡nber of l-test comparisons conducted without the

utilisation of a correction factor to counteract the inflation of alpha. Deutsch conducted

nearly ninety t tests! A Bonferroni's correction factor on ninety pair-wise comparisons would

reduce the alpha level considerably, and make nearly all the reported significant comparisons

insignificant. Since statistical theory in the 1940s was yet to recognise the problem of

multiple comparisons, Deutsch cannot be criticised too stongly, but this still does not reduce

the tentativeness of these data. Finally, another shortcoming of the paper was the failure to

specifu the gender of the utilised subjects.

Grossack (1954) conducted a similar study to Deutsch (1949b) by analysing

undergraduates' written communication during cooperative and competitive situations.

Ninety participants, who were all female, were assigned to groups of five. However, r:nlike

Deutsch's procedure, the groups were not allowed to talk and, when led to the experimental

room, were instructed to face a wall and await furttrer instuction. Participants received one

of four written instructions which induced four different types of situations, viz, high or low

competition, and high or low cooperation. The cooperative instructions told participants that

they were competing with other groups, while the competitive instructions told participants

that they were competing with other members in their group. These instt¡ctions were highly

similar to the instr¡ctions utilised by Deutsch (1949b). The high competition and high

cooperation groups were delivered the additional insûr¡ction that they would receive a reward

for being the top-ranked group member and top-ranked group, respectively. Following the

initial instruction, participants were given an ill-sbr¡ctured problem about a delinquent boy

which was not dissimilar to Deutsch's human relations task. Participants were requested to

commwticate with other group members over a fou-minute period, using hand written

messages, in order to provide a plausible solution to the problem. At the end of the four-
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minute period, each participant was told to choose from one of seven possible solutions and

write a comment about each member's contribution to the task. Participants were again

requested to read the experimental instuctions, whilst the experimenter swapped the

comments made by participants about other group members with standardised notes. The

standardised notes were handed to the participants, and, again, the group was requested to

solve the same problem using the same procedure for two further fou¡-minute periods. At the

end of the third for¡r-minute perio{ participants completed a post-study questionnaire. The

hand-written messages of each participant for the three periods were subjected to a content

analysis.

An analysis of the hand-written comments revealed a number of interesting findings.

Firstþ, there were no differences in the groups with respect to the reward manipulation. That

is, being offered a reward had no significant differential influence on participants' comments

across the competitive or cooperative situations. Secondly, cooperative participants were

more likely to show cohesiveness (i.e., use words such as 'I', 'we', and 'others'), pressure

group members towa¡ds uniformity, and to accept that pressure, relative to competitive

participants. Finally, cooperative participants were more likely to use instrumental

communication (i.e., opinion, information) and less likely to receive 'consummatory'

messages (i.e., tension, antagonism), relative to participants from the competitive groups.

That is, the competitive situation induced hostile communication between group members.

Overall, Grossack's data are highly consistent with both the theory and resea¡ch findings of

the group behaviou¡ field.

Despite the neaûress of Grossack's data, there are still a number of criticisms of this study.

The first criticism relates to the finding that the offered rewa¡d did not influence participant's

communication. If we accept Grossack's data, this would suggest that Deutsch (1949b)

demonstrated aggtessive communication because of the competition/cooperation

manipulation per se, rather than because he used a competitive or cooperative situation with a

reward. However, the question must be asked as to whether or not the rewa¡d was salient for

participants. For example, the high competition group was told that *the best group would be
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rewarded" (Grossach 1954, p. 342), but what the nature of the reward would be was not

specified. Thus, the null finding of a reward may imply a lack of power in the methodology

rather than the relatively low effect of a reward. A second criticism of the study is serious for

the proposed finding that competition induces 'consummatory' communication. There is no

mention at all throughout the paper as to the procedure employed for analysing the hand-

written messages. In an un¡eliable scenario, the experimenter may have analysed the

messages himself in which case the data would be contaminated by the experimenter's biases

of demonstrating a statistical effect. This criticism is also compounded by the dubious nature

of the 'consummatory' constntct which supposedly represents a measure of aggression but

which has no conceptual underpinning. Thus, the finding that aggression was demonstated

in the competitive condition is tentative at best. A third criticism of the str.rdy is the use of

female participants only which suggests that the findings do not necessarily generalise to

males. A related issue is the suggestion that the findings may not generalise to settings in

which participants are allowed to interact verbally because of the social pressr.¡re to disguise

criticisms and negative feelings toward others. However, Deutsch's data imply that the

competition-aggression link can be demonstated in experimental settings involving verbal

interaction.

Raven and Eachus (1963) extended the generalisability of the competition-aggression link

during group dynamics to motor tasks i.e., beyond verbal and written communication. The

rationale for the study was based on the observation that there are discrepant findings in the

group behaviou field. The most common discrepancy has been the issue of whether

competitive groups work faster or slower on experimental taslß than cooperative groups.

Some of the early research (e.g., Maller, L929; Triplett, 1898; cited by Raven & Eachus,

1963) showed that competitive goups work faster than cooperative groups (although not as

efficiently), whilst relatively more recent research reveals that competitive groups actually

work slower than cooperative groups (e.g., Grossacþ 1954; Thomas, 1957). Raven and

Eachus h1çothesised that the discrepant findings are the result of an under-conceptualisation

of competitive and cooperative situations (see Section 2.2 for an in-depth discussion of this
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pornÐ. Deutsch (1949a, 1949b) originally conceptualised the degree of interdependency of

groups solely on the basis of goals. For example, Deutsch wrote that cooperative social

situations entail 'promotive interdependent" goals because the movement of individuals

towards a goal increases the possibilrty of other members reaching their goals. However,

Raven and Eachus raised the point that an additional dimension of interdependence is that of

means i.e., the extent to which tasks performed by individuals within a group are related to

the tasks performed by the remaining goup members. R¿ven and Eachus write that:

In the means-independent situations, subjects will use the performance of others to

evaluate themselves, and motivation would be great in the competitive situation.

In the means-ínterdependent situations, competition presents a special problem, since

the individual is competing with an individual who affects his own progress. There is

then a conflict between positive dependence and negative dependence- the subject is

attempting to hinder someone who can help him. Also competition coupled with

means-interdependence give each individual a threat which he can utilise with respect

to the other . . . with resultant deterioration of interpersonal relationships. (p. 308)

The authors added that:

By contrast, in the means-interdependent cooperative situation, the individual is

working towards a common goal with those upon whom he is dependent for his own

efficient locomotion. We should expect that the difference between cooperative and

competitive gfoups ... would be especially likely where means-interdependence is

high. (p. 308)

It is highlighted at this point that Raven and Eachus have reasoned illogically. Taylor

(1967) hypothesised and demonstrated that participants in a cooperative situation, who were

given a means-interdepandant tasþ reported feeling more angry towards their group membe¡s
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than cooperative groups conducting a means-independent task. If we extrapolate these

findings to aggression, then Raven and Eachus have made an error by saying that "we should

expect that the difference between cooperative and competitive groups ... would be especially

likely where means-interdependence is high" (p. 308). In fact, Taylor's data suggest that the

difference between competitive and cooperative situations are highest on aggression if the

competitive situation involves a means-interdependent tasþ and the cooperative situation

involves a means-independent task! This is an interesting point when their methodology is

closely examined because their competitive situation is actually means-independent, while

their cooperative situation is means-interdependent. Thus, despiæ their best intentions, the

authors designed a methodology that reduced the probability of finding an effect.

One hundred and twenty male undergraduates were randomly assigned to forty triads who

were requested to participate in a motor task ostensibly designed as a nonverbal intelligence

test. The apparatus used for the study was a triangular desk composed of two pieces of board.

A screw was placed on each corner of the upper board, thus separating the two pieces of

boards. Rotating a screw caused the table's comer to decline. Raven and Eachus conducted

two manþlations. Firstly, triads were assigned either to a competitive or cooperative

condition. Cooperative groups were told they were being timed to measure the speed with

which they could level the board as a group across for¡r trials. That is, the cooperative

situation utilised a means-interdependent task. It was also said that each member of the

fastest group would receive a book prize. Cooperative groups were told that there were nine

other similarly constituted groups competing against them. Similarly, competitive

participants were told that the object of the exercise was to level their edge of the board as fast

as possible, but that only the fastest person in the group would be eligible for a prize, with ten

individuals across all groups receiving a prtze. That is, the competitive situation utilised a

means-independent task. The number of groups who were competing for a prize was not

disclosed to participants in the competitive condition. Secondly, the table was rendered

immobile for half of the cooperative and competitive groups in order to intoduce a frt¡stration

factor into the task. All participants completed a questionnaire after each trial period, as well
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as a post-study questioruraire which had a hlryothetical situation where participants were

asked to rate the likelihood that hostility would have broken out if group members were

competing for prizes of $100, instead of book prizes.

A number of hypotheses were tested by Raven and Eachus, and the reported data mainly

supported their experimental predictions. Firstly, the cooperative groups worked significantly

faster than the competitive groups but their theorising about the means-interdependence factor

was not confirmed because they failed to manipulate and compare all for¡r types of scenarios.

Secondly, cooperative groups evaluated their fellow goup members in a more favor¡rable

manner than competitive groups. Finally, and most importantþ for the proposed linþ

competitive groups were more likely to suggest that hostility would have broken out if

participants had been competing for a $100 prize. Interestingly, an interaction effect was

found in that competitive participants with the immobile task were more likely to suggest that

hostility would have broken out given a $100 prize, relative to all other groups. That is, the

combination of füisüation and competition produced the greatest amount of hlpothetical

hostility predictions.

A strength of the Raven and Eachus study is the neat pattern of results which were highly

consistent with the experimental hypotheses. Another süargth is that an abshact motor task

was employed which required minimal prior learning and thus eliminated the influence of

extraneous factors such as personality, cultural factors, and past experience. This implies that

the competition-aggression link may generalise to other taslcs because it was demonstated

using an abstract motor task. In spite of these strengths, a weakness of the study was the

utilisation of a very dubious measure of hostility i.e., an unvalidated and indirect measure.

The authors did not attempt to validate this construct using an existing hostility measure (i.e.,

scale, test, or task) from the aggression field. To make matters worse, hostility is a poorly

defured scientific concept (see Section 23 for an discussion of this claim). A more robust

methodology would have entailed the utilisation of a valid and reliable measr¡re of aggression,

and preferably not hostility. In the absence of a validation study, one can only make

conclusions based on behavioural tendencies, as opposed to actual behaviours.
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The systematic investigation of the competition-aggression link was conducted beyond the

group behaviotu field when Nelson, Gelfand, and Hartmann (1969) reported a study using a

social learning theory approach. The primary focus of the Nelson et al. study was to analyse

the effects of competitive games and exposure to an aggressive model on children's play

behaviour, as well as to evaluate gender as a confounding variable. Nelson et al. provide a

clear explication of a theory as to why competition increases the occurrence of aggression:

Berkowitz (1962) has suggested that competition constitutes a frustrating situation

which gøterates anger and which frequently results in aggressive behavior¡r. .... Either

failure or success in competition generates frr¡stration, although frr¡snation is likely to

be greater for the loser who has been denied the fruits of success and has endured a

greater number of thwarted responses than has the winner. Nevertheless, the winner is

also subjected to stess due to the unpredictability of the outcome and fear of possible

defeat. Thus either faih¡re or success should result in greater aggression than should

no competition. (Nelson et al., 1969, 1085-1086)

It is noted that a theoretical explanation for the competition-aggression link, which is

provided later in this chapter, is based on Berkowitz's ea¡lier theoretical work. Nelson et al.

also provide a theory as to why exposure to an aggressive model interacts with the effects of

competition to increase exponentially the likelihood of aggression in children, vþ,

Berkowitz's cue exposure theory. The authors argue that Berkowitz's cue exposure theory

(which suggests that exposure to an aggressive model arouses previously learned aggressive

habits) underlies the h¡pothesis that observing an aggressive model, and then playing a

competitive game, significantly increases the probability of aggression.

Ninety six 5- and 6-year-old children were paired into same-sex dyads and exposed to

either an aggressive or non-aggressive model whilst playrng with clay. The aggressive model

spent three minutes attacking a Bobo clown (a procedrue identical to an oft-cited study by

Bandura, Ross, & Ross, 1961). Following exposure to a particular gpe of model, dyads
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either played various games or did not participate in competition at all. The competitive

games were pre-determined so that one child would automatically win nearly all the trials,

whilst the other child would automatically lose nearly all the trials, regardless of his/her

performance. The games were a hand strength task and a miniature ten-pin bowling alley.

The successfirl participant received pieces of candy twice dr¡ring the hand sûorgth task and

th¡ee times dr:ring the bowling game, whilst the failing participant received one piece of

candy during the hand strength task only. In addition to the candy reward, the successful

participant received verbal praise during competition from the experimenter (e.g., "She is a

really good bowler!"; p. 1089). Following the completion of the competitive games (and

benign activity for the non-competitive play condition), dyads were separated and placed into

playrooms which contained aggressive and non-aggressive toys. Participants were allowed to

play for ten minutes druing which time observers wrote down brief descriptions of each

child's play behaviour. The descriptions u/ere subse4uently analysed into five different

categories of behaviours, viz, imitative physical and verbal aggression, partial imitation, non-

imitative aggression, and non-aggressive play.

An analysis of the total number of aggressive responses revealed an interaction between

participant's gender and t¡rpe of model. Females exposed to an aggressive model were

equally likely to display aggressive behaviours as males, but were less likely than males to

display aggressive behaviour when exposed to a non-aggressive model. That is, exposure to

an aggressive model raised female aggression to a level displayed by males who appeared to

be uninfluenced by the type of model observed. However, competition alone, or with another

variable, did not signifrcantþ influence aggression, despite the mean values falling in the

predicted direction. Despite this non-significant finding, the authors, who initially applied the

correct st¿tistical practice of an ANOVA on these data, proceeded erroneously to conduct

multþle t tests between the competition conditions (without any statistical adjustnents),

demonstrating differences in the predicted direction. The authors subsequently wrote at

length as to why competition influences aggression when clearly these data were not

demonstrating a significant result on an Ftest. Therefore, it $'ill be assumed that competition
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did not have a significant effect on participants' aggressive behavior¡rs. An analysis of

imitative aggression only revealed a significant effect on the modelling variable.

There are four plausible reasons why Nelson et al. failed to demonstrate that children

exposed to competition did not display more aggression than children not exposed to

competition (or that failure participants did not display more aggression than success

participants). One explanation suggests that the competitive situation entailed a means-

independent task whicl¡ as Raven and Eachus (1963) rguê, reduces the probability of finding

a stàtistical effect. In conEast, means-interdependerit tasl6 increase the probability of

demonstrating the competition-aggression link. Rocha and Rogers (1976)provide the second

plausible explanation which suggests that the aggression was measured outside of the

competitive setting which implies that the aggression failed to have an 'instumental' value.

This explanation suggests that the competition-aggression link is more probable when the

measured aggression increases the chances of victory, as opposed to those behavior¡¡s which

are inconsequential to a competitive situation's outcome. However, the evidence appears to

contradict this hypothesis. For example, Sherif and Sherif (1969,1973) reported a series of

studies (reviewed laûer) demonstrating that boys on surnmer camp, who were divided into two

groups, and competed against each in a toumament, were hostile towards each other well after

the competitive activities had ended. This study suggests that the aggression or hostility

induced during competition can be non-instrumental. A third competing explanation of these

data suggests that there is a contextual basis for the competition-aggression link. Thus,

measuring participants' aggressive behaviour outside of the competitive setting reduces the

contextual cues that elicit aggression. Unlike the second explanation, scientific evidence

appears to support this third explanation. To take the same study, Sherif (1962 ,1,972) showed

that the hostility displayed by the boys on sünmer camp disappea¡ed when they went back to

their respective homes. That is, the hostility displayed during sunmer camp did not fransfer

to other settings! A final plausible explanation as suggested by Hartley (1964¡) is that

laboratory measr¡res of aggressive behavioru (e.g., Bobo doll aggression) are not valid

indicators of social aggression. However, Johnston, Deluca, Murtaugh, Diener (1977)
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revealed that laboratory aggressive behavior¡r by children (i.e., Bobo doll play) correlates

highly with teacher and peer ratings of aggression demonstated at school. In sum, the third

explanation (i.e., competitive aggression is setting bound) is the most plausible.

Rocha and Rogers (1976) conducted a similar study to Nelson et al. (1969) but it was

better controlled. Aggressive behaviours lvere measured within the competitive setting, and

the task was means-interdependent. These variables combined supposedly maximise the

probability of demonstrating the competition-aggression link. Sixty four males aged between

6 a¡d7 years were the participants for this study. Participants were paired with a confederate

(of approximately the same age) and were instn¡cted to build a tower from a limited supply of

blocks. The object of the exercise was to compete with the confederate in ûrying to build the

biggest tower. The reward for building the biggest tower was displayed to pairs. Half of the

pairs were shown a very attractive reward (i.e., toy gun, rocket), while the other half were

shown a relatively less atfractive reward (i.e., crayon, piece of candy). A fr¡rther variable was

the amou¡rt of blocks present for tower building. Half of the sample were provided an

abundant supply of blocks (n=100), while the other half were given a limited supply of blocks

(n:13). Those assigned to the limited blocks condition were placed in a means-

interdependent task, whereas those in the abr¡ndant blocks condition were in a means-

independent task by fact that the former group's building task was more conditional on the

tower building of the confederate. Participants were given th¡ee minutes to build a tower

while the experimenter observed from an adjoining room and videotaped the session.

To add to the complexity of the analysis, the authors measured the aggressive dispositions

of a large sample of children by collecting teacher ratings on seven items before the study

began proper. These items were derived from a validated scale designed by Stewarl Pitts,

Craig, and Dieruf (1966). Children were placed into three categories: A high aggressive

disposition, a low aggressive disposition, and a moderate aggressive disposition. A random

selection of children were drawn ûom a school population from the high and low aggtessive

disposition categories, thus adding another factor to the statistical analysis.
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The videotapes of the experimørtal sessions were scored for aggressive behavior¡¡s. Two

independent observers, who were blind to the study's aims, categorised each observed

aggressive act as either verbal aggression (insults, protests, and threats), interference (taking

blocks from confederate's tolver, toppling confederate's tower), or physical aggression

þushing, pulling, hitting, and wrestling). Each aggressive act was also rated on a S-point

scale in terms of its intensity. The intensity scores within each category of aggression were

summed to form three composite scores for each participant. The authors wrote: .,This

scoring system yielded, for example, a higher interference aggression score for the single act

of completely demolishing a tower than for the single act of taking one block from a tower"

@ocha & Rogers, 1976,p.59L).

A multivariate AI.IOVA showed th¡ee main effects (and no interactions) when the three

t¡pes of aggressive behavior¡rs were linea¡ly combined. That is, the limited bloclcs group

produced higher mean aggression (on the linear composite of the three tlpes of aggression)

relative to the abundant blocla group; the atüactive prizes produced higher mean aggression

relative to the unattractive prizes; and high aggressive participants displayed more

competitive aggression than low aggressive participants. A series of r¡nivariate ANOVAs

revealed a significant difference on each t¡pe of aggression (i.e., verbal, physical, and

interference) for each independent variable. For example, participants presented with an

attractive reward produced a higher score on verbal aggression than participants presented

with an unattactive reward, as they did for physical aggression and interference. The mean

difference scores across all the comparisons were quite large with a range of 4.2 to 11.4. It

should be noted, however, that it is difficult to ascertain the exact amount of aggressive acts

displayed for each type of category, and their respective intensities, because the authors only

presented the mean composite scores i.e., the sum total of all aggressive intensity scores.

In conclusion, Rocha and Rogers (1976) have presented a number of interesting findings.

They have elegantly shown that several factors a¡e a suffrcient (but not a necessary) condition

to produce increases in several types of competitive aggression, viz, verbal and physical

aggression, and interfere¡rce behaviot¡¡. Raven and Eachus (1963) argued that aggression is
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more probable duing competitive situations entailing a means-interdependent task. Rocha

and Rogers' dzta support this hypothesis. Deutsch (1949b) alluded to the importance of a

reward, while Grossack (1954) reported data \r'hich contradicted this hypothesis. Rocha and

Rogers have shown that the rewa¡d is an important influence in its own right. Finally,

evidence from the violent television field shows that individuals with high aggressive

dispositions are more likely to behave aggressively in particular contexts (i.e., after watching

violent television) than individuals with low aggressive dispositions (e.g., Bushman, 1995).

Rocha and Roger's data also appear to show that personality factors mediate the link between

competition and aggressive behaviour.

A major strength of Rocha and Rogers' study was the adequate validation of the utilised

insbr¡ments. Rocha and Rogers interviewed a sample of twelve 6-7 year old boys and

requested them to state preferred rewards. They also interviewed faculty and staff members

on what they thought children's preferences might be with respect to rewards. A common

response was that the rocket and gun were more athactive rewards than the crayon or piece of

candy. Further on this point was the high internal consistency of the disposition for

aggression scale (cr=.88). Finally, inter-rater reliability analyses of scores for observed

aggression during tower building were very high. Another strength of the paper was the

utilisation of appropriate statistical analyses, viz, multivariate ANOVA for multiple and

related dependent variables.

In contrast, it is much harder to detect weaknesses in this study. One criticism relates to

the procedure utilised by the experimenters to score the videotapes. Even though the

independent obsen¡ers were blind to the aims of the study they could have easily deduced that

the number of blocks was an experimental manipulation, especially grven the observers were

"two graduate students" (Rocha & Rogers, 1976, p. 591). The authors discounted this

potential weakness by saying: "the raters had no idea what significance, if any, the number of

blocks had" (p. 591), but this explanation is far from convincing. Despite this weakness, it

appears unlikely that the number of blocks influenced observer's scoring because it cannot

explain why the other two variables had independent influences over the three dependent
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variables in exactly the same way as the blocks factor. A second criticism of this study is that

the sample size of Ø participants reduced the power of finding interaction effects between the

independent variables. For 2-way interactions, there were for¡r independent groups which

equaûes with only 16 participants per cell. For a three-way interaction the situation is even

worse with eight independent groups and only eight participants per cell. Thus, the small

sample size may have manufactr¡red a statistical scenario where the factors had independent

influences when, in reality, interactions may have been for¡rd if the sample size was larger.

The final study in this category was reported by Anderson and Morrow (1995) who

employed an innovative methodological framework to the competition-aggression link. Since

the methodological procedures of fuiderson and Morrow have beeri largely duplicated in this

thesis, a comprehensive critique of the paper is conducted in this section. The aim of this

critique is to highlight sfiengths and shortcomings of their findings.

The introductory section by Anderson and Morrow (1995) clearly articulates the rationale

of the research program. Violence is identified as a social issue in US society: "Our violent

crime rate is considerably higher than that of any other major rrVestem nation, as shown by the

1990 murder and serious assault rates" (p. 1020). Statistics are reported to validate this

assertion, as well as indicating the type of violence most commonly recorded:

In 1990, of mr¡rders for which the circumstances were known, 45o/o were classified as

being due to arguments. Another 26Yo were classified as "miscellaneous non-felony

t¡pes", a category that includes murders committed "during brawls while the offender

was under the influence of alcohol and/or na¡cotics." (p. 1020)

The authors then propose that competition may promote arguments, anger, and/or

aggression, and cite relevant resea¡ch conducted on the topic (e.g., Nelson et al., 1969; Sherif

& Sherit 1953). Reference is made to the idea that competition is linked with aggression:

"When people perceive that they are competing with each other over a valued commodity,
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they naturally behave in ways that produce ill feelings, arguments, and (occasionally) physical

conflicts" (p. l02l). And that the putative connection has a social origin:

At a fairly early age, then, most people learn to think of competitive situations in

hostile, aggressive terms and to think of cooperative situations in friendly, non-

aggressive terms. We develop rich knowledge structures about competitive and

cooperative situations. These knowledge stn¡ctt¡res guide our perceptions and

behavior as we enter new sitr¡ations. (p. 1021)

The proposed h¡pothesis that competition and aggression compose a knowledge stucture or

schema is developed further when the authors suggest that (in theory):

This }¡rowledge structure approach to competitive aggression does not iequire tnre

interpersonal interaction in order to produce aggressive behavior. The main thesis of

this article is that simply defining a situation as competitive (vs. cooperative) is

sufficient in many circumstances to produce significant increases in aggressive

behavior. The main circumstance in which this is likely to occur is when the situation

is ambiguous along two dimensions. First, the situation must be ambiguous with

regard to how much aggression is called for. .... Second, the situation must be

relatively novel. G,. 1022)

To that end, it was suggested that a videogame is an appropriate task to show the competition-

aggression link because it is novel and standa¡dised. Moreover, the authors argued that the

utilisation of a videogame provides a contribution to the debate on the negative effects of

violent media, and that the competition-aggression link is a unique media effect which has not

been studied as yet: "No studies have explicitly manipulated competitive versus cooperative

instructions for the same task and then followed up by assessing purely cognitive-based (i.e.,

in the absence of dynamic interaction) aggressive behavior in that task context" (p. 1023).
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Subsequent to these introductory statements, the authors report two experiments on the

competition-aggression link. Experiment I is less relevant to the issue of whether

competition leads to aggression because it is not a tn¡e experimental design (i.e., where a

variable is manipulated and another is observed). Rather, a sr¡rvey study was conducted to

test the underlying assumption that humans perceive competitive situations as aggressive, and

cooperative situations as non-aggressive. The first experiment sought to tap both the

competition and cooperation schemas by administering a number of paper-and-pencil tests to

seventeen university students. The authors h¡rpothesised that university participants would

perceive competitive situations as more aggressive than cooperative situations because of the

semantic link between competition and aggression in human memory. On the whole, the

hypotheses were supported by these data. For example, on one test, participants were

requested to think of competitive situations they had encountered in the past and write words

that described those situations. Participants also had to think about cooperative situations and

write words to describe those situations as well. An analysis of these data revealed that

participants wrote a significantly greater number of aggressive words and a significantly

lesser number of non-aggtessive words to describe competitive situations when compared

with responses of cooperative situations.

However, a limitation of this study is that causal explanations are difficult to derive from

survey data. An altemative explanation of these data is that participants provided responses

that reflect dernand charactedstics as opposed to r¡nderlying schemas. A tn¡e test of the

competition-aggression link would entail manipulating a sitr¡ation along the competition/

cooperation dimension and examining the effects of such a manipulation on behaviow.

Anderson and Morrow's second study served this end. Moreover, a shortcoming of the first

study was the small sample (n=17) which rendered the employed statistical tests (F tesÐ as

potentially unreliable.

During Experiment 2, 60 university students were paired and assigned to either a

competitive or a cooperative condition. Participants either played separate games (i.e.,
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competitive group) or the same game (i.e., cooperative group). Participants were placed into

either same- or mixed-sex dyads. The utilised videogame was Super Mario Brothers, c.1987.

Paired participants in the competitive group were instucted to play the doubles version of

Super Mario Brothers which entails playing separate games. When the first player dies or

completes a level, the second player automatically begins his or her game, and when the

second player dies or completes a level, the first player resumes his or her game. Participants

were told that their performance (i.e., how far they travelled in the first scenario) would be

compared against their opponent. In contrast, paired participants in the cooperative group

were told to play the singles version of Super Mario Brothers. When the first participant died

or completed a level, he or she was instn¡cted to pass the joy-pad to the second participant

who continued playing the same game. Participants were requested to travel as far as possible

in the first scenario. Game play was taped on a video recorder for both groups.

The dependent measure (which represents aggression) was the 'kill ratio' (see Section 2.4

for a full description of the kill ratio). The kill ratio is defined as the number of encountered

videogame adversaries the participant kills divided by the total number of adversaries

encountered (i.e., killed plus avoided). It was h¡'pothesised that the competitive goup would

display a higher kill ratio because their competition-aggression schema would be primed by

the situation, while cooperative participants would avoid more encountered adversary because

the cooperation schema wouldbe primed.

An analysis of these data supported the hypothesis that competition would increase

aggressive videogame play. Participants in the competitive group had a significantly higher

kill ratio (M=.66) when compa¡ed with the cooperative group (M=.41). From a theoretical

perspective, an enlightening finding was that the aggression demonstrated by the competitive

group was not accompanied by greater levels of reported hostility (i.e., the aggression was

affectless) because they were no more hostile after the playing period (as measured by the

State Hostility Scale; Anderson et al., 1995) than those in the cooperative group. That is, the

authors found evidence supporting a purely cognitive basis for the competition-aggression

link (see the next chapter for a full explanation of the cognitive theory).
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Despite the neat findings reported by Anderson and Morrow, the second study has

shortcomings that render these data tentative. A major shortcoming of this study was the

failu¡e to validate the kill ratio as a measr¡re of aggressive behavior¡r. This criticism is

particularly compelling when you consider that the experimental videogame (e.g., Super

Mario Brothers) probably does not even have face validity for aggressive behaviour.2 To

validate the kill ratio, Anderson and Monow could have correlated the sample of kill ratios

with each subject's propensity for aggressive behaviour as determined by an independent

validated test, instrument, or task.

The apparent faih¡re to examine (or test) the kill ratio constn¡ct as a valid measure of

aggression is compounded by the ambiguity as to whether the cooperative situation caused the

cooperative subjects to decrease their ændency to kill adversary, or whether the competitive

siû¡ation caused the competitive subjects to increase their tendency to kill adversary, or

whether both effects took place. This point leads one to beg the question: If a baseline

measure had been recorded, would we have still observed any changes across the groups?

The authors final comment of "lve leave the task of teasing apart the relative effects of

competitive and cooperative instr¡ctions to futrue research" (p. 1028) leaves the reader with

more questions than answers.

Moreover, the uncertainty of these findings is heightened by the additional shortcoming

that the study failed to collect data on the extent to which competitive and cooperative

subjects were competing against their opponent during the experimental session. Without

these data, one cannot even conclude that the subjects' perceptions of the competitive and

cooperative situations were consistent with the authors' experimental instn¡ctions.

In sum, Anderson and Morrow reported data supporting the cognitive theory of the

competition-aggression link by showing that participants in a competitive videogame situation

killed more encountered adversary than participants in a cooperative situation, and that the

t Supet Mario Brothers has been classified by the Austalian Offrce of Film and Literatu¡e
Classification in the 'G' or General Classification category irrplying that it "is suitable for the youngest
child and should not require parental supewision" (OFLC, 1994, p. 6). That is, the videógamé is
perceptually non-violent.
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displayed aggression occurred in the absence of hostility. However, the failure to validate the

dependent measure raise doubts about the theoretical implications of these findings. It is

concluded that ñ¡rttrer str¡dies with validation procedures are required in order to replicate

these findings.

3.3.2 Taylor's competitive reaction time procedure

Introduction

Twenty eight studies were discovered using Taylor's reaction time procedure with a

diverse number of topics analysed urder this experimental paradigm. Twelve studies (43%\

examined the effects on aggressive behavior¡r of individual differences such as hostility

(Ohbuchi, 1982; Taylor, 1967), social desirability (Taylor, 1970), anxiety @engerink, l97L),

depression (Dengerink & Myers, 1977),locus of control @engerink, O'Leary, & Kasner,

1975), Machiavellianism (Gaebelein, 1973a), field independence-dependence (Dengerink et

al., 1975), and gender (Hoppe, 1979; Shortell & Biller, 1970:' Taylor & Epstein, 1967).

Thirteen studies (46%) were focussed on situational factors that mediate competitive

aggression such as monetary rewa¡ds for winning (Gaebelein & Taylor, l97l), monetary

rewards for reducing or increasing shock levels @orden, Bowen, & Taylor, l97l; Pisano &

Taylor, l97l), a non-compliant third party (Gaebelein, 1973a, 1973b; Gaebelein & Hay,

1975), counter-aggression from the opponent @engerink & Bertilson,l9T4; Kimble, Fiu, &.

Onorad, 1977; Pisano & Taylor, lg7l),belief similarity of the opponent (Hendrick & Taylor,

l97l), degree of defeat (Epstein & Taylor, 1967; Shortell, Epstein, & Taylor, 1970), and

audience presence (Borden & Taylor, 1973). Finally, three studies (11%) \ilere on the topic of

formulating methods for reducing competitive aggression @engerink & Bertilson, 1974;

Kimble et al., 1977; Pisano & Taylor, 1971). The sections that follow this intoduction
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constitute a review of literature based on Taylor's reaction time procedure. The fust part of

the review is devoted to research on individual differences, the second part is on research of

situational factors, and the third part is on research that explores techniques for reducing

competitive aggression. It is noted that each personality study has almost invariably

incorporated a situational factor into the methodological design and thus consideration will be

given to the overlap of findings across these sets of studies.

It should also be noted that a number of additional studies were discovered on the effects

of alcohol (e.g., Giancola & Zeiclmer, 1995; Zeichner, Allen, Giancola, & Lating, 1994) and

other dnrgs (e.g., Gantner & Taylor, 1988; weisman, Berman, & Taylor, l99g) on

competitive aggtession, however, these studies were excluded from the review because they

focus on the behavioural consequences of depressant drugs (with the findings applicable to a

clinical setting), rather than being concerned with the adverse effects of being intoxicated

during a competitive sih¡ation. These studies were excluded from the review for the

additional reason that Taylor's procedure may produce invalid results when subjects are

intoxicated with alcohol and/or other drugs.3

It is beneficial to outline the basic structure of Taylor's procedure because the

methodology is largely invariant across all the reported studies. During the initial stages of

the study, the subject was led to believe that (s)he was competing on a reaction time task with

another student who is in an adjoining room. The subject sat down and concentric shock

elecfrodes (as described by Tursþ, Watson, & O'Connell, 1965) were placed on the inner

surface of the left forearm using Tursþ's standardised procedure (Tursþ, lg74). Following

these procedr:res, a series of increasing shocks were administered to the subject and (s)he was

instucted to inform the experimenter when they became 'definitely unpleasant'. At this

3 Gustafson (1985) has argued that Taylor's paradigm for alcohol-related research assumes that pain
tb¡esholds remain stable across the experimental period for intoxicated subjects. However, Gustafson
showed that intoxicated subjects chose higher initial levels as a criterion for'definitely ,'pleasant'
shock, relative to sober subjects, and tended to experience shock more intensely. These-findings
suggest that the utilisation of alcohol and other dnrgs within Taylor's procedure intoduces an
unwanted confound which is not present amongst a comparison group of non-intoxicated subjects i.e.,
the procedure may not provide internally valid results when subjects are intoxicated.
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point, the adminishation of shock was terminated and the experiment began. Dengerink and

Bertilson (1974) provide a concise description of the experimental task:

The task instuctions were then presented via tape recorder. The subject was told that

he would be competing with an opponent in a reaction time contest. At the beginning

of each trial, both the subject and the opponent were to press a button to set the shock

intensity each wished to give the other if the other should have the slower reaction

time on that particula¡ trial. G,. 257)

They fi.rttrer describe that:

There were five different shock intensities that could be delivered to the subject and

that the subject could set for the opponent. The nrunber 5 shock and the number 5

feedback light were described as coresponding to the intensity judged as definitely

unpleasant during the pretrial th¡eshold phase. The remaining intensities (four, three,

two, and one) corresponded to percentages of the maximum, 90Vo, 80yo,70%o, and

600lo, respectively. G,. 257)

Once the subject set a shock level, to be delivered to the opponent in the event that the subject

had a faster reaction time, the trial began:

lWhen the press signal occurred, the subject was to press the reaction time key and to

hold it down until the release signal occured. At this latter signal both the subject and

the opponent were to release the reaction time key as rapidly as possible. The subject

was then informed that within a short time after releasing the reaction time key, a light

would be illuminated to indicate what intensity the opponent had set for him. Further,

the subject was told that if his reaction time was longer than that of this opponent he
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would receive a shock of the intensity indicated by the feedback light. The duration of

each event within a trial (set press, release, and feedback) was l0 sec. þ. 257)

However, there was no opponent in the adjoining room. The subject was competing against a

bogus opponørt and the experimenter pre-determined the number of trials that the subject

would win (usually 50Yo), and the shock intensities of the opponent. The reaction time

procedue was conducted in blocks of six trials where the subject usually won 3 tials within

each block. Unless otherwise stated, it will be assumed for each reviewed study that the

author(s) pre-programmed the subject to win 50% of all tials. There were always an odd

number of trials (e.9., 25) because the first tial was a baseline measure of the subject's

propensity for aggressive behaviour (since the first tial came after the initial shock setting).

Taylor's reaction time procedure is unique to the field because electric shock is delivered

to the losing competitor during a reaction time tasþ instead of the winning competitor

receiving a rewa¡d. Put another way, the winner avoids an aversive stimulus instead of

receiving a reward. Some commentators may argue that this tlpe of competitive situation is

highly contived and does not resemble the natt¡re of competition in the 'real world'.

However, there are two arguments against this position. Firstly, Taylor's reaction time task

does not have to resemble a'real' competitive situation if subjects are teating the situation as

serious competition. Berkowitz and Donnerstein (1983) first articulated this thesis when they

cogently argued that aggression studies still have external validity if the experimental

situation is'real' to the subjects, regardless of whether the setting resembles the 'real world'.

Shortell et al. (1970) reported that the procedure elicis a competitive streak in subjects:

This situation produces such a high degree of ego involvement, that subjects often

pound on the table in anger or curse their unseen opponents out loud. Some have

pleaded for an opporhrnity for a return engagemant with an opponent they believe

teated them badly and have stated they would gladly forego the usual experimental

credits if their request would only be granted. (p. 3 13)
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Dengerink (1971) also observed the same types of behaviows: "Both the verbal and physical

behavior of Ss indicated that the procedures had been effective in both deceiving and

provoking them. Subjects clinched their fists, pounded on the table, giggled, muttered, and

cursed at their opponents" Gt.225). Thus, Taylor's reaction time procedu¡e has 'experimental

realism' i.e., the task was teated seriously by subjects (see Carlsmith, Ellsworth, & Aronson,

1976,for a more detailed definition of 'experimental realism').

Secondly, even if it could be argued that Taylor's procedure does not have 'experimental

realism', it probably still has 'mundane realism' for a number of reasons.a For example, some

(if not all) competitive situations entail the losing competitor confronting an aversive

experience e.g., loss of pride, popularity, or fame, or a failure to acquire an exfrinsic reward.

Thus, if competition entails an aversive experience for the loser then the only factor absent

from Taylor's procedwe, that would make it a simulated 'competitive' situation, is the

reward.

The mundane realism point is stengthened by Shortell et al.'s (1970) rationale that:

While there have been a large number of studies of laboratory-induced aggression ... ,

there has been no investigation of exchanges of physical punishmant. Yet, this is one

of the most basic aggressive interactions in everyday life, corresponding to a fistfight

where individuals are concerned, and to warfare where nations are involved. (p. 313)

There is some evidence that competitive aggression involves the reciprocation of aggressive

behaviour amongst professional players. Widmeyer and Birch (1984) have argued that

professional ice hockey players recþocate aggression when they showed that losing

competitors retaliated, during the latter part of a match, against the instrumental aggression

performed by the winning competitors performed at the start of the match. That is, 'real'

competition involves the reciprocation of aggression between competing teams.
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In sum, Taylor's reaction time procedure engages the subject in a competitive task, and

probably resembles 'real' competition because the winner avoids an aversive stimulus and

there is evidence from field studies that professional players reciprocate aggression during

matches. In spite of these arguments, a validation study is still required to show that the

aggression of electric shock under this paradigm is a valid and reliable measure of ,real'

aggressive behavior¡r. This is an empirical issue that will be fi¡rther discussed in a later

section.

Pers onality, Indivídual, and Gender, Dffirences

Taylor (1967) conducted one of the earliest studies examining individual differences in

aggressive responding under Taylor's reaction time procedure. To that end, Taylor was

interested in the extent to which shock settings are influenced by tendencies to inhibit hostile

behaviours (as measured by a hostile behaviour He hypothesised that shock

settings would be higher amongst individuals who are less likely to inhibit hostile aggression

(i.e., undercontrollers) relative to individuals who are more likely to inhibit hostile impulses

(i.e., overcontrollers). Experimental subjects were selected from a sample of 183 male

r.rndergraduates who completed a self-rating inventory of hostile behaviours (as developed by

Saltz; cited by Taylor, 1967). The self-rating inventory has two scales, viz, Undercontrolled

Hostility Scale, and the Overcontolled Hostility Scale. Eleven subjects were selected from

the screening sample because they attained the highest scores on the Undercontrolled

Hostility Scale and scored below the median on the Overcontrolled Hostility Scale (i.e.,

Undercontollers, UC), whilst another 11 subjects were selected because they attrained the

highest scores on the Overcontrolled Hostility Scale and scored below the median on the

Undercontolled Hostility Scale (i.e., Overcontollers, OC). Taylor also reported a contol

group composed of l l subjects who scored below the median on both scales.

a 'Mundane realism' refers to the degree to which the experimental situation resembles the .real world,
situation (in this case, competition). See Carlsmith et al. (1976) for a more detailed definition of
'mundane realism'.
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Taylor (L967) also investigated the interaction between these personality t¡pes and the

effects of increasing provocation from the bogus opponent. There were 25 trials overall i.e.,

four blocks of 6 tials with an initial baseline measu¡e. The opponent's shock settings we¡e

pre-set by the experimenter to increase across these for¡r blocks. The average shock set

during the first block was 1.5, the average dwing the second block was 2.5, then 3.5 for the

third block, and, finally, 4.5 for the last block. It was hlpothesised that:

1. Aggression would increase as a direct function of provocation,

2. UC group would have a higher gradient of aggressive behaviours, across the trials, as a

function of provocation than the OC EÍoup,

3. Physiological a¡ousal would vary directly as a function of aggressive provocation, and

4. Physiological a¡ousal would increase more rapidly and asymptote higher as a function of

aggressive provocation in the OC group relative to the UC group.

An ANOVA test using the within-subjects factor of provocation (i.e., shock settings of

opponent across blocks oftrials) and between-subjects factor ofpersonality type revealed that

the latter factor influenced subjects' shock settings. A Duncan Multþle Range test showed

that the UC group was significantly more aggressive than the remaining two groups that did

not differ from each other. A within-subjects effect revealed that increased provocation

across the trials led to higher aggression. The interaction effect between the personality

groups and the provocation factor was not significant. Taylor (1967) then proceeded to

eliminate the control group from further statistical analyses (which were identical to the

procedures just reported) because it was argued that the error variability was inflated by the

contol group by fact that it was the least homogenor¡s with respect to the selection criteria.

The results showed an interaction effect atthe 5o/o level between the UC and OC groups and

provocation level. The UC group increased settings at an increasing rate across the trials,

while the OC group increased shock levels at a decreasing rate. Moreover, the UC g¡oup was
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more likely to match the opponent's aggression at higher levels of provocation relative to the

OC group. In sum, these data supported H¡potheses I and 2.

An analysis of skin conductance revealed that physiological arousal varied positively with

aggressive provocation. Hypothesis 3 was supported by these data, however, there was no

interaction between provocation and groups. That is, Hlpothesis 4 was not supported by

these data. However, when an ANOVA was conducted excluding the control group, the main

effect was no longer significant (i.e., UC and OC groups did not differ with respect to skin

conductance) but there was an interaction between groups and level of provocation. As the

experimental session progressed, and provocation from the opponent rose, physiological

arousal from the UC group continually increased, while that of the OC group showed very

little change. This finding contadicted Hlryothesis 4. As a consequence of this finding,

Taylor (1,967) concluded that:

It is often assumed that an increase in physiological tension follows the inhibition of

an aggressive impulse. .... Contrary to expectation, the overconûollers produced a

less steep gradient of physiological arousal tlnn the undercontrollers. The results

suggest that the view that the inhibition of aggression produces a rise in tension

requires re-examination and may be less generally tnre than is usually believed. þ.

308)

In suûr, Taylor (1967) has demonskated that some personality types (i.e.,

Undercontollers) are conducive to retaliating with relatively higher levels of aggression when

an opponent delivers increasing levels of shock over a series of trials. Taylor's study

highlights the importance of hostile propensities in predicting the pattern of competitive

aggression. His study also implies that the effect is strongest amongst individuals who have

little compunction towa¡ds expressing aggression when provoked dwing competition. A

major shortcoming of this study was the somewhat dubious elimination of the control goup

from the final statistical analyses.
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Following from his earlier study, Taylor (1970) investigated the relationship between the

personality tlpe of socially desirable responding and competitive aggression. He wrote: "In

recent years, numerous researchers have h¡pothesised a relationship between approval

motivation (social desirability responding) and the expression of aggression" þ. 195), and a

number of theorists were cited who acloowledge the role of approval motivation in the

expression of aggression. For example, Fishman (1965) wrote: "The direct expression of

aggression against others has strong negative sanctions in American middle-class culture and

tends to provoke disapproval and rejection. We might, therefore, expect that an individual

strongly motivated toward gaining approval would tend to inhibit such r¡nacceptable

behavior" (p. 809).

Thirty subjects were selected for this study from a total of 200 undergraduate males who

completed the validated Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability (MC-SD) scale. Ten subjects

were randomly selected from those who attained the highest scores on the MC-SD scale

(HIGH NEED), 10 subjects were randomly selected from those who attained the lowest score

on the MC-SD scale (LOW NEED), and l0 subjects were randomly selected from those who

scored around the mid-point of the MC-SD (CONTROL). Each subject competed over 29

trials (the first trial, of course, being the baseline measrue). The first block consisted of four

trials where the opponent set the minimal shock level i.e., Number 1; the second block

consisted of 6 trials where the opponent set an average shock level of 1.5; the third block

consisted, again, of 6 tials but the mean shock setting was now 2.5; the fouth block

contained 6 trials, again, but the mean shock level rose once again to 3.5; and, finally, the fifth

block contained 6 trials with the average shock level being 4.5. That is, subjects were faced

with an opponent who increased provocation across the trials.

Analysis of these data showed that the LOW NEED group set a higher level of shock

(M=3.0) during the first block, when the opponent produced minimal shock settings, than the

HIGH NEED (1.8) or CONTROL (1.6) groups. There was also an interaction effect between

the remaining for:r blocks of tials and the approval motivation factor. Whilst the HIGH

NEED and CONTROL groups increased shock levels across the trials (as a function of
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increasing attack from the opponent), the Lorü/ NEED goup responding in a highly

aggressive ma¡rner across all levels of attack. In addition, Taylor (1970) found that the

CONTROL group responded u¡ith the same mean shock settings during the final block as the

LOW NEED GROLIP (M=3.5), but the HIGH NEED group set significantly lower shock

(M=2.7). Taylor concluded that:

The high need-for-approval Ss were less aggressive than the low need-for-approval Ss.

However, the difference between the groups appears to be due to the inappropriately

aggressive behavior ofthe low need-for-approval group rather than the inhibition of

aggression on the part of the high need-for-approval group. The high need-for-

approval ss appeared to be responsive to the opponents' provocation. þ. 196)

Taylor further explains that the high need-for=approval subjects set low shock in the initial

stages in order to coÐ( the opponent towa¡ds submissive responding, but were increasingly

confronted with a conflict situation as this strategy failed i.e., the opponent increased

provocation. He wrote:

One might expect the approval-oriented individual to search for and conform to an

extemal standard of comparison or model. In other words, he might conform to the

behavior of the opponent. ... In a less ambiguous situation, for example, one in which

intense aggression is rewa¡ded, the high need-for-approval S might behave in a more

aggressive manner. (p. 196).

However, what is less clear is why the LOW NEED group responded consistently with high

levels of shocþ despite the minimal settings of the opponent during the initial stages of the

competitive reaction time trials. Taylor argued that the LOrw NEED individual is relatively

free of social anxiety and thus responds in a 'haive" manner during competition in order to

"make the game more interesting". Informal discussions with LOÌü NEED subjects showed
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that many enjoyed playrng the game and beating the opponent and were more insensitive to

the negative consequences of their actions. The hlpothesis that Taylor's subjects were

"relatively free of social anxiet¡r" leads us to Dengerirù (1971) who tested the hypothesis that

aggressive individuals under the competitive reaction time t¿sk are lower on social anxiety.

Dengerink (1971) cited a number of studies from the general aggression field and within

Taylor's paradigm that demonstrate a relationship between an inhibition of aggression and an

anticipation for punishment (or fear of disapproval). Thus, he h¡pothesised "that persons who

differ in anxiety will differ in aggression" such that'þersons who report themselves to be

anxious would be less aggressive in a competitive aggression situation than persons who

report themselves to be relatively nonanxious" (p.223). A potential interactive factor to the

anxiety dimension is the influence of monetary rewa¡ds on aggression. Based on clinical

literature, Dengerink fi¡rther hlpothesised that the facilitative effects of monetary rewards on

aggression would be greatest for low anxious subjects.

Subjects for the study were selected from approximately 500 r.rndergraduate males who

completed Lykken's (1957) well-validated 32-item anxiety scale. Twenty subjects were

selected for the original pool of wrdergraduates because they scored in the first quartile of the

total score distribution (HIGH-AII-X), and another 20 subjects were selected because they

scored in the fourth quartile of the total score distribution (LOV/-AMÇ. Subjects competed

in for¡r 6-tial blocks í.e.,24 trials plus an initial baseline measure. Provocation from the

opponent increased during the tials from 1.5 in the first block to 4.5 in the fourth block (as

described by Taylor, 1967). Half of the subjects from both the HIGH-AIIX and LOW-ANX

groups were offered a monetary rewa¡d for setting higher shock levels on any given trial.

Subjects were told they would receive 1l for setting a Number I shoch 2þ fot a Number 2

shock, 3þ for a Number 3 shocþ and so on. Thus, this study contained two between-subjects

factors (anxiety disposition and monetary reward), and a within-subjects factor þrovocation).

An analysis of baseline shock settings showed that the LOW-ANX group set significantly

higher shocks (M:3.0) than the HIGH-AN-X group (M=2.2), and that the monetary rewa¡d

caused the MONEY group to be more aggressive (M=3.1), than the NO-MONEY group
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(M=1.5). An examination of the remaining trials revealed an interaction between blocks and

anxiety groups. The HIGH-ANX group displayed a gradual increase in shock settings across

the trials, and the LOW-AIIX group also displayed an increase in shock (atbeit to a lesser

extent). The LOII¡/-ANIX group set significantly higher shock during the first th¡ee blocks, but

was matched by the HIGH-ANX group during the final 6-tials block. Rewarded subjects

continued after the baseline measure to set higher shock (Ir4=3.4) than un¡ewarded subjects

(M=2.7). An interaction was also observed between shock settings during win/loss tials

across the blocks. Subjects in all groups tended ùo show a progressive tendency across the

trials to behave more aggressively after losing than winning.

These findings support the hypotheses of Dengerink (1971) and Taylor (1970) that low

anxious individuals behave more aggressively during competition than high anxious

individuals, although there is the caveat that "during the final block when provocation was

maximal, high anxious Ss were no longer less aggressive. It thus appears that differences in

aggressive behavior¡r ofhigh and low anxious persons may vary as a function of the degree of

attacK' (p. 229). A stength of Dengerink's paper is the consideration for alternative

explanations (i.e., that high anxious subjects were more aggressive during greater provocation

because they habituated faster to shock than low anxious subjects), which are explained away

by examining the pattern of physiological measures. Whilst the monetary reward had an

independent influence on aggressive responding, the h¡pothesis that there would be an

interaction effect between the money and anxiety factors was not supported by the findings

(not surprisingly, as there were only 10 subjects per cell).

Dengerink et al. (1975) examined a fi¡rther two personality factors (viz, locus of contol

and field dependence) in two separate studies using Taylor's competitive reaction time

procedure. The authors noted that behaviourists, such as Buss (1961), have tended to focus

on reinforcers (such as the terminatioñ of attack) as causal explanations for counter-

agglession, and cited relevant research to support this argument (e.g., Hokanson, Willers, &

Koropsalç 1968). However, in the wave of the cognitive revolution, Dengerink et al. drew

from Rotter (1966) and Bandura (1973) who have argued that the actual consequences of
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aggressive behaviour are not as important than the expectations regarding these consequences.

That is, individuals who expect their aggression to influence the attacker's aggressive

responding (e.g., Intemal Locus of Contol, or Internals) are more likely to behave

aggressively than those who expect their behaviot¡rs to have little influence on the attacker

(e.g., External Locus of Contol, or Externals). Internals are described as having a general

expectation that events occur as a fi,¡nction of their behaviour, rather than as a function of luck

or chance, whilst Externals have generalised expectations of having little influence over

events (Rotter, 1966). Dengerink et al. (1975; Study l) tested the notion that Internals would

behave more aggressively towards attack than Externals.

Consistent with other studies on personality factors, subjects were appropriately screened

before tlie study began proper. The Locus ofControl Scale, as developed by Rotter (1966),

was administered to 210 undergraduate males, and 30 male subjects were then randomly

selected ûom those who scored below the 30û percentile (Internals), whilst another 30

subjects were selected from those who scored above the 70ù percentile on the distribution

(Externals). An additional between-subjects factor was also incorporated into the

methodology to examine the influence of different tlpes of opponents on Intemals and

Externals. Ten subjects from both the Internal and External groups were randomly assigned

to confront either an opponent who increased shock settings across the25 trials (INCREASE),

an opponent that decreased shock settings across the trials (DECREASE), or a constant

opponent who set consistent shock of Number 3 across the trials (CONSTAIIT). Shock

settings were pre-determined in a manner described by Dengerink et al. (1975). That is, the

INCREASE group was confronted with an opponent who set an average of 1.5 during the first

6-trials blocþ whilst the DECREASE group had an opponent who set 4.5 during the first 6-

trials block. During the second 6-tials bloclç the INCREASE group's opponent raised shock

to an average of 2.5, while the DECREASE group's opponent decreased shock to 3.5. And so

forth. In addition, there were two within-subjects factors, viz, subjects' shock settings after a

win/loss trial, as well as the blocks factor.
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Analyses of these data revealed a number of interaction effects. An interaction between

opponent type and blocks showed that the DECREASE group reduced shock settings across

the blocks, the INCREASE group raised shock across the trials, and the CONSTANT group

kept shock at a constant and moderate level (¡4=3.0). These findings support the conclusions

reached by O'Leary and Dengerink (1973) that the intensíty of immediately preceding attack

is a major predictor of a subject's aggressive behaviour. Moreover, there was an interaction

between t¡pe of opponent, blocks, and Locus of Confrol. While the Externals mirrored the

Intemals such that they demonstrated shock settings as described above, the pattem was more

consistent for the latter group. For example, during the second Gtrials block, the Externals

set approximately 3.0 against the DECREASE opponent, whilst the Intemals were more likely

to match the opponent by setting 3.5. Furthennore, during the first two blocks, Internals set

significantþ lower shock against the INCREASE opponent than the DECREASE or

CONSTAIIT opponents, but these differences were not observed amongst Extemals i.e., the

INCREASE and DECREASE conditions did not differ in shock level. On the basis of these

findings, Dengerink et al. (1975) concluded that:

The Internal group thus appeared to adopt a reciprocating strategy of setting high

shocks for high shocks and low for low. Relative to the Internals, the Externals in

general appeared to act as though they were helpless in the face of an opponent who

was choosing shock for them. (p. 196)

During the second study, Dørgerink et al. (1975) examined the field dependence-field

independence personality dime¡rsion as developed by Witken, Dylq Faterson, Goodenough,

and Karp (1962). Field-depardent persons are described by Witken et al. (1962) as relying

heavily on external cues (e.g., other individuals) for definitions of appropriate social

behaviour. Dengerink et al. cited resea¡ch in which mothers of field-dependent children were

more likely to punish their offspring for aggressive behaviours and were more inconsistent in

doing so. The authors predicted that:
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Given such a developmental history and the greater propensity to rely on external cues

for delineation of appropriate social behavior, field-dependent persons may be more

uncertain regarding what responses to attack are appropriate and thus less aggressive

when attacked than field-independent persons. (p. 193)

The procedures underlying this study were ide¡rtical to Study I except for the screening

instrument. The Hidden Figures test (Jackson, Messick" & Myers, l9&), for the field

dependence-field independence trai! was administered to 120 undergraduates f¡om which 30

males were randomly selected from those who scored below the 30ù percentile (F-DEP), and

a further 30 males were randomly selected from those who scored above the 70ù percentile

(F-TNDEP).

Preliminary data analyses from Study 2 showed that, like Study 1, there were no initial

differences between the personality groups on the baseline measure (i.e., before the first

reaction time tasþ. Interestingly, the findings were consistent with Study I in that an

interaction was for¡nd between attack and bloclcs. There was also an interaction between

attack and personality tpe. Post-hoc comparisons showed that the field-independent subjects

set more intense shock in the DECREASE condition (M:3.6) than against an INCREASE

(M:2.6) or CONSTANT M=2.4) opponent. These differences were not observed for the

field-dependent subjects. Furthermore, field-dependent subjects set less intense shock

M=2.7) than the field-independent subjects (M=3.6) in the DECREASE condition. In

contrast to Study l, there was no interaction effect between attach personality type, and

bloclcs. Dengerink et al. (1975) concluded that: "The differences in aggressive behavior

between field-dependent and independent subjects was dependent upon certain characteristics

of the Decreasing condition and not upon high intensity attack per se" (p. 198), since the

INCREASE opponent failed to produce differences between the personality groups dr:ring the

final trials where attack reached a maximum level. These findings a¡e consistent with the

notion that freld-dependent individuals rely on external cues for socially appropriate
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behaviours because they were less likely to set high shock when their opponent attacked with

' unj ustified' provocation.

A major conclusion from Dengerink et al.'s (1975) study is that the relationship between

attack and aggressive behavior¡r is moderated by individual differences in personality.

However, a wealoess of this article is the absence of theoretical implications of these

findings. Another weakness was the separation of the studies that prevented a larger analysis

examining the interaction between locus of contol and field dependence dimensions. It

would have been interesting to assess the ernpirical relationship between these theories

because the personality dimensions have some commonalities. Finally, a major shortcoming

of Study 2 was the low number of subjects in each cell (n=10) when the 3-way interaction

was conducted between attaclç personality, and blocks, which decreased the probability of

finding a significant 3-way effect. With a larger number of subjects, an interaction effect may

have been found consistent with Study 1, although this point is based on the assumption that

the population effect sizes are larger for the Locus of Control factor than the field dependence

factor (thus warranting a larger sample size).

In the introductory statements, Dengerink and Myers (1977) raise the argument that

Dengerink et al.'s (1975; Study l) findings can be explained by a 'learned helplessness'

effect, instead of a personality difference on the Locus of Contol scale. However, it is must

be stressed that notions of leamed helplessness, as developed by Seligman and his colleagues

(Hiroto & Seligman, 1975; Seligman, L975), which suggests that people who repeatedly

experience uncontollable aversive consequences have a reduced desire to terminate

subsequent aversive events, is not wrlike the notion of a trait where people believe they

carutot control behavior¡ral consequences (i.e, Externals). In fact, the environmental

circumstances that promote learned helplessness may create and feed into a belief system

associated with an external locus of control. Therefore, whilst Dengerink and Myers raise a

legitimate argument about the situational basis of the locus of contol tait, the suggestion that

Internals and Externals behaved differently in Dengerink et al.'s study because of different

situational experiences has little methodological basis as both groups received the same
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experimental procedures. The pre-assessed personality difference is the only explanation for

Dengerink et al.'s data. However, this does not preclude a situational explanation for the

development of the external locus of contol trait.

Given the idea that leamed helplessness causes individuals to act less aggressively under

attack or provocation, Dengerink and Myers (1977; Experiment 1) report a study where males

experience either repeated faihue or repeated success and then compete within Taylor's

reaction time procedure with an opponent who escalates shock settings across tials. Twenty

undergraduate male volunteers were randomly assigned to either a success or failure goup.

Following the establishment of shock th¡esholds within Taylor's procedure, the SUCCESS

group was administered 15 single-solution anagrams to solve in 15 minutes (where each

anagram was easily solved). In contrast, the FAILURE group were given the same 15

anagrams but each solution was extemely difficult (i.e., the letters were highly scrambled).

A preliminary analysis of the number of solved anagrams showed that the FAILIJRE group

solved an average of 2.3 anagrams, whilst the SUCCESS group solved 9.6 anagrams. Ratings

made by subjects about the diffrculty of the task provided fi¡rther evidence that the

experimental anagram manipulation had the desired effect on each group. Subjects

subsequently competed within Taylor's reaction time task. Thete were 25 trials and the

opponent's shock settings increased across the blocks as described by Taylor (1967).

Preliminary analyses showed no systematic differences between the SUCCESS and

FAILURE groups on the baseline measure of aggression. Fr¡rther analyses produced findings

consistent with the learned helplessness theory in that FAILIJRE subjects were less likely to

increase shock settings (relative to SUCCESS subjects) when confronted \ ¡ith increasing

provocation from the opponent. Post-comparison tests showed that the SUCCESS group

chose significantly higher levels of shock from one block of tials to the next, whilst the

FAILURE group did not increase shock across any blocks. Furthermore, analyses showed

that the SUCCESS group set significantly higher shock than the FAILURE group on the final

block of trials.
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While other studies reviewed here have focussed on personality differences, Dengerink

and Myers (L977; Experiment 1) focussed on a situational factor i.e., learned helplessness.

This provides a foundation to the second experiment on the effects of depressive dispositions

on competitive aggression. The authors stated that:

The effects of learned helplessness (lowered initiation of voluntary responses,

interference with learning, negative cognitive set, lowered libido and appetiæ) are

quite similar to those symptoms reported to be common among depressed persons

(Beck, 1967). Such a similarity has led Seligman (1975) to suggest ttrat learned

helplessness may be an appropriate model for reactive depression. Insofar as repeated

faih¡res experienced by subjects in the first experiment are an adequate manipulation

of leamed helplessness, and if leamed helplessness is a satisfactory model of

aggression, then it may be appropriate to predict that depressed individuals will

evideirce smaller increments in aggressive intensity than would nondepressed persons.

(p.el)

The authors subsequently cited studies showing that persons with high depressive dispositions

tend to behave more aggressively. They also refer to Seligman (1975) who has pointed out

that a non-depressive disposition immunises the individual from the effects of repeated faihue

(thus implying a potential confound between personality type and the experimental

procedure). Thus, Dengerink and Myers (L977) conducted a study where they pre-selected

individuals on depressive disposition, as well as incorporate a failure/success factor in the

methodological design. Dengerink and Myers predicted that "repeated failure would result in

smaller incrernents in aggressive intensity to increasing attack than would prior success,' a¡ld

that "this effect would be greater for depressed than for nondepressed persons" þ. 92).

Forty undergraduate males (20 depressed and 20 non-depressed individuals) were selected

from 650 students who completed Beck's (1967) Depression Inventory. The proced¡re was

identical to Experiment 1 except that the repeated failure manipulation was accomplished by
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using a cognitive task employed by Hiroto and Seligman (1975). Again, preliminary analyses

showed that the experimental manipulation of faih¡re/success had the desired effect on each

group, and that the groups did not differ on baseline settings. Furthermore, statistical analyses

showed a 3-way interaction between blocks, failure, and depressive disposition. All groups

significantþ increased shock across the tials under increasing provocation from the

opponent, however, the increment was greatest amongst nondepressed-faihue subjects

(M=1.8), moderate amongst depressed-success and nondepressed-success groups (M=1.1),

and smallest amongst the depressed-faih¡¡e subjects (M{.6). Newman-Keuls tests indicated

that depressed persons experienced prior failure chose less intense shock during the last block

than those who experienced prior success. When the analyses were conducted within the

FAILURE condition, nondepressed subjects chose significantly more intense shock than

depressed subjects (for the final two blocks), whilst in the SUCCESS condition, the

nondepressed subjects did not differ on any block when compared with the depressed

subjects. Thus, the predictions of Dengerink and Myers (1977), that depressed subjects would

set less intense shock than nondepressed subjects during maximum provocation, \¡r'as

supported by the findings, but only when the depressed subjects failed at a previous task.

Furthermore, the idea that prior failr¡re leads to lower shock towards increasing provocation

from the opponent was only true for depressed subjects since nondepressed subjects tended to

set higher shock ifexposed to repeated failr¡re than when exposed to repeated success. This

latter finding supported the inclusion of the personality factor of depression in the

methodological design.

A strength of this paper is the endeavour to explain the findings across Experiments I and

2 (e.9., why did repeated faih¡re amongst nondepressed persons cause higher levels of

aggression in Experiment22), and the acknowledgment that "it is quite possible that different

effects of repeated faih¡re and depression would be obserrred for subjects such as females" þ.

95). A weakness of this article is the inappropriate criticism of Dengerink et al. (1975) (i.e.,

that they confounded a personality tait with a methodological procedure), and then the

apparent irony of demonstrating an interaction between depression (a personality tait) and the
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methodological procedure of Experiment 2. Dengerink and Myers (1977) have demons¡ated

that situational circumstances interact with personality in a complex manner, particularly

when aggression is being performed under increasing provocation during a competitive

situation.

Menick and Taylor (1970) examined the nature of competitive aggression with respect to

the personality trait of achievernent motivation. It should be emphasised that a shortcoming

of this paper was the weak rationale for examining this personality factor: "While the

possibility of a relationship between these variables has never been empirically explored, it

has been suggested by much of the work done in this area ... " (p.203). This point is

strengthened by the reported null fìndings.

Four hundred male university sh¡dents were administered an achievement motivation

scale. Thirty students who scored the highest on the scale were assigned to the high achievers

group (HI-ACH), whilst 30 students who scored the lowest on the scale were assigned to the

low achievers group (LO-ACH). Another variable was placed in the methodology, viz,

degree of defeat. Subjects from both groups were randomly assigned to either a high defeat

condition (i'e., received five shocks every six trials), moderate defeat condition (i.e., received

three shocks every six trials), and the low defeat condition (i.e., received one shock every six

trials). All subjects competed on 25 reaction time tials, and the opponurt increased

provocation from 1.5 during the first block of six trials, to 4.5 drning the last block of six

trials.

An analysis ofthese data showed that shock set by subjects increased across the blocks as

a result of increasing provocation from the opponent. As predicted, there was an interaction

between blocks (or level of attack) and degree of defeat with aggression increasing most

rapidly in the moderate defeat group. The achievement motivation variable had no influence

on aggression either by itself or in combination with other factors. Despite discussing why

the degree of defeat factor interacted with increasing provocation from the opponent, there

was little discussion by Merrick and Taylor (1970) on why the achievement motivation factor

was not related to aggressive behavior¡¡.
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Ohbuchi (1982) conducted an interesting study on the effects of highly negative

experiences on subject's retaliative responses during Taylor's procedure. Ohbuchi tested the

phenomenon referred to as 'negativity bias in attibution' i.e., the notion that negatively

valenced information is given more weight than positively valenced information. This

hlpothesis was tested by administering shock with either a wide or na¡ro\v range of shock

intensities (with the average level of shock held constant across the groups). It was argued

that if subjects interpret intense shock þarticularly high levels) as an important indication of

the opponent's intent, then they are likely to retaliate more aggressively against the opponent

using a wide range of shocks than when the opponent uses a narrow range of shocks.

Following from Ohbuchi (1979), it was hlpothesised that negativity bias would be greatest

amongst hostile subjects. It is noted that this is the only personality study under Taylor's

procedure that utilised female subjects.

Fifty-two female universþ students were selected for this study on the basis of their score

on the Japanese version of the Buss-Dr¡rkee Inventory. Twenty six subjects were classified as

hostile, whilst the remaining 26 subjects were classified as nonhostile. Subjects were

informed at the outset that they would be competing against a female opponent. Each subject

competed on 20 trials dr:ring a pre-session, and 40 trials in a test session. During the pre-

session, all subjects received an average shock of 3.0 from the opponent. However, during

the test session, both subject tlpes were randomly assigned to a wide range (WIDE) or a

narrow range (NARROW) condition. The NARROW condition entailed subjects receiving

shock settings between 2 and 4, while the WIDE condition entailed subjects receiving shock

settings between I and 5. Subjects were requested to rate the opponent's malicious intent

using bi-polar adjectives.

Preliminary analyses of these data showed that pre-session shock settings did not vary as a

function of shock range, hostility, or an interaction of these factors. An analysis of the test

sessions showed that the shock range factor was significant, as well as the hostility main

effect. Subjects in the WIDE group set higher shock than those in the NARROW group, and

subjects were more aggressive if they had a hostile disposition. However, there was no
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significant interaction between these factors. In addition, the IWIDE group tended to rate the

opponent as signifïcantly more maliciot¡s than the NARROW group. The authors concluded

that 'hegativity bias in attribution affected the subject's retaliation regardless of whether she

was hostile or not" (p. 52).

A strength of this paper was the consideration of plausible alternative explanations other

than negativity bias. A limitation of this study was the use of females only. An interaction

effect between hostility and shock range is yet to be tested amongst males. In addition, the

apparent failure to find an interaction between hostility and shock range may be explained by

the low number of subjects per cell (n=13) for this analysis.

Drawing from Milgram's obedience studies (e.g., Milgram, !963, 1965), Gaebelein

(19732) observed a paucity of research on the behavior¡r of leaders, with previous studies

exploring the behavioural influence on subjects of an authority figrrre. This apparent bias in

the literatr¡re led Gaebelein to conduct a study based on a modified version of Taylor's

procedure in which the subject was to advise a confederate on the shock intensity to be

delivered to a bogus opponent. Put another way, Gaebelein was looking at the effects of a

disobedient/obedient confederate on the behavioru of the subject in an authority figure role.

A personality factor was also incorporated into the design, viz, Machiavellianism, as well as a

monetary reward for instigations.

One hundred and eighty three male undergraduates completed Christie's Machiavellianism

Scale which measures an individual's tendency to manipulate others for personal gain

(Christie & Geis, 1968). Forty males from this original sample were selected because they

attained the highest scores on the scale, whilst another 40 males were selected because they

attained the lowest scores on this scale.

Two persons (the subject and a male confederate) were led into the experimental room and

told that they would be competing on a reaction time task against two males in the a_djoining

room. The subject and confederate were requested to draw slips of paper to determine the

adviser. Unbeknownst to the subject was the fact that both slips had 'adviser' written on

them. The subject (i.e., the adviser) and the confederate were sat down and shock electodes
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were attached to each person. The confederate's shock electrodes were inoperative. After the

'definitely unpleasant' threshold was determined for both individuals, the subject's electrode

was removed from his wrist. The subject was then instn¡cted to advise the confederate before

each trial on a suggested shock level, whilst the task of the confederate was to concentate

primarily on competing against the bogus opponent on the reaction time task. There were a

total of 28 rials: one block of 4 trials, and for¡r blocks of 6 trials.

A number of experimental manipulations u/ere conducted. Firstþ, the personality factor of

Machiavellianism (HI- and LO-MACH groups). Secondly, half of the HI-MACH subjects,

and half of the LO-MACH subjects, were awarded more money for higher shock settings (i.e.,

lþ for setting a Number 1 shock, 2(, for a Number 2 shoclç 3É, for a Number 3 shock, etc.; see

Dengerinþ 1971, for a description of this procedwe). Thirdly, the confederate across the HI-

and LO-MACH groups either complied with the subject by setting the recommended shock

(COMPLIANCE group), or set only Number I or Number 2 when the subject recommended a

higher shock setting (NON-COMPLIANCE group). Finally, a within-subjects factor was

incorporated into the methodology, viz, increasing provocation across the trials, with minimal

shock settings of Number I for the fust four trials. An analysis of these initial tials revealed

only a main effect on the money factor in which the MONEY group set higher shock (M=2.4)

than the NO-MONEY group (M:2.0). This finding is consistent with Dengerink (1971).

Further analysis of subsequent trials showed a nu¡nber of effects. The NON-

COMPLIANCE group, who were confronted with a confederate who refused to deliver high

shocks, suggested lower levels of shock (M=2.9) than the COMPLIAI.ICE group M=2.1).

The monetary rewa¡d also significantly increased suggested shock settings (once again, a

finding consistent with Dengerinlç l97l). Furthermore, increasing provocation across the

tials tended to induce higher suggestions for shock by the subject, although this factor

interacted with the compliance variable. rilhilst the COMPLIAI.ICE group suggested

increasing levels of shock across the trials, the NON-COMPLIANCE groups' settings were

attenuated by the non-cooperative actions of the responder. Finally, subjects instigated more

aggression following a losing trial relative to a wiruring bial. The LO- and HI-MACH groups
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did not significantly differ across the trials. A criticism of this study was Gaebelein's failure

to provide an explanation as to why each subject's 'definitely unpleasant' pain threshold was

determined and then why the electrodes were removed from the subject before any tials

began. The findings may have been different to those reported had subjects received a shock

aftet a losing tial (e.g., the NON-COMPLIANCE group may have set higher shock like the

coMPLIANcE group across the tials if subjects had been receiving shock).

Gaebelein (1973b) conducted a systematic replication of the previous study using females

only (n=40) without the Machiavellian factor. The findings were highly similar to

Gaebelein's initial study except that, unlike males, female subjects were not swayed by a

monetary reward for responding with higher shock. Moreover, Gaebelein and Hay (1975)

noted that Gaebelein's (1973a,1973b) methodology conformded verbal and behavioural non-

compliance and thus reported a shrdy on the relative influence of these factors. The authors

showed that behavioural non-compliance was more effective in suppressing aggression

amongst females in comparison to verbal non-compliance, and that the behavioruaVverbal

compliance condition was least effective in suppressing aggressive responding. Gaebelein

and Hay correctly acknowledged that these furdings may not generalise to males since all

subjects were female.

Finally, several studies have been devoted to the issue ofsex differences during Taylor's

reaction time procedure (Hoppe, 1979; Shortell & Biller, 1970; Taylor & Epstein, 1967). The

first study was reported by Taylor & Epstein (1967) who hlpothesised that: ,.From 
a

consideration of their direct social training, one would expect males to be aggressive to male

antagonists, and relatively unaggressive to fernale antagonists, while females would be

relatively r:naggressive to both male and female antagonists" G).474). Twelve undergraduate

males and 12 undergraduate females were told that ttrey were either competing against a male

or a female opponent. The subject was confronted with increasing provocation from the

bogus opponent across 25 trials.

An examination of these data showed that whilst a main effect of subject's sex was not

significant, there was a significant interaction between sex and increasing provocation from
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the opponent. The interaction effect showed that females set lower shock relative to males on

the initial trials, but then demonstated higher increments in aggression across subsequent

trials. Also, there was a main effect on the opponent's sex factor with higher levels of shock

set against a male opponent. Not surprisingly, there was an interaction effect between

opponent's sex and increasing levels of provocation with settings incrementing faster across

the trials against a male opponent. Finally, there was a 3-way interaction between subject's

sex, opponent's sex, and blocks. Females produced the highest rate ofincrease in aggression

when competing against a male, whilst males, against a male opponent, tended to set

uniformly high levels of shock across the tials. Females and males that competed against a

female opponent set r¡niformly low levels of shock across the trials. That is, the female

opponent led to the suppression of aggression in both males and females, whilst females

competing against a male opponent were increasingly aggressive. This latter finding

contadicts Taylor and Epstein's (1967) predictions of female aggression. Taylor and Epstein

argued that this unpredicted finding was caused by a contrived experimental situation in

which female subjects were forced to respond with electric shock on each trial. In the 'real

world', females may choose a range of alternative (aggressive and non-aggressive) stategies

that were otherwise precluded from Taylor and Epstein's experimental setting. However, it is

noted that this an empirical issue that is yet to be tested. Shortell and Biller (1970) conducted

a systematic replication study using sixth-grade children. The reported findings were similar

to Taylor and Epstein which implies that the effects generalise to younger age groups.

Hoppe (1979) set out to explain why two thirds of the studies reviewed by Frodi,

MacCauley, and Thome (1977) revealed that females are equally aggressive as males. The

authors hypothesised that the single factor of 'gender' undermines the psychological

complexity of this constuct. A re-conceptualisation of masculinity and femininity by Bem

(L974) suggests that people vary along two independent dimensions with respect to

masculinity and femininity, and theorises that a balance between these dimensions (i.e.,

androgyny) has a liberating effect on the individual and facilitates self-actualisation. Studies

have shown that the androgynous are flexible in their social behavio¡¡r and easily adapt to
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changing situations (e.g., Bem, 1975; Bem & Lenney, 1976). Thus, Hoppe investigated the

relationship between sex role identification as measured by the Bem Sex Role Inventory

(BSRI) and interpersonal aggression. He h¡rpothesised that: "To the extent that this society

considers aggressive behaviors to have adaptive qualities Bem's theory of androgmy would

predict a positive relationship between aggressive behavior and androg¡rny" þp. 318-319).s

Two intoductory social science classes constituted the population who completed the

screening instn¡ment i.e., the Bem Sex Role Inventory @SRI). Ninety six rmiversity students

were classified as either masculine (scored above the median on the Masculinity scale and

below the median on the Femininity scale), feminine (scored below the median on the

Masculinity scale and above the median on the Femininity scale), androgynous (scored above

the median on both scales), and rmdifferentiated (scored below the median on both scales).

The methodological design contained two additional between-subjects factors, viz,

opponent's gender and subject's gender. There were six subjects per cell with regards to the

interaction between Gender of Subject, Gender of Opponent, and Subject's Sex Role

Identification. Subjects were confronted with 25 tials (four blocks of six Fials, plus a

baseline measure) with increasing provocation from the bogus opponent.

An analysis of settings on the first trial (i.e., baseline measure) showed an interaction

effect between Sex Role and opponent's sex. The utilisation of the Duncan Multiple Range

test revealed that masculine subjects against a male opponent set the highest shock, whilst the

other remaining groups did not differ from each other. Statistical analysis on the remaining

trials returned a nr¡¡nber of significant effects. The first effect reported by Hoppe (1979) was

identical to the interaction effect on the baseline measr¡re i.e., Sex Role by Opponent's Sex.

Furthermore, there was a significant interaction between Subject's Sex and Subject's Sex

Role such that male Masculine subjects were more aggressive than the other groups who did

not differ from each other. Finally, all subjects reacted to increasing provocation from the

s [t must be said that the broad point that aggressive behaviour has an ¿¿l¡ptive fi¡nction is a highly
contentious statement. There was no enpirical evidence cited as to what aggressive behavior¡¡s are
considered adaptive, by whorr¡ and in what society.
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opponent across the trial with increments in aggression, however, subject's settings over each

block of 2.0,2.1,2.3,and2.6,1agged behind the opponent's mean provocation settings of 1.5,

2.5,3.5, and 4.5, which led Hoppe to conclude that "subjects do not adopt an 'eye-for-an-eye'

strategy but are rather less daring than their opponent" @. 324). When later interviewed,

subjects:

Tended to explain their behavior by stating that they were afraid of provoking their

opponent into giving them yet higher levels of shock. Some reasoned that by lowering

their own level of attack they might coær their opponent into doing the same. (p. 325)

On the whole, these data demonstate the explanatory pov/er of Bem's Sex Role

Identification theory because male masculine subjects, who are a sub-group of males,

exhibited the highest levels of aggression r¡nder Taylor's procedure, and that masculine

subjects, regardless of gander, \vere more aggressive towa¡ds males. All other g¡oups were

equal with respect to aggression. The male masculine group constituted approximately 1/3d

of the screening population. Hoppe argued that these findings probably explain why Frodi et

ú. (1977) failed consistentþ to demonstate a difference between male and female aggtession

in a literatr¡re review of sex differences. It is worth comparing these findings with Taylor and

Epstein (1967) who demonstrated that females and males were more aggressive towards a

male opponent. Hoppe's data are consistent with Taylor and Epstein, although a qualifuing

factor is the subject's sex identification. However, Hoppe is particularly remiss when he

states: "The finding of a relatively high degree of aggressivaness toward a male opponent

among masculine subjects in general, irrespective of gender, is somewhat unexpected" (p.

327). Careful consideration of Taylor and Epstein's findings during Hoppe's concluding

remarks may have prevented an unnecessary discussion about the anomalous nature of these

data. It should also be noted that the androgynous group were found to be less aggressive

than the masculine group in spite of Hoppe's predictions. Hoppe's logic that the social

adaptability of androgynous individuals would make them more aggressive under Taylor's
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procedure was based on a prematu¡e assumption that matching an opponent's shock settings

is an adaptive strategy. In fact, comments made by subjects about not matching increasing

provocation from the opponent, in order to coæ( the opponent towa¡ds less aggression, would

suggest that an adaptive response, as identified by subjects, entails avoiding aggressive

situations.

Situational factors

Two studies have explored the effects on competitive aggression of a monetary rewa¡d for

wiruring, both of which are reported by Gaebelein and Taylor (1971).6 The primary aim of

Gaebelein & Taylor's first study was to assess the effects of a monetary reward for winning

upon shock settings when the opponent set the lowest possible shock across all trials i.e.,

minimal shock of Number 1. Twenty undergraduate males competed against a bogus

opponent over 25 trials. Twelve of these trials were intended to induce a high competitive

situation, whilst the remaining 12 trials were intended to induce a moderate competitive

situation. The methodology was counterbalanced such that half of the sample were in the

highly competitive situation first and the moderately competitive situation second, whilst the

other half of the sample were in the moderately competitive situation first and then the highly

competitive situation second. The high competitive situation was cteated by offering subjects

l0l for winning on any given trial (of the 12 trials for a monetary reward), whilst the low

competitive situation was created by suggesting that winning meant avoiding electric shock

only.

An analysis of the shock settings between levels of competitiveness revealed no significant

effect. Subjects during high competition set a shock of 1.99, and during moderate

competition they set a shock of 1.93. A shortcoming of this study is that the sample was

relatively small (n=20) which reduced the probability of frnding a main effect. Another

shortcoming of this study was the relatively small size of the reward (101 per trial). A higher
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reward (of say $l per trial) may have produced more competitive aggression amongst

subjects.T Furthermore, a criticism of this study, acknowledged by the authors, was that the

opponent set minimal shock levels across all trials. They concluded that an interaction effect

may have occurred if subjects faced an opponent who set increasing levels of shock. The

primary aim of Study 2 was to test this hypothesis.

During Study 2, 30 undergraduate males were randomly assigned either to high

competition (shock avoidance plus 5l per trial), moderate competition (shock avoidance), or

no-competition (in which the subject was told that the experimøtter had pre-determined who

would receive shock on each trial). Increasing provocation from the opponent was treated as

a within-subjects variable. Like most research using this procedure, shock settings increased

across the trials from 1.5 during the first block of trials to 4.5 during the frnal block. A

questionnaire was administered after the study evaluating subjects' perceptions of their

performance, of the task, and of the opponent. Analyses of these ratings showed that the

experimental manþlations had the desired effect upon the competitive groups.

An analysis of these data showed that shock settings were not influenced by competition,

but that a significant increase was observed as a ñ¡nction of atüack. That is, average shock

settings increased uniformly from 2.0 to 3.4 from the first block of trials to the final block of

trials. Gaebelein and Taylor (1967) argued that these findings are consistent with past

research (Buss, 1966; Taylor, 1967) in which attack is a potent antecedent of aggression.

They concluded thaÍ "Putting the results of the two studies together, it might be postulated

that when attacked or threatened in a competitive situation, one will cor¡nterattack but that the

competition per se does not appear to increase the likelihood that one will initiate the attack"

(pp.66-67).

6 These studies are conEasted with research where the subject is rewarded for either ¡sd¡çing ot
increasing aggressive responding during competition (e.g., Dengerink,l97l).
7 It is impossible to ascertain the validity of this point since the study was conducted nearly 30 years

ago where L0(, may have been of great value to university subjects. It would have been interesting if
the authors had two levels of money (say l0l and $l) in order to examine the relative effects of a

higher venius lower reward.
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Like the first study reported by Gaebelein and Taylor (lg7l), a major shortcoming of the

second study was the small sample size for each competitive group (n:10). The study was

actually biased towards ñnding an effect for attack and not competition because the first

variable was a within-subjects factor, while the between-subjects factor contained only l0

subjects per group. Thus, it is little wonder why the attack factor was significant and

competition was not. Another criticism was the size of the reward (51 per trial) which was

even smaller than for the first study.

A slightly different procedure has eritailed subjects receiving higher monetary rewards for

setting more intense shock against the bogus opponent. Research conducted on personality

factors have shown that monetary rewards lead to an increase in the intensity of shocks f¡om

the subject, particularly under increasing provocation from the opponent (Dengerink, 1971;

Gaebelein, I973a). Following from research on instrumental aggression (Buss, 1966),

Borden et al. (1971) randomly assigned 40 male undergraduates to either an instrumental

condition where subjects received more money for higher levels of shock (i.e., l(, for setting a

Number I shock, 2(' rot a Number 2 shocþ 3Ê, for a Number 3 shock, etc.; see Dengerink,

1971) or a non-instrumental condition (i.e., no money regardless of settings). Subjects within

these groups were assigned ft¡rther to an opponent who set either increasing levels of

provocation or constant minimal levels of shock i.e., Number 1. There were 25 trials i.e., a

baseline and four blocks of 6 tials.

Preliminary analyses on the baseline measure showed that the opponent tlpe did not

influence initial shock settings, but that a moneta4r rewa¡d significantly increased shock

levels (consistent with the findings of Dengerink, lg7l, and Gaebelein, 1973a). F¡¡rther

analyses of subsequent tials showed that the monetary reward increased shock settings

consistent with the baseline measure, that an aggressive opponent elicited greater levels of

shock from the subject, but that there was no interaction between the money and opponent

type factors. In sum, Borden et al. (1971) have conducted a neat replication of the effects of a

monetary reward and different types of opponents on competitive aggression.
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A consistent finding in the review thus far has been the effect of increasing provocation on

subject's settings. O'Leary and Dengerink (1973) extended this type of anaþsis by assessing

the influence of different types of attack on subject's aggression. O'Leary and Dengerink

adopted Epstein and Taylor's (1967) suggestion (that the effects of provocation accumulate

over time) when they predicted that subjects would be most aggressive during the final trials

if they had faced an opponent who set high shock on all tials (i.e., high provocation), and that

subjects would be least aggressive if faced with an opponent who set low shock on all trials

(i.e., low provocation).

Forty male rmdergraduates u/ere randomly assigned to one of for¡r groups and competed

u¡ith the opponent on 25 reaction time tials. The HIGH group faced an opponent who set an

average of 4.5 during each Gtrials bloch the LOrrI/ group had an opponent who set an average

of 1.5 during each 6-trials block, the INCREASING group's opponent set shock that

increased from 1.5 during the fust 6-trials block to 4.5 during the final 6-trials bloch and the

DECREASING group's opponent set shock that decreased from 4.5 to 1.5 across the blocks.

Whilst the groups did not differ on the first trial (i.e., baseline measure), there was a

significant main effect on the attack factor. Mean shock settings by subjects in the HIGH,

DECREASING, INCREASING, and LOW, groups were 3.7, 2.9,2.6, and 1.8, respectively.

In addition, there was an interaction between the attack and block factors. Post-hoc

comparisons showed that the DECREASING group set lower shock than the HIGH group

from the second 6-trials block onwards, and the INCREASING group set higher shock than

the LOW group by the third block onwards. Finally, the HIGH group set the highest shock

during the final block, the INCREASING group set the next highest level of shock, and the

DECREASING group set higher shock than the LOW group but lower shock than the

INCREASING group. This study has elegantþ shown that subjects will match their

opponent's settings and that the intensity of the opponent's shock accumulate over trials and

influence subsequent counter-aggression by the subject.

Based on past research (e.g., Epstein & Taylor, 1967; Maselli & Altrocchi, 1969; Shortell

et al., 1970), Greenwell and Dengerink (1973) extended the provocation factor by arguing that
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the 'intention' attributed to the opponent's shock settings is more important in predicting

subjects' aggression than the physical discomfort of receiving shock. The authors

hlpothesised that "Subjects may act more aggressively when physical discomfort is inil¿ an¿

symbolic attack is sfrong than when physical discomfort is relatively intense and symbolic

atüack is comparatively mild" (p. 67). To test this hypothesis, Greenwell and Dengerink

reported a study where there was a disparity between the shock received from the opponent,

and the shock supposedly delivered as indicated by a light on the reaction time apparatus.

Undergraduates males (n=a8) were randomly assigned to one of four groups. In the first

condition, subjects received visual feedback indicating increasing provocation from the

opponent (i.e., 1.5 to 4.5 across the24 trials), and received shock consiste,nt with the visual

display. In the second condition, subjects received visual feedback indicating increasing

provocation but received shock of approximately Number 3 on each losing trial. In the third

and fourth conditions, subjects received visual feedback indicating constant provocation (i.e.,

Number 3) from the opponent but received either constant shock or increasing levels of

shock, respectively. It was predicted that if actual shock received u/as an influential factor

then few groups would differ because they received approximately the same average shock

across the tials.

An analysis of each group's mean settings showed an interaction between the blocks and

light setting factors. Newman-Keuls tests indicated that the light-varying groups set

significantly less intense shock than the light-constant groups dr:ring Blocks I and 2, but

significantly more intense shock during Block 4. A fi¡rther analysis of shock during winning

and losing trials revealed an interaction effect between Win/Lose by Light Setting. Whilst

there were no significant differences between the light constant groups, shock settings were

significantly higher after a losing trial for the light increasing groups.

In sum, Greenwell and Dengerink (1973) have shown that male subjects tend to match an

opponent's settings on the basis of visual feedback rather than on the physical discomfort of

shock. They concluded that "The physical discomfort experianced by a person may be

subordinate to the symbolic elements that are incorporated in that attack" (p. 70). This
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conclusion was strengthened by the finding that shock settings were higher after a losing trial

but only when the subject was receiving visual feedback of increasing provocation from the

opponent. An altemative explanation of these data (as mentioned by Greenwell and

Dengerink) is that subjects utilised the visual stimulus because it is easier to discriminate

between different levels of visual feedback than different levels of electric shock. However,

Greenwell and Dengerink discounted this alternative explanation by reporting supplementary

data where university students were able to distinguish accurately between varying levels of

elecfic shock in the absence of visual feedback. On a theoretical issue, the finding that visual

feedback is more important than actual shock provides suggestive evidence that competitive

aggression has an underlying cognitive basis, rather than a negative affective basis. This

theoretical point will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter.

Epstein and Taylor (1967) reported one of several studies on the effects of defeat on

competitive aggression. The frustration-aggression hypothesis was used as a theoretical basis

for arguing that repeated defeat leads to more aggression towards an opponent. They cited

Berkowitz (1962) who wrote that:

Competition must be regarded as a frustration by most definitions of these terms.

'Writers, of course, have differed in the details of their analyses of competition, but all

are agreed as to the essentials. These involve (1) two or more units, either individuals

or groups, engaged in pursuing the same rewards, with (2) these rewards so defined

that if they a¡e attained by one unit, there are fewer rewa¡ds for the other units in the

situation. The losing unit is clearly frustrated. In a contest between two people, for

example, the loser is a person instigated toward a particular goal, who then is

prevented from reaching this goal by the other individual's victory. The contest may

have been a fair one, and the loser may know he is supposed to be a good sport, but he

still is thwarted (although this can be defined as a "reasonable" or "non-arbitrary"

frusEation). Aggressive tendencies are frequently the result. (p. 178)
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Thus, on the basis of the frustration-aggression hypothesis, Epstein and Taylor (1967)

predicted that aggression would be highest amongst participants who experianced the greatest

number of defeats. Simila¡ predictions were made with respect to participant's evaluation of

the opponent, magnitude of physiological arousal, and self-reported anger. The authors also

examined the potential interaction between degree of defeat and opponent's provocation t¡pe.

The subject's opponent set either low settings on each trial (Nr:rnber l), high settings

(Number 5), or matched the subject's shock from the preceding tial (i.e., Rational Opponent).

The defeat factor was manipulated by assigning 1/3d of the sample to a high defeat condition

(i.e., lost nearly all trials), l/3d to a low defeat condition (i.e., won nearþ all trials), and l/3d

to a moderate defeat condition (i.e., lost half of the tials).

Twenty seven male undergraduates were randomly assigned to the defeat conditions. All

subjects attended three separate sessions in which they faced a different type of opponent

during each session (i.e., low, high, or rational opponent). Thus, whilst the defeat variable

was a between-subjects factor, the opponent-tlpe variable was a within-subjects factor. There

were 19 tials per session, viz, a baseline trial and three 6-tials blocks.

A repeated measures one-way AI.IOVA showed that participants exposed to a high-attack

opponent set significantly higher shock levels than when exposed to a low-attack or rational

opponent. The latter two groups did not differ from each other. Mean shock settings for each

group were 3.8, 1.3, and 1.3, respectively. Moreover, there was ¿m interaction between the

opponent type and block factors. High-attack opponents tended to elicit increasingly higher

levels of aggression from participants across the tials relative to the other tlpes of opponents,

who tended to elicit a constant low level of aggression. The defeat factor was not signifrcant

as a main effect, but interacted with opponent type. The highest levels of aggression (M=a.5)

were set by subjects in the moderate defeat condition when faced with a high-attack opponent.

However, when the srime group confronted a rational or low-attack opponent, mean shock

settings were at the lowest possible level of Number 1. In addition, the low and high defeat

conditions demonstated a similar pattern of settings but the differences were smaller,

relatively speaking. These findings are consistent with Merrick and Taylor (1970) who found
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that the highest level of competitive aggression was demonstrated by subjects who

experienced moderate defeat and an opponent delivering increasing shock levels. Epstein and

Taylor (1967) concluded that *the condition of equal ability amplified the effect of the

opponent's intended level of aggression upon S's aggression settings" G,.276). The authors

added that:

It thus appears that in a competitive aggressive situation, such as the present one,

anger and aggression are apt to be determined not so much by frustation as by

intojected social values which determine how the opponørt's intended behavior

should be dealt with. While there a¡e innumerable examples in everyday life which

illustrate how socially prescribed attitudes determine what is perceived as an

instigation to aggression, independent of frustration, they have intended to be slighted

because of the dominant role that the frr¡stration-aggression h¡pothesis has occupied in

theories of aggression. .... It is self-evident that all cultures must counteract any

tendency for a simple, direct relationship to exist between frustration and aggression.

G,.28r-282)

Therefore, it appears that cognitive processes rlre a powerful indicator of elicited aggression

towards an opponent during Taylor's reaction time task. Most importantly for issues on the

competition-aggression link is that the highly competitive situation (i.e., moderate defeat),

which equates with competitors being of equal competence, led to the highest settings,

particularly when the opponent was exhibiting high-attack responses. A major criticism of

this study is the small sample size that, again, reduced the probability of finding a statistical

effect on the degree of defeat va¡iable. There were only nine subjects per group on this

variable that may explain why there was a failwe to return a main effect on the defeat factor.

Shortell et al. (1970) furthered the investigation of defeat by conducting a study on the

potential for massive retaliation from the opponent. They wrote:
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In view of the cu¡rent world situation, a question that all but asks itself is the

following: "'What would the effect on overt and covert aggression be if the subject

believed that he and his opponent had among their repertoire of punishing responses

one that was far more devastating than all the others?" (p. 215)

Forty eight male undergraduates were assigned to either a condition of massive retaliation

(MR) or a condition that did not include massive retaliation (NMR), and were then, within

this division, further assigned to either a HIGH, MODERá,TE, or LOW, level of defeat as

described by Epstein and Taylor (1967). The task board was slightly different for subjects in

the MR group with "a bright red button, numbered l0 ..., added to the panel of shock settings,

and a red light, also labelled 10, that was larger and brighter than the others ... added to the

feedback panel" (p. 315). MR subjects were told that the level-IO shock was set at twice the

level of their pain threshold and would be extemely painful (although they were assu¡ed that

level-lO shock would not cause serious injr¡ry). The level-lO shock setting was never

administered to a subject. Each subject was confronted \rrith 32 trials (i.e., four 8-trials

blocks) with increasing provocation from the opponent (i.e., 1.5 to 4.5).

An analysis of these data showed a significant main effect on the massive retaliation factor

with the MR group setting higher shock (M=3.1) than the NMR group (M=2.4).8 The MR

and NMR groups both exhibited a direct relationship between their own settings and those of

the opponent across the tials. Consistent with Epstein and Taylor (1967) and Merrick and

Taylor (1970) is the finding that the defeat factor did not reach significance as a main effect,

however, the authors failed to demonstate an interaction between increasing provocation and

level of defeat. Recall that Merrick and Taylor (1970) showed that shock settings increased

most rapidly in the moderate defeat gloup under increasing provocation. Subjects in the MR

group reported feeling more anger during the experimental session than those in the NMR

grouP, and rated their opponent as more aggressive. fui interaction was also observed on

8 One subject utilised the level-IO setting but was excluded from the analysis. The authors wrote at
length (in the discussion) about this subject's behaviour and why they excluded him from the analysis.
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ratings of opponent's aggression between level of defeat and the massive retaliation factor.

The opponent was rated more aggressive dr:ring low- and high-defeat by the MR group, but

was rated less aggressive during moderate defeat, relative to the NMR group. Moreover, the

moderate-defeat group rated the opponent as more competitive relative to other subjects.

In sum, Shortell et al. (1970) fou¡rd that knowledge of a massive retaliation option led to a

reduction in competitive aggression and increased self-reported anger. 'rWhat is particularly

interesting relates to subjects' ratings of the opponent's aggressive intent in the moderate

defeat situation i.e., MR subjects ascribed less aggressiveness to the opponent. Epstein and

Taylor (1967) have argued that the 50% defeat condition is an r¡nstable and ambiguous

situation where the subject attempts to establish dominance over the opponent. However, the

present study has shown that the inclusion of a massive retaliation option causes subjects to

feel a lesser need to establish dominance (by administering high levels of shock) because an

aggressive response from the subject may be followed by massive retaliation from the

opponent. In contrast, when the opponent is consistently winning, the subject fears the

potential for cotmter-retaliation from the opponent if the subject chooses a high aggtessive

option (thus, ascribing greater aggressiveness to the opponent). Likewise, a subject that is

consistently winning probably fears that the opponent will cor¡nter-aggress with an emphatic

blow when provided an opportunþ (hence ascribing greater aggressiveness to the opponent

once more).

Hendrick and Taylor (1971) observed that an under-researched topic is the relationship

between interpersonal attraction and aggressive behaviour. They theorised that a potential

mediating factor of this relationship is the similarity of beliefs between two individr¡als,

however, without any existing research, a number of likely relationships were hypothesised

between these sets of factors. For example, belief similarity may engender an expectation

amongst parties that they will not aggress against each other, which may cause the provoked

individual to react with large cormter-aggression when this expectation is violated. Dissimilar

beliefs may cause an individual to expect aggression and thus produce less counter-
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aggression. In contast, belief similarity may cause individuals to perceive provocation from

an opponent as less aggressive than individuals with dissimilar beliefs.

Following the establishment of pain tlresholds, 48 male university students were

administered the belief similarity manipulation. Half of the subjects were provided with a

cover story on the potential relationship between competition and knowledge of the opponent,

and were requested to complete an attitude questionnaire (as devised by Byme, 1969) in

which they were asked to agree or disagree with l0 items. Upon completion of the

questionnaire, the experimenter left the shrdy room and returned with an ostensible copy of

the competitor's attitude questionnaire. Half of the subjects were handed a copy of a

questionnaire in which the competitor supposedly agreed with eight of the attitude items (i.e.,

belief similarity; B-SM), whilst the other half of subjects were given a copy in which the

competitor agreed with only two items (i.e., belief dissimilarity; B-DIS). Subjects then

competed on 19 reaction time trials either against a non-provoking opponent who set low

shock all the time çM=1.5) or a provoking opponent who set high shock all the time (M=4.5).

A questionnaire was subsequently administered to subjects on the effectiveness of the

experimental manipulation (i.e., belief similarig), and to assess competitors' attitudes towards

the opponent. fui analysis of the manipulation checks showed that the B-DIS group rated

their opponent as having less similar beliefs than the B-SIM group, but there rilere no main o¡

interaction effects for each groups' perceptions of the opponent's aggressive intent.

Moreover, the high aggressor was perceived as more aggressive than the low aggressor, and

there were no main or interaction effects with the belief similarity groups. In addition, the

groups did not differ on the baseline aggression measure.

An analysis of aggressive behavior¡rs showed that the opponent-tlpe factor influenced

subjects' shock settings (i.e., the high aggressor elicited more aggression than the low

aggtessor), but the belief similarity factor had no influence on the groups, nor lvas there an

interaction effect between belief similarity and type of opponørt. It is highlighted that these

lack of behavioural differences between the B-SIM and B-DIS groups occr¡rred despite the

former group indicating that they liked their opponent relative to the latter group. A more
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predictable finding was that subjects had a lower inclination to like the high aggressor in

comparison to the low aggressor.

In sum, Hendrick and Taylor (1971) have demonsüated that belief similarity, which is a

variable that supposedly mediates attraction to others, does not increase or reduce competitive

aggression. They suggested that:

Physical aggression and attraction are different classes of behavior, generally

responsive to different sets of independent variables that only partially overlap.

Variation in attraction and aggression may co.occur as a result of simultaneous

manipulation of their respective independent influences. But such occt¡rrence does not

mean that attraction mediates aggression. (Ir. 347)

They frrther added that:

Physical aggression seems to be determined largeþ by perception of aggressive intent,

increasing provocation, ild actual attack. Whether an opponent is simila¡ or

dissimilar in beliefs, or whether he usually likes you, is irrelevant if an attack by him

is perceived as impending. þ. 348)

In spite of these conclusions, a major criticism of this study is the contrived nature of the

belief similarity manipulation that supposedly generates an appropriate atfiaction to the

opponent. The authors assumed that subjects' indications that they liked their opponent,

whom they never saw or interacted with, was equivalent to the nature of 'atfaction' in a

natrual social environment where individuals are athacted by physical appearance,

mannerism, and beliefs (as indicated by discursive exchanges). That is, the belief similarity

manipulation, as generated by the attitude questionnaire, is a very indirect measure of

attraction as an everyday phenomenon. The authors acknowledged this criticism (to some

degree) when they suggested an alternative experimental manipulation of atEaction: "A
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confederate might engage in intense preliminary interaction with subjects in such a way as to

create either high liking or disliking" (p. 348). Therefore, Hendrick and Taylor's (1971)

conclusion that aggression is not influenced by attraction requires more careñ¡l investigation.

Epstein and Rakoksy (1976), working on a related concept to attraction, investigated the

effects of observing a model, who competed on the reaction time tials, on competitive

aggression. The aim of this investigation was to examine the surmise that the imitation of

aggtessive behavior¡r is greatest when the confederate is perceived as 'admirable'. However,

what is considered to be an 'admirable' or an 'unadmirable' aggressor were not clearly

defined by the authors. The authors operationally defined an 'admirable' model by the

following traits: cooperative, polite, uncomplaining, respectñ¡l of their opponents, able to

withstand pain, and emotionally calm. An 'rmadmirable' model was conta-indicated by these

traits.

Thirty two male wrdergraduates were randomly assigned to one of for¡r conditions, viz,

admirable aggressor (AA), unadmirable aggressor (UA), admirable non-aggressor (AN), and

unadmirable non-aggressor (UN). Subjects were provided with a cover story that the

researchers were looking at human reactions to competitive situations, and that the

experimenter was interested in the subject's perceptions of the competitor compared with a

neufal observer's evaluations. Subjects were led to the experimental room and were

requested to evaluate a model ona22-item checklist during a series of competitive reaction

time trials. Those who were assigned to the admirable model observed a confederate who

said he enjoyed competition and was not unduly disturbed by receiving shock. The

confederate participated in the reaction time trials without disparaging his opponent and

expressed the opinion, at the completion of the session, that the competition had been

challenging. In contrast, subjects who were assigned to an unadmirable model observed an

"excessively emotional, immafure person who behaved in an anxious and blustering manner

and conveyed the impression that he was willing 'to dish it out but could not take it' " þ.

565). The model attempted to cheat during the experimental session, but was warned by the

experimenter for his conduct, and made continual bitter comments and directed profanity
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towards the opponent. The manþlation of an aggressive/non-aggressive model was

conducted by having the confederate set either repeatedly low shock in reaction to increasing

provocation from the confederate's opponent (non-aggressive model), or increasing levels of

shock to match the increasing provocation of the oppone,nt (aggressive model). Preliminary

analyses showed that each t¡pe of model was perceived in a rnanner intended by the

researchers e.g., the aggressive models were perceived as more aggrcssive than the non-

aggressive models.

Following interaction with a model, subjects participated in 16 reaction time tials against

a bogus opponent (i.e., a baseline measure and three blocks of 5 trials). The opponent

increased provocation at a consistent rate from 1.5 to 3.5 across the trials. An analysis of the

baseline data showed a main effect on the aggressiveness manipulation with the non-

aggressive model eliciting greater levels of shock than aggressive models. There was also a

main effect across the three blocls on the same factor with, again, the non-aggtessive model

eliciting higher shock from the subject. In addition, there was a blocks effect with both

aggressive and non-aggressive groups increasing settings in response to the opponent's

provocation (but at a lower rate). The authors then re-assigned subjects on the basis of

whether they perceived their model as either aggressive or non-aggressive. This re-

assignment process was undertaken independently for the admirable and r¡nadmirable models.

A re-analysis of these daa showed a significant interaction effect between the admirable and

aggressiveness factors. However, no post-hoc comparisons were conducted by the authors

with the findings presørted in two separate figrrres. What is evident from the figure is that

those who observed the aggressive model set relatively low shock during the first 5 rials

(M=1.3), whilst those who observed the non-aggressive model set relatively higher shock

(M=1.9). By the final 5-tials block, the AA group increased shock (M=3.3) to a level

equivalent to the UN çIr4:3.2) and AN (M=3.0) groups, but the UA group lagged at

approximately 2.0. That is, the uadmirable aggressive model had a negligible effect on

increasing subject's competitive aggression against an opponent who increased provocation

across trials.
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A major shortcoming of this study was the re-assignment of subjects across the aggressive

model groups after there v/ere no differences on the initial analyses. The authors provided

some rationale for this.statistical proceúre:

The failure of some subjects to perceive the models in the manner intended is, in itself,

ofconsiderable interest, as it reveals that subjects are not passive recipients ofwhat is

presented to them, but form impressions based on their own needs and values. This

has important implications for the influence of modeling upon behavior, because it

indicates that not only may what is perceived influence values, but extant values may

influence what is perceived. (p. 573)

However, there was no explanation provided as to why some subjects perceived the

aggressive model as relatively less aggressive, and why others perceived the non-aggressive

model as relatively aggressive. It leads one to conclude that the experimenters' manipulations

were less powerful than intended. A limitation of this study was that male aggression was

examined for influences from a male model without any consideration given to the

differential effects on aggression of the model's and subject's gender. The findings may have

been considerably different if a female model had been used and/or subjects were females.

Moreover, these furdings may have been more reliable had a larger sample (than 8 subjects

per cell) been utilised.

A final sitr¡ational factor studied was the influence of an audience on competitive

aggression @orden & Taylor, 1973). The authors suggested that subjects' aggressive

behavioru may be influenced in two different ways depending on the situation and the type of

coercion exerted by the audience. In the first case, it has been observed that small groups

persuade dedicated individuals to behave aggressively during non-aggressive social

interactions e.g., gang behaviour (see Bandura,1973). In the second case, an audience can

persuade a target, during an altercation, to behave non-aggressively. Borden and Taylor

(1973) conducted a study to test both theories simultaneously.
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Forty male undergraduates were randomly assigned either to a relatively passive

(i.e., one who always set the lowest possible shock level) or an aggressive opponent (i.e., one

who always set the highest possible shock level). The experimental design was

counterbalanced so that half of each group were either alone during the fust half of trials (and

were then exposed to an audience), or were alone during the second half of the trials. During

the audience trials, the experimenter intoduced th¡ee confederates (trvo females and one

male) who u/ere supposedly psychology mdergraduates who requested to observe an

experiment. Dr.ring the first 4 trials, the audience was silent and merely observed the subject

(a manipulation that assessed the influence of the mere presence of an audience). During the

remaining 12 trials, the audience behaved in order to coo< the subject to set the most intense

shock level towards a passive opponent or coax the subject to set the lowest shock level

against an aggressive opponent. That is, subjects assigned to a passive opponent were

encouraged to behave aggressively, whilst subjects assigned to an agg¡essive opponent were

encotraged to be relatively less aggressive by the audience. There was a total of 28 trials.

Twelve trials were conducted with the subject alone, whilst 16 trials were conducted with the

presence of an audience (in four of which the audience was passive).

The findings presented by Bordør and Taylor (1973) were highly consistent with the

aforesaid theories. Subjects matched with a passive opponent responded with minimal

aggression (M=1.8) when alone preceding the social pressure of an audience. The

introduction of silent observers did not significantþ influence their aggressive behaviour

(M=1.7), however, subjects incre¿sed their settings dramatically when the audience

encouraged them to behave aggressively (M=6.5). Not surprisingly, subjects who were

pressured to behave aggressively before being alone (i.e., the counterbalanced condition) set

high shock levels (M=8.2), and this effect persisted (M=5.7¡ when subjects were subsequently

alone. That is, there was a transfer effect on aggressive behaviour, after audience pressure,

into the alone trials. However, this transfer effect was not observed amongst subjects who

were exposed to an aggressive opponent. Subjects who were initially alone against an

aggressive opponent set high shock levels (M:7.7) which rose slightþ in the mere presence
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of an audience (M=8.3), but fell dramatically when later exposed to a passive audience

(M=2.3). Likewise, subjects set minimal shock towards an aggressive opponent (M=2.4),

relative to the initial tials where the audience was passive (M=6.8). However, when

subsequently left alone, the reduced aggression effect did not persist because shock settings

rose to levels demonshated during the mere presence of an audience (M=S.1¡. Thus, Borden

and Taylor showed that subjects were more aggressive in the mere presence of an audience

than when alone, regardless of the opponent's settings. The authors concluded that: *The

present research indicates that the tlpically observed relationships between attack and

retaliation can be drastically modified by manipulations of the immediate social

surroundings" (p. 360). In addition, the authors modified claims that "the mere presence of

observers had a mild facilitative effect on aggression toward both aggressive and non-

aggressive opponents" (p. 360), by citing Ba¡on (197L) who has shown that high-status

audiences can suppress aggressive tendencies. Borden and Taylor suggest that the

"characteristics ofthe observers ofan aggressive altercation (e.g., their age, status, and sex)

may be important determinants of the intensity of aggression expressed by the participants',

(pp.360-61).

A limitation of this study is the utilisation of male subjects only which suggests that the

results may not generalise to females. Moreover, the audience uras composed of males and

females, and there r4/as no test of the potential varying effects of same- and mixed-gender

audiences upon competitive aggression, nor of any test of the relative authority status of the

audience (e.g., high versus low authority figures). Fr¡rther resea¡ch is required to examine the

potential effects of different t¡pes of audiences on competitive aggression.

Methods for reducing c ompetítive aggres sion

Most studies using Taylor's procedure have focussed on the issue of situational and

personality factors that lead to competitive aggression. The other side of the issue concerns

the investigation of factors that mitigate or contol the link between competition and
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aggression. Pisano and Taylor ( I 97 1) have noted that there is a surprising lack of research

from the general aggression field on this issue, and the competition-aggression literah¡re is no

exception with only th¡ee studies devoted to this topic @engerink & Bertilson, 1974; Kimble

et a1.,19771' Pisano & Taylor, l97l). There a¡e a number of stategies that may be employed

to reduce a competitor's aggression. Firstly, the competitor can intimidate the opponent by

behaving with intense aggression. Secondly, the competitor may produce a passive strategy

(i.e., minimally aggressive) with the hope that the opponent will reciprocate these responses.

Thirdly, the competitor may combine the passive and punitive strategies by matching the

attacker's aggressiveness. An additional strategy for reducing aggression is to offer

competitors a monetary reward for withholding aggressive responses.

Pisano and Taylor (1971) examined the relative effectiveness of each stategy on reducing

competitive aggression under Taylor's procedure. Forty male undergraduates, who were

screened from other potential subjects on the criterion of setting high shock on a baseline

measure (i.e., Nurnbet 3,4, or 5, setting), were randomly assigned to one of four conditions.

For comparative purposes, a firrther 12 subjects, who set minimal levels of shock on a

baseline measure (i.e., Number I or 2 setting), were randomly assigned to two of the

aggression-reduction conditions (i.e., passive and punitive opponents). Each subject

participated in 25 fials i.e., a baseline measure and four 6-trials blocks. Subjects assigned to

the passive condition (PASS) were confronted with an opponent who set minimal shock over

the 25 trials (Nurnber I shocþ; subjects assigned to the matching-response condition

(MATCH) had an opponent who set f -intensity shock on the first trial and then set a level of

shock that the subject chose on the preceding trial; subjects in the punitive condition

(PLJNITIVE) had an opponent who continually set the maximum intensity shock on each trial;

and, finally, subjects assigned to the money condition (MONEÐ were confronted with an

opponent who set morimum shock on each tial and were offeted a higher monetary rewa¡d

for lower intensity shock (i.e., 5l for setting a Nrmrber I shock, 4(, for a Number 2 shoch 3É

for a Number 3 shock, and so on).
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Pisano and Taylor (1971) subsequørtly conducted statistical analyses by dividing the

responses into initial effects (i.e., the first Gtrials block) and long-term effects (i.e., the

remaining three Gtrials blocks). An analysis of the first 6 trials showed that the most

effective stategy amongst high aggressors rvas the matching-response manipulation, whilst

the least effective was the punitive strategy. The mean shock settings for the MATCH, pASS,

MONEY, and PUMTTVE, groups were 2.5, 2.9, 3.4, and 3.9, respectively. These group

means were significantly different from each other. The authors then proceeded to examine

the long-term effects of these süategies. Once again, the pattern of group means were of the

same intensity. fui examination of the low aggressors showed that the passive opponent

elicited low intensity shock across the for¡r blocks of 6 tials (1.1, l.l, 1.0, & 1.0,

respectively) which conFasts sharply with the high aggressors who selected shock intensities

around 3.0. Low aggressors also demonstrated a different pattern of settings against the

Punitive opponent. Low aggressors initially set relatively low shock (M=2.4) on the first 6

tials and then selected a shock level during the final block (M=3.8) equivalent to what the

high aggressors chose in the initial tials.

Based on these findings, Pisano and Taylor (1971) concluded that the punitive shategy is

highly ineffective in conûolling aggression (regardless of the aggressive disposition of the

subject) and that the passive strategy is effective with low aggressors only because ..it is

possible that the behavior of the high aggressor was being reinforced by the knowledge that

his victim was suffering injury" Gt.24L). The most effective strategy was the 'eye-for-an-

eye' strategy in which the subject's responses were matched by the opponent. The inherent

ambiguity of not knowing what the opponent has set on each trial is minimised rmder this

stategy with the subject's shock settings being matched by the opponent which probably

causes the subject to set low intense shock in order to avoid prmitive responses from the

competitor.

Whilst Pisano and Taylor's (1971) study provides valuable findings because of the paucity

of research on the topic of minimising aggression, there are, nevertheless, shortcomings to the

study. For example, there was no rationale provided as to why the analyses were divided into
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short- and long-term effects which is not a trivial criticism as the convention r¡nder this

paradigm has been to examine the blocks as a whole in a repeated measures analysis.

Another criticism of this study is the low number of subjects per group, as well as the

disproportionate number of high- and low-aggressors. Finally, a limitation of this study was

the failure to incorporate all t¡pes of stategies for low aggressors which suggests that Pisano

and Taylor's conclusions are premature with respect to the most effective aggression-

reduction stategies for all types of subjects. However, this last criticism could be overlooked

as clinicians are most interested in minimising anti-social behaviours amongst high

aggressors.

Dengerink and Bertilson (1974) conducted a further study on shategies for reducing

aggression under Taylor's competitive reaction time procedure. The authors reported a

methodology that sought to explore additional strategies that might be utilised to reduce

aggression as Pisano and Taylor (1971) used only a limited set of techniques. For example,

one additional stategy entails the opponørt reducing shock intensity across the trials fiom the

highest to the lowest level. Recall that both O'Leary and Dengerink (1973) and Dengerink et

al. (1975) fot¡nd that subjects reciprocate the settings of the opponent during this t¡pe of

strategy. Moreover, there is some interpretational ambiguity of the matching-strategy

condition as to whether subjects reduced their settings as a condition of the opponent's

settings or whether subjects reduced their settings in an instr¡mental manner i.e., an active

endeavour to force the opponent to reduce shock. Dengerink and Bertilson employed a

yoking procedure to evaluate these two competing interpretations.

Thirty male undergraduates, who were sc¡eened on the basis of setting a Number 5 setting

on a baseline measure, were confronted \ffith an opponent who set high shock (Number 5) on

the first 6 tials. Subjects were then randomly assigned to three types of sEategies for the

remaining 18 trials (i.e., three blocks of 6 trials). In the matching condition (MATCH), the

opponent set the intensity that the subject set on the preceding trial. In the Yoked condition

(YOKED), the opponent set a shock on each trial that had been set on that particular trial by

the previous subject in the MATCH condition. In the withdraw condition (MTHDRAW),
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the opponent set lower shock across the trials. A questionnaire was administered to subjects

at the end of the study in order to measure the extent to which they were influenced by the

opponent's settings.

An analysis of the initial baseline tial returned no significant differences between the

groups. However, anaþes of subsequent tials showed a significant main effect on the

shategy type factor. The mean shock settings for the MATCH, YOKED, and WITHDRATù/,

groups were 4.3, 3.4, and 2.4, respectively. There was also a blocls effect with mean settings

falling from 4.2 dwing the first 6-tials block to 2.6 during the final 6-trials block. All groups

demonstrated a significant reduction in mean aggression from the first block to the fourttr

block. It is a relevant finding that all groups did not differ on the first 6-trials bloclq but that

the WITHDRA\ry group differed from the YOKED and MATCH groups on subsequent

blocks, whilst the latter two groups did not differ significantly across all three blocla. That is,

"the withdraw süatery ... resulted in a reduction of aggression that was considerably more

rapid and, within the limits of the current testing, greater ttran that observed for either of the

other two süategies" @engerink & Bertilson, 1974, p. 260). Subsequent analyses of

questionnaire data showed that the groups did not differ with respect to which they thought

their shock settings influenced the opponent, nor did they differ in the extent to which they

thought their own settings were influenced by the opponent,s settings.

These findings prompted Dengerink and Bertilson (L974) to v¡rite:

With the exception of the one subject, it appears appropriate to conclude that if one

person provokes a second p€rson to high intensity aggression, then the first person can

effect a reduction in the aggression of the second by becoming as nonaggressive as

possible. (p.260)

A striking finding is the lack of differences between the MATCHED and YOKED groups

which implies that subjects' settings decreased regardless of the opponent's settings. That is,

the reciprocation of shock by the opponent did not cause subjects to shape actively the
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opponent into lower levels of aggressive behaviour within the MATCH group because these

decrements were also observed in the YOKED group. Subsequent questionnaire data showed

that subjects were rmaware of the contingencies between the opponent's settings and their

owrl In spite of these data, Dengerink and Bertilson raised a procedual issue of Taylor's

reaction time task that led to a biased test of subjects' rationalisation of their aggression in the

matching-response condition (i.e., the large time delay of 80 seconds between subject's initial

shock setting and the opponant's setting on the next trial). However, this is an improbable

explanation as Bertilson, Wonderlich, and Blum (1984) have 'conceptually replicated'

Dengerink and Bertilson's findings using a non-competitive interpersonal communications

task.e That is, the most effective süatery is the withdrawal procedure, and yoked subjects

perform identically to matched subjects. Finally, it should be highlighted that decrements in

aggressive behavior¡r only occur when the opponent sets high shock during initial tials since

Pisano and Taylor (1971) failed to demonstrate reduced shock settings (relatively speaking)

using a strategy of minimal aggression across all tials (Kimble etal.,1977).

Kimble et al. (1977) devised a testable mathematical formula for predicting counter-

aggression. The formula is the ratio of one competitor's cotmter-aggression divided by the

other competitor's aggression (cAlA formula). The counter-aggression formula is based on

the surmise that:

Many people feel that the most effective means of inhibiting assaults by a bully is

retaliation. But a retaliatory strategy could just as easily lead to each side trying to get

even, causing a progressive escalation of violence. The problem is whether retaliation

(or how much retaliation) leads to increased or decreased subsequent aggression.

lltalics addedl G,. 273)

n The interpersonal communications task was developed by Hokanson et al. (1968). It has a short time
lag between the subject's and opponent's responses thus providing a more reliable situation for
examining the nature of these contingencies.
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They theorised that individuals are expected to retaliate to aggressive attacks ("Do unto

another as that other has done unto you" i.e., Gouldner's, 1960, reciprocity norm) but that the

display of passiveness following an aggressive attack leads to the exploiøtion of the passive

person, particularly amongst peers @atterson, Lithnan, Bricker, 1967). Based on these

theories, Kimble et al. predicted that aggression would spiral downwards when the cA/A ratio

is less than 1.0, but would remain constant or increase when the ratio is 1.0 or greater since

there is no reduction of aggression to be reciprocated by the subject. Finally, Kimble et al.

predicted aggression to increase when ratios are around 0.0 as this leads to the exploitation of

the passive opponent.

One hundred male undergraduates were randomly assigned to I of l0 co¡mter-aggression

groups. A modification of the original reaction time task was the utilisation of loud noise as a

measure of aggression rather than electic shock.ro There were 25 tials i.e., four 6-tials

blocks and a baseline measure. In the passive and punitive groups, the bogus opponent's

settings were identical for Trials 2 through 25 (i.e., .2 and 10, respectively). However, in the

remaining groups, the opponent's settings were determined by the subject's settings such that

the opponent's settings were either .r, .25, .5, .75,.9, 1.0, 1.2, or 1.5, times as large as the

subject's setting on the previous trial.

A statistical examination of these l0 separate groups over the short-term trials (i.e., 3-7)

returned a shategy main effect, as well as a stategy by trials interaction effect. Tukey's

Honestly Significant Difference tests indicated that the .l cA/A ratio produced less aggression

than all ratios greater than 1.0 and that the punitive stategy produced more aggression than

all ratios less than 1.0. Furthermore, a tend analysis showed that the .0 to 1.0 ratios produced

a linear decrease in aggressive responding on the first block of trials, but no other groups

created significant increases or decreases from tial to tial.

Interestingly, an examination of the long-term effects of counter-aggression strategies

produced slightly different results. Once again, there was a stategy main effect with the 0.0

to The apparatus is strt¡ctured so that the white noise increases in intensity from 75dB at onset to 100
dB at 10 seconds. That is, the noise gets louder as the delivery time increases.
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cA/A ratio producing more aggression than the .1, .25, and.5 ratios, but less aggression than

ratios of greater magnitude than .5. These results differ from the short-term effects insofar as

the .1 stategy produced less aggression than the 1.0 cAlA strategy. The authors observed no

significant interaction between the strategies and tials factors concluding that "the absence of

a significant interaction over these blocks simply reflects the fact that changes in aggtession

levels occur in the early trials" (p.276).

Analyses of the questionnaire items showed that subjects perceived themselves as fair in

comparison to the opponent in groups with a less than 1.0 ratio, and relatively less fair in

groups with a greater than 1.0 ratio. The authors also reported that subjects were aware of the

relationship between their responses and their opponents' counteraggfession, and the

strategies they were adopting during the experimental session.

These results then indicate that there is a relatively complex relationship between

competitive-aggressive exchanges of individuals and is largely predicted by the cAlA

formula. A minimal amor¡nt of reciprocal aggression is an effective sfrategy for reducing the

opponent's aggression, however, a very passive strategy will (sometimes) lead to the

exploitation of the opponent. Moreover, the exact matching of aggression (i.e., cA"/A=1.0) is

relatively less effective in reducing anti-social responding. Kimble et al. (1977) wrote that:

"Pisano and Taylor's (1971) research on the matching statery is consistent with the popular

idea of an-eye-for-an-eye aggression being the only way to deal with bullies. Present findings

indicate that exact matching is a totally ineffective strategy for reducing aggression" G,.277).

The authors also stengthened their case by refe,rring to consistencies betwee¡r their own

findings and clinical resea¡ch:

The frnding that counteraggression is stronger than the initial aggression increases is

certainly consistent with Toch's (1969) research on violent interactions. In

interviewing police and criminals about real-life acts of violence, Toch typically fot¡nd

that after the initial provoking aggression, there was an exchange of increasingly

aggressive acts leading to the final destn¡ctive act. Qt.277)
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They drew connections between the behavioural and questionnaire data sets by adding that

aggtessive exchanges led to the escalation of aggression because there is probably a

perceptual distortion of each individual's behavior¡¡. This argument is supported by the fact

that the most aggressive groups (i.e., cA./A=1.2 and greater) indicated that they perceived

their responding as fairer than the opponent's responding. The authors also raise potential

limitations to these findings by suggesting that:

Some qualifications should be made in or¡r generalisation that relatively unaggressive

behavior will yield the most favorable outcome. The situation examined here involved

peers with no previous history of aggressive exchanges; equal, limited aggressive

resources; and no stong motivation or exûeme anger. rühen one opponent has

greater, potentially overwhelming resources, different stategies may be more

effective. Stong motivation or rage may change the effectiveness of some

counteraggression straúegies. For instance, a passive sEategy might be perceived as

passive aggression by an enraged person and matching aggression might be perceived

more than getting even. þp;277-278)

In sum, it is noted that the authors have provided a useful framework from which to study

competitive aggression urder Taylor's procedwe. The findings are perfectly consistent with

Dengerink and Bertilson (1974) who found that a matching stategy was less effective in

reducing competitive aggression than an aggression-reduction strategy. However, a major

inconsistency betrveen these two studies are the disparate conclusions on participants'

perceptions of their behavior¡ral contingencies. Dengerink and Bertilson (1974) concluded

that participants were unaware of the contingencies, whilst Kimble et al. (1977) concluded

that participants were knowledgeable on this score. Task of exploring this issue is left to

futrue research since it is difficult to weigh up the relative merit of each argument as

Dengerink and Bertilson's findings are supported by a conceptual replication study, whilst

Kimble et al.'s study is a highly thorough design. Notwithstanding this suggestion, it is
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argued that participants must have some idea about the behavioural contingencies since

Kimble et al. have demonstated a consistent pattern of counter-aggression across a range of

strategies. Whether participants are consciously aware of these contingencies may not be a

¡elevant issue; participants may be aware of these contingencies at a sub-conscious level. A

major criticism of this paper is the division of statistical analyses into short- and long-term

effects, as well as the absence of an adequate explanation as to why the second trial was

excluded from the short-term analysis. On the fust point, of the division of the statistical

analyses, it would have appeared more appropriate for the authors to conduct a tend analysis

with all trials incorporated into the design, rather than arbitarily dividing the trials into short-

and long-term effects.

Summary and conclusions

Taylor's competitive reaction time procedr.re has been used in 28 studies that were

reviewed in this section. A nwrber of personality and situational factors were explored

across these studies. A number of personality or individual difference factors were found to

be related to competitive aggression such as hostility (Ohbuchi, 1982; Taylor,1967), need for

approval (Taylor, 1970), anxiety @engerink, l97I), Locus of Contol (Dørgerink et al.,

1975), field dependence-field independence (Dengerink et al., 1975), depression (Dengerink

& Myers, 1977'), and gender (Hoppe, 1979; Shortell & Biller, 1970; Taylor & Epstein, 1967).

These relationships were frequently complex. In addition, a number of situational factors

were reported as influencing competitive aggression such as a monetary reward for setting

higher shock (Borden et al., l97l; Dengerinþ 1971; Gaebelein, 1973a), an audience (Borden

& Taylor, 1973), t¡pe of provocation (e.g., O'Leary & Dengerinþ 1973; Pisano & Taylor,

L97l), a massive retaliation option (Shortell et al., 1970), confederate's level of compliance

(Gaebelein, 1973a, 1973b; Gaebelein & Hay, 1975), and defeat (Epstein &. Taylor, 1967;

Merrick & Taylor, 1970).
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Whilst the findings were frequently consistent across the studies (e.g., subjects do not

match increasing provocation from an opponent exactly), there were some inconsistencies

(e.g., Shortell et al., 1970, found that level of defeat did not affect competitive aggression,

whilst Merrick & Taylor, 1970, reported that moderate defeat causes subjects to behave

aggressively, relatively speaking).

There are a number of shengths to Taylor's reaction time procedure which probably

explains the high proportion of consistent findings across studies exploring the same

personality or situational factors. The standardisation of Taylor's procedure has meant that

methodologies are easy to directly replicate and accurate comparison of findings are made

betweeri independant studies. A potartial weakness of the standardised procedure is that the

experimental effects may not generalise to other concepfual frameworla, however, a

conceptual replication by Bertilson et al. (1984) has diluted the concern surrounding this

wealoess. Another stength of the studies using Taylor's procedure has entailed the

appropriate screening of subjects on personality factors. Finally, confounding factors (e.g.,

practice effects) have been discor¡nted as experimental noise.¡r

Just as there are stengths to Taylor's procedure, there are also actual and potential

weaknesses. One potential limitation of this procedure is that the findings may only

generalise to competitive situations where the competitor.is being provoked by the opponent

and there is provision for retaliation. However, little more can be said on this issue since it is

an empirical question as to the relative frequency of this tlpe of competitive situation.

Another major limitation has been the over-utilisation of male university students across the

28 studies (n=22 or 78o/o) which raises the possibility that the findings may not necessarily

generalise to females and/or other age groups. There is some evidence that the findings

generalise from males to females (Gaebelein, 1973b), however, these studies have often been

llThere was an earþ suggestion in the literan¡¡e that aggression under Taylor's procedure is
confounded by practice effects. Subjecr a¡e said to increase shock settings across tials because they
are gaining confidence in their abilþ to win as they experience more trials, rather than increasing
shock settings because they are reciprocating provocation. That is, higher shock settings across Eials
reflect an increased expectation of winning. Despite the plausibility of this hypothesii, Epstein and
Taylor (1967) have tested this 'practice-effect hypothesis' and have found no ¿ata to .uppott it.
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conducted post-hoc as a method of redressing the imbalance between the sexes. The few

studies that have appropriateþ incorporated males and females in the one sample have tended

to demonsüate gender differences (e.g., Taylor & Epstein, 1.967), thus supporting the

argument for the inclusion of both sexes in each study, regardless of the topic being

investigated.

Another limiation of Taylor's procedr:re is the potential confor¡nding of electric shock and

the competitive situation. Electric shock is an aversive stimulus that may elicit negative

affect in participants during this procedr.re. Negative affect has been shown to increase

aggressive responding. Thus, the suggestion is being made that there is a potential

confounding between the negative affect elicited by electic shock, and the effects on

aggression produced by competition per se. Although it is difftcult to ascertain the empirical

consequences of this suggestion, there is merit in exploring this issue in greater depth.

Moreover, a consistent shortcoming has been the assignment of small samples

(approximately 10) to experimental groups. This has meant that the statistical tests ønployed

have usually been biased towards returning significant main effects and non-significant

interaction effects. The low number of subjects for each study also suggests that the

inferential tests (e.g., Ftests) have been inappropriately utilised by each researche¡.

Another shortcoming of Taylor's procedr:re is that subjects must choose between five

shock levels without having the option of not being aggressive i.e., not administering shock to

the opponent. That is, the procedure forces the subject to be aggressive. These findings may

not generalise to situations where the competitor can choose to be non-aggressive (as opposed

to less aggressive). There are two tlpes of methodologies that would be useful in addressing

this shortcoming. The first t¡pe would entail merely adding a no-shock option to the existing

apparatus, whilst the second tlpe would entail a new apparatus where the subject can choose

to deliver 'definitely unpleasant' shock to the opponent, or no shock at all'

A criticism of these studies has been the inconsistent reporting of the association between

game outcome (win/loss) and aggression. Whilst some studies have reported data on this

association (Dengerink, l97l; Gaebelein, 1973a; Greenwell & Dengerink, 1973), the vast
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majority have failed to rçort this effect even though it is a relevant issue to each study under

this procedure (since the standardised procedure has entailed subjects winning 50% of trials).

Finally, there is potential contention as to whether shock under Taylor's procedure is an

aggressive behavior¡r. There has beer¡ no direct validation study on this pertinent issue,

however, there is indirect evidence that implies an aggressive undertone to the competitive

reaction time task. For example, Taylor (1967) and others have shown that increasing

provocation from an opponent car¡ses a subject to increase their aggressive responses.

Furthermore, a number of personalþ traits, reviewed previously in this section, that measr¡re

propensities for aggressive behavioru, have been for¡nd to be related to competitive

aggression. However, these indicator data are preliminary evidence only, and an independent

study is still required to evaluate the validity of shock settings as competitive aggressive

behavior¡¡.

3.3.3 Non-laboratorystudies

The most widely documented studies from the competition-aggression field were

conducted by Sherif and his colleagues who were interested in the evolving nature of group

behaviour within an ecological setting (Sherif, 1967, 1972; Sherif & Sherif, 1953, 1969,

1973). Sherif was primarily concerned udth developing methods for reducing conflict

between groups. He observed that:

In the past, measures to combat the problans of intergroup conflicts, proposed by

social scientists as well as by such people as administrators, policy-makers, municipal

officials, and educators, have included the following: intoduction of legal sanctions;

.... dissemination of correct information to break down false prejudices and

unfavorable stereot¡pes; appeals to the moral ideals of fair play and brotherhood.

(Sheril 1972,p.199)
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A¡rd he concluded that: "many of these measures may have some value in the reduction of

intergroup conflicts, but, to date, very few generalizations have been established concerning

the circumstances and kinds of intergroup conflict in which these measures are effective"

(Sherif, 1972,p.199).

Sherif and Sherif (1953) argued that a comprehensive understanding of attitude formation

and behavior¡ral development, both within and between groups, is best formulated by

conducting an ecological, longitudinal study. The authors articulated a comprehe,nsive set of

hlpotheses about group formation and subsequent relations betweeri groups. For example,

hlpotheses about group formation included:

When a number of individuals without previously established relationships interact in

conditions that embody goals with common appeal value and that require their

inkrdependent activity for attainment, over time, a group will form. The formation of

a group will be reflected in: (a) a definite group organization consisting of

differentiated status positions and roles, and (b) nonns regulating the members'

behavior relative to one another and in activities commonly engaged in together.

(Sherif& Sherif, 1969, pp. 232-233)

A set of hypotheses was also formulated about the formation of relationships between

groups (Sherif & Sherif, 1953, 1969). It was hypothesised that, over time, hostility would

develop from competition when two independent groups must compete for a common goal

which each group stongly desires. Unfavourable stereotlpes and attitudes about the out-

group are developed by the in-group, placing the two factions at a social distance to each

other. Moreover, group members face serious repercussions if they violate their own group's

nonns. The developmørt of hostility between groups is matched by a higher level of

solidarity, and reorganisation of structure and practice, within the in-groups.

Finally, a set of hypotheses was formulated on methods for reducing hostilþ between

feuding groups. These h¡potheses were:
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l. Contact between groups in activities that a¡e pleasant for members of both groups,

but which involves an independence of action between the groups, will not decrease

an existing state of intergroup conflict;

2. When conflicting groups are placed under conditions embodying goals that a¡e

compelling for both groups, but which caûiot be achieved by a single group through

its own efforts and resources, will result in cooperation toward this superordinate goal.

(Sherif & Sherit 1969,p.255)

Finally, Sherif and Sherif (1969) added that: "cooperation between groups arising from a

series of superordinate goals will have a cumulative effect towa¡d reducing the social distance

between them, changing hostile attitudes and stereotypes, and hence reducing the possibility

of future conflicts between them" (p. 255).

Three separate studies, in different locations, were conducted using new participants on

each occasion, as a method of testing these three sets of hypotheses. The first study was

conducted in Con¡recticut in 1949; the second in New York in 1953; and the third at Robbers

Cave, Okalahoma, in 1954. Since there is a good deal of overlap between these studies, this

review presents a composite picture of them (except where otherwise stated).

Selection of participants for the study was highly meticulous in order to reduce the

influence of unwanted exûaneous factors such as personality and cultural differences (Sherif

& Sheri[ 1953). Interviews were conducted with parents of prospective participants and with

ministers of their ch¡¡rch groups. Psychological tests (e.g., intelligence test, Thematic

Apperception Test) were administered to prospective participants to preclude individuals from

the study with behavioural problems such as hlper-aggression. Moreover, participants were

chosen who had no prior relationship with other participants so that social predispositions,

such as friendships or hostilities, were not tansfened into the experiment. Participants were

all males, of the same age (ll-12 years), religious backgrormd, educational level, and

socioeconomic status.
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During the first phase of the study, 24 participants arrived to summer camp and were

allowed to intermingle on site to form companions. When two or three days had elapsed, and

the boys were beginning to form friendships, they were each requested to state three best

friends on the pretext of getting suggestions for favor¡red activities for improving the camp.

The friendship clusters were then systematically split into two camps (of twelve boys each) so

that group members had only one of their three best friends, as stated during informal talls, in

his camp. During 1953, one boy cried for ten minutes after the announcement of the split,

which meant his separation from another camper whom he had formed a friendship.

During the second phase of the study, which lasted approximately five days, the two split

camps participated in a number of tasks that embodied cooperation. The two separate groups

camped out in the woods, cooked meals, improved a swimming hole, and cleaned up a rough

field for athletics (amongst other activities). These were preferred activities amongst the

boys. The two camps were separated as much as possible during these activities. Soon

anough, the groups formed a high degree of intemal solidarity. Group members used words

such as 'we' and 'they' when they talked, and groups gave themselves a name to distinguish

themselves from the other camp ('Red Devils" & *Bull Dogs", 1949; "Panthers" &

"p¡hons", 1953; "Rattlers" & "Eagles", 1954). Moreover, a general hierarchy was formed

with a leader and followers, and ñurctional norrns were established between group members.

Sherif and Sherif (1969) wrote:

rWayward members who failed to do things'tight' or who did not contibute their bit

to the cornmon effo¡t foud themselves receiving reprimands, ridicule, "silent

treafinent", or even threats (goup sanctions). A boy who tried to "bully" others was

successfully squelched despite his greater size. By the end of the stage, however,

most behavior in the goup was in accord with the customary modus operandi that had

been established, with very little need for frequent correctives. Some groups

est¿blished standardized means for handling behavior that got "out of line". .... This

sanction was administered by the leader with the consent of the membership. þ. 238)
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During the third phase of the study, participants were told, during brealdast one moming,

that a tournament would be conducted where the two groups would compete in a series of

daily activities such as a tug-of-war, a treasure hunt, softball, soccer, and touch football.

Sherif and Sherif (1953) wrote that the introduction of the tournament was perfectly natural

because the two groups had frequently suggested to the camp organisers (before that day) that

they should conduct a competitive toumament of sporting activities between the camps. The

prize for the winning group (which was a camping knife for each group member) was

displayed before the toumament began. Each activity ca¡¡ied points for winning. A nmning

total of each group's score was placed on a poster each day so that participants could view

their progress.

Observations were ca¡ried out by two participant observers who were graduate students.

The observers app€ared in the role of senior counsellors to the boys. Reports from these

observers revealed a rapid degradation of relations between the groups as the tournament

progressed.rt Sherif and Sherif (1969) wrote:

In each experiment, the tournament started with great zest and in the spirit of good

sportsmanship to which these American boys had already been thoroughly

indoctrinated. In each case, as the tournament progressed from event to event, the

good sportsmanship and good feeling began to evaporate. The sportsman-like cheer

for the other group, customarily givør after a game, *24-6-B,who do we appreciate,"

turned to a derisive chant *24-6-8, who do we appreci-hate.,, @.240)

Expressions of hostility became increasingly frequent and more intense. Sherif and Sherif

(1953) provide an eloquent account ofthe 1949 study:

r2_The principal investigator (who also conducted observations throughout the shrdy) took on the guise
ofa caretaker.
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The Bull Dog group pulled into the lead on the first day andrernained there. The adult

observers all agreed that the teams were fairly matched in terms of individual players,

but that the Bull Dog group had much more effective team organization. . . .. Even the

Red Devils were not unaware of it. Bray, a Red Devil lieutenant, said on the third day,

"The trouble is we don't cooperate." But as a group, the Red Devils responded to

their increasingly apparent losing position by labeling the Bull Dogs "dirty players."

They were sure that they could win if the Bull Dogs were not "such cheaters." They

said, "At least we play fair." ... Of course, the Bull Dogs vehemently denied such

charges. (p.275)

At the completion of the tournament, the victorious group, who had won a camping knife,

were elated with their victory and full of pride; the losing group members were dejected.

Intemal conflict developed within the losing goup with the leader blaming lower-status

members for the team's loss. The losing side showed signs of disorganisation. rüVhen the

tournament ended, a planned frr¡süation, induced by the experimmters, led to a protacted

period of hostility between the camps. The groups hr¡rled taunts and insults at each other, and

had food fights and scufTles. During the 1954 study, the Eagles, upon losing the tournament,

burned the Rattler's flag, which, in turn, led to a fight. Sherif and Sherif (1953) reported an

incident between the camps just after breakfast when a boy from the winning team, who

pulled out his knife and opened its blade during a scufTle, had to be restrained from

brandishing it! Apple raids were orchestrated by each camp over several consecutive days

(sometimes at anti-social hours), even after they were admonished by the camp organisers for

such activities. The two camps reñ¡sed to partake in any activity with the opposing group.

Sherif (1 967) concluded that:

If an outside observer had entered the situation at this point, with no information about

preceding events, he could only have concluded on the basis of their behavior that
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these boys (who were the 'cream of the crop' in their commrmities) were wicked,

disturbed, and vicious bunches ofyoungsters. (p. 85)

The last stage of the study entailed the reduction of conflict between the groups. Of

course, the intensity of hostility between the camps made the task of reducing conflict

particularly difficult. Some activities, such as eating together in the same dining room,

watching a movie in the same hall, or engaging in other entertainment within close proximity,

failed to reduce conflict between the camps, and, in most cases, were seized upon as

opportunities for further name calling and physical confrontation (Sheriq ß72). However,

conflict between the camps was eventually reduced by introducing what Sherif and his

colleagues called'superordinate goals'. These goals:

Could not be attained by the efforts and energies of one group alone and thus created a

state of interdependence between groups: combating a water shortage that affected all

and could not help being "compelling"; securing a muchdesired film, which could not

be obtained by either group alone but required putting their resources together; putting

into working shape, when everyone was hnngry and the food was some distance away,

the only means of üansportation available to carry food. þ. 203)

Moreover, as predicted, a series of activities with 'superordinate goals' resulted in a

cumulative reduction in tensions betwee¡r the camps. Friendship choices shifted towards out-

group members, unfavor¡rable attitudes significantly diminished, as did name calling and

physical confrontations. Sherif and Sherif (l 969) observed that:

In the and, the g¡oups were actively seeking opportunities to intermingle, to

entertain and "Feat" each other. Procedr:res that "worked" in one activity were

transferred to others. For example, the notion of "taking tums" developed in the
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dining hall and was tansferred to a joint campfire, which the boys themselves decided

to hold. The groups took tums presenting skit and songs.

Given the alternative of returning in separate buses or on the same bus, members of

both groups requested that they go home together on the same bus. ....

On the way home, a stop was made for refreshments. One group still had five

dollars won as a pnzæ. They decided to spend this sum on refreshments for both

groups rather than to use it solely for themselves and thereby have more to eat. On

their own initiative they invited their former rivals to be their guests for malted milks.

(p.2s6)

In sum, the hlpotheses proposed by Sherif and his colleagues were consistently supported

by three separate studies. A major strength of this project was the longitudinal, ebological

nature of these studies. Participants were not aware that they lvere a part of a study.

Independent observers took on the guise of a caretaker, cor.rnsellor, or supervisor, on the

camp, and acted in that capacity only, taking notes of each day's events in a discreet manner.

Systematic manipulations by the experimenters were conducted as a part of 'normal' camp

occurrences. The campers participated in preferred activities, and competed in a tournament

with games that they chose, and for prizes that they coveted. At no time were participants

requested to partake in a task which was ostensibly designed to measure hostility or

aggression. Moreover, Sherif and Sherif (1969) cite independent studies which have

replicated their findings.

However, despite their best intørtions, there are still minor shortcomings to this project.

For example, there u¡as no control gfoup ever incorporated into the design which could act as

a contol to the experimental goup. An implicit assumption made by Sherif et al. is that the

evolution of hostile behavior¡rs demonstated by the boys was the product of the tournament

with highly desired rewa¡ds. However, the question must be posed as to whether the same

hostile behaviours would have occu¡red in the absence of a tournament. That is, would have

the same pattern of hostile attitudes and behaviours develop between the two camps if a
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control group lvas included in the study which differed ûom the experimental group in that

there was no tournament for prizes? A¡rother related issue is the status of the reward. Once

again, would have the same pattern of attitudes and behaviours been displayed if a contol

group was nm which differed from the experimental group in that a tournament was

conducted without a prize2 In the absence of these two types of contol groups, we cannot

make statements as to the precise influence of the tournament situation with or without a

reward.

There are a set of studies which are not laboratory-based or ecological experiments (Cullen

& cullen, 1975;Lefebwe & Passer,1974; Russell, 1983; Russell & Drewry,l976;widmeyer

& Birch, 1984; Widmeyer & McGuire, 1997) which have utilised data sets derived from

sports matches. These studies are based on æ post facfo designs. The authors typically

operationally define the dependent variable as 'aggressive infractions' or 'fouls', and examine

whether the outcome variable systernatically varies with a pseudo-independent variable e.g.,

frequency of competition between teams. However, the independent variable has not been

manipulated by the experimørter but is a naturally occurring factor. For¡¡ studies have

analysed data sets derived from ice hockey (Cullen & Cullen, 1975; Russell & Drewry,1976;

Widmeyer & Birch, 1984; Widmeyer & McGuire, 1997), while the remaining two studies

have examined hockey (Russell, 1983) and s(rccer matches (Lefebrne & passer, lg74).

Amongst the factors examined for their relationship with aggressive infractions or fouls

include:

l. Winning and losing i.e., game result or outcome;

2. Home and away i.e., game location;

3. Period of match i.e., time period;

4. Period of season i.e., season;

5. League standing (both absolute and relative);

6. Game importance e.g., first versus second division;

7. Frequency of interaction between two teams; and
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8. Crowd size.

It is emphasised that these studies do not provide direct evide¡rce pertinent to the issue of

competitive aggression. rWhat they do provide is relevant information about the situational

and contextual nature of the putative link. These data are important when considering the

manipulation of experimental factors or interpretation of experimental findings as they imply

covariates of the relationship. A limitation of these data is that cause and effect is almost

impossible to determine because data are collected 'after-the-fact' where the independent

variable is not manipulated as in a tnre experimental design. There are a host of other factors

that could account for the reported relationships. Another limitation of these studies is that

the findings may not generalise from one sport to another because of the intrinsic

characteristics of each sport. This may be particularly relevant when we consider violent

relative to non-violent sports.

Widmeyer and McGuire (1997) conducted a correlational analysis of professional ice

hockey matches from the National Hockey League (NHL) in North America. The authors

attempted to establish a relationship betrveen the frequency of competition between sides (i.e.,

Factor #7) and the mean number of aggtessive infractions per match. The rationale for the

study was clearly stated: "Over the past 25 years, there has been increasing concern by the

media, coaches, and even the players that the amormt of aggression in ice hockey is out of

contol" (Widmeyer & McGuire,1997, p. 57). Widmeyer and McGuire fi¡rther add:

One variable which has received little or no attention as an antecedent of aggression in

sport is the frequency of competition. In an effort to reduce Eavel costs, various sports

have adopted r¡nbalanced schedules. Under such a system, teams which are in close

geographic proximity compete with each other more often than do those which are

more distant from each other. rWhile this system has an economic advantage, it may

have other consequences. Of interest here is the impact that the frequency of

competition has on aggression exhibited by teams and players. (p. 58)
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There are two competing theories proposed as plausible hlpotheses on the relationship

between frequency of competition and match aggression. Social contact theory (e.g.,

Festinger, Schachter, & Back, 1950) suggests that cohesiveness is more likely to occr¡r when

individuals interact over repeated events. This implies that the more teams play one another,

the more respect they should develop for each other, and consequently the less aggression

they should display in their contests. In contrast, inter-group conflict theory (Sherif& Sheril

1969), based largely on the Robbers Cave Experiments, suggests that aggression develops

between opposing camps when they are pitted against each other with ide¡rtical goals.

As a method of testing these theories, Widmeyer and McGuire (1997) examined 840

regular games occurring in the 1987-88 season. Fotu divisions constitute the NHL with five

to six teams in each division. Druing the 1987-88 season, a single team played other sides in

their division between 7-8 times and there was a total of 345 intra-divisional matcheS. Teams

played sides from outside their division three times throughout the season for a total of 495

inter-divisional games. The main hypothesis for this study predicted a greater number of

aggressive penalties during the intra-divisional games, where teams play each other more

often, relative to inter-divisional matches where teams play each other less often. Aggressive

penalties were defined as behaviours in which the player 'intended' to inflict harm on his

opponent at least 80% of the time (which is a relatively sorurd definition of aggression).

These penalties were identified by conducting a study entailing consultation with hockey

players and officials (see Widmeyer & Birch, 1984).13

A one-way multivariate ANOVA revealed a significant amount of aggressive penalties

during inha-divisional ice hockey games relative to inter-divisional matches. Follow-up uni-

variate analyses revealed significant differences on fighting, roughing, cross-checking, high

sticking, elbowing, slashing, charging, and instigating. The effect sizes for each significant

infraction were moderate. They ranged from .42 to .63. An analysis of the trend of

aggressive (minor and major) and non-aggressive penalties across inta-divisional games

13 Aggressive penalties included fighting, spearing, butt-ending, high sticking, slashing, cross-checking,
instigating, roughing, boarding, charging, kneeing, elbowing, and match penalties.
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showed that minor and major aggressive infractions rose uniformly until games seven and

eight where penalties fell slightþ. Non-aggressive penalties fell uniformly across the eight

games. The same sort of statistical analysis was conducted for inter-divisional games and

showed that minor and major aggressive penalties increased uniformly across the three

games, while non-aggressive and misconduct penalties uniformly fell.

Thus, Widmeyer and McGuire (1997) have elegantþ dernonstrated that teams who

compete more often against each other display more aggressive behavior.u during professional

ice hockey matches. However, despite the apparent clear nature of these data, the authors

were left to address some inconsistent findings. For example, why did aggressive penalties

fall in the seventh and eight games of the inta-divisional season, and yet uniformly increase

across the three inter-divisional games? Widmeyer and McGuire (1997) suggested that:

The decline in these penalties in games seven and eight can be attributed to ttre fact

that these games occur very late in the season when these teams are competing with

their intradivisional opponents for a playoff position. Therefore, in these games,

teams reduce their aggression in order to minimize the likelihood of paralization and

maximize their chances for victory. (p. 63)

They further added:

Most interdivisional games are held during the early and middle stages of the season,

whereas, there is a heavy concentation of intradivisional games during the last month

of the schedule. Thus, the frnal game ... between interdivisional opponents was taking

place at approximately the same time as the sixth game was occurring between

intradivisional rivals. Also, it could be argued that the lack of decline in aggressive

penalties in game th¡ee of interdivisional play was due to the fact that the teams

involved in interdivisional games were not competing against their opponents for a

playoff position. þ. 63)
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Widmeyer and McGuire (1997) also acknowledged and addressed competing

interpretations of these data. One such interpretation suggests that a confounding factor is the

greater importance often placed on intra-divisional matches because teams are competing for

a place within the inter-divisional rounds. Intra-divisional games are frequently called 4-point

matches since the winning team not only accrues two points but also denies the opposing side

two points. The greater importance and value of intra-divisional games is reinforced by

monetary rewards from team managements for beating inta-divisional opponents. The

authors suggested that: "if importance of the contest was the factor responsible for the greater

aggression in inhadivisional games, then, these contests should contain a greater number of

all penalties that are perceived by players as insüumental for success" (Widmeyer &

McGuire, 1997, p. @). Howeveç an analysis of instrumental aggressive penalties across

intra- and inter-divisional games revealed no significant differences. The authors concluded

that 'these data, therefore, indirectly support the notion that frequency of competition does

contribute to aggression in professional ice hockey" (p. 64).

However, the explanation provided by Widmeyer and McGuire (1997) is not completely

convincing because they down-grade the importance placed on inter-divisional matches which

are played at a nation-wide level, and also fail to consider the contextual importance of

'derþ' games between teams within close geographical proximity who have a history of

competition. These are qualitative factors that are diffrcult to explain. A 'derby' game is a

cultural phenomenon. Past playrng records and personal experiences between players are

factors that are not appropriately accounted for by Vi,lidmeyer and McGuire. These factors

enhance the competitive complexþ of a game to the extent that 'pride' and 'rivalry' have

added meanings that may increase the chances of observing non-instnrmental aggression.

Thus, a further study is required to partial out the effects of geographical proximity as a

causal explanation of the proposed association. Moreover, the explanation that inta-

divisional matches are influenced by monetary rewards, for example, may have been cormter-

balanced by the importance placed on inter-divisional matches which are played at a nation-

wide level and entail a higher level of prestige for winning. In sum, the simple explanation of
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competition frequency is placed amongst a host of competing interpretations (e.g., contextual

factors) that confound these data. h spite of these interpretations, the competition-aggression

link (i.e., the notion that increasing levels of competition lead to aggression) has been

demonstrated regardless of whether the urderlying cause is frequency of competition, history,

or rewards (e.g., prestige), or a combination of these factors.

Cullen and Cullen (1975) conducted a study analysing ice hockey matches in which they

explored Factor #l (Game result), Factor #2 (Garne location), and Factor #3 (Time period).

No theories or hypotheses were proposed with regard to the influence of these factors on

aggressive infractions. Fourteen ice hockey games were analysed from a Massachusetts State

College. Two hr¡ndred and thify eight penalties (both minor and major) were observed. An

analysis of the data revealed that winning teams showed a higher incidence of aggressive

infractions (M=8.6) during an average game than losing teams (M=6.6). However, these

findings were somewhat tempered by the fact that winning teams committed more fouls than

losing teams when the margin between the sides were l-2 goals, or 5 or more goals. Losing

teams committed more fouls than winning teams when the margin was between 3-4 goals.

Further analyses revealed that teams who played at home performed a significantþ greater

number of aggressive infractions than teams playing a\ryay, and that winning teams performed

increasing amounts of aggression across the three time periods of an ice hockey match. In

comparison, losing teams displayed an equally high amount of aggression as winning teams

during the second time period, but performed a mean number of penalties in the other time

periods equal to the aggression shown by winning teams during the first time period.

There are two plausible explanations for these complex frndings. Firstþ, the sample was

particularly small (n=14) which belies Cullen and Cullen's effort to conduct an exploratory

study. Cullen and Cullen's sample size is contasted $.ittt rù/idmeyer and McGuire (1997)

who collected and scored 840 matches. The mean number of penalties for one anaþsis (i.e.,

time period) was approximately two for each cell. Secondly, the dependent measure u/as

poorly defrned as merely minor and major penalties without any atternpt by the authors to

distinguish between aggressive and non-aggressive infractions (c.f. V[idmeyer & McGuire,
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1997). Thus, the authors were utilising a small data set with a dubiously defined outcome

measr¡re. Consequørtþ, the findings have questionable validity.

An equally problematic shrdy was conducted by Lefebwe and Passer (1974) who analysed

newspaper reports of matches played during the first half of the 1973-74 Belgian Soccer

League season. Yellow and red cards, and penalties, served as a measure of aggressive

behavior¡r. Frequency of aggressive behaviours was explored with respect to Factor #l

(Game result), Factor #2 (Gane location), and Factor #3 (Game importance, viz, first division

versus second division matches). A total of 120 matches were analysed. Chlsquare analyses

utilising the frequency of yellows cards revealed that: Away teams received more cards than

home teams; losing teams received more ca¡ds than winning teams; and, finally, teams

playing in the first division received more cards than teams playtng in the second division.

For penalties, there was only one significant result for the game location factor (i.e., losing

teams gave away more penalties than winning teams). Red cards were not analysed because

of their low frequency.

A shortcoming of this study is simila¡ to that raised about Cullen and Cullen (1975). The

authors made the assumption that yellow cards and penalties are aggressive behaviours.

However, an aficionado of soccer would quickly suggest that 'professional fouls', where one

player commits a foul to prevent an opposing player from scoring or moving the ball towards

the goal, are relatively common in this sport, and have little aggressive connotation. For

example, Lefebwe and Passer's definition of penalties as aggression would include an

outfield player handling the soccer ball within the penalty box. Also, a limitation of this study

was that the authors failed to examine the possibility of interactions between the factors by

conducting 2X2 chi-square tests.

It is interesting to note that a comparison between Cullen and Cullen and Lefebwe and

Passer show a direct contadiction in conclusions. Cullen and Cullen showed that winning

teams display more aggression than losing teams, whereas Lefebwe and Passer showed that

losing teams display a greater number of aggressive acts. Cullen and Cullen also showed that

teams playing home were more aggressive than away teams because of the 'must-win-at-
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home' philosophy, whereas Lefebue and Passer found the exact opposite. These

comparisons may imply that behavioual differences exist across sports. However, it is more

probable that these contadictions are an outcome of the dubious nature of the dependent

variables utilised in both studies.

Russell (1983) reported a better controlled study where he analysed 860 matches from the

Westem Hockey League for the entire 1978-79 season. The purpose of Russell's study was to

resolve contradictory evidence (e.g., Cullen & Cullen, 1975; Lefebue & Passer, 1974) on the

issue of whether winners or losers produce more aggression during competitive sport. Russell

observed that past research composed the independent variable as either winning or losing,

rather than a continuum of score differences between the teams (thereby also including a tied

match as part of the calculations). Russell argued that a considerable amount of information

is lost by dichotomising a game's outcome in terms of a win or a loss. Russell thus calculated

game outcome for each team on a continuum composed of 11 points (<-5, 0, >+5).

Aggression was defined as the total number of penalty minutes incr¡rred by a team for

aggressive infractions. Non-aggressive infractions, such as playing with a broken stick, were

screened from the data. An analysis of the data showed that a U-shaped function best

represmted the relationship between the final g¿rme score differential and aggression. Teams

winning by a large margin (5 goals or more) and teams losing by a large margin (5 goals or

more) exhibited the greatest amormt of aggression. Teams who played in tight contests where

they either won or lost narowly, or drew, exhibited the least amormt of aggression.

A reason as to why there exists a U-shaped function between game outcome and

aggression was provided by Russell (1983): "When a match is close it is generally regarded as

an inopportune time to incur a penalty. Thus, players embroiled in a close match may quite

deliberately inhibit their impulses to aggress in the interests of a team victory" (p. 175). In

contast:

A crushing defeat occurring in the generally hostile atmosphere of contact sports

greatly increases the likelihood of interpersonal aggression being initiated by the
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vanquished. However, at no time are the victors exempted from their continuing

obligation to meet aggression with aggression. þ. 175)

Even though Russell's data were based on a large sample, and were appropriately screened

for aggressive responses, the interpretation that losers exhibit aggression because they are

being beaten easily, and winners retaliate, is not based on empirical evidence. Wankel (1973)

argued along different lines when he suggested that teams produce instr¡mental aggression

early in a match (or early in the season) in order to intimidaæ the opponent and thereby

maximise the probability of winning. In contrast, losing teams exhibit a greater amor¡nt of

non-instrumental aggression during the later stages of a match or season as a form of

retaliation to instnrmental aggression exhibited by winning teams. This logic differs from

Russell's argument because eventual winners behave aggressively in order to maximise the

probability of beating the opponent, while losers retaliate with non-instumental aggression

later in the match when frr¡sFated at being beateri.

Widmeyer and Birch (1984) examined the plausibility of Wankel's theory. Data were

analysed from 1176 NHL matches during the seasons of 1956-57,196l-62, L966-67, and

l97l-72. An aggressive infr¿ction was identical to that utilised by Widmeyer and McGuire

(1997). Aggression committed early in a match was defined as inÊactions occurring in the

first period, whilst aggression committed late in a match was defined as infractions occurring

in the third period. Likewise, aggression occurring early in the season was defined as

infractions occurring in the first third of the season, and aggression occurring late in the

season was defined as infractions occurring in the fìnal third of the season. A correlational

analysis showed that aggressive penalty minutes incurred during the first period of a match

were significantly associated with team performance across all for¡¡ seasons. That is,

aggtession was higher during the fust period of a match if a team ended up winning the

match. Likewise, there was a negative relationship betrveen aggressive penalties incr¡rred

during the final period of a match and winning. That is, losing was associated u/ith higher

number of infractions during the final period of a match. However, even though the
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correlation was of a moderate effect size (r-.28), the latter relationship was not significant.

Neither of the correlations of aggressive penalty minutes and points accumulated per game,

during the first and final peqiods of the season, u¡ere significant.

Thus, Widmeyer and Birch (1984) have shown that aggressive infractions during the first

and final periods of a match are associated with performance. However, the question must be

asked as to why the seasonal data failed to reach significance. Widmeyer and Birch suggest

that with a sample size of six teams for three of the four sampled seasons, the degrees of

freedom were extremely low which reduced the likelihood of finding a significant correlation.

Another shortcoming of the study, which the authors failed to mention, was the apparent

failure to segregate the aggressive infractions into instnrmental and non-instumental

behaviours. A better controlled study would have entailed the development of a schedule

which categorised all aggressive infractions into either instn¡mental or non-instn¡mental

behavior:rs, rather than lump all aggression into a single category as if they were all the same.

Finally, Russell and Drewry (1976) conducted a study based on matches from a Canadian

ice hockey league (Alberta Highwood) for the seasons 1970-7I and l97l-72 in which they

examined Factor #l (i.e., game outcome), Factor #3 (i.e., time period of match), Factor #4

(i.e., period of the season), Factor #5 (i.e., league standing; absolute & relative), and Factor #8

(i.e., crowd size). An interesting featue of this study was the use of archival records of

matches, completed by game officials, which is unlike the conventional approach of directly

observing matches and measuring aggression with respect to a pre-defined consfruct. A

unique featr¡re of this data set is that aggression was correlated with the actual differential

score when the infraction was committed. This should be contasted with methods used by

other authors who correlated total mean number of infractions during a match with the final

game score differential (e.g., Russell, 1983).

An examination of these data showed that crowd size was positiveþ correlated with

aggression such that the relationship was best represented as curvilinear. That is, the larger

the crowd, the more aggression (at an increasing rate) shown by players. However, this

relationship was only for¡nd for the second season of play. Period of play was associated with
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inûactions such that aggression increased over the course of an average match. Relative

league standing was not related to infractions, but absolute league standing was related to

infractions in that aggression increased as a team was higher placed in the league, except for

the top placed team which exhibited aggression equivalent to a lower placed side. There was

no association between level of infractions and period of the season (a finding which

replicates Widmeyer & Birch, 1984).

Russell and Drewry 0976) also replicated the findings of Russell (1983) who showed that

infractions and score differential were best represented by a U-shaped function. It is a

significant point that Russell and Drewry correlated infractions and game score differential at

the time the infraction was committed, whereas Russell demonstrated the association using

the final game score differential. That is, the authors reached similar results using different

approaches. In contast there is a ganeral inconsistency between the U-shaped fr¡nction

presented here and the findings of the previous sections (i.e., laboratory-based studies).

Recall that Epstein and Taylor (1967) and Merrick and Taylor (1970) showed that

competitive aggression under Taylor's reaction time procedure was greatest when the subject

was winning approximately half of the trials (and provocation from the opponent was at a

maximum). However, Russell (1983) and Russell and Drewry Q976) have shown that

aggressiveness is lowest during tight matches i.e., when scores a¡e tied. A likely explanation

for these inconsistent findings is the context and nafi¡re of the aggressive acts, viz, naturally

occurring versus laboratory-based behaviours.

While the findings reported by Russell and Drewry Q976) tended to replicate past

findings, there were a number of shortcomings of this study. Firstly, the sample size was

relatively small (i.e., six-team league for two seasons). Secondly, there was no demarcation

made between infractions of an aggressive and non-aggressive natu¡e. Finally, the authors

were utilising data derived from a¡chives in which it was assumed that records by match

officials were accurate accounts of each game's events.

In sum, Widmeyer and McGuire (1997) dernonstrated that frequency of competition

between professional ice hockey teams results in a higher level of non-instumental
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aggressive infractions, while Widmeyer and Birch (1984) revealed that teams who display

agg¡essive infractions in the early part of a match subsequantly win, which represents

instrumental aggression, and that losing sides are more likely to display non-instrumental

aggression in the late stage of a match as a retaliative or frustrating act. Russell (1983) and

Russell and Drewry Q976) demonstated that aggression and game outcome are best

represented by a U-shaped function. Further research, using better contolled methods,

however, are required to support these preliminary findings. Ice hockey is a violent sport by

nature, although hockey is less violent. Research on other sports is required to extend the

generalisability of these findings beyond the limited number of sports analysed in the

literatrne thus fa¡.

3.3.4 SummarT of the findings

An immediate observation about the body of evidence is the paucity of studies on

competitive aggression. A total of merely 4l independent studies have been conducted on

this topic. The overwhelming majority of studies have used Taylor's competitive reaction

time procedure (n=28; 689y'0), whilst fewer studies are laboratory-based (n=6; l5%) or use

natrualistic designs (n=7; l7%). A major limitation of Taylor's procedure is that there is

rarely a comparison made between increasing levels of competition, or between competitive

and cooperative situations. The procedure is primarily tailored for exploring situational (e.g.,

audience, increasing opponent provocation) and personality (e.g., locus ofcontrol, aggressive

disposition) factors that mediate competitive aggression. There is value in exploring the types

of situational and personality factors that mediate competitive aggression, however, these

studies provide only suggestive evidence that competition leads to or causes aggressive

behaviour.

A close examination of the sample cha¡acteristics reveals that the majority of studies have

reported data based on undergraduates (e.g., Anderson & Morrow, 1995; Deutsch, 1949b;

Grossacþ 1954; Raven & Eachus, 1963), a lesser number on children (Nelson et al., 1969;
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Rocha & Rogers, 1976), and one study on adolescent participants (e.g., Sherif, lg72). In fact,

nearþ all the studies using Taylor's reaction time procedure used university students.

Moreover, a few studies have explored the nature of professional or amatew sports matches

(e.g., Widmeyer & Birch, 1984). Likewise, there is an imbalance in the exploration of

competitive aggression for males and females. Thirty-one studies (76%) reported data based

on a male sample only,4 studies (10%) were based on females only, and 5 studies (12%) used

males and females.ra Nearly all of the studies were conducted in North America, and no data

have been reported ûom Australia.

An examination of the methodologies utilised across the studies reveals a diversity of

tasls. Tasls utilised included: ptzzle solving @eutsch, 1949b); a human relations problem

(Grossacþ 1954); an abstact motor task (Ravar & Eachus, 1963); tournament situation

(Sherif, 1972); professional competition (e.g., Russell, 1983); a competitive reaction time task

(e.g., Taylor, 1967); block building (Rocha & Rogers, 1976); videogame play (Anderson and

Morrow, 1995); and sport activities (Nelson et al., 1969). Both means-interdependent and

means-independent tasks have been employed across these studies.

Measures of aggressive behaviour have also been quite diverse. These have included: play

behaviour (Nelson et al., 1969; Rocha & Rogers,1976); verbal commr¡nication @eutsch,

l9a9b); written communication (Grossaclq l95a); electic shock (e.g., Epstein & Taylor,

1967; Gaebelein & Taylor, 1971; Taylor, 1967); the 'kill ratio' based on videogame play

(Anderson & Morrow, 1995); and infractions during sports matches (Cullen & Cullen, 1975;

Lefebwe & Passer, 1974; Russell, 1983; Russell & Drewry, 1976; widmeyer & Birch, l9g4;

Widmeyer & McGuire, 1997). Some studies have measured actual (Anderson & Morrow,

1995; Sherif & Sherif, 1969) or hlpothetical (Raven & Eachus, 1963) hostility. In spite of the

diversity of measures, there have been only a few attempts at validation (e.g., Widmeyer &

Birch, 1984; Widmeyer & McGuire, 1997). There has been only one study on the effects of

to Note that one study did not speciry the gender of participants (Deutsch, 1949b).
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competition on participant's angry feelings (Shortell et al., 1970), despite the fact that anger is

clearly defined in conceptual research.

All authors provided a clearly articulated theory or rationale for their study, although

current aggression theories were tested in one study only (i.e., Anderson & Morrow, 1995).

Most studies appropriately focussed on the issue have supported the notion that

competition leads to aggressive behaviour or hostility. Some studies have failed to

demonstate the link between competition and aggression (e.g., Gaebelein & Taylor, l97l;

Nelson et al., 1969), but these investigations have almost invariably employed poor

methodologies. Cooperation has been found to mitigate the link between competition and

aggression (Deutsch, I949b; Grossacþ 1954; Raven & Eachus, 1963), particularly situations

involving 'superordinate goals' (Sherif & Sherif, 1953, 1969). Studies examining the

potential association between personality factors and the putative link have shown that

competition elicits higher aggression amongst persons with a highly aggressive disposition

(Rocha & Rogers, 1976), and a range of other individual difference factors from Taylor's

procedure such as hostility (Ohbuchi, 1982; Taylor,1967), need for approval (Taylor, 1970),

anxiety (Dengerink, l97l), locus of control and field dependence-field independence

(Dengerink et a1.,1975). depression (Dengerink & Myers, 1977), and gender (Hoppe, 1979;

Shortell & Biller, 1970; Taylor & Epstein, 1967). There have been some inconsistencies in

the findings (e.g., sporting matches versus shock studies), but these inconsistencies have

probably resulted from the large variation in methodologies.

Based on the literature review, a set of summary statements are proposed pertaining to the

competition-aggression link. These are:

l. There is a paucity of convincing research on the competition-aggression link. A consistent

methodological shortcoming has been the faihue to validate the outcome measure of

aggression;
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2. Most studies (outside of Taylor's reaction time procedure) show that competitive

situations induce verbal and physical aggression amongst participants, as well as hostility

(relative to less competitive or cooperative situations);

3. There has been one study only on participants' angy feelings;

4. The competition-aggression link has been demonstated on children and adults. There is

only one reported study on adolescents;

5. The link has been shown using males and females, although resea¡ch on females has been

limited;

6. There is no Australian evidence on this issue. Most studies have been conducted in Norttr

America;

7. Competition induces aggression in winners and losers, although aggression is probably

non-instrumental for the latter group. Moreover, losers tend to demonsÈate more

aggression when in a laboratory-based situation;

8. Studies examining personality differences show that individuals with high trait aggression

are more likely to behave aggressively during competition. Taylor's reaction time

procedure has revealed that a number of personality factors influence competitive

aggression. Generally speaking, competitive aggression is highest amongst individuals

with a hostile disposition, low need for approval, low anxiety, internal locus of control,

and a depressive disposition. Males display more competitive aggression, as well as

masculine individuals (as measured by Bem's Sex Role Inventory);

9. There are a number of situational factors that increase competitive aggression such as

audience presence, audience pressure, increasing or maximum provocation from the

opponent, task failuue, rewards (both for acting aggressively and winning), behavioural

compliance, and a male opponent; and

lO.Aggression or hostility persists beyond the competitive situation, although the effect is

probably setting bound.
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Figure 1.1 attempts to illustate the conceptual underpinning of studies examining the

validity of the competition-aggression link. Having reviewed the literature, lve can begin to

surmise as to the factors that maximise the overlap between the circles, viz, Setting, Person,

and the Medía.

There is little information about factors relevant to Media because there has been only one

study reported using videogames (Anderson & Morrow, 1995). The videogame utilised to

demonstate the competition-aggression link by Anderson and Morrow is non-violent because

Super Mario Brothers has a 'G' classification from the Australian Office of Film and

Literature Classification i.e., it is recommended for audiences of all ages. This implies that

the link may be shown using evan non-violent content videogames. However, fi.rther

research is required to test whether Super Mario Brothers and other videogames represent

aggressive behavior¡r (as suggested by appropriate validation procedures) and a¡e perceived as

violent by a range of participants.

In contrast, there is more information on Setting factors. Most studies employed a

methodology in which the competitive situation was meaningful to participants. For example,

Deutsch (1949b) and Grossack (1954) used a problem solving situation with nniversity

undergraduates, Sherif and Sherif (1953, 1969) used a tournament of preferred games

amongst adolescent boys, and Rocha and Rogers (1976) used a block building exercise with

children. While Taylor and his colleagues have utilised a contrived competitive situation, the

findings have been generally consistent, although they have also been complicated at times.

In addition, another methodological cha¡acteristic is that the utilised reward has been salient

for participants. Deutsch (1949b) and Grossack (1954) offered an automatic A-grade pass on

a term paper for university shrdents, Sherifand Sherif(1953, 1969) used coveted knives and

money as prizes for adolescent males, and Rocha and Rogers (1976) showed that very

attractive rewards, as perceived by children, produced more competitiye aggression than a

less attractive reward. A conceptual analysis showed that a means-interdependent task

increases the likelihood of demonsEating the link. Borden and Taylor (1973) have shown th¿t

the mere presence of an audience increases participants' aggression, and persuasion from an
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audience can either decrease or increase aggression (depending on the type of persuasion

from the audience). Rocha and Rogers (1976) showed that limited resources for a task

increase the likelihood ofaggressive behaviour. There are a host ofother situational factors

that increase aggression such as frequørcy of competition (V[idmeyer & McGuire, 1,997),

level of provocation from an opponant (Gaebelein & Taylor, 1971; Taylor, 1967),level of

task frtlstration (Raven & Eachus, 1963), degree of success (Meirick & Taylor, 1970; Russell,

1983; Russell & Drewry, 1976; Shortell et al., 1970), crowd size (Russell & Drewry, 1976),

and league standing (Russell & Drewry, 1976). The type of aggression performed by

participants can alter duing different periods of a competitive situation (Widmeyer & Birch,

le84).

Research relevant to Person factors reveal a host ofpersonality or individual difference

factors that increase competitive aggression. These have been outlined above within the

summary statements and will not be re-iterated here. It is sufficient to say that the

competition-aggression link is mediated by a nunrber of personality factors which are brought

into the experimental situation by an individual.

3.4 Conclusions

This chapter has critically reviewed 41 studies devoted to the competition-aggression link.

While the body of evidence is relatively small, a preliminary set of statements were derived

from the literatr¡re that summarise the general characteristics of the body of knowledge.

Further research is required to expand our current lcrowledge of this field and to test the

plausibility of the summary statements proposed in the preceding section. A striking feature

of the literature is that it spans over fifty years, with only a few studies reported in the last l0

years, and there has been very little work using current theoretical positions from the

aggression field. There is considerable scope for psychologists to integrate the findings from

the competition-aggression field within the broader field.
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In sum, the purpose of the current thesis is to report research on the competition-

aggression link in order to expand ot¡r cu¡rent knowledge on the topic. To this end, a series of

sfl¡dies have been conducted on adolescents because there is a paucity ofresearch on this age

group, and these studies were conducted in Austalia as past resea¡ch has been conducted in

North America alone. In addition, there has been some attempt to test the plausibility of

theories of the competition-aggression link as a means of providing a theoretical impetus

behind the putative effect. Thus, participants' angry feelings have been measured in order to

fill a knowledge gap on this concept within the paradigm.

æ





CHAPTER 4

Theories of the Competition-Aggression Link:

CAST and/or CA¡IT

4.1 Introduction

Whilst a reasonable amormt of knowledge has been gørerated on the competition-

aggression linlc, few studies have explored a contemporary theoretical explanation for this

phenomenon. In spite of this situation, there are several theories from the aggression field

that provide plausible interpretations as to why competition leads to aggressive behaviour,

and how these behaviours are mediated by affect and cognition. Anderson and his colleagues

have provided a useful model that integrates these plausible theoretical accounts (fuiderson,

1994; fuiderson, Anderson, & Deuser,1996; Anderson et al., 1995). This chapter will outline

this model, and ther¡ argue that two theories from A¡rderson's framework a¡e equally plausible

explanations of the competition-aggression link. It will be argued subsequentþ that fi¡rttrer

research is required to test the empirical weight of each theory.
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4.2 Anderson's Model of Aggression

Working primarily on the temperature-aggression hypothesis (i.e., the notion that hot and

cold temperatures increase the probability of aggression), fuiderson and his colleagues have

integrated several theories of aggression in order to provide a framework of situational

variables and their relationship to psychological processes and aggressive behaviour

(Anderson, 1994; Anderson et al., 1996; Anderson et al., 1995). The framework deals

specifically with the current state of the individual and does not cover the development of

indivídual differences or personality factors (Anderson et al., 1996). Anderson et al. (1996)

write: "We focus on the processes by which various basic inputs can be transformed through

a series ofstages to an increase in the anger/hostility experience and eventually to aggressive

behavior" (p. 366). The authors observe that a range of situational variables have been

scientifically reported as antecedents of anger, hostility, and aggressive behaviour. These

disparate factors include hot and cold temperatrues, insults, rmpleasant aromasi, visual images

ofguns, fnrsfating events, sEenuous exercise, and offensive pictures. Anderson et al. (1996)

propose that situational variables can activate one (or more) of three psychological routes.

These psychological routes, each of which implies a different theory of aggression, are:

1. Cognitive,

2. Affective, and

3. Arousal state.

The cognitive, affective, and arousal, routes operate indepørdently of each other, although the

psychological pathways can overlap (Anderson et al., 1995). An in-depth outline of each

theory of aggression will reveal the manner in which these pathways overlap. Incoming

information is processed in the first instance on the basis of the activated psychological route.

For example, an uncomfortably hot environment activates negative affect that increases the
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likelihood of hostile feelings towa¡ds a person who arbitarily insults an uncomfortable

individr¡al. This is called a 'primary appraisal' and is usually automatic: "People interpret

both the cu¡¡ent sitr¡ation and their own affective state quickly, with particula¡ reference to

harm, intent, and malice, as well as feelings of anger" (Anderson et al., 1995, p. 436).

Primary appraisals lead to further appraisal when (and if) an individual has both the time and

the cognitive resources. During the reappraisal stage, behaviowal options are evaluated in a

more thoughtful and effortñ¡l manner, with consideration given to the likely consequences of

each action.

There a¡e also important qualifications with respect to this ûamework (Anderson et al.,

1996). Firstly, an input variable may influence more than one route. For example,

competition may increase aggression through the negative affect route and also the cognitive

route (depending on environmental stimuli and events, personality factors, and/or individual

differences). Secondly, situational variables may interact to produce a unique experimental

effect. The framework does not imply that all input variables act independently of each other.

Finally, the framework does not speci$ the association between specific þut variables and

eachroute. Anderson et al. (1996) appropriately conclude that:

Futr¡re work should be directed at exploring a wide range of basic input variables and

how they exert their influence. .... This general framework has been extemely

helpful in guiding our work; we believe that others will similarly benefit from such an

overall model. (p. 375)

This thesis is guided by Anderson et al.'s exhortation to explore the influence of sitr¡ational

factors (e.g., competition) on aggressive behavior¡r.

Anderson et al. (1996, 1995) tested the idea that there are separate psychological pathways

to aggression by conducting several experiments on situational variables. For example,

Anderson et al. (1996) conducted a study on the effects on cognition/affect ofhot and cold

temperatures, and exposure to violent stimuli. Undergraduak participants were randomly
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allocated to rate a series of pictures which were either aggressive (i.e., guns) or neutral (i.e.,

nature scanes). Late4 participants were randomly assigned to three rooms of varying

ternperature i.e., uncomfortably hot or cold, or a comfortable temperature. Participants were

requested to complete a Stroop exercise, when they were in this room, where they had to

identifo the color¡r of a word as quickly as possible. Words were either aggressive or non-

aggressive. Reaction times were recorded. Finally, participants completed questionnaires

that were designed to measure hostile feelings and attitudes, and negative and positive affect.

An analysis of these data supported the hlpothesis that situational factors operate through

different routes. Participants placed in a hot or cold room reported significantly greater

feelings of hostility, negative affect, and hostile attitudes, than participants in the comfortable

roorrl, while the photo prime of aggressive pictures did not influence these constn¡cts.

Moreover, participants primed with pictures of guns took significantly longer to name the

colour of aggressive words during the Stoop test relative to non-aggressive words, whilst

those in the neutal picture group took equally long to name the colour of aggressive and non-

aggressive words. The authors cited research that shows a performance interference effect on

the Stroop test when cognitive constn¡cts are eliciæd before the task is undertaken. Dr:ring

the Stroop test, the elicitation of an aggressive schema from viewing guns conflicted with the

identification of the aggressive word's colour. Overall, this study showed that violent stimuli

elicit thoughts and memories of aggression, while exteme temperatures elicit feelings and

attitudes of hostility.

4.3 Pathways Potentiated by Competitive Situations

Operating from A¡rderson's framework of aggression, it is the contention of this thesis that

there a¡e two plausible routes of aggression dwing competitive situations, viz, cognitive and

affective pathways. The arousal route is excluded from this analysis because it is clearly the
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least plausible of the th¡ee pathways. This route is based on Zillman's excitation tansfer

theory which proposes that neuhal physiological arousal can be transferred into anger-related

experiences and increase the likelihood of aggression (Zillman, 19781' Zlllman & Johnson,

1973; Zillman, Johnson, & Day, 1974). For example, in an oft-cited study, Zillman and

Johnson showed that subjects were more punitive towards an antagonist if they had

previously watched a sexually arousing movie, relative to subjects who had been watching a

violent or neuüal film. Anderson et al. (1995) suggest that excitation transfer most probably

takes place when physiological arousal has been heightened but perceptions ofthat a¡ousal

are low. Excitation transfer theory is not a logical explanation of competitive aggression

since it implies that competition heightens neutral physiological a¡ousal that tansfers into

anger-related experiences during or after the competitive situation. This theory is based on

the tenuous assumptions that competitors' perceptions of their physiological arousal is low,

and that experiences thereafter are antagonistic. More importantly, it assumes that

competition elicits a neuhal physiological arousal within the competitor (and this is an

empirical question that requires testing). Thus, it is concluded that the most logical pathways

to aggression are cognitive and/or affective. The following sections outline these theories in

greater detail and evaluate their relative explanatory pou/er with respect to the competition-

aggression link.

The first theoretical account of the competition-aggression link is the schema-activation

(e.g., Geen & Thomas, 1986), knowledge stucture (Anderson & Morrow, 1995; Sedikides &

Anderson, L992), or associative network (e.g., Berkowitz, 1989, 1990) theories. For ease of

understanding, this position will be referred to as the competition-aggression schema theory

(or CAST). This theory opemtes from the concept that there are (metaphorically speaking)

schemas within people's minds which are composed of nodes and links (Collins & Lofürs,

1975; Lakoff, 1987). The nodes, which a¡e built from experience, are packets of information,

while the links, which are also formed from experience, are semantic connections between the

nodes. When an element within an associative network is stimulated, other related elements
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within the network are activated via a spreading effect (Collins & Loftus, 1975). This

cognitive process is called 'priming'.

CAST suggests that there is a schema composed of nodes of ideas, thoughts, emotions, and

memories, of competition, which are associatively linked with nodes of ideas, thoughts,

emotions, and memories, of aggression. It is the socialisation process within Western culture

that forges the link between the competition schema and the aggression schema (Anderson &

Morrow, 1995; Deutsch, 1993). Anderson and Morrow (1995) have eloquently described this

process:

Certainly, one general lesson most people leam is that competition is necessarily

aggressive. We leam this both in the relatively positive sense of being assertive and in

the more negative sense of inflicting harm. One need only attend a football game or a

debate and listen to the contestants, coaches, and spectators to get a feel for how all

view the contest as the proper scene for inflicting physical or psychological harm on

the opponents. Participants are expected to trou¡rce, destroy, or blow away their

opponents, figuratively ifnot literally. (p. 1021)

This theory implies that the mere thought or idea of being in a competitive situation has

the potential to stimulate the competition schema which spreads to the su¡rounding aggression

schema. That is, competition increases the probability of aggression because the competition

and aggression schemas are semantically linked within a person's memory.

Bushman (1995, 1996) has published innovative work based on individual differences in

the development of the aggressive schema. Although this theoretical and empirical work is

not directly applicable to CAST, it nevertheless provides invaluable insight on the importance

of considering personality factors with respect to the competition-aggression schema.

Bushman mentions two concepts that are relevant to this topic, viz, 'priming' and 'chronic

accessibility'.
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Priming is the process whereby an envi¡onmental stimuh¡s (e.g., violent television images)

activates a schema (e.g., aggression) and consequently increases the probability of further

incoming information being interpreted using the primed constn¡ct. For example, Berkowitz

& Geen (1966) revealed that subjects were more aggressive towards a confederate if they had

previously watched a violent movie, and were highly aggressive if the confederate's name

was identical to the protagonist's name.

In contast, chronic accessibility refers to the sensitivity of a schema with respect to

environmental stimuli. Bushman (1998) writes: "Repeated or frequent activation of a

constuct could result in a lowered th¡eshold of activation, making a construct chronically

accessible" (p. 538). Personality factors are particularly pertinent to the concept of chronic

accessibility to the extent that the aggression schema is more likely to be primed by violent

stimuli amongst certain personality types. Bushman (1996) reports data supporting the

concept of chronic accessibility by showing that high-trait aggressive individuals (and males)

have a more developed aggression schema than low-tait aggressive individuals (and

females). Further support for ctr¡onic accessibility has been reported by Bushman (1995) who

showed that high-trait aggressive individuals were more likely to choose violent films to

watch, and reported feeling more angry and behaved more aggressively after watching a

violent film, than low-trait aggressive individuals.

Bushman's research is highly consistent with the violent television field which has

systematically shown that high-hait aggressive individuals are more likely to watch violent

television at an early age, and behave more aggressively during adulthood (Huesmann, Eron,

Lefkowitz, & Walder, 1984). It should be emphasised here that there is no implication about

what factors are the cause and what factors are the effecf as the process is probably reciprocal

(Olweus, 1979, 1980), and influenced by other factors e.g., child-rearing practices (Huesmann

& Eron, 1986; Sanson, Smart, Prior, & Oberklaid, 1993). However, the main point is that

some personality types are conducive to search for, and be primed by, aggressive stimuli.

If Bushman's personality research is extapolated to CAST, it could be argued that there

are individual differences in the accessibility of the competition-aggression schema. Research
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is required to test this assertion, although it would appear logical to suggest that individuals

with a developed aggression schema are more likely to possess shonger links with the

competition schema.

The second theoretical account of the competition-aggression link is based largely on

Berkowitz's cognitive neo-associationistic theory @erkowitz, 1989, 1990; Berkowiø &

Heimer, 1989), and less so on Bell's negative-affect model (Anderson & DeNeve, 1992;

Baron & Bell, 1976; Bell, 1992). This position will be referred to as the competition-

aggression negative-affect theory (or CANT). This theory operates from the assumption that

competition is frr¡strating because participants are striving for the same goal and thus

providing a threat to each other's goal attainment @erkowitz, 1989). Frustrating situations

are aversive and (by that fact) a¡e able to generate a feeling state called negative affect. Thus,

competition is no different to other stimuli that generate negative affect e.g., foul odous, high

temperatures, cold water, and offensive pictures @erkowiE, 1990). Since negative affect is

rurcomfortable to an evolved organism, there is an innate tendørcy to reduce this feeling state

by either flyrng or fighting. Berkowitz (1989) explains how fea¡ and anger are connected to

these innate tendencies:

The experience of fear presumably accompanies the escape/avoidance tendencies and

theoretically develops out of ideas, memories, expressive-motor reactions, and

physiological sensations associated with escape/avoidance, whereas the experience of

anger theoretically goes along with the aggressive tendencies and is built from

aggression-related ideas, manories, expressive-motor responses, and bodily

sensations. A variety of factors - genetic, learned, and situational - supposedly

determine the relative shengths of the two tendencies and their associated feelings,

thoughts, and memories. þ. 69)

Berkowitz (1983) adds that cognitive factors play an important role in determining

behavioural choices (and even an emotion) during an aversive experience:
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It is in these later stages that the affected peÌson makes appraisals and causal

attibutions and considers what feelings and actions are appropriate turder the

particular circumstances. This additional thought leads to the differentiation,

intensification, suppression, or elaboration of the early rudimentary experiurces. If

the afflicted person's arousal level is weah for example, they may decide at this time

that they a¡e irriøted or annoyed rather than angry. Or as cognitive/attributional

theorising proposes, afïlicted peßons may come to believe that they are, for example,

sad and not angry, because they believe that one does not feel anger in this particular

situation. They may even develop relatively complicated emotional experiences such

as anxiety, contempt, envy, guilt" and even depression. G,.297)

An important featr¡re of this theory is its overlap with schema theory since it is argued that

aggression is produced from an associative network or schema. However, the fundamental

difference between the two positions is that the former theory proposes that situational

variables potentiate the aggressive schema directþ (i.e., cognitively), while the latter theory

suggests that situational variables initially elicit negative affect which, in turn, activates the

aggressive associative network. Moreover, an implication of the cognitive ne(Þ

associationistic theory is that the processes are innately derived, regardless ofthe overriding

influence of socialisation.

The CAI.IT interpretation of the competition-aggression link derived from Berkowitz's

theory has a high degree of explanatory power. Berkowitz (1989) explains why competitive

situations sometimes lead to aggression:

Competitive encounters are at least partly frustating as the contestants block each

other's attempts to reach the disputed goal and th¡eaten each other with a total loss.

.... In many instances the competition follows accepted rules so that whatever

fü¡stration occr¡rs is largely justified. Nevertheless, even though the competitors often
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thwart each other legitimately, not infrequently they also become somewhat hostile to

each other, disparaging each other and even at times @ng to hurt each other. (p. 66)

In fact, winners are not immr¡ne to the frushating influence of competition. Berkowitz

(1989) suggests that winners may also display aggression because the positive affect

generated from victory does not necessarily override the negative affect generated by being in

a frustating competitive situation. Losers, however, are stn¡ck with the double blow of

frustation and defeat. tWhile losers are most likely to produce aggression, because of a high

state of negative affect, winners still have the residual bad feeling of competition.

4.4 Which theory is the best explanation?

An issue that requires consideration at this point is the status of each theory as plausible

explanations of the competition-aggression link. An examination of the literature shows that

only one study has evaluated the validþ of these theories rmder the same experimental

procedure (Anderson & Morrow, 1995) and found that videogame aggression, as

demonstated by competitive subjects, was accompanied by an absence of hostile feelings or

negative affect i.e., 'affectless' aggression. Anderson and Morrow's data thus provides

evidence for CAST over CAI.II.

However, there a¡e several reasons as to why these findings are not conclusive. Firstly, the

review of Anderson and Morrow (see Section 3.3.1) showed that the authors did not validate

the'kill ratio'construct as a measure of aggression imp$ng that a validation process is still

required to substantiate these findings. Secondly, it is diffrcult to envisage any competitive

situation as non-frt¡strating because the mere definition of competition entails individuals or

grouPs striving against each other for a desired reward (whether intrinsic or extrinsic). This is

not to say, however, that all competitive situations are frustating since one could argue that
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an experienced sportsperson may learn to reduce or minimise their affective response (by

staying 'cool under pressure') in a competitive match to maximise the probability of winning.

Rather, this point emphasises that (at least) some competitors will be frustrated during a

competitive situation and that the contextual basis of the situation may provide relevant

information as to the likely cognitive and behavioural outcomes. This suggestion (of the

potential contextual basis of the competition-aggression link) is complemented by Anderson's

aggression model which holds that the cognitive and affective routes provide equally

legitimate explanations of aggressive behaviour. Thus, it is not an issue of CAST or CANT.

Rather, it is an issue of CAST and/or CAl.lT. Resea¡ch is required to test the relative

empirical validity of both theories across a diverse set of experimental situations with

consideration given to the experime,ntal factors that led to the effect.

Therefore, since there is little research that has directþ tested the plausibility of each

theory, the purpose of this thesis is to fill this knowledge gap. That is, an attempt will be

made to demonstrate the competition-aggression link and to evaluate the empirical strength of

each theoretical explanation ofthis putative effect.
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4.5 Conclusions

The purpose of the cu¡rent chapter was to outline Anderson's model of aggression in order

to provide a framework for t¡nderstanding the competition-aggression link. There are two

theoretical explanations from this framework that a¡e most applicable to the putative linþ viz,

CAST and CANT. However, there has been only one study that has pitted each theory

against the other as the most plausible explanation. This dearth of research prompts

additional investigations into the empirical strengfh of each theory across a diverse nr¡mber of

contexts (e.g., experienced versus inexperienced competitors). The current thesis attempts to

fill this knowledge gap by providing a relevant str-rdy on this theoretical issue.

èe



CHAPTER 5

Adolescent Videogame Play Does Not Differ

Across Competitive and Cooperative Situations

Using Anderson and Morrow's (1995) Methodology

5.1 Overview

This chapter reports a series of studies that attempt to demonstrate the competition-

aggression link under relatively contrived competitive and cooperative situations. The

methodological procedures of this chapter are based on studies reported by Anderson and

Monow (1995) on US university students. The present studies were based on adolescents in

order to fill a knowledge gap on this age group. Replicating the findings of Anderson and

Morrow would extend the competition-aggression link from US university students to

Australian adolescents. Given the sample differences across the studies (e.g., age group,

cultural factors), a failure to replicate these findings would not necessarily invalidate

Anderson and Morrow's data.

Recall that Anderson and Morrow conducted two studies. Experiment I tested the

underlying assumption that humans perceive competitive situations as aggressive, and
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cooperative situations as less aggressive. A questionnaire was administered to seventeen

university students in order to evaluate the stn¡cture of the competition and cooperation

schemas with respect to aggressive elements. On the whole, the authors' h¡ryotheses were

supported by these data. For example, on one test, participants were requested to think of

competitive situations they had encountered in the past and write words that described those

situations. Participants also had to think about cooperative situations and write words to

describe those situations. The findings revealed that participants wrote a significantly greater

number of aggressive words, and a significantly lesser number of non-aggressive words, to

describe competitive situations when compared wittr responses of cooperative situations.

During Experiment 2, 60 universþ students were paired and assigned to either a

competitive or a cooperative condition. Participants either played separate games (i.e.,

competitive goup) or the same game (i.e., cooperative group). Participants were placed into

either same- or mixed-sex dyads. The utilised videogame was Super Mario Brothers, c.l997.

Based on the assumption derived from Experiment l, that university shrdents possess a

competition schema containing aggressive elements, it was h¡pothesised that competitive

participants would demonstrate a greater inclination to kill encountered adversaries dgring

game play, relative to cooperative participants. The dependent measure (which represents

aggression) was the 'kill ratio' (see Section 2.4 for a full description of the kill ratio). The kill

ratio is defined as the number of encountered videogame adversaries the participant kills

divided by the total number of adversaries encormtered (i.e., killed plus avoided).

An analysis of kill ratio data supported the hypothesis that competition would increase

aggressive videogame play. Participants in the competitive goup had a significantly higher

kill ratio (M=.66) when compared with the cooperative group (M=.41). From a theoretical

perspective, an enlightening finding was that the aggression demonshated by the competitive

group was not accompanied by greater levels of reported hostility (i.e., the aggression was

'affectless') because they were no more hostile after the playing period than those in the

cooperative group. That is, the authors found evidence supporting a puely cognitive basis for

the competition-aggression link (i.e., CAST).
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Study I of this chapter replicated the findings of Anderson and Morrow (1995; Experiment

l) that people perceive or interpret competitive situations as aggressive, and that cooperative

situations are perceived or interpreted as relatively less aggressive. Data for this study were

collected during July, 1995. Study 2 attempted to replicate fuiderson and Morrow (1995;

Experiment 2) who demonstated that competitive participants had a higher kill ratio than

cooperative participants. Data for this study were collected during September, 1995. An

identified wealness of Study 2 was the utilisation of a videogame (i.e., Super Mario Brothers)

that was relatively old and probably engendered little intinsic interest for an adolescent

sample. Study 3 used a recørtly released videogame (i.e., Donkey Kong Country). Data for

this study were collected during February-March, 1996. Study 4 employed a repeated

measures design in order to account for pre-existing kill ratio differences between the

competitive and cooperative groups. Data for this study were collected during August-

September, 1996. The findings across the studies were discussed with detail given to the

methodological design employed in this chapter and that based on past research.

5.2 Study 1:

Competition and Cooperation Schemas (A questionnaire study)

5.2.1 Introduction

An exploration of the competition-aggression link entails a perceptual understanding of the

competition and cooperation schemas. An appropriate test of the competition-aggression link

is manipulating a situation so it is either cooperative or competitive, and measuring whether

aggression varies across these groups. However, from a theoretical perspective, showing that

people think of competition as aggressive, and cooperation as less aggressive, provides a
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rudimentary explanation for people's behaviour, viz, a cognitive constn¡ct that mediates the

relationship between a situational variable and an outcome measure.

The methodology employed by Anderson and Morrow (1995; Experiment l) was utilised

in the cr¡rrent study with the only exception that participants were adolescents. Replicating

the findings of Anderson and Morrow would generalise the effect across age groups and/or

cultural contexts. Since the subsequent studies in this chapter attempt to demonstrate the

competition-aggression link using a videogame task, differences in the schernas were

examined for low- and high-frequency videogame players, and males and females. These

analyses are based on research showing tlnt males (and high-tait aggressive individuals)

have more developed aggressive associative networls @ushman, 1996), and are more likely

to watch violent television, and behave aggressively after viewing violence (Bushman, 1995),

than females (and low-tait aggressive individuals). While Bushman's research is not directly

applicable to the current study, an implication is that males (and high frequency players) may

have a greater tendency to link competition with aggression. Resea¡ch on the competition-

aggression link shows that high-tait aggressive individuals display greater levels of

aggression during competition than low-tait aggressive individuals (e.g., Rocha & Rogers,

t976; Taylor, 1967) which, again, implies potørtial relationships between the competition-

aggression schema and variables such as gender and playing frequency.

It was hypothesised that participants would interpret competitive situations as aggressive,

and cooperative situations as significantly less aggressive. No predictions were made in

relation to sex and playing frequency.
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5.2.2 Methodology

Participants.

Participants were 101 high school students. The mean (SD) age of this sample was 13.6

years (0.84) with a range of 12 to 16. The sample was composed of 40 females and 6l males.

Materials.

A survey comprising two sections was designed for the current study. (See Appendix A

for a copy of this survey.) The first section, called the General Information Questionnaire

(GIQ), was divided into two parts. The fust part contained a number of questions on personal

factors such as age, sex, and year level. The second part elicited information about the

frequency that the respondent played videogames, and the length of time spent playing during

each session. These questions were repeated for a variety of settings e.g., the a¡cade parlour,

on a games system (e.g., Sony Playstation, Super Nintendo) or personal computer, at home or

at a friend's house. The second section of the survey contained two questionnaires from

Anderson and Morrow (1995), viz, the Common Featr¡res Questionnaire (CFQ), and the

Dimensional Ratings Questionnaire (DRQ). Both questionnaires were designed to measure

the extent to which competitive and cooperative situations are interpreted or perceived as

aggressive. The respondent is requested in the CFQ to imagine being in a competitive

situation, drawing from past experience if necessary, and listing words (at least 3 but no more

than l0 words) indicative of competition. This exercise is rçeated for cooperative situations.

The DRQ contains six words (i.e., forceful, aggressive, hurtful, destructive, exciting, and

pleasant) which are rated with respect to competitive situations (e.g., "How forceful is

competition?"). The same six words are repeated for cooperative situations (e.9., "How

forcefi¡l is cooperation?"). Ratings are made on a S-point scale. For both the CFQ and DRQ,

the iter¡s were cor¡nterbalanced. That is, the competitive questions \¡/ere presented before the

cooperative questions on approximately half the surveys, while the remaining half of the
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surveys had the cooperative questions first. Preliminary Statistical analysis revealed no

association between order of items and responses.

Procedure.

Participants completed the GIQ, CFQ, and DRe, dr:ring class. participants were

insfucted to read the document carefirlly. They were requested to refrain from discussing

responses with other students during the session. Participants were debriefed about the

purpose of the study after everyone had completed the survey. Time spent completing the

survey ranged from 10 to 20 minutes.

Words interpreted as aggressive or non-aggressive in the DRQ were recorded by the

author, and a second person, who was blind to the study's aims, examined the list. There was

perfect agreernent between both persons on the interpretation of aggressive and non-

aggressive words.t Words identified as aggressive included: Fight, attack, battling, forceful,

anger, aggressive, iewed, pumped, mad, fierce, destnrctive, harmful, rough, dangerous,

enemy, and unsafe. Non-aggressive words included: Fun, happy, pleasant, exciting, safe,

unity, friendly, bonding, collective, compromise, obedience, helping, sharing, consideration,

and understanding.

5.2.3 Results

Samp I e C haracl eris t ic s.

A median split was performed to divide the sample into low- and high-frequency

videogame players. The median split was conducted separately for each gender because

males reported playing videogames each week for a mean (.9D) of 95 minutes (91), while the

females reported playing 125 minutes (116). If a median split had been performed over the

I It is worth noting that the list of aggressive and non-aggressive words in this study were highly
similar to those reported by Anderson and Morrow (1995).
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whole sample there would have been an imbalance in these data, with a higher proportion of

females being classified as low-frequency players, and a higher proportion of males being

classified as high-frequency players. Females were divided into low- and high-frequency

players by 68 minutes; males were divided by 95 minutes. Following the median split, there

were 20low- and 20 high-frequency females, and 30low- and 31 high-frequency males. The

groups were approximately equal with respect to age. The means (SD) were 13.4 (.94), 13.5

(.83), 13.9 (.88), and 13.7 (.7L), respectively.

Competition, Cooperation, and Aggression.

The DRQ data were analysed with a number of one-way (sex / frequency: low-frequericy

females, high-frequency females, low-frequency males, high-frequency males) repeated

measure ANOVAs. The within-subjects factor constituted the rating of a particular word over

cooperative and competitive situations. For example, an A}IOVA test was performed on the

item 'Forceful' with the repeated measure constituting a participant's rating of 'Forceful'

across competitive and cooperative situations.

The ANOVA tests revealed no significant differences on mean ratings of any word on the

between-subjects factor of sex / playing frequency, nor were there interaction effects with the

between-subjects factor and repeated measure. However, Table 5.1 reveals that significant

differences were found on the repeated measure (except on 'pleasant'). An examination of

the means in Table 5.1 reveal that participants rated competitive situations as significantly

more forceful, aggressive, hurtful, destructive, and exciting, than cooperative situations.
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TABLE 5.1: Mean (SD) rating on DRQ items (forceful, aggressive, hurtful,
destructive, exciting and pleasant) for both the competitive and
cooperative situations, and associated.Fvalues (df), for Study I

Scale

Situation Statistic

Competition Cooperation F value (dFI, gg)

Forceful

Aggressive

Hurtful

Destructive

Exciting

Pleasant

3.7 (1.0)

4.1 (0.8)

3.0 (1.1)

3.r (r.l)
4.4 (0.8)

3.6 (1.0)

3.0 (1.0)

2.0 (1.0)

1.7 (0.e)

2.0 (r.0)

2.7 (r.r)

3.s (0.e)

37***

209*++

9l ++¡t

66+*¡È

156*+*

<l

***p'.ool

The CFQ data were analysed like the DRQ data. The be¡veen-subjects factor was sex /

playing frequency and the within-subjects factor constituted the number of aggressive words

used to describe competitive and cooperative situations. A significant repeated measures

effect was found, ^F 
(1,99) = 61.6, p<.001. Participants wrote a greater number of aggressive

words to describe competitive situations (M = L.l, SD = 1.1) relative to cooperative situations

(M : 0.l,,SD = .48). A repeated measures AIIOVA was also performed for the non-

aggressive words. Once again, there lvas a significant repeated measures effect, F (1,99) =

82.0, p<.001. Participants wrote a greater number of non-aggressive words to describe

cooperative situations (M:2.0, SD: 1.3), relative to competitive situations (M = 0.6, SD =

0.77). There v¡ere no significant interaction or main effects across the F tests.

5.2.4 Discussion

The findings of the cr¡¡rent study revealed that adolescent participants perceive

competitive situations as aggressive, and cooperative situations as relatively less aggressive.

Based on past experience, participants described competitive situations using aggressive

words, while they tended to describe cooperative situations using non-aggressive words. In
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addition, aggressive ratings of competitive situations were significantly higher than

aggressive ratings of cooperative situations (amongst other related athibutes €.9.,

forcefulness). These data provide suggestive evidence for the idea that people have a

knowledge stucture, schema, or associative networlç which semantically connects

competitiveness with aggression, and influences one's perceptions of competitive and

cooperative situations.

However, there was no suggestion that males (and/or high-frequency players) perceived

competitive situations as relatively more aggressive than females (and/or low-frequency

players). Given Bushman's research, that males (and high-trait aggressive individuals) have

more developed associative networks than females (and low-tait aggressive individuals),

there are two plausible explanations for these data.

fire first explanation suggests that the competition-aggression schema is stn¡ctured

differently for each gender and playing frequency groups but that the tasks of this study were

not specific enough to tap these disparities. For example, on one task, participants were

requested to visualise competitive and cooperative situations they had experienced in the past,

and list words to describe those scenarios. Differences in these }nowledge structures may

have been demonsüated across the relevant factors had a more specific task been employed

such as listing words to describe, say, a football match by people who play (or have played)

football. However, the explanation that the tests were not sensitive enough to detect gender

and playing frequency differences is not supported by the findings presented in Study 5 (see

Section 6.2) where a specific sample of videogame players (i.e., male Mortal Kombat players)

are reported to perceive cooperative sih¡ations as more aggressive than the current general

sample.

The second explanation is that these data reflect the exact nature of the knowledge

str¡ctures across the relevant factors, but that males (and high frequency players) are more

likely to select and perform aggressive behavior¡rs during a competitive situation relative to

females (and low high frequency players). That is, males/females and playrng frequency
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goups equally perceive competition as aggressive, but possess different propensities for

aggression across a range of competitive situations.

It is worttr adding that these findings do not directly replicate Anderson and Morrow

(1995; Experiment l) who found that a university sample rated competitive situations as

significantly less pleasant than cooperative situations. The current adolescent sample did not

rate competitive situations as more or less pleasant than cooperative situations. Plausible

explanations for this incongruence are cultural and/or age differences in the samples. The

first factor suggests that there are cultural differences between Austalia and the US with

respect to competition which cause Australians to interpret and perceive competitive

situations as equally pleasant as cooperative situations. The age factor suggests that

adolescents have a competition-aggression schema that is not entirely equivalent to the adult

schema, probably because of experiential differences in competition through the life cycle.

Adolescents are more likely to have competed where they were not expected to perform well,

relative to adults, or adults may have experienced more negative experiences during

competition because of their vaster life experience. Either way, the sample differences may

imply subtle differences in the cognitive sûr¡cfi¡re of the competition-aggression schema.

Further research (both cultural and longitudinal) is required to assess the empirical weight of

these factors. Another explanation for these inconsistent findings is based on a criticism of

Anderson and Morrow's study in which they surveyed only 17 university students. It would

be safe to conclude th¿t the results reported in the present study are more reliable than those

reported by Anderson and Morrow simplybecause of the sample size differences.

Despite the clarity of these findings, the current study provides tentative evidence that

people perceive competitive situations as aggressive (i.e., through the cognitive filter of a

competition-aggression schema) since these data may reflect demand characteristics (i.e.,

participants' responses where based on perceived expectations) or shared linguistic constucts

(i.e., language used to explain, but not necessarily equate with, such experiences). An

appropriate test of the link entails the demonstration of aggressive behavioru dnring

competition from which theoretical assertions can be made about the underþing cognitive
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characteristics of the putative link. Ari experimental design was thus employed in the next

study as a method for testing the validity of the competition-aggression link.

5.3 Study 2:

Kill Ratios During Competitive and Cooperative Situations Using

Super Mario Brothers

5.3.1 Introduction

The current study was adapted from fuiderson and Monow (1995; Experiment 2) who

employed an innovative methodological approach to the issue of competitive aggression. The

reader is referred to Section 3.3.1 for a detailed description of this procedure. There are a

number of methodological strengths to Anderson and Morrow's methodology. More

specifically, there are a number of advantages in using a videogame as the experimental task.

These include the standardised presentation of game characters for each participant, the

utilisation of a rçlatively novel task (which minimises the importation of stereotyped

behaviours into the experimental situation), and the technological ability to record videogame

play (on a video recorder) in order to score aggressive behaviotu atalater time. The stucture

of the experimental situation also entails a number of advantages. For example, Anderson

and Morrow divided the experime,ntal area using a partition that prevented participants from

interacting during videogame play. Consequently, exEaneous factors (e.g., verbal

communication) that may confound aggressive videogame play across competitive and

cooperative situations are kept to a minimum.

Despite adopting most of the procedures reported by Anderson and Morrow, there were

some important differences in the current study. Firstly, participants were adolescents in this

study, rather than university students. Secondly, participants were paired into same-sex
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dyads, whereas Anderson and Morrow reported same- and mixed-sex dyads. Statistical

analyses by Anderson and Morrow revealed no differences between types of dyads with

respect to aggressive behavior¡r and, thus, it was thought premature to examine this factor

when attempting to demonstrate the putative link in the first instance. Thirdly, a matching

process was utilised where participants were paired on the basis of their past experience with

videogames. The underlying rationale for matching participants on game experience was to

increase the probability that pairs were of equal ability and thereby maximising the

competitive and cooperative nature of each situation. This matching process was driven by

past research (e.9., Epstein & Taylor, 1967; Merick & Taylor, 1970) which shows that

subjects demonstrate more competitive aggression when their parErer is of equal competence

i.e., wins and losses are approximately the same. A wealness of Anderson and Mo¡row's

methodology was the apparent abserice of this matching process that possibly innoduced

extraneous factors e.g., the frustration of a cooperative participant playing with a less

competant parher. The matching process of the current study suggests a minimisation of

such extaneous factors.

The following study examines whether adolescent participants given a competitive

instruction will kill a higher proportion of adversaries when playing a novel videogame,

relative to participants under a cooperative instruction. Same-sex dyads were instucted to

play a videogame (Super Mario Brothers) for 20 minutes. Videogame play was tape recorded

and scored for aggressiveness of play. A questionnaire was administered after game play that

contained items about participants' perceptions of the videogame. An additional itern within

the questioruraire asked participants to state the extent to which they competed with their

playing parher (a variable not measwed by Anderson and Morrow). It is worth mentioning

that no procedures were utilised to measure the affective state of participants (e.g., anger,

negative affect) as the initial aim of this study was to demonshate competitive aggression,

particularly across gender groups. A subsequent methodology would be designed in order to

replicate the behavioural outcome of competition, and to establish whether the empirical

effect occurs with an underlying affective state.
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It was hypothesised that participants in the competitive goup would have a higher 'kill

ratio' than those in the cooperative group (see Section 2.4 for a conceptual explanation of the

kill ratio). Gender differences were also explored as a potential confounding factor to

competition and cooperation. No h¡potheses were formulated for the questionnaire variables.

These data were considered as qualiffing information of the behavioural measwe.

5.3.2 Methodology

Power Analysis.

A power analysis was conducted on the Anderson and Monow data in order to determine

the minimum sample size required for this study. The effect size was 1.6 (Cohen's d) given

that there were 30 subjects p€r group. 'rù/orking on the authority of Lipsey (1990), 10

participants for each group was estimated as the minimum requirement for finding an

experimental effect assuming an effect size of 1.6, an alpha level of .01, and power at 0.8.

Since there were two between-subjects factors in this study (gender and type of situation),

participants were randomly allocated to groups so that there were approximately l0 males and

10 females in each experimental situation.

Participants.

Participants were 40 high school students. The mean (SD) age of the sample was 13.5

years (.85) with a range of 12 to 15. The sample lvas composed of 21 males and 19 females.

Materials.

A Super-Nintendo games system, attached with two standard controllers, was used for this

study. The games system was connected to a video recorder that fed into a l9-inch television.
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The video recorder enabled participant's play to be tape recorded for subsequent scoring of

kill ratios.

The experimental room was constructed as specified by Anderson and Morrow (1995). A

partition was placed a metre from the television screen to separate dyads. This prevented

paired participants from interacting during game play. A heavy canvas screen was placed

behind the participants (i.e., perpendicula¡ to the partition) so that they were separated from

the author who watched the videogame play on a smaller television behind the experimental

^rea.-

The videogame for the cr¡rrent study was Super Mario Brothers, c.1987 (as used by

Anderson and Morrow, 1995). Super Mario Brothers is a platform game in which the player

manipulates the protagonist (Mario or Luigi) in order to tavel through a number of levels in a

number of consecutive worlds. The player moves Mario or Luigi over deadly creatures.

During game play, the player uses the protagonist to smash blocks which reveal coins or

mush¡ooms. The videogame is played in a one- or two-player mode. In the one-player mode,

one confroller is operational since only one game is being played. In the two-player mode,

two people play separate games, with separate contollers, and players alternate turns when

they die or finish a level. The protagonist has the ability to run, jump, and th¡ow fireballs (at

the adversary). Players accrue points by killing adversary and collecting coins.

Two questionnaires were used for the cu¡rent study, viz, GIQ and Videogames Perception

Questionnaire (VPQ). In addition to the GIQ, participants were requested to state the amount

of time spent playing Super Mario Brothers in the past. The VPQ was composed of a number

of items (see Table 2.3) which were largely derived from Anderson and Ford (1986). (See

Appendix B for a copy of the VPQ.) The \IPQ evaluates the respondørt's perceptions of the

experimental videogame. The participant was again requested (as a cross check) to state the

amount of time spent playing Super Mario Brothers before the study began since there was

usually a large time delay between collecting the GIQ data and conducting experimental

sessions. Participants also rated the extent to which they competed with their playing partner
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and whether they lcrew the aims of the study. An analysis of the responses to this latter item

revealed that the aims of the study were not detected by any participant.

Procedure.

The GIQ was administered to approximately 100 high school students across a number of

classes. Participants were deemed eligible for the study if they had played the experimental

videogame for an hour or less in the past. It is noted that Anderson and Morrow (1995) used

university students who had never played Super Mario Brothers before. The advantage of

their study was that it was conducted in 1990-1991 when the videogame had only been

released for a few years, and the sample was composed of university students who were less

likely to have played videogames than adolescents. It was a rare occturence when the author

for¡nd a high school student who had never played the videogame before, although a high

proportion had spent a small amourit of time playtng the game.

Each pair was matched on the amount of time they spent playng videogames across all

settings. This ensr¡¡ed that participants were competing or cooperating with someone of equal

competence. Pairs were then randomly selected and led from class to the experimental room.

They were given a 3-minute introduction to the videogame, including a demonstration. (See

Appendix B for the experimental instructions.) Pairs were then randomly assigned to either

the competitive or cooperative condition. Those assigned to the competitive group played

Super Mario Brothers using the two-player mode and were instn¡cted to play against each

other. Pairs were further instucted to travel as far as possible through the levels. Those

assigned to the cooperative group played in the one-player mode and were told that they were

playing together using a single controller. When the first player died or completed a level, he

(she) was instructed to pass the controller to the second player who was allowed to play until

he (she) died or completed a level. All participants lvere requested to refrain from talking

during game play. Participants were given 20 minutes to play.
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After the insûr¡ctions were delivered, the system was re-set and participants began a game

at the start of the first level in the first world. Participants were asked to complete the VPQ

after the playing period. Debriefing occurred during class after the completion of Study 4.

Each pair's play was videotaped and scored at a later time.

Since kill ratios may be influenced by videogame experience, the groups were balanced on

this factor. For example, when a pair of males, who played videogames approximately two

hours a week, were nrn in the competitive situation, another pair of males, with simila¡

videogame experience, were n¡n in the cooperative situation. This meant that all pairs were

not always randomly assigned to a condition, but this non-random assignment occurred so

infrequently as not to warrant concern about the possible exbaneous effects on the collected

datz.

Scoring Kill Ratios.

The kill ratio formula as defined by fuiderson and Morrow (1995) was utilised for this

study (see Section 2.4 for a conceptual description). There are several killing responses in

Super Mario Brothers. They include: Jumping on top of an adversary; hitting an adversary

with a block or turtle shell; and fireballing. There are several avoidance responses in Super

Mario Brothers. These include: Jumping over an adversary; running over the top of an

adversary on overhanging blocks; and running underneath an adversary. The kill ratio, as

defined by Anderson and Morrow, is:

# killing responses I #tot^lrespons€s (ie., killing and avoidance responses).

The coding procedure reported by Anderson and Morrow was utilised for this study to

estimate kill ratios. That is, a kill ratio was calculated by scoring the participant's last run

through lhefirst /evel of Super Mario Brothers. The author coded the videotapes and another
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person, who was blind to the study's aim, calculated twenty participant's kill ratio for the

purpose of a reliability analysis.

Data Analysis.

The data analysis for this study was conducted on both gender and t¡pe of situation with

means (SD) reported separately for males and females across competitive and cooperative

g¡oups. A series of 2 (Situation: competitive, cooperative) X 2 (Gender: male, female)

between-subjects A}IOVAs were conducted on the reported data. There was no attempt to

analyse these data like Study I with respect to genderþlaying frequency groups (e.g., fernale

low-frequency players) for a nu¡nber of reasons. Firstly, gender and playing frequency

covary (i.e., males spend more time playing videogames) which suggests a statistical

redundancy in analysing both variables. Secondly, there is little evidence to suggest that

playrng frequency alone influerices kill ratios, but there is evidence that gender covaries with

competitive aggression (e.g., Taylor & Epstein, 1967). Thirdly, time constraints did not

permit collecting the necessary sample size (n=80) to analyse playing frequency as an

additional factor in an experimental design. Finally, the data analysis was consistent with that

reported by Anderson and Morrow (1995).

5.3.3 Results

Samp I e Charact eristics.

The groups were equal with respect to age. The mean (SD) age for the competitive group

was 13.5 years (.61) with a range of 13 to 15, while the mean (SD) age for the cooperative

group was 13.5 years (.79) with a range of 12 to 15. In addition, the groups were

approximately equal with respect to proportion of males and fernales. The competitive group

contained 11 males and 9 females, while the cooperative group contained l0 males and 10

females.
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Videogame Experience.

Table 5.2 shows the videogame experience of males and females in both the cooperative

and competitive groups. fui immediate observation of these daa is that males reported

playing videogames for a greater length of time across all settings relative to females,

particularly on the personal computer and games system. Males reported spending five times

more time playrng videogames per week than females. These absolute differences in reported

game play were statistically significant (or approaching significance) for each setting.

Fr:rthermore, the cooperative group reported playrng for a greater number of minutes

across three of the fou settings in comparison to the competitive group, and total experience

per week for the cooperative group u¡as more than 200 minutes higher relative to the

competitive goup. Despite these absolute differences, F-test comparisons revealed that the

g¡oups differed significantly on the arcade parlour factor only i.e., the cooperative group

reported playing for a greater number of minutes in the arcade parlou than the competitive

group. A contibuting factor to these non-significant findings may be the large standa¡d

deviations across the items for both sub-samples. Square root and reciprocal transformations

of these data failed to alter the F-test results.

TABLE 5.2: Mean (SD) videogame play per week (minutes) across several settings
(personal computer and games system at home, arcade parlour, and
friend's house) for males and females in both the competitive and
cooperative groups, and F-values (dD, for Study 2.

Males Females F-values (dg

Competitive
Group

(n=ll)

Coopcretive
Group

(n=10)

Competitivc
Group

(n4)

Cooperetive
Group

(¡=10)

Gender

(1,36)

Group

(1,36)

Gender
x

Group

G,36)

Personal Comp.

Games System

Arcade Parlour

Friend's House

200 (169)

t6t (270)

2.0 (6.0)

4s (37)

3sr (332)

22s (2s7)

37 (s4)

43 (76)

3E (46)

80 (l13)

0.0 (0.0)

3.0 (10)

36 (3s)

se (tze)

s.0 (10)

2.0 (6.0)

l5*+*

3.5+

3.6+

9.0+*

1.5

<l

4.gt

<l

1.6

<l

2.7

<l

Total 408 (391) 6s6(294\ r2t(143\ 102(125) 24**4 1.8 2.4

*p<.05 **p..ol *+'rp<.ool + y.o7
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Finally, there were no significant interaction effects between the experimental and gender

g¡oups across all four settings and with total game experience per week.

All groups were approximately equal with respect to their experience with the

experimental videogame, viz, Super Mario Brothers. Males and females in the cooperative

group indicated a mean (SD) experience of 54 minutes (13) and 33 minutes (30), respectively,

whilst males and females in the competitive group indicated a mean (SD) experience of 49

minutes (87) and 3l minutes (29), respectively. There were no significant main (gender,

situation) or interaction effects.

Kill Ratios.

The mean (SD) kill ratios for males and females in the competitive g¡oups were .47 (.14)

and .60 (.36), respectively. The mean (SD) kill ratios for males and females in the cooperative

group were.73 (.21) and.31 (.25), respectively. The relationship between gender and

situation type is depicted in Figure 5.1. The figure reveals that males in the cooperative

80
Mean

kill ratio 70
(vù

60

73

3t

Competitive Group Cooperative Group

Situation

Figure 5.1 Mean kill ratios (7Ð for males and females across the

competitive and cooperative grorrps for Study 2.

-f Females

*-Males

50

40

30

20
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situation demonstrated a higher kill ratio than males in the competitive situation, while

females in the competitive siî¡ation dernonsüated a higher kill ratio than females in the

cooperative situation. Moreov€r, competitive males demonstrated a lower kill ratio than

competitive females, but cooperative males demonsûated a higher kill ratio than cooperative

females. There was a significant interaction between gender and experimental situation, Í' (1,

36): 12.5, p<.01.

There was also a significant gender difference on the kill ratios. The mean (SD) kill ratio

for females was .45 (.33), whilst for males the mean (SD) kill ratio was .59 (.22). That is,

males demonstrated a higher kill ratio than females regardless of the t¡pe of experimental

situation. The difference in kill ratios approached significance, I. (1, 36) = 3.4, p:.07.

The mean (SD) kill ratios for the competitive and cooperative groups were .53 (.27) and

.52 (.31), respectively. Whilst the kill ratios were in the predicted direction, the difference

was not significanf F (1,36): <1. Thus, the experimental hlpothesis was not supported by

these data. Competitive participants did not kill a higher proportion of adversaries relative to

the cooperative participants. However, these findings are tempered by the interaction effect

between gender and experimental situation.

Reliability Analysß.

An inter-rater reliability analysis was conducted on the kill ratios. A second rater scored

20 participant's kill ratio.2 The mean (^SD) kill ratio for the first rater was .52 (.28) for these

20 participants, while the mean (SD) kill ratio for the second rater was .52 (.29). A

correlation coeffrcient was calculated to measure the congruency between the two sets of

estimated kill ratios. The conelation coeffrcient was an almost perfect positive relationship

and was statistically significant, r (18) = .96, p<.001. These data suggest that the coding

system for the kill ratio was highly reliable.

2 The second rater scored 10 participant's kill ratio from each experimental group.
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The Eficacy of Treatment.

The effectiveness of the experimental instn¡ctions was evaluated by analysing an item

from the VPQ about the extent to which the participant competed with their plalng parErer

during the videogame session. Ratings were made on a 7-point scale where higher values

represented greater feelings of competitiveness.

Males and females in the competitive situation indicated a mean (SD) competitive¡ress

level of 4.0 (1.6) and 2.8 (.98), respectively, whilst males and females in the cooperative

situation indicated a mean (SD) competitiveness level of 4.2 (2.0) and 2.4 (1.4). There was a

significant main effect for gender, F (1, 36) = 9.3, p<.01, but there was no significant main

effect on the sitr¡ation factor, F (1, 36) : (1, or a significant interaction between gender and

situation type, F (1, 36) : <1. Thus, it cannot be reliably assumed that the treatment effect

actually worked: Competitive participants did not report competing more against their playing

parbrer than those pairs within the cooperative situation.

TABLE 5.3: Mean (SD) for males and females in the competitive and cooperative
groups on items from the VPQ for Study 2.

Males

Competitive Cooperetive
Group Group

(n-ll) (n=r0)

Females

Competitive Cooperrtive
Group Group

(n{) (n=10)

Question

How much did you enjoy playing the
game?

How well did you think you played?

How easy was the game to pþ?

How frr¡stating was the game to play?

How violent was the game?

How realistic were the graphics?

How interesting was the game to play?

4.7 Q.0) 4.0 (1.4) 4.2(2.0) 4.6(1.6)

4.s (l.s) s.0 (r.3) 3.7 (r.2) 3.4 (r.4)

1.8 (.87) 2.1 (.88) 2.8 (1.s) 2.s (r.7)

2.3 (1.6) 1.7 (1.3) 2.7 (r.3) 3.2 (t.e)

r.1 (.30) t.2 (.42) r.0 (.00) 1.3 (.s0)

1.8 (r.4) t.4 (.70) 1.8 (r.1) 2.e (t.e)

3.e (r.6) 3.8 (1.1) 3.2 (1.3) 4.6 (1.6)

NOTE: Each question was rated on a 7-point scale where '1' lvas always the lowest amount of the
attribute in question. For example, a rating of 'l' for the guestion 'how much did you enjoy playing
the game' was 'did not enjoy at all', while a rating of '7' uras 'enjoyed it a lot'. The only exception
was the question 'how easy was the game to play' where a rating of 'l' was 'very easy' and a rating of
'7' was 'very hard'.
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Video game P erc ept iotts.

Table 5.3 displays the means (SD) for males and females across the competitive and

cooperative g¡oups on items from the \lPQ. Generally speaking, male and female participants

tended to enjoy playing Super Mario Brothers, and thought they played the videogame well,

given that the means were around or above the mid-point of the scale across the groups.

Participants thought the videogame was easy and non-frustating to play, and perceived the

game as non-violent and r¡n¡ealistic, given that the means were below the mid-point of the

scale actoss the groups. A series of 2 (Situation: competitive, cooperative) X 2 (Gender:

male, female) between-subjects Al.[OVAs on the VPQ items revealed no main effects for the

situation factor, nor v/ere there any interaction effects between the situation factor and gender.

However, there were two main effects with respect to gender, viz, males rated their

performance on SuperMario Brothers higherthan females,.F (1,36) = 8.0, p<.01, whilst

females rated their frustration levels higher than males, F (1, 36) = 3.7, p=.06.

5.3.4 Discussion

The current study failed to demonsüate an effect consistent with Anderson and Morrow

(1995; Experimart 2). Adolescents placed in a competitive situation did not kill a higher

proportion of videogame cha¡acters compared with participants given a cooperative

instruction. However, there was a significant interaction between gender and t¡pe of

situation. Cooperative males tended to kill a higher proportion of videogame characters tlan

cooperative females, whilst competitive males tended to kill a lower proportion of videogame

characters than competitive females. There was also a significant gender difference in kifi

ratios with males demonstating a greater tendency to kill videogame characters than females.

Whilst the gender difference is an expected finding, the interaction effect between gender and

situation t¡rpe is cor¡nter-intuitive in that competitive males were less aggressive than

cooperative males. If these findings were taken as given, they would suggest that the

competition-aggression link applies to females, but does not apply to males. This clearly
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conÞdicts past research on the competition-agg¡ession link (e.g., Sherif, 1967, 1972),

although the cr¡rrent study was conducted on Austalian adolescents which may imply that the

cor¡nter-intuitive effect is specific to this age grouP in the Australian context.

An alternative interpretation of these data is the suggestion that the experimental groups

had different propensities to aggress before the study began proper. This interpretation is

particularly compelling given that the male cooperative goup reported playing videogames

for a longer period each week in comparison to the other three groups. If we assume that

longer videogame play is positively correlated with a higher kill ratio, then it is possible that

the male cooperative group had a higher propensity to kill than the male competitive group.

If the experimental instn¡ctions did not influence male kill ratios (which is probable given

their high exposr¡re to videogame play each week), then the difference between the two male

groups was a pre-existing behavioural propensity. Thus, this interpretation implies that male

videogame play was uninfluenced by the nature of the situation, whilst the competitive

situation raised female kill ratios towards that of males.

A final possible explanation highlights an interaction effect between the sample and the

videogame. Super Mario Brothers is a relatively old videogame that probably engenders no

intinsic interest for a sample of adolescents (especially those living nearly l0 years after the

game's release). The videogame industry has evolved dramatically over the last decade. For

university students in the earþ 1990s, the experimental videogame was probably intinsically

interesting, but it is unlikely that the adolescent sample felt the same way. This explanation is

particularly valid when we observe that most adolescents rated Super Mario Brothers as

moderately interesting to play. Moreover, there was evidence to suggest that the experimental

instn¡ctions did not have the desired effect across the groups. Male and female competitive

participants did not report competing more than cooperative participants when ratings were

examined on a relevant VPQ item. It is argued that the competitive and cooperative

participants found the videogame as rminteresting and thus failed to teat the experimental

instructions with an adequate level of conviction. This interpretation implies that the

interaction effect was a chance (rccurerice.
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5.4 Study 3:

Donkey Kong Country as a Salient Videogame for Adolescents

5.4.1 Introduction

This study was conducted using a popular videogame called Donkey Kong Country,

c.1994, which was released by Super Nintendo approximately six months prior to the study.

The videogame was well known by the adolescent population, and was considered to be a

popular title, but not everybody had played the game or had seen it. The methodological

procedures were identical to the last study except for the experimental videogame. This study

examined whether participants given a competitive insün¡ction would kill a higher proportion

of game characters, when playing a relatively novel videogame, compared with participants

givan a cooperative instn¡ction. Once again, gender was incorporated into the experimental

design as a potential covariate with the situation factor. Same-sex dyads were insfucted to

play the videogame for 20 minutes. Videogame play was tape recorded and scored for

aggressiveness of play. The VPQ was administered after the playing period.

As with Anderson and Morrow's original study, it was h¡pothesised that male and female

participants in the competitive group would have a higher kill ratio relative to those in the

cooperative group. No predictions \ilere made in relation to the interaction between gender

and sitrution type.

5.4.2 Methodology

Participants.

Participants for this study were 48 high school students. Participants had little or no

experience with the experimental videogame. Two participants were excluded from data

analysis because they were later found to be close friends (a factor that may have
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contaminated these data). Data from a fr¡rther three participants lvere excluded because they

produced an insufficient number of responses during game play i.e., <5. Thus, 41 participants

produced reliable responses during the study. The mean (SD) age of the 4l participants was

13.2 years (.76) with a range of 12 to 14. There were 2l females and 20 males.

Materials.

The materials utilised were identical to Study 2 except for the experimental videogame.

The videogame of this study was Donkey Kong Corurtry (DKC), c.1994. The object of this

videogame is to progress through a number of levels in each 'world' by manipulating two

simian protagonists, viz, Diddy Kong and Donkey Kong. The player conüols only one simian

at a time. When the red button is pressed on the Super Nintendo controller, the apes swap

position on the screen so that the passive ape becomes active. The two simians have relative

strengths and weaknesses. Donkey Kong is relatively slow but very stong, while Diddy

Kong is relatively fast but also weak in body sûength. Players try to pass through levels

without dying and also collect bananas in order to accrue extra lives. A useful feature of

DKC, which made the videogame most appropriate for the cr¡rrent study, is that two people

can play either together (called the 'team mode') or against each other (called the 'contest

mode'). In the 'contest mode', two people play separate games. When one person's game

character dies or finishes a level, it is automatically the other person's tum. In the 'team

mode', one person (usually Player 1) controls Donkey Kong with the first contoller, while

the other person (usually Player 2) controls Diddy Kong with the second controller, within the

single game. When one person's cha¡acter dies or completes a level, it is automatically the

other person's turn. A player can choose to swap a turn to the other player by pressing the

'select' button on the Super Nintendo controller.
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Procedure.

The procedure of the cu¡rent study was identical to Study 2. Tlre GIQ was administered to

approximately 100 students across a number of classes. Participants were deemed eligible for

the study if they had played the experimental videogame for an hour or less in the past. Each

pair was matched on the amount of time spent playing videogames across all settings. pairs

were randomly selected and led from class to the experimental room. They were given a 3-

minute intoduction to the videogame, including a demonstration. Since DKC entailed more

complicated playing moves than Super Mario Brothers, participants were allowed to practice

the videogame in the 'contest mode' for a period of 5 minutes in order to familiarise

themselves with the conûoller. To reduce transfer effects into the experimental period,

participants practiced in the fust level of the third world. To help participants figther

familiarise themselves with the contol buttons, a contoller was photocopied to A4 size and

the buttons were labelled. The picture was labelled so that all buttons had their fi¡nction

written on it. For example, the yellow button was coloured yellow and a label was placed

upon it to say that the button contolled the jumping movement. The A4 sheet was placed

under the television for both players to view it.

After the practice period had ende{ pairs were randomly assigned to either the

competitive or cooperative groups. Those assigned to the competitive group played DKC in

the 'contest mode'. Pairs were told to tavel as far as possible through the levels. Those

assigned to the cooperative group played in the 'team mode' and were told that they were

playing together i.e., the same game. When the first player died or completed a level, the

videogame automatically tansferred control to the second player until he (she) died or

completed a level. All pairs were requested to refrain from talking during game play.

After the insûr¡ctions had been delivered, the system was reset and participants began

playing from the first level in the first world. Each pair played for a 2O-minute period. All

pairs were requested to complete the VPQ after the playing period. Participants were

debriefed during class after the completion of Study 4. Each pair's game play was videotaped
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and scored at a later time. Like Study 2, the groups were balanced in their proportion of

males and females, and high- and low-frequency players.

Scoring Kill Ralios.

The kill ratio formula of Anderson and Morrow (1995) was utilised in the cr¡rent study.

There a¡e several killing responses in DKC which include jumping on top of, tumbling

through, or throwing a barrel at, an adversary. There are also several avoidance responses in

DKC. These include jumping over, running over the top of, or running underneath, an

adversary. The kill ratio was defrned as the number of killing responses divided by the total

number of responses. For the purposes of a reliability analysis, the current author coded the

videotapes and another person, who was blind to the study's aims, calculated 20 participants'

kill ratio-

Data Analysis.

The data analysis for this study was conducted on both gender and type of situation with

means (SD) reported separately for males and females across the competitive and cooperative

g¡oups. A series of 2 (Situation: competitive, cooperative) X 2 (Gender: male, female)

between-subjects ANOVAs were conducted on the reported data. The analyses were identical

to Study 2.

5.4.3 Results

S amp I e Chara ct erís tics.

The groups were approximately eqr.ral with respect to age. The mean (SD) age for the

competitive group was 13.3 years (.73) with a range of 12 tß 14, while the mean (SD) age for

the cooperative group was l3.l years (.79) with a range of 12 to 14. The groups were
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approximately equal in their proportion of males and females. The competitive group had l0

males and I I females, while the cooperative group had 10 males and l0 females.

Videogame Experience.

Table 5.4 shows the videogame experience of males and females across the cooperative

and competitive groups. Like the last study, males reported playing videogames for a greater

length of time each week across all settings relative to fernales. Males reported playing two

times more than fernales with respect to total videogame play per week. These absolute

differences were significant across all settings except on the videogames system factor.

Furthermore, the competitive group reported playrng for a greater number of minutes on

the personal computer and on a games system relative to the cooperative group. In addition,

the competitive group indicated that they played all t¡pes of videogames each week for nearly

twice as long as the cooperative gfoup. Despite these absolute differences, the F-test results

showed that the groups did not differ significantly on any va¡iable. A contributing factor to

these non-significant findings may be the large standard deviations across the items for both

sub-samples. Square root and reciprocal transformations of these data failed, once again, to

alter the F'-test results.

TABLE 5.4: Mean (SD) videogame play per week (min¡fss) across several settings
(personal computer and games system at home, arcade parlour, and
friend's house) for males and females in both the competitive and
cooperative groups, and F-values (df), for Study 3.

Males Females F-values (df)

Competitive
Group

(n=10)

Cooperetivc
Group

(n=t0)

Compedtive
Group

(n=ll)

Gender

(1,3Ð

Group

(1,37)

Gender
x

Group

(1,3Ð

Cooperetive
Group

(n=10)

Personal Comp.

Games System

Arcade Parlour

Friend's House

20e (lss)

t22 (tss)

8.0 (14)

28 (20)

sOt (72r)

230 (286)

s.0 (s.6)

3r (30)

6l (113)

146 (2ss)

2.0 (1.0)

t4t (223)

tt7 (2s9)

0.0 (0.0)

7.0 (lo)I

4.2|

<l

6.5*

8.0**

2.3

<l

<l

<l

<l

<l

<1

<1

Total 367 (2sr) 767 (719\ 219 (294) 265 (369) s.2* 2.s l.s
*p<.05 **p<.01
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Finally, there was no significant interaction effects between the groups (competitive,

cooperative) and gender factor across all foru settings.

The groups were approximately equal with respect to their experience with DKC. Males

in the cooperative group indicated a mean (SD) experience of 6 minutes (13), whilst all

cooperative females had never played DKC before the experimental session. Females in the

competitive goup indicated a mean (SD) experience of I minute (.9), whilst all competitive

males had never played DKC before the study session. There were no significant main or

interaction effects.

Kill Ratios.

The mean (SD) kill ratios for males and females in the competitive groups were .71 (.18)

and .64 (.15), respectively. The mean (SD) kill ratios for males and females in the

cooperative group were .74 (.21) and .61 (.19), respectively. That is, the kill ratio for males

was higher in the cooperative goup than in the competitive group, but the kill ratio for

females was lower in the cooperative group than in the competitive goup. However, these

differences were marginal. The interaction between gender and experimental situation was

not significant, .F(1, 37) = <1.

An examination of gender revealed that males had a mean (SD) kill ratio of .72 (.19),

whilst females had a mean (SD) kill ratio of .62 (.17). That is, males tended to kill a higher

proportion of videogame characters than females. However, the gender difference in mean

kill ratio was not significant, F (1,37) = 2.6, n.s.

An examination of the experimental situation factor revealed that the mean kill ratio for

the competitive group was .67 (.17), whilst the mean (SD) kill ratio for the cooperative group

was .67 (.20). The lack of absolute differences between the kill ratios led to a predictable

nonsignificant result, F (L,37) = <1. The experimørtal hlpothesis was not supported by these

data. Participants in the competitive goup did not kill a higher proportion of encountered

adversary than the cooperative group.
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Reliability Analysis.

fui inter-rater reliability analysis was conducted on the kill ratios. A second rater scored

20 participants' kill ratio (10 from each group). The mean (SD) kill ratio for the fust rater

was .72 (.16) for these 20 participants, while the mean (SD) kill ratio for the second rater was

.73 (.15). A correlation coeffrcient was calculated to measure the degree of congruency

between the estimated kill ratios of the raters. The correlation coeffrcient was an almost

perfect positive relationship and was significant, r (18) = .98,p<.001. These data suggest that

the coding system for the kill ratio was highly reliable to the extent that independent raters

were able to derive almost identical results for the same sample.

The Efiìcacy of Treatment.

The effectiveness of the experimental instn¡ctions was evaluated by analysing a \IPQ item

about the extent to which the participant competed with their playing parbrer during the

videogame session. Ratings were made on a 7-point scale where higher values represented

greater feelings of competitiveness.

.Males and females in the competitive situation indicated a mean (SD) competitiveness

level of 4.2 (1.8) and 4.5 (1.4), respectively, whilst males and females in the cooperative

situation indicated a mean (SD) competitiveness levelof 2.2 (1.1) and 1.9 (1.0). There was no

significant main effect for gender, F (1,37) = (1, or a significant interaction between gender

and situation tlpe, F (1, 37) = q1. However, there was a significant main effect on the

situationsfactor, F(1,37)=29.4,p<.001. Competitiveparticipants(M= 4.3,5D= 1.5)rated

their competitiveness level higher than cooperative participants (M = 2.1, SD = 1.1). Thus, it

was assumed that the experimental instuctions produced the desired effect in that the

competitive group reported competing more against their playlng partrer than the cooperative

group, regardless of gender.
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Videogame P er c epti ons.

Table 5.5 displays the means (SD) for males and females across the competitive and

cooperative groups on items from the VPQ. Generally speaking, male and female participants

enjoyed playing DKC and for¡nd the videogame very interesting, given that the means were

above the mid-point of the scale across the groups. Participants indicated that the videogame

was moderately ftrstating to play, thought they played moderately well, and for¡nd the

graphics moderately realistic, given that the means were a¡ound the mid-point of the scale

across the groups. Male and female participants rated the videogame as nonviolent.

TABLE 5.5: Mean (SD) for males and females in the competitive and cooperative
groups on VPQ items for Study 3.

Males

Competitive Coopentive
Group Group

(n=10) (n=10)

Females

Competitive Cooperrtive
Group Group

1n=tl) (n=10)

Question

How much did you enjoy playing the
game?

How well did you think you played?

How easy was the game to play?

How fü¡stating was the game to play?

How violent was the game?

How realistic were the graphics?

How interesting was the game to play?

5.e (1.1) 6.4 (.84) 5.0 (1.3) s.7 (.es)

4.8 (.7e)

3.2 (.e2)

2.8 (1.4)

1.7 (l.l)
2.s (1.4)

s.e (1.4)

4.3 (.es)

3.6 (.84)

3.3 (1.8)

1.1 (.32)

4.0 (1.6)

s.8 (1.1)

3.2 (.e8)

3.7 (1.3)

2.7 (r.4)

2.0 (1.0)

2.s (t.4)

s.1 (1.2)

4.0 (.82)

4.1 (1.0)

3.3 (1.2)

2.0 (r.2)

2.s (1.7)

5.s (1.2)

NOTE: Each question was rated on a 7-point scale where 'l' was always the lowest amount of the

attribute in question. For example, a rating of 'l' for the question 'how much did you enjoy playing
the game' was 'did not enjoy at all', while a rating of '7' was 'enjoyed it a lot'. The only exception
was the question 'how easy was the game to play' where a rating of '1' was 'very easy' and a rating of
'7' was 'very hard'.
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A series of 2 (Situation: competitive, cooperative) X 2 (Gender: male, female) betrveen-

subjects ANOVAS were conducted on the \IPQ items. There were no main effects on the

situation factor, however, there were three gender main effects. Males (M : 6.2) enjoyed

playing DKC more than females (M : 5.3), F (1, 37) = 5.9, p<.05. Females (M : 2.0)

indicated that DKC u/as more violent relative to males (M : 1.4), F (L,37) = 4.I,p<.05.

Finally, males (M = 4.6) rated their performance higher than fernale participants (M = 3.6), F

(1, 37) = ll.9,p<.01. However, there was also an interaction effect on this latter item, .F (1,

37)= 5.6,p<.05. Table 5.5 shows that males and females in the cooperative group indicated a

moderate performance on DKC, whilst competitive females indicated a less than moderate

performance, and competitive males indicated a higher rating on performance relative to the

other groups.

5.4.4 Discussion

Once again, the findings from this study failed to provide evidence of the competition-

aggression link since adolescent participants who played a videogame in a competitive

situation did not kill a higher proportion of videogame characters than peers in a cooperative

situation. This behavioural outcome between the groups occurred in spite of the competitive

group reporting a greater level of competitiveness than the cooperative group. It is

particularly important to higilight the failure to replicate the counter-intuitive interaction

effect reported in Shrdy 2, and the failure to replicate the gender difference in which males

had a higher mean kill ratio than females. These data were produced without the extraneous

influence of an intrinsically uninteresting videogame for the sample because most participants

rated DKC as an interesting videogame and enjoyed playing it during the experimental period

(regardless of the group). A comparison of ratings from Study 2 and Study 3 ¡eveal that DKC

was rated approximately two points higher on level of interest and enjoyment than Super

Mario Brothers for both groups (compare Tables 5.3 and 5.5). Consequently, the criticisms
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raised of the methodology for Study 2, which were offered as plausible explanations for these

findings, cannot be applied to this study.

However, despite ou best intentions, there was still a large absolute playrng experience

difference between the competitive and cooperative groups (although the difference was not

significant). The cooperative group reported playing videogames across all settings almost

twice as much as the competitive group. If the þpothesis stated in Study 2 (i.e., that higher

playrng experiance increases an individual's propensity to kill dwing videogame play) is

applicable to these data, there is the suggestion that the experimental insbr¡ctions had the

desired effect across groups, but was washed out by the differential levels of game

experience. Put another way, the cooperative group's higher propursity to kill videogame

characters was counterbalanced by the competitive group's increased tendency to kill

adversary caused by the experimental situation. This interpretation suggests that the

competitive participants would have demonstrated a higher kill ratio than the cooperative

participants had the two groups been equal on videogame experience.

In order to account for pre-existing differences between the competitive and cooperative

groups, which may confound u.ith the dependent measure, a repeated measures design was

adopæd in the next study in order to observe changes in videogame play from a baseline

period across the groups. A repeated measures design is advantageous in that more reliable

statements are made about whether a competitive instn¡ction increases kill ratios, a

cooperative instuction decreases kill ratios, or both.
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5.5 Study 4:

A Repeated Measures Design

5.5.1 Introduction

The current study was conducted using the sequel to DKC, viz, Diddy's Kong euest,

c.1995, which was released by Super Nintendo approximately a year after the original

videogame. Diddy's Kong Quest (DKQ is similar to the original DKC, although there were

enough differences to stimulate interest amongst the adolescent population. DKQ was a

potentially popular title that had been played or viewed by few people.

The methodology constituted a repeated measr¡res design in order to examine whether a

competitive instuction causes participants to kill more encor¡ntered game characters

compared to a baseline period, and/or whether a cooperative instn¡ction causes participants to

kill less encountered game characters compared u/ith a baseline period. The latter hlpothesis,

vtz, that cooperative participants would kill less encountered characters after a baseline

period, was based on research which has shown that cooperative interactions reduce

aggressive behaviour (e.g., Sherif & Sherif, 1969). Once again, same-sex dyads were

instructed to play the experimental videogame for 20 minutes. Videogame play was tape

reco¡ded and scored for aggressiveness of play. The VPQ was administered after the playing

period. No hypotheses were formulated for the questionnaire variables as this information

would qualiS the findings of the main hypothesis.
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5.5.2 Methodology

Participants.

Participants were 40 high school students. Participants had little or no experience with the

experimental videogame. The mean age (SD) of the 40 participants was 14.5 years (1.36)

with a range of 12 to 17. There were 16 fernales and24 males.

Materials.

The materials utilised were like Study 3 except for the experimental videogame. The

videogame used for this study was Diddy's Kong Quest (DKQ), c.1995. The object of DKQ

is similar to DKC in which the player must progress through a number of levels in each world

by manipulating two simian protagonists, viz, Diddy and Dixie Kong. Apart from the

protagonists, the videogame is comparable to DKC in its programming characteristics.

Procedure.

The procedure utilised here was simila¡ to the proceeding studies. The GIQ was

administered to approximately 100 students across a number of classes. Participants were

deemed eligible for the study if they had played the experimental videogame for an hor¡¡ or

less in the past. Each pair was matched on the amount of time they spent playrng videogames

across all settings. Pairs were then randomly selected and led from class to the experimental

room. They were given a 3-minute intoduction to the videogame, including a demonstation.

Participants were subsequentþ allowed to practice on the videogame for 5 minutes at a later

point in the game (i.e., Level 2; Vforld l) which acted as the baseline measure. This level was

highly similar to the experimental measure (i.e., Level l; World l) both in terms of frequency

and type of responses. To help participants familiarise themselves with the control buttons, a

controller was photocopied to A4 size and the buttons were labelled as in Study 3.
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After the baseline period had ended, pairs were randomly assigned to either the

competitive or cooperative groups. The instn¡ctions delivered to the competitive and

cooperative participants were identical to Study 3. Pairs in both groups were asked to refrain

from talking during game play. Participants played for 20 minutes. Each pair's game play

was videotaped and scored at a later time. Like Study 3, the groups were balanced in

proportion of males and females, and high- and low-frequency players.

Once the instnrctions had been delivered, the system was re-set and participants began the

videogame at the start of Level 1, World l. Participants were requested to complete the Vpe

after the playing period. All students were debriefed during class at the completion of the

study.

Scoring Kill Ratios.

The kill ratio formula as defined in the previous studies was employed here (see Section

5.3.2 or Section 5.4.2).

Data Analysis.

The data analysis for this study was conducted on both gender and t¡pe of situation with

means (SD) reported separately for males and females across the competitive and cooperative

groups. A series of 2 (Situation: competitive, cooperative) X 2 (Gender: male, female)

between-subjects Al.lOVAs were conducted on the reported data. The analyses were identical

to Studies 2 a¡d3, except on thç kill ratio data in which a2XZrepeated measures AI.IOVA

was conducted in order to accommodate the baseline measure.
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5.5.3 Results

Samp le Charact eri s t ics.

The groups were approximately equal in age. The mean age (SD) for the competitive

group was 14.7 years (1.14) with a range of 13 to 17, while the mean age (SD) for the

cooperative group was 14.4 years (1.57) with a range of 12 to 17. The groups were equal in

proportion of males and females. Both groups contained 12 males and 8 females.

Videogame Expertence.

Table 5.6 shows the videogame experience of males and females across the cooperative

and competitive groups. Like the last study, males reported playrng videogames for a greater

length of time each week across all settings relative to females. Males reported playing four

times as much as females with respect to total videogame play per week. These absolute

differences were significant on the friend's factor and on total game experience.

TABLE 5.6: Mean (SD) videogame play per week (minutes) across several settings

þersonal computer and g¡mss system at home, arcade parlour, and
friend's house) for males and females in both the competitive and
cooperative groups, and F-values (df), for Study 4.

Males

Competitive Coopentive
Group Group

(n=12) (n=12)

Females

Competitive Coopcretive
Group Group

(n=8) (n4)

F-values

Gcnder

(1,36)

Group

(1,36)

Gender
x

Group

(1,36)

Personal Comp.

Games System

Arcade Parlour

Friend's House

2s4 (3e9)

10s (l3s)

28 (27\

2e (s4\

150 (356)

2se (434)

22(20)

13 (17)

34 (s0)

30 (s4)

l.o (2.0)

t2 (22\

se (107)

44 (ros)

6.0 (r3)

0 (0)

2.2

2.7

1.8

9.5*r

<l

<l

1.6

<l

<l

<l

<l

<l

*p<.05 **p<.01

<lTotal 4t7 (4s2) 443 (s06) 78 (68) loe(2le) 6.3f <l
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In contrast to Studies 2 and 3, the competitive and cooperative groups were relatively

equal with respect to reported playing time across all settings. For example, the absolute

difference in total playing time was only 30 minutes across the groups which is considerably

less than reported by those samples of Studies 2 a¡d 3. Ari examination across the settings

shows that the competitive goup spent more time playing on a personal computer at home,

while the cooperative goup spent more time playing on a games system. These minor

absolute differences in playing time resulted in non-significant F' ratios across all the settings.

Additionally, there were no interaction effects between gender and experimental situation. A

contributing factor to these non-signíficant findings may be the large standard deviations

across the items for the sub-samples. Square root and reciprocal fransformations of these data

failed to alter the F-test results. The groups reported their experie¡rce with DKQ. Males in

the cooperative group indicated a mean (SD) experience of 24 minutes (37), whilst females in

the cooperative group indicated a mean (SD) experience of 9 minutes (21). Males in the

competitive group indicated a mean (SD) experience of 17 minutes (27), whilst females in the

competitive group indicated a mean (SD) experience of I minute (2). There were no

significant main or interaction effects.
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F.IGIIRE 5.2: Mean kill ratios during baseline and experimental
periods for four sub-groups (competitive males and females,

and cooperative males and females) for Study 4.

Kill Ratios.

Figure 5.2 displays the mean kill ratios for the males and fe¡nales across the baseline and

experimental periods in both the cooperative and competitive groups. It is observed that the

kill ratios increased from the baseline measr¡re to the experimørtal period in three groups,

whilst it decreased within the cooperative fernale goup. However, the changes within each

sub-group were small. They ranged from2o/oto syo.

A 2 (Gender: male, female) X 2 (Situation: cooperative, competitive) repeated measures

AI.IOVA was performed on the kill ratios. Six of the seven F values did not reach

significance and were all less than one. However, there was a significant gender main effect,

F (1, 36) = 5.6, p<.05. The mean (SD) kill ratio for females was .66 (.20), whilst for males

the mean (SD) kill ratio was.78 (.ll). That is, males demonstrated a higher kill ratio than

females, regardless of the tlpe of experimantal sitr¡ation and time perio¿.
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Reliability Analysís.

An inter-rater reliability analysis was conducted on the kill ratios. A second rater scored

20 participants' kill ratio (10 from each group i.e., 5 from the baseline and 5 from the

experimental period for each group). The mean (SD) kill ratio for the first rater was .78 (.15),

while the mean (SD) kill ratio for the second rater was .81 (.16). A correlation coefñcient was

calculated to measwe the degree of congruency between the estimated kill ratios of the raters.

The correlation coefficient was high and was statistically significant, r (lg) = .g5, p<.001.

These data suggest that the coding system for the kill ratio was highly reliable because

independent raters calculated simila¡ kill ratios from the same sample.

The Eficacy of Treatment.

The effectiveness of the experimental instuctions was evaluated by analysing a Vpe item

about the extent to which the participant competed u/ith their playing parher dr:ring the

videogame session. Ratings were made on a 7-point scale where higher values represented

greater feelings of competitiveness.

Males and females in the competitive situation indicated a mean (SD) competitiveness

level of 4.0 (.85) and 4.5 (1.1), respectively, whilst males and females in the cooperative

situation indicated a mean (SD) competitiveness level of 2.2 (.72) and L9 (.83), respectively.

There was no significant main effect for gender, F (1, 36) = (1, or a significant interaction

between gender and sitr¡ation tlTe, F (1, 36) = 2.0,n.s. However, there was a significant main

effect on the situations factor, F (1, 36) = 65,p<.001. Competitive participants (M= 4.2, SD

= .95) rated their competitiveness level higher than cooperative participants (M = 2.1, Sp =

.76). Thus, it was assumed that the experimental instuctions produced the desired effect in

that the competitive goup reported competing more against their playing parürer than the

cooperative group, regardless of gender.
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TABLE 5.7: Mean (SD) for males and females in the competitive and cooperative
groups on VPQ items for Study 4.

Males

Compctitive Cooperrtive
Group Group

(n=12) (¡=12)

Females

Competitive Cooperetive
Group Group

(n=8) (n=t)
Question

How much did you enjoy playing the
game?

How well did you think you played?

How easy was the game to play?

How frustating was the garne to play?

How violent was the game?

How realistic were the graphics?

How interesting was the game to play?

5.5 (r.r) s.7 (t.2) 4.5 (1.4) s.l (1.3)

4.3 (.e4)

3.3 (t.2)

3.4 (1.1)

2.8 (t.2)

4.s (1.1)

s.7 (.e4)

3.5 (1.r)

3.8 (1.4)

3.4 (.e4)

2.0 (.e4)

s.8 (1.2)

s.2 (.87)

3.7 (.72)

3.5 (1.3)

3.3 (1.0)

2.1 (1.1)

3.7 (2.0)

s.6 (1.3)

3.s (1.s)

3.3 (.72)

3.3 (l.s)

1.7 (.6s)

4.e (1.3)

s.6 (l.l)

NOTE: Each question was rated on a 7-point scale where'l'rvas always the lowest amormt of the
afüibute in question. For example, a rating of 'l' for the question 'how much did you enjoy playing
the game' was 'did not enjoy at all', while a rating of '7' was 'enjoyed it a lot'. The only exception
was the question 'how easy was the game to play' where a rating of 'l' was 'very easy' and a rating of
'7' was 'very hard'.

Video game P er cept ions.

Table 5.7 displays the means (SD) for males and females across the competitive and

cooperative groups on items from the VPQ. Overall, male and female participants enjoyed

playrng DKQ, forurd the videogame v€ry interesting, and rated the graphics as realistic, given

that the means were above the mid-point of the scale across the groups. Participants indicated

that the videogame \r/as moderately frustrating to play and thought they played moderately

well, given that the means were around the mid-point of the scale across the groups. Male

and female participants rated the videogame as nonviolent. A series of 2 (Situation:

competitive, cooperative) X 2 (Gender: male, female) between-subjects ANOVAs were

conducted on the VPQ items. There were no significant interaction effects. However, males

(M = 5.6) enjoyed playrng DKQ more than females (M = 4.8), F (1, 36) = 3.7,p=.06, and

females (M : 4.3) rated DKQ as less realistic relative to males (M = 5.2), F (1, 36) : 4.3,
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p<.05. In addition, the cooperative group (M = 5.5) indicated that DKQ was more realistic

relative to the competitive group (M= 4.2),F(1, 36) = 8.2,p<.01.

5.5.4 Discussion

This study employed a repeated measures design in order to examine whether a

competitive instruction during videogame play increases aggression and/or whether a

cooperative instn¡ction decreases aggressive behaviour. There was no evidence to support

either hypothesis. Once again, there was a failure to replicate the interaction effect between

gender and experimental situation as demonstated in Study 2. Like Study 3, male and female

participants indicated that the videogame was interesting and moderately frusrating to play,

and reported higher levels of competitiveness under a competitive instn¡ction. Thus, the

failure to demonstrate a difference between kill ratios across the experimental groups cannot

be atFibuted to allocation procedures to conditions, the intrinsic quality of the videogame for

an adolescent sample, differential playing experience across groups, or the lack of efficacy of

the experimental instructions.

5.6 Summary and Discussion

Evidence from Study I showed that adolescents perceive or interpret competitive

situations as aggressive, and that cooperative sih¡ations are perceived as relatively less

aggressive, and that these data are probably indicative of underlying schemas. It is a

significant point that differences were not found between the males and females, or playing

frequency g¡oups. The tendency to think of competitive situations as aggressive, and

cooperative situations as less aggressive, were equal across males and females, and low- and

high-frequency players. Apart ûom some minor differences, the findings replicated those

reported by Anderson and Morrow (1995; Experiment 1).
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Study 2 attønpted to replicate the findings reported by Anderson and Morrow (1995;

Experiment 2) who showed that r¡niversity students provided with a competitive instuction

killed more encountered characters in a videogame than students provided with a cooperative

instruction. Study 2 did not provide evidence to support this supposed effect using an

adolescent sample. Adolescents placed in a competitive videogame situation did not kill a

higher proportion of game characters than adolescents in a cooperative situation. However, a

cormter-intuitive interaction effect was obsen¡ed between gender and the

competitive/cooperative groups. Cooperative males displayed a higher kill ratio than

cooperative females, but competitive females displayed a higher kill ratio than competitive

males. An implication of these data is that the competition-link applies to adolescent females,

but not to adolescent males, in the Australian context. Two plausible alternative explanations

were provided for this interaction effect. Firstly, the differential videogame playing

experience of the competitive and cooperative groups confounded with the experimental

instn¡ctions resulting in a spurious interaction. Secondly, the experimurtal videogame (Super

Mario Brothers) was not intrinsically interesting to adolescents (because this videogame is

relatively old). The latter explanation was argued as a plausible interpretation of these dat¿

since participants indicated that the videogame was uninteresting to play and the competitive

participants failed to report higher levels of competitiveness during the study relative to

cooperative participants.

Study 3 utilised a recently released videogame that was intrinsically interesting to

adolescents, viz, Donkey Kong Country. The methodology employed for this study was

simila¡ to Shrdy 2. While participants formd Donkey Kong Counûry interesting to play, and

competitive participants reported higher levels of competitiveness than cooperative

participants, once again, there was a failr¡re to demonstate a difference in the kill ratios

across the groups. Moreover, there was no evidence of an interaction effect between gender

and the competitive/cooperative sihrations as reported in Study 2.

Finally, the remaining study employed a repeated measr¡res design using an intrinsically

interesting game i.e., Diddy's Kong Quest. The methodolory was like Study 3 except a
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baseline measure of each participant's kill ratio was recorded before competitive or

cooperative instructions were delivered. The pattern of findings were consistent with the

previous study to the extent that competitive participants reported higher levels of

competitiveness than cooperative participants, and found the videogame interesting to play.

In spite of these data, competitive participants did not show an increase in kill ratios from the

baseline period nor did cooperative participants show a dectease in kill ratios from a baseline

measure. There was no interaction effect between gender and experimental group. Moreover,

the groups were equal with respect to thet experience with the experimental videogame and

also equal on general videogame habits. It cannot be concluded that these data resulted from

pre-existing differences between the groups.

An obvious conclusion from these data is that the competition-aggression link is not

applicable to Austalian adolescents. However, a re-examination of Figure 1.1 and the

findings from the literature review may shed an altemative light on why the current

methodologies were rurable to produce an effect consistent with the competition-aggression

link. It would appear that the methodology repofed by Anderson and Morrow, which

provides a purely cognitive basis of the competition-aggression link, has low experimental

power. In regards to Settíng factors, the competitive and cooperative situations were highly

contived and there was no attempt to evaluate whether participants interpreted them as

relatively salient situations based on past experience. Sherif and his colleagues have reported

the only study on adolescent males who were placed in a tournament for prizes. The activities

of the tournament were derived from participants' preferences for a competitive situation, and

the prizes (e.g., money, lmife) were coveted by the males. With respect to Person factors,

past research has shown that individuals with high-aggressive dispositions (and males) exhibit

more competitive aggression than individuals with low-aggressive dispositions. The current

methodologies failed to screen participants on the basis of personality type. Finally, Media

factors show that the videogame task was not validated as a measure of social aggression.

The videogame 'aggression' (i.e., whimsical creatrues being trounced by Super Mario). does

not even have a minimum requirement of face validity.
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An important point is that there may be interaction effects between personal factors (e.g.,

age, personality type) and perceptions of a videogame as aggressive behaviour. For example,

participants' ratings of Super Mario Brothers from Study 2 revealed that the videogame was

perceived as non-violent by the sample. Whilst Anderson and Morrow did not report such

ratings for their sample of university students, adult samples may perceive videogames (e.g.,

Super Mario Brothers) as being more violent than adolescents because of their lower level of

videogame experience. However, this point is based on speculation only and makes

assumptions about the relationship between videogame experience and perceptions (e.g.,

desensitisation to violence with more experience).

At a conceptual level, there are also characteristics to Anderson and Morrow's

methodology that reduce the likelihood of demonstating competitive aggression. Recall that

the conceptual discussions of Chapter 2 (see Section 2.2) suggested that competitive

aggression is greatest under contrient goals and a means-interdepandent task (Quadrant l; see

Figure 2.1), whilst competitive aggression is smallest under promotive goals and a means

independent task (Quadrant 4; see Figure 2.1). However, Anderson and Morrow's

methodology esùablishes competitive (Quadrant 2) and cooperative (Quadrant 3) situations

that are least likeþ to differ with respect to competitive aggression, viz, a competitive

situation of task independence, and a cooperative situation of task interdependence.t In sum,

the methodology employed by Anderson and Morrow minimises the chances of observing

differences in competitive aggression between the competitive and cooperative situations

because of the disparate natt¡re of the groups with respect to the means-dependent dimension.

Thus, this conceptual issue coupled with the low power of Anderson and Morrow's

methodology provides a clear explanation as to why the current studies failed to yield an

effect supporting the competition-aggression link.

3 Competitive participants under Anderson and Morrow's methodology play different games alternately
which suggests that the goal (of progressing as fa¡ as possible through the scenario) is derived from
independent tasks. In contasÇ cooperative participants play the same game and thus the goal of
progressing tbrough the scenario is largely interdependent because a participant's game play
automatically influences the task of the second participant.
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Perhaps a saving grace for the Anderson and Morrow approach is based on their thesis

that:

Simply defining a situation as competitive (vs. cooperative) is sufficient in many

circumstances to produce significant increases in aggressive behavior. The main

circumstances in which this is likely to occur is when the situation is ambiguous along

two dimensions. First, the situation must be ambiguous with regard to how much

aggression is called for. ... Second, the situation must be relatively novel. If one has

been in the same situation repeatedly, one is likely to have already formed a standard

way of behaving in it; such behavioral scripts are likely to be used regardless of some

instn¡ction to view the sitr¡ation differentþ. (Anderson & Morrow, 1995,p.1022)

Based on this thesis, it could be argued for the cu¡rent context that the adolescent participants,

who were generally higtrly experienced at playrng videogames (as indicated by these sample

data), produced stereotlped responses drning the experimantal sessions regardless of whether

they were competing or cooperating, or whether they had played the experimental game

before the session had begun. That is, despite the use of a recentþ released videogame, the

task itself was not novel for participants. This argument would imply that the utilisation of a

videogame task for an adolescent population imports a number of problems associated with

general game experience. Thus, it is concluded that the methodological pov/er of studies

utilising a videogame tasþ on adolescent participants, must be maximised in order to

demonstrate competitive aggression. This conclusion suggests that the simple methodological

approach of Anderson and Morrow (1995) is probably inappropriate for adolescents.
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5.7 Conclusions

In conclusion, the studies reported thus far have failed to demonstrate the competition-

aggression link when adopting the methodological procedures of Anderson and Morrow. In

other words, the findings have not generalised from US ruriversity students to Austalian

adolescents. These findings may imply that the link is culnrally bound and/or age specific,

but a review ofpast research, and the nature ofparticipants, suggest that the original study is

less appropriate for adolescents who generally have a greater degree of experience with

videogames.

èe





Chapter 6

Ecological (and Non-Ecological) Competition Leads to

Aggressive Videogame Responses by Task Experienced

Adolescent Males

6.1 Overuiew

The cu¡rent chapter reports a series of studies that utilised self-selected samples of

adolesce,nt males who were proficient at Mortal Kombat (i.e., a martial a¡ts simulation

videogame). Unlike the previous studies, participants were placed in an ecological

competitive situation i.e., a tournament. Study 5 constitutes a preliminary investigation into

the cognitive structue of the competition and cooperation schemas amongst Mortal Kombat

players. The methodology was almost identical to Study l. Comparisons were conducted

between the Mortal Kombat sample and the general sample from Study l. Data for this study

were collected a week before Study 6 and Study 7 began. Study 6 attempted to demonstrate

the competition-aggression link by maximising the power of the experimental design.

Participants were placed in an ecological sih¡ation (i.e., a tournament); rewards were offered

to winners; the sample (which was self-selected) was composed of males only; the videogame
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was violent; and a baseline measure, of a less competitive situation, was incorporated into the

design. Data for this study were collected during May-April, 1997. A major shortcoming of

this study was a confounding factor of an audience during the tournament. Furthermore, a

limitation of this study was the inability to pinpoint those factors that contributed to the

experimental effect. Two further studies examined two situational factors with respect to the

effect, viz, the reward and a tournament situation. Study 7 was a systematic replication of

Study 6. The same experimental procedure was utilised except that rewards were not offered

to participants for winning. Data for Study 7 were collected during October-November, 1997.

Study 8 investigated the argument that the cgmpetitive aggression of Study 6 was

contaminated by the presence of an audience. Mortal Kombat players competed in a non-

toumament situation for prizes. There was no audience present during videogame play.

Participants' angy feelings, and positive and negative affect, were self-reported at th¡ee time

points dwing Study 8, viz, pre-practice period, post-practice period, and post-competition

period. Theoretical explanations for the competition-aggression link were explored using

these self-reported data. Data for this study were collected during April-May, 1998. Finally,

Study 9 was a validation exercise which evaluated the validity of the Mortal Kombat kill ratio

as an aggressive behaviour" Data for this study were collected during Study 8.
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6.2 Study 5:

Comparative Analysis of General Adolescent Sample and Mortal

Kombat Group on the Competition and Cooperation Schemas

6.2.1 Introduction

The primary aim of the current investigation was to assess the suggestion that Mortal

Kombat players perceive competitive situations as aggressive and cooperative situations as

less aggressive i.e., that there is an underlying competition schema in human memory that

contains more aggressive elements than the cooperation schema. An additional purpose of

this investigation was to provide a comparative analysis of responses provided by the general

sample of Study I and those elicited from a sample of proficient Mortal Kombat players in

order to evaluate potential disparities across the groups with respect to perceptions of

competition and cooperation. The methodology for this study was comparable to Study 1.

A potential criticism ofthis study is that these data are redundant because Study I entailed

the collection of data from high-frequericy playing males whose responses generalise to the

current sample of Mortal Kombat players. However, this criticism is invalid because of the

procedures utilised to collect each sample. Recall that the sub-sample of males from Study I

was randomly selected from across the high school whilst the cr¡rrent group was self-selected.

The Mortal Kombat players utilised for this study were highly skilled at a competitive-violent

videogame which creates the potential for a greater propensity to associate competition with

aggression. This greater propensity to associate competition and aggression is caused either

by highly aggressive males, who have a pre-existing salient competition-aggression schema,

being attracted to competitive-violent videogames, and/or experimce with a competitive-

violent videogame increasing the saliency of the schema.
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It was hypothesised that Morûal Kombat participants would interpret competitive situations

as aggressive, and cooperative situations as significantþ less aggressive. No specific

predictions were made in relation to the comparative analyses of the Mortal Kombat

participants and the General sample. These analyses constituted exploratory research.

6.2.2 Methodology

Partícipants.

Participants were 22 high school students who were proficient Mortal Kombat players.

All participants were males. Twenty participants were 15 years old, whilst two participants

were 16 years old.

Materials.

The sr:rvey used in Study I was administered to the Mortal Kombat participants. A copy

of this survey is in Appendix A. The survey contains the General Information Questionnaire

(GIQ), the Common Features Questionnaire (CFQ), and the Dimensional Ratings

Questionnaire (DRQ). Additional items were included in the survey that instructed

respondents to indicate the amount of time they had spent playing Mortal Kombat 1, Mortal

Kombat 2,andMortal Kombat 3.

Procedure.

All 16 participants from Study 6 completed the survey a week before game playing

sessions were conducted. Six participants from Study 7, who did not participate in Study 6,

also completed the survey. The survey was completed during a h¡nch period. Participants

were requested to refrain from discussing their responses with other respondents during the

session. Participants took between l0 and 20 minutes to complete the sr:rvey.
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The coding schedule utilised in Study I for interpreting responses as aggressive or non-

aggressive from the DRQ was ernployed in this study. The author coded each participant's

questionnaire, whilst a second person, who was blind to the study's aims, scored the same

surveys for the purpose of a reliability analysis. There was perfect agreement be¡veen both

persons on the coding of the surveys.

6.2.3 Results

Samp le Chara cteris tics.

The mean (SD) age for the Mortal Kombat sample was l5.l (.29) years, whilst the mean

age for the General sample was 13.6 (.84) years. The difference between the sample means

was statistically significant, f (l2l) = 13.8,p<.001. That is, the Mortal Kombat participants

were significantly older than the General sample.

Table 6.1 displays the general videogame experience of the respective samples across a

number of settings. The General sample reported playing videogames on the personal

computer for greater than two hor¡rs than the Mortal Kombat sample, whilst the Mortal

Kombat sample indicated that they played on both a games system and at a friend's house for

half an hour longer than the General sample. Despite these large absolute differences, f-test

comparisons showed that the groups only differed significantly on the personal computer

variable. Again, like the previous studies, a factor contributing to these findings may be the

large standard deviations across the settings and/or the lack of equality between the groups

with respect to the spread of the scores. Square root and reciprocal transformations of these

data failed to alter the f-test results. The Mann-Whitrey Utest was subsequently employed to

analyse these data because the non-parametric equivalent to the r test makes less stringent

assumptions about the spread of the population scores. Table 6.1 shows that the only

significant result u/as, once again, on the personal computer.
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TABLE 6.1: Mean per effings
þerso mes r, and
friend ral a and z-
values

General Sample
(n=101)

Mortal Kombat Sample
(n=22)

z-value

Personal Computer

Games System

Friend's House

Arcade Parlour

24s (486)

r74 (2s3)

60 (120)

8e (268)

100 (lee)

204 Q0e)

el (136)

7l (51)

2.1*

-1.3

-1.5

.37

Total 568 (7el) 466 Qet) .28

*P<.05

The Mortal Kombat sample indicated the amount of hor¡rs they had spent playing each

version of Mortal Kombat. Participants were instn¡cted to provide a response within specified

categories (e.g., l-10 hours), rather than make exact estimations of time spent playing each

version. Table 6.2 reveals that whilst nearly half the sample had played Mortal Kombat I for

10 hor¡rs or less, a large proportion of participants had played Mortal Kombat 2 (73%) nd

Mortal Kombat 3 (91%) for at least I I hor¡rs. Thirty-seven percent of respondents indicated

playing Mortal Kombat 2 for greater than 50 hours, and 27Yo indicated playing Morûal

Kombat 3 for greater than 50 hor¡rs. As a whole, these data suggest that the Mortal Kombat

sample had spent a considerable amount of time playing these videogames.
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TABLE 6.2: Frequency (%) of time spent playing each version of Mortal Kombat as
indicated by the Mortal Kombat sample (n:22).

Categories of time
spent playing
@ours)

Mortal Kombat 1

Frequency (%o)

Mortal Kombat 2

Frequency (%o)

Mortal Kombat 3

Frequency (7o)

Never

l-10

tt-20

2I-50

>50

r (4.s)

e (4r)

6 Q7)

1(4.5)

s (23)

6 (27)

6 (27)

2 (e)

8 (37)

2 (e)

6 (27)

8 (37)

6 (27)

Total 22 (100) 22 (too) 22 (100)

Competition, Cooperalion, and Aggression.

Table 6.3 displays the DRQ data for the Mortal Kombat sample. For convenience sake,

the DRQ data from Table 5.1 have been integrated into the table in order to compare the

responses provided by the Mortal Kombat sample with the Ge,neral sample. An examination

of these data suggests that the mean ratings are strikingly similar across the respective

samples on both the competitive and cooperative sitr¡ations. A series of repeated measures

Al.iOVAs, incorporating a between-subjects factor (Group: Mortal Kombat, General), were

conducted in order to examine potential differences on each item (e.g., 'Forceful') across the

groups. Analyses from Study I revealed that the General sample rated all items as

significantly greater for competitive situations relative to cooperative situations, except on the

'Pleasant' item. However, an examination of the within-subjects F tests for this study

revealed that all items were rated higher for the competitive situation including the 'Pleasant'

item. That is, competitive situations were rated as significantly more pleasant than

cooperative situations across the nro samples. It is noted that the difference between the

ratings was less than half a point.
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The F test based on the interaction of the between- and within-subjects factors was of

paramount interest to this study so as to assess the potential for differences between the

Mortal Kombat and General samples in their perceptions of competitive and cooperative

situations. Table 6.3 shows that there was one significant difference, viz,'Aggressive' item.

An examination of the means reveal that the Mortal Kombat sample tended to rate

cooperative situations as more aggressive and competitive situations as less aggressive than

the General sample. I-test comparisons revealed that the Mortal Kombat sample rated

cooperative situations as significantly more aggressive than the General sample, t (l2L) = 2.!,

p<.05, but did not rate competitive situations as less aggressive, t (l2l) = 1.0. Despite these

group differences, the Mortal Kombat sample rated competitive situations approximately 1"4

points higher (on a S-point scale) on aggression than cooperative situations.

ÎABLE 6.3: Mean (SD) rating on DRQ items (forceful, aggressive, hurtful,
destructive, exciting, and pleasant) for both the competitive and
cooperative situations for the General and Mortal Kombat samples, and
Within and Between X Within F-values (df).

General Sample
(n=t0t)

Mortal Kombat Sample F value (l,l2l)
(n=22)

Scale Competition Cooperation Competition Cooperation \Vithin BXIV

Forcefr¡l

Aggressive

Hurtñ¡l

Destn¡ctive

Exciting

Pleasant

3.7 (1.0)

4.r (0.8)

3.0 (l.l)
3.1 (l.l)
4.4 (0.8)

3.6 (r.0)

3.0 (1.0)

2.0 (1.0)

1.7 (0.e)

2.0 (1.0)

2.7 (L.r)

3.5 (0.e)

3.7 (0.8)

3.e (.77)

2.7 (t.0)

3.1 (1.2)

4.s (0.8)

3.e (l.l)

3.0 (1.0)

2.5 (l.l)
2.0 (1.0)

2.3 (l.r)
2.6 (t.4)

3.3 (1.0)

l$tn

lQJ..r

{Jr+r

It..+
ll)nt
4.5 +

<l
4.5 *

3.2

<1

<l
1.9

*p..05 ***p..001
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An examination of the CFQ data across the two groups, once again, revealed a consistency

of responses. The General sample wrote a greater number of aggressive words to describe

competitive sih¡ations (M = 1..1, SD: 1.1) relative to cooperative situations (M = 0.1, SD =

.48). Likewise, the Mortal Kombat sample wrote a greater number of aggressive words to

describe competitive situations (M = 1.2, SD = I .3) relative to cooperative situations (M = 0.0,

SD = 0.0). A repeated measures AIrIOVA, incorporating a between-subjects factor (Group:

Mortal Kombat, General), was conducted in order to examine whether the groups differed

significantly in their tendency to describe competition and cooperation. The interaction effect

was not significant, F (1, l2l) = 1.3, n.s. ln addition, the General sample wrote a greater

number of non-aggressive words to describe cooperative situations (M = 2.0, SD = 1.3),

relative to competitive situations (M= 0.6, SD :0.77). Likewise, the Mortal Kombat sample

wrote a greater number of non-aggressive words to describe cooperative situations (M = 1.8,

SD = 1.1), relative to competitive sitr¡ations (M = 0.14, ^tD -- 0.47). A repeated measures

ANOVA was also conducted on these data. The interaction effect did not reach significance,

F(1, 121):<1.

6.2.4 Discussion

There was a general consistency in the responses provided by the Mortal Kombat sample

and those of the General sample of Study l. Participants across both groups tended to

perceive competitive situations as significantly more aggressive, forceful, hurtful, destructive,

exciting, and pleasant, than cooperative situations. In addition, both samples wrote an equal

nr¡:nber of aggressive words to describe competitive situations, and an equal number of non-

aggressive words to describe cooperative situations. These furdings were evident despite the

fact that the General sample was younger and reported spending a significantly greater

amor¡nt of time playing videogames on the personal computer.
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Despite these consistent responses across the groups, the Mortal Kombat sample rated

cooperative situations as being more aggressive than the General sample, but did not rate

competitive situations as more or less aggressive in comparison to the same reference group.

It is diffrcult to interpret what these group differences actually imply about the samples. On

the one hand, the differences in mean ratings suggest that the Mortal Kombat sample have the

propensity to perceive a larger range of cooperative situations as aggressive. O¡r the other

hand, they imply that participants from the Mortal Kombat sample have a wider (and an

imbalanced) experience with competitive situations (relative to the General sample), and thus

find it more diffrcult to differentiate betwee¡r competition and cooperation. Despite the

relative stength of each interpretation, these data imply that the Mortal Kombat sample will

perceive a larger number of situations as aggressive regardless of whether the situation is

cooperative, competitive, or ambiguous along these dimensions. However, it is beyond the

scope of this study to determine how these differences arose as an appropriate examination of

this issue would require an empirical investigation from a developmental, individual

differences, anüor cultural perspective.

Future research should examine people's concçts of competition and cooperation as few

studies have been devoted to understanding what these concepts mean for different cultures,

age and/or gender g¡oups. There are a nu¡nber ofquestions that one might pose during such a

study. These include: What do people define as a competitive and/or cooperative situation

e.g, how rich and diverse is the concept?; Do people believe that competition is related to

social status, professional background, finance, schooling, business, and/or friendships?;

What sort of people have broad conceptions of competition/cooperation and what sort of

people have na¡row conceptions of competition/cooperation?; Where and how are these

concepts formed?; and, finally, what function do these concepts serve within contexts such as

schooling and sport? It is the t¿sk of fu¡¡¡e research to elucidate the relevance of these issues.
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6.3 Study 6:

Mortal Kombat 3 Tournament for Prizes

6.3.1 Introduction

A major criticism raised of the studies reported in Chapter 5 is that the methodological

procedures were of low power. That is, the methodological procedrues produced an

experimental situation that minimised the likelihood of demonstrating the competition-

aggression link. Consequently, the current study is based on a methodological procedure that

mærimises the probability of finding an effect. Adolescent males were confronted with a task

that was intrinsically motivating (i.e., a videogame they were highly proficient at) under a

competitive situation of an ecological nature (i.e., a toumament for prizes). From a

theoretical perspective, this shrdy has both 'experimental realism' (i.e., the videogame task

was teated seriously by subjects) and 'mundane realism' (i.e., the laboratory situation had

similarities with competitive events occurring in the 'real world') (Carlsmith et al., 1976).

The methodological approach of maximising experimental power is consistent with

theoretical views in social psychology. Rosenblatt and Miller (1972) t¡,pified this view when

they wrote:

'We concur with the principle of manipulating independent variables as strongly as

possible. Increasing the involvement of subjects may not only reduce the hazards of

experimenter bias and demand characteristics, but, additionally, it may increase the

likelihood that the effect sought will appear. Furthermore, it probably reduces the

number of subjects needed to reach an adequate level of sensitivity. (p. 54)
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However, a potential limitation of this approach is that a number of variables are manipulated

strongly to demonstrate the effect, but that the precise effects of each factor is lost. This issue

is tn¡e of the current study. It is noted that studies subsequent to the current investigation

attempt to overcome this limitation by acting as systematic replications i.e., a factor (e.g., the

reward) is sfipped from the methodology to examine whether the experimental effect still

persists.

Adolescent males, who constituted a self-selected sample of high school students, played a

videogame they were proficient at under a low competitive situation (i.e., a trial period) and a

high competitive situation (i.e., a tournament for prizes). The low competitive situation was

feated as a baseline measure of each participant's kill ratio, while the high competitive

situation was the repeated measure. The methodological design utilised in this study is a

hybrid of Sherifs experiments (i.e., male adolescents in a tournament for prizes) and

Anderson and Morrow's videogame procedure.

It was hypothesised that participants would have a higher kill ratio during the high

competitive situation when compared with the kill ratio of the low competitive situation.

6.3.2 Methodology

Particípants.

Participants were 16 male high school students. Fifteen participants were 15 years old,

and one participant was 16 years old. All participants were highly proficient at Mortal

Kombat 3 MK3).

Recruitment.

Participants were recruited by placing a notice in the school's newsletter that informed

students of an information session the following day on a Mortal Kombat tournament. The

notice made it clear that only proficient MK3 players (i.e., those who could perform 'special
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moves') u/ere eligible for the competition. It was also mentioned that prizes were being

offered to the best players of the competition. Since MK3 has an MA classification from the

Austalian Office of Film and Literatr¡re Classification (OFLC), participants who were under

15 years of age were not permitted to compete.

Mortal Kombat 3.

The videogame utilised for this study was MK3, c. 1995. The OFLC has classified MK3

for Mah¡re Audiences (MA) suggesting that the videogame "contains elements likely to

distub, harm or offend those under 15 years to the extent that it should be resticted to those

15 years and over" (OFLC, 1994,p.7).1 MK3 is the third game in a series of martial arts

simulations where two players fight against each other within the videogame. The videogame

manual desc,ribes the fictitious history of the Mortal Kombat tournament:

The Shaolin Tournament for Martial Arts, better known as Mortal Kombat was, for

countless ages, a noble institution that tested the metal of the very best Wa¡riors.

Years ago, the Tournament was corrupted by the evil sorcerer Shang Tsung who

da¡ed to take not only the lives of his opponents, but their very souls. Eventually, it

became lnown that Shang Tsung was acting at the behest of his diabolical master

Shao Khan, Emperor of the Outworld, who planned to claim all the souls on earth.

The Champions of Earth: Liu Kang, Kung Lao, their Ancestors and others have, so

far, thwarted this plan. For centuies, Earth has used Mortal Kombat to defend itself

against the Outwo¡ld's Emperor, Shao Kahn. (SuperNintendo, 1996, p. 5)

The player, in the context of this Tournament, chooses between 15 mortal fighters. Each

fighter has generic or basic moves (e.g., pturch, low kicþ sweep). The Mortal Kombat

manual outlines the importance of perfecting these basic moves: "Each kontestant invited to
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the Toumament has spent years in practice and meditation to perfect hiVher martial arts skills.

Before challenging these Waniors in Kombat, you too, should practice the martial arts by

meditating on these lessons" (Super Nintendo, 1996,p. l7).

Each fighter has trnique playing moves in addition to these basic moves. There are two

types of unique playing moves. 'special moves' are performed by the player during a round

and are executed by pressing a complex combination of buttons on the jo¡Aad. The Mortal

Kombat manual suggests that: "All of the Mortal Kombat Wa¡riors possess expert fighting

skills. In that respect, they are equal to thousands of other Wa:riors around the universe.

What raises them above their peers are the special moves which they have created and

perfected" (Super Nintendo, 1996, p. l8). These complex combination of button presses for

each fighter are obtained from videogame magazines or from the Internet. For example,

Cyrax, a fighter in MK3, releases a net that antaps the other game character when the player

presses baclova¡ds twice on the jolpad and then performs a low kick.

In contrast, 'finishing moves' are executed by pressing a combination of buttons on the

joypad but only after the round has ended i.e., when one character has no energy or health

remaining. At this point, the wiruring player, who is prompted by the videogame to "Finish

Him (Her)", has the choice of performing either a violent or a non-violent finishing move.

There a¡e two t¡pes of non-violent moves, viz, 'babalit¡r', where the losing fighter is

converted to a baby, and a 'friendthip', where the winning fighter offers a gift to the losing

frghter. There are two types of violent moves, vrz,'fatality', lvhere the winning fighter kills

the losing fighter, and an 'animality', where the winning fighter transforms into an animal and

mauls the losing fighter to death. All 15 fighters have two different tlpes of fatalities. Unlike

special moves, that are performed duing a round in order to move a player towards victory,

finishing moves are inconsequential to the fight's outcome because they are performed by the

winning player, at the end of a round, when the other player is defeated.

I The OFLC fi¡¡ther write about the MA classification: "Elements which might wanant this category
would include: depictions of realistic violence of medium intensity (e.g., impactful punches, kicki,
blows and blood-shed to realistic animated cha¡acters orreal-life images)" (OFLC, 1994,p.7).
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Thus, the winning player has the opporhrnity either 'to kill or not kill' the opponent's

fighter at the end of each round. This study focussed on the frequency ofkilling versus non-

killing finishing moves across two t¡pes of competitive sitr¡ations i.e., low and high

competition. The rationale for focussing on finishing moves instead of other playrng moves

(e.g., special moves) was based on the author's obsenrations that the latter type of responses

are highly stereot¡ped because each player develops a style of play that is formed from hours

of practice on the videogame. In conüast, finishing moves a¡e less stereotyped because when

they are executed, the fight's outcome is not altered. Since there were three violent moves

(i.e., two fatalities and one animality), and only two types of non-violent moves, participants

were instn¡cted to refrain from executing an animalþ ùring the tial period and toumament.

A usefi¡l characteristic of MK3 is a 'cheat' mode called a 'one-button finishing move'.

When this cheat is activated, at the start-up menu of the videogame, players can press a single

button on the jo¡pad to execute a finishing move. An advantage of initialising this 'cheat'

was that players did not have to remember the complex button presses required for each t¡'pe

of finishing move for their fighter. Another positive feature of activating this mode was that a

finishing move could be performed at the end of every round which meant that a higher

number of finishing moves was generated for any single match.

A joypad was photocopied to A4 size in order to help participants familiarise themselves

with the one-button finishing moves. The A4 sheet was placed under the television where

participants could easily view it. The jolpad was labelled so that each button had a finishing

move written upon it. For example, the yellow button was coloured with yellow crayon and

labelled "fatality". A cross was placed over the animality button to remind participants that

they were not permitted to choose this response.

Procedure.

This study was conducted over a 3-week period. All sessions were held dnring lunch

hours. During the first weeh participants came to an information session where the

competition's procedures \¡,ere described in detail. Participants were given an envelope that
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contained a nwnber of relevant items for the competition. Firstly, the envelope contained a

letter addressed to the participant's parents that outlined the nature ofthe study. A consent

form was also attached to the letter. Participants were instr¡cted to give the letter to their

parents and to return a completed consent form (signed by a parent) if they wished to

participate in the study. Secondly, the envelope contained a document from a videogame

magazine that showed the participant how to perform the 'special moves' and 'finishing

moves'of all 15 fighters.

For the remainder of the first weeþ informal practice sessions were conducted during

recess and lunch with the 16 competitors. These practice sessions allowed competitors to

practice the videogame moves and to provide the author with an opporhurity to rank

competitors in terms of their relative abilities. At the end of the weeþ all participants were

ranked in a rudimentary manner, from best to worst, and a schedule was devised for the hial

period conducted in the following week. The top four ranks were placed into four different

groups (i.e., Monday Trial Group, Tuesday Trial Group, wednesday Trial Group, and

Thursday Trial Group), the next for¡r ranks were, again, placed into the four separate tial

gfoups, and so on, uttil all 16 participants had been allocated to a tial group session. The

schedule containing the trial groups was placed outside of the building where the tournament

was conducted and competitors were requested to attend only the lwrch hour to which they

had been assigned. By the end of the first weeþ participants had returned a consent form and

had chosen one fighter for the trial period and tournament. Participants were not permitted to

change the fighter they had chosen at any point in the study.2

The trial groups were n¡n during the week following the information session. When a trial

group arrived on their nominated day, competitors were paired and rotated so that they played

each other once only. Thus, there were six matches played over the h¡nch hour. Each match

2 Participans were not permitted to change their fighter during the study because a strategy amongst
proficient players is to observe what fighter their opponent has chosen for a bout and then choosã a
frghter who is relatively stonger (in order to maximise the chances of winning). Forcing participants
to adhere to their chosen fighter prevented untrecessary debate between competitors as to who would
choose their fighter fust before a match.
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between a given pair was conducted as the best of three games (where a game was the best of

three rounds). The remaining pair, who were not competing for the purpose of the trial, were

allowed to practice MK3 in an adjacant room on another Super Nintendo games system.

Participants were told at the start of the lunch period that the tials served to rank competitors

for the tournament. The trials were recorded on videotape.

At the completion of the second weeþ when all had participated in a trial group session,

participants were ranked on the basis of their performances. A tournament draw was devised

based on these ranks and was posted outside the building where the toumament was

conducted. The tournament draw was constucted so that the top-ranked player was assigned

to playing the bottom-ranked player during Round 1, the second-ranked player was assigned

to playing the fifteenth-ranked player, the third-ranked player was assigned to playing the

fotuteenth-ranked player, and so on, until all players were paired with another player. kt

addition, the d¡aw was designed so that a high rar¡ked player did not meet another high ranked

player r¡ntil late in the touÍiarnent. This meant that the top-ranked player did not meet the

second-ranked player r¡ntil the final, assuming that both players progressed that far in the

toumament.

The toumament was conducted during three lunch periods in the week following the trials.

The tournament rvas conducted like a tennis event. During Ror¡nd l, the first pair were

escorted from the classroom into a practice room, which was adjacent to the experimental

area, in which they were allowed to practice for approximately 5 minutes on a spare Super

Nintendo system. At the end of the practice session, the second pair were escorted into the

practice room and the first pair, who had now ended their practice session, were escorted into

the experimental area in order to compete proper.' Matches were played as the best of three

games (where a game was the best of three rounds). The match was terminated when the first

player reached two games. Thus, if a player was leading 2 games to nil, the match was

terminated and the losing player was eliminated from the tournament. The winning player

3 The experimental area for this study (and Studies 7 and 8) was the same as for the Chapter 5 studies.
The reader is referred to Study 2 (Section 5.3.2) for a full description of the exþerimental room.
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progressed into the Quarter Final round. The third pair of Ror¡nd I were subsequentþ

escorted from the class room into the practice room, and the second pair were escorted into

the experimental area in order to compete proper. This procedt¡re was repeated until all pairs

from Round I had competed in the experimental area. When Round I matches had ended, the

same procedure was employed for Quarter Final matches. There were eight matches during

Romd l, four matches during the Quarter Finals, two matches during the Semi Finals, and the

Final' Round I matches were conducted on Monday, Quarter Final and Semi Final matches

were conducted on Tuesday, and the Final was conducted on Wednesday. The tournament

was recorded on videotape.

To increase the competitive nature of the tournament, matches were transmitted from the

experimental area to a closed circuit television in the class room. The tournament attracted

nearly 40 spectators for the Final on Wednesday.

Prizps were offered to increase the competitive natue of the tournament. Losing sem!

finalists were each awa¡ded a $10 gift voucher, the losing finalist was awarded a $25 gift

voucher and a ûophy, and the winner was awa¡ded a $40 voucher and a larger trophy.

Competitors were aware that they were playing for prizes at the commencement of the study.

Kíll Ratios.

The kill ratio was defined for this study as the total number of fatalities divided by the total

number of finishing moves (i.e., fatality, babality, and friendship) performed by a participant.

Videotapes from the trial period and tournament were scored by the author in order to

estimate each participant's kill ratios. A second person, who was blind to the study's aims,

scored these video tapes for the purpose of a reliability analysis. There was perfect agreement

between the author's calculations and those of the second rater.
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6.3.3 Results

Participants who failed to produce a finishing move in the trial period and/or tournament

were excluded from the data analysis. Ten participants of the 16 competitors produced at least

one finishing move in both the trial and tournament periods. Table 6.4 displays the kill ratios

for the sample of l0 participants (who are identified as their fighter, rather than by name).

During the trial period, the mean kill ratio for the sample was .67 (i.e., sixty-seven percent of

responses were a fatality), whilst the mean kill ratio during the tournament rose to .84.

TABLE 6.4: Kill ratios (o/o) for the trial and tournament for 10 participants during
Study 6.

Kill Ratio (%)

Participant's Game
Character Trial Toumament

Smoke #1
Sindel
Kabal #1
Kabal#2
Sonja
Smoke #2
Cyrax
Sub Zero #l
Sub Zerc#2
Sub Zero #3

7lr2
I l/13
8/10

419

3/rl
819

5/7
5/7
7/8
t/2

(s8)
(85)
(80)
(44)
(27)
(8e)
(71)
(71)
(88)
(s0)

t2tL6 (7s)
10/12 (83)

s/6 (83)
10/10 (100)

t/4 (2s)
8/e (8e)
414

5ls
t/t
t/l

00)
00)
00)
00)

(l
(1

(1

(1

Total sel88 (67) s7/68 (84)

An examination of the kill ratios across the sample reveals that seven competitors had a

higher kill ratio in the tournament relative to the trial period, two competitors had a lower kill

ratio in the toumament relative to the tial period, and one competitor displayed no change at

all. A one-tailed Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks test was performed on these data in order to test the

experimental hypothesis that the sample would display a higher kill ratio in the toumament
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than in the trial period. The rù/ilcoxon T-statistic was statistically significant"T=2, p<.01,

thus supporting the experimental h¡rpothesis.

6.3.4 Discussion

The findings presented from this study indicate a successful demonstration of the

competition-aggression link. Participants, who were highly proficiørt at the Mort¿l Kombat

videogame, tended to kill their opponent's game cha¡acter with greater regularity when placed

in a situation of high competition relative to a low competitive situation. Seven of the ten

competitors, who produced responses in both competitive situations, were found to have a

higher kill ratio during the tournament, and only one participant dernonstrated a lower kill

ratio. The most plausible explanation of these data is that the highly competitive sitr¡ation

increased the likelihood that the competition-aggression schema was primed by the situation

which, in tum, increased the chances of winning participants choosing an aggressive response

during videogame play. This effect was demonstrated using highly experienced players

which is contrary to Anderson and Morrow's contention that the competitive situation must

be novel ifaggression is to arise.

fui alternative explanation for these findings is that the playing experience of the trial

period caused a relaxation state in competitors that lowered internal restraints towards

aggression during the tournament. Thus, the higher aggressive responding during the

toumament situation was produced by a transference effect (i.e., lowering of restraints) from

the trial period. However, this explanation is highly improbable given the large time delay (of

I weeþ between the trial period and tournament situation.

Despite the clarity of these findings, there are several rese,l:¡ations concerning the

conclusion that the competition-aggression link has been successfrrlly demonstated in this

study. An immediate observation suggests that these data are r¡nreliable insofar as the

increases in kill ratios were small for some participants, and that the number of responses by

some participants were quite low for the tial period and/or toumament situation. Put another
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way, these data are r¡nreliable because the kill ratios either increased marginally or were based

on a small number of frequencies.

Further reservations concerning these fìndings are based on the differential characteristics

of the low and high competitive situations. In an ideal situation, the high competitive

sitr¡ation should be equal in all respects to the low competitive situation except on several (or

less) factors which are manipulaûed by the experimenter. However, this was not the case in

the present study. For example, the tournament was played in the presence of an audience

þredominantly of males) which was a confounding factor in the experiment. Borden and

Taylor (1973) showed that the m€re presence of an audience increases competitive

aggression, and that a persuasive audience can elicit aggressive behaviour. It could be argued

that the mere presence of the audience in this study caused the higher level of aggression

during the toumament or that the adolescents were prone to produce killing responses in the

presence of other males as a demonstration of 'macho' behaviour. Regardless of which

interpretation is the most plausible, it appears that the confounding factor of an audience may

have caused (or at least contibuted) to the increased kill ratios during the tournament

situation, assuming, of course, that these data are reliable.

Finally, the methodological characteristics of this study are highly disparate from the

studies in Chapter 5 in which none of the experimental hlpotheses u/ere supported by the

obtained data. Consequentþ, it is diffrcult to determine which factors caused the higher kill

ratios during the toumament. There a¡e a number of factors that could have caused these

findings. These include the utilisation of males only, the utilisation of highly proficient

videogame players, the ecological competitive situation, and/or the incorporation of rewards.

The subsequent studies in this thesis attempt to evaluate the merit of some of these factors,

In light of these reservations, the rationale for conducting the next two studies was

twofold. Firstly, to replicate the findings of this study and thus increase the reliability of the

competition-aggression link. Secondly, assess the experimental importance of two situational

factors (viz, the reward and the tournament situation) with respect to the competition-

aggression link.
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6.4 Study 7:

Mortal Kombat Tournament Without Prizes

6.4.1 Introduction

A number of studies reviewed from the competition-aggression literatr¡re have examined

the causal influence of a reward on competitive aggression.a Rocha and Rogers (L976) found

that children displayed greater verbal and physical aggression when competing for a desirable

reward during a block building exercise. In contast, Grossack (1954) found that a reward did

not increase hostile comments between females during a written communication tasþ

although this study was criticised for its failure to inform subjects as to the nattue of the

reward. There have also been a number of studies on this topic using Taylor's reaction time

procedure. There have been two approaches taken by researchers. Some studies have

examined the influence of a monetary reward for winning a reaction time trial (Gaebelein &

Taylor, l97l), which is comparable to Rocha and Roger's and Grossack's approaches. These

studies have not demonstrated an increase in competitive aggression relative to when subjects

are not competing for money. However, other studies have presented evidence in which the

subject receives a higher monetary reward for behaving more @orden et al., 1971; Dengerink,

l97l; Gaebelein, 1973a, 1973b) or less @isano & Taylor, 1971) aggressively during

competition. The former type of studies have consistently shown that monetary rewards

increase the shock set by male subjects, however, Gaebelein (1973b) revealed that females a¡e

less likely to be swayed by monetary rewa¡ds. For the latter t¡pe of study, Pisano and Taylor

(1971) revealed that a monetary reward can lead to a reduction in competitive aggression. For

o There have been studies from the general aggression field that have also tested the causal power of
rewards on facilitating aggressive behavior¡¡ r¡nder non-competitive situations. Generally speaking,
these studies have shown that rewards, such as money (Buss, 1963, 1966; Loew, 1967; Lovaas, 196l)
or verbal praise (Geen & Pigg, 1970; Geen & Stonner, l97l), faciliøte aggression e.g., electric shock
during a teacher-learner paradigm. Interestingly, Simkins (1961) and others (e.g., Lovaas, 1961) have
shown that rewards for one type of aggression increases the probability of other forms of aggressive
behaviour.
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all intents and purposes, the current investigation was concemed with studies by Rocha and

Rogers (1976), Grossack (1954), and Gaebelein and Taylor (1971) where subjects are

rewarded for winning.

The cr¡rrent study was rurdertaken because of the contradictory evide¡rce between Rocha

and Rogers (L976) and those of Grossack (1954) and Gaebelein and Taylor (1971) on the

empirical effect of a reward on competitive aggression. This study also adds to an existing

dearth of research on this topic. The methodology employed here constitutes a systematic

replication of Study 6 i.e., a tournament situation without rewards.

Adolescent males, who constituted a self-selected sample of high school students, played a

videogame at which they were proficiant under a low competitive sih¡ation (i.e., a trial period)

and a high competitive situation (i.e., a tournament). Like the previous study, the low

competitive situation was teated as a baseline measure of each participant's kill ratio, while

the high competitive situation was the repeated measure. Participants were not competing for

prizes during the tournament. It was h¡pothesised that the mean kill ratio for the high

competitive situation would be equal to the mean kill ratio for the low competitive situation.

6.4.2 Methodology

Participants.

Participants were 16 male high school students. Fourteen participants were 15 years old,

and two participants were 16 years old. All participants were highly proficient at MK3. Ten

participants from this study were competitors from Study 6.

Recruitmenl.

Recruitment for this shrdy was conducted in the same manner as Study 6. A notice was

placed in the school's moming newsletter informing students of an information session about

this tournament. Since MK3 has an MA classification, participants were not permitted to
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compete if they were less than 15 years of age. The notice suggested that all 16 competitors

would receive a $5 gift voucher at the completion of the tournament, and that prizes were not

being offered to the toumament winners.

Procedure.

This study was conducted over a 3-week period like Study 6. The first week constituted

the information session and informal practice sessions; the second week was the trial period;

and the third week was the tournament itself. At the completion of the toumament, all

competitors were awarded a $5 gift voucher for the local shopping centre, but no prizes were

offered to the better players of the tournament. Since l0 competitors had participated in the

previous study, a cover story was provided as to why there were no prizes or hophies in this

tournament in order to lessen suspicions about the aims of the study. Participants were told

that university funds were quite low at this time of year and that the author was unable to raise

sufficient funds to conduct a tournament with prizes.

Kill Ratios.

The procedure for scoring kill ratios in Study 6 was employed in this study. Once again, a

second person, who was blind to the study's aims, scored the videotapes by measuring

participants' kill ratios. There was disagreement between the author and the second rater on a

single response produced during the tial period. This response was consequently excluded

from the data analysis.

6.4.3 Results

Participants who failed to produce a finishing move in the trial period and/or tournament

were excluded from the dat¿ analysis. Eleven participants of the 16 competitors produced at

least one frnishing move in both the trial and tournament periods. Table 6.5 displays the kill
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ratios for the sample of I I participants (who are identified as their fighter, rather than by

name). During the trial period, the mean kill ratio for the sample was .77 (i.e., seventy-seven

percent of responses were a fatality), whilst the mean kill ratio during the tournament rose

slightþ to .83.

An examination of the kill ratios across the sample shows that seven competitors had a

higher kill ratio in the tournamerit relative to the trial period, three competitors had a lower

kill ratio in the tournament relative to the trial period, and one competitor displayed no change

at all. A one-tailed Wilcoxon Signed-Ranla test was performed on these data in order to

evaluate the h¡pothesis that the sample would not display a higher kill ratio in the tournament

than in the trial period. The Wilcoxon T-statistic v/as not statistically significant, T:19.5, n.s.

TABLE 6.5: Kill ratios (Vo) for the trial and tournament for 11 participants during
Study 7.

Kill Ratio (%)

Participant's Game
Character Trial Tournament

Sub Zero #1
SubZero#2
Sub Zero #3
Kabal
Sub Zero #4
Sub Zero #5
Smoke
Sub Zero #6
Sub Zero #7
Sub Zero #8
Sub Zero #9

6/7 (86)
l/l (100)

eltt (82)
&te (8e)

7tr0 (70)
0/l (0)
7t8 (88)
7/8 (88)
2/2 (100)

t0ll2 (83)
3/s (60)

s/s (100)
0/4 (0)
7t7 (100)
st6 (83)
e/e (100)
2t2 (r00)
6/6 (100)
2/6 (33)
3/3 (100)
6/7 (86)
s/s (100)

Total 60/74 (77) s0/60 (83)

6.4.4 Discussion

The results of this study confirm that a reward is an important factor in demonstrating the

competition-aggression link. These findings a¡e consistent with Rocha and Rogers (L976)
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who found that children were more aggressive (both verbally and physically) when competing

for coveted rewards, and are also consistent with the observations made in the literature

review that most studies on the competition-aggression link have utilised a salient rewa¡d for

participants. It was hlpothesised, on the basis of these observations, that excluding the

rewa¡d of gift vouchers and trophies from the tournament (as described in Study 6) would

reduce the likelihood of finding an effect.

Placing the rewa¡d issue aside for the moment, there has been a failure to replicate the

positive findings of Study 6. These results reduce our confidence in the empirical link. A

related issue is the fact that the sample size for each study was rather low. This may explain

the inconSistent findings. This would imply that had a larger sample been utilised in both

studies, then the competition-aggression link would have been found using either

methodology i.e., with and without the rewa¡d. However, it is süessed that the results from

the present investigation do not 'prove' that a competitive situation with a reward will

produce the effect, whilst a competitive situation without a reward will not produce the effect

since (in theory) nearly all variables have a minor impact on other variables during

experimentation. Rather, what is being said is that the absence of the reward reduces the

probability of finding the effect, and that the utilisation of a larger sample is an additional

factor that increases the power of a study. The following study reports a procedure that

attempts to utilise a larger number of participants under a rigorous methodology.
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6.5 Study 8:

The Mortal Kombat'6Challenge" (competition without an audience)

6.5.1 IntroductÍon

It has been suggested that a potential confor¡nding factor in Study 6 was the inclusion of an

audience during the tournament situation (see Section 6.3). It is difficult, therefore, to make

conclusive statements as to whether the higher level of competition (i.e., the tournament

situation) produced the experimental effect anüor whether the audience facilitated the

aggressive videogame play. A study was thus conducted to evaluate whether the putative link

generalises to a competitive situation that has less 'mundane realism'. Past resea¡ch suggests

that the competition-aggression link generalises to relatively contived situations such as a

reaction time task involving electic shock (e.g., Taylor,1967). If the competition-aggression

link is a reliable empirical effect, and represents a cognitive-behavior¡ral mechanism, a more

contrived experimental situation should yield the effect.

On a theoretical level, the utilisation of a repeated measr¡res methodology afforded the

opportunity to examine the predictions based on Anderson's model of aggression. This model

offers two plausible theories of the competition-aggression link (see Chapter 4). The schema

theory interpretation of the competition-aggression link (CAST) is a cognitively driven

explanation that predicts 'affectless' aggressive behaviour during competition. The negative

affect interpretation (CAllT), in contrast predicts that participants will perform aggressive

behaviou¡ whilst in a state of affect e.g., anger or hostility. That is, aggression is paralleled by

a negative affective state. To date, the study by Anderson and Morrow (1995) is the only one

that has reported data relevant to this theoretical issue. The authors reported evidence

supporting CAST insofar as university students did not self-report hostile feelings when

playng a videogame task during a competitive or cooperative situation. However, there have

been no studies conducted on adolescents that have tested these theories, nor has there been a
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study using experienced videogame players as Anderson and Morrow utilised students who

had never played Super Mario Brothers before.

An important issue on the measurernent of affect is related to resea¡ch on the effects of

violent videogames. Several studies have shown that videogames (Anderson & Ford, 1986;

Ballard & Wiest 1996) and virh¡al reality games (Calvert & Tan, 1994) lead to an increase in

participants' hostility levels. Balla¡d and rüiest (1996) report the most relevant study to the

current investigation as the experimental videogame was Mortal Kombat i.e., an earlier

version of the videogames utilised in this chapter. Ballard and Wiest found that universþ

students who played Mortal Kombat reported higher levels of hostility across several

measures (e.g., Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory) relative to participants who played a

relatively non-violent videogame. Most importantly, Ballard and Wiest showed that the

highest levels of hostility were indicated by participants who played the most violent version

of Mortal Kombat (i.e., blood and gore was shown during game play). Since the most violent

version of Mortal Kombat was used in the curent studies, it was important to incorporate a

baseline affect measure in order to account for increases caused by the violent content of the

videogame, as opposed to increases caused by the competitiveness factor.

Two general hypotheses were thus proposed for this study:

Hypothesis 1: Participants will produce a higher kill ratio during a competitive situation

involving a reward in comparison with a baseline competitive sitr¡ation without a reward; and

Hypothesis 2: Participants will not report greater feelings of anger across the low and high

competitive sitr¡ations. That is, the CAST interpretation of the competition-aggression link

will be supported by these data. This hlpothesis follows from Anderson and Morrow's

findings of 'affectless' aggression amongst university str¡dents.
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6.5.2 Methodology

Parlícipanß.

Participants for this study were 22male high school students. Twelve participants were 15

years old, and 12 participants were 16 years old. All participants were experienced Mortal

Kombat players. Ten of the 22 participants had competed in Study 6 and/or Study 7.

Recntitment.

Recruitment for this study was conducted like Str¡dies 6 and 7. A notice was placed in the

school's morning newsletter informing students of an information session about this

tournament. Since Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3 (uMK3) has an MA classifïcation, students

were only encowaged to attend the information session if they were at least 15 years old. The

notice added that participants would be competing for prizes. Since the MK tournaments

were well known in the school by this stage, many students received information about the

'MK Challenge' through hearsay, rather than from the newsletter.

Materials.

Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3 (UMK3) was the experimental videogame. LJMK3 is the

for¡rth Mortal Kombat videogame in the series and combines all the fighters from the previous

three versions. Despite having a greater number of fighters, LJMK3 is equal in all other

respects to the other versions.

Three scales were administered in this study. The first scale was the S-Anger Scale from

the State-Trait Anger Expression Inventory (Spielberger, l99L; Spielberger et al., 1983). The

S-Anger Scale is composed of l0 items that measure the current intensity of angry feelings.

Each item (e.9., "I feel irritated.") is rated on a 4-point scale. The STAXI is a widely

validated inventory. Two ñrther scales were utilised in this study, viz, Positive and Negative

Affect Scales (Watson, Cla¡k, & Tellegen, 1988). The Positive and Negative Affect Scales
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each consist of 10 adjectives which describe different feelings and emotions. Ten adjectives

describe negative moods (e.g., disfressed, upset, gurlty) and ten adjectives describe positive

moods (e.g., interested, excited, inspired). Respondents rate each adjective on a 5-point scale.

Both affect scales have been widely validated. For ease of administation of all three scales,

the S-Anger scale was combined with the 20 adjectives from the PAI.IAS (see Appendix C)

and was labelled the 'Feeling Schedule'. Adjectives from all three scales were rated on the

PANAS 5-point scale (despite the fact that the original S-Anger scale has 4 points). The

rating scale for the PANAS is highly similar to the S-furger Scale despite having an exüa

point. Since the S-Anger Scale was being utilised as a repeated measrue, it was argued that

the adoption of a 5-point scale would not alter the essential qualities of the scale. The

PAIIAS scales and the S-Anger scale have a range of 10-50.

Procedure.

The methodological procedures of this study varied markedly from the previous sh¡dies in

order to alter the competition from a tournament-t1pe event. This study was conducted over

approximately fou weeks. Once again, a notice was placed in the high school's newsletter

about an information session the next day on the new Mortal Kombat competition. During

the information session, potential participants were told that a MK 'Challenge' was being

conducted on this occasion, as opposed to a tournamenht¡rye competition. During the

Challenge, participants, who would be paired with another Mortal Kombat player deemed to

be of equal ability, would compete for a $10 gift voucher over a hurch period. Potential

participants were given an information package like those distibuted in the previous sh¡dies.

Students were requested to return a signed conserit form if they wished to participate in the

Challenge.

During the following two weeks after the information session, practice sessions were

conducted during recess and lunch in order to evaluate the relative abilities of each player.

Since nearly half of the players had participated in the previous studies, the author already had
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a clear idea as to who was proficient at Mortal Kombat and who was less proficient. Most

recess and h¡nch periods were spent wth the researcher observing everybody play UMK3.

Participants were instructed to nominate a fighter they would use during the Challenge. At

the completion of the two weeli:s, participants were paired up, and a schedule was placed

outside of the building where the experimental sessions were held. Participants were

instructed to come dwing the hmch hour of their designated day.

When participants arrived during a lunch period for the Challenge session, they were

escorted to the experimental area and requested to complete the Feeling Schedule.

Participants were then allowed to practice on UMK3 for a period of 20 minutes. This playing

period acted as the baseline measure. At the completion of the 20 minutes, participants were

re-administered the Feeling Schedule. Upon completing the Feeling Schedule for the second

time, participants competed in the Challenge proper. Participants were told that they were

competing over a 20-minute period and that the player who won the greatest number of games

would be deemed the champion and would receive a Sl0 gift voucher. Participants were also

instructed that a deciding game would be played in the event of a draw at the end of the 20-

minute period. The author acted as the referee and maintained a nrnning score of the match at

the end of each game. Once the Challenge had ended, participants were requested to

complete the Feeling Schedule for the final time.

A debrieñng session was advertised through the school's morning newsletter a week

following the completion of Study 8. Students from all three Mortal Kombat studies we¡e

strongly uged to attend the session so they could become }nowledgeable of the aims and

findings of each study. Twenty Mortal Kombat players attended the debriefing session.

Participants were initially requested to guess each study's aims. Not a single person

mentioned an approximation of the primary aims of the Mortal Kombat studies, although trvo

participants suggested violent playing moves were being examined (but were unsure of their

nature). MK participants who did not attend the session were posted a short sunmary of the

project's aims and findings with contact details for further information.
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Kill Ratios.

The procedure used for scoring kill ratios in Study 6 was employed in this study. Once

again, a second person, who was blind to the study's aims, scored the videotapes by

measuring participants' kill ratios. There was perfect agreemørt between the ratings made by

the author and that ofthe independent rater.

6.5.3 Results

Kill Ratios.

One participant was excluded from the data analysis because of the faih¡re to produce a

furishing move during the Challenge. The remaining 2l participants produced at least one

finishing move both during the baseline and challenge periods. Table 6.6 shows the kill ratios

for the sample of 21 participants. Once again, participants a¡e identified as their fighter rather

than by name. During the baseline period, the mean kill ratio was .58 (i.e., fiffy-eight percent

of responses were a fatality), whilst the mean kill ratio during the challenge period increased

to.7l.

It was observed that 16 participants demonstrated a higher kill ratio during the Challenge

period in comparison to the baseline, three competitors had a lower kill ratio in the Challenge

period relative to the baseline, and two participants displayed no change at all. A one-tailed

dependent samples / test was conducted to test the significance of the difference in mean kill

ratios, across the time periods. The t value was statistically significant, / (19) = -2.6g,p<.01.

That is, on average, participants demonstrated a signifìcant increase in the tendency to kill the

opponent's game character during the Challenge period.
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TABLE 6.6: Kill ratios (o/o) for the baseline and rChallenge' periods for 2l
participants during Study 8.

Kill Ratio (%)

Participant's Game
Character Baseline Challenge

Scorpion #1

Stryker
Kabal #1
Sub-Zero #l
Reptile #l
Sub-Zero#2
Scorpion #2
Kabal#2
Sub Zero #3
Reptile #2
Reptile #3
Sub-Zero #4
Sub-Zero #5
Sub-Zero #6
Sektor #l
Smoke
Sektor #2
Sindel
Kabal #3
Reptile #4
Sùb-Zero#7

2/4
7lt0
5/10
L/5

719

t/2
7t8
417

4t6
8t9
4t8
6lr0
7lt3

(50)
(70)
(s0)
(20)
(78)
(s0)
(88)
(s7)
(67)
(8e)
(s0)
(60)
(s4)

t/2 (s0)
8/e (8e)
6tr2 (s0)
s/6 (83)
6t7 (86)
s/7 (71)
tls (20)

7trz (58)
6/6 (100)

l0/10 (100)
s/6 (83)
u7 (14)

e/13 (6e)
2t2 (r00)
8/r2 (67)
0t3 (0)
2t3 (66)
6t7 (86)
7t7 (r00)

7tr0 (70)
s/s (100)

r/2 (s0)
4/8 (50)
v7 (t4)
3/7 (43)
2t7 (2e)
st7 (7t)
5/8 (ó3)
4t7 (s7)

Total 88/ls3 (s8) 107/rsl (71)

Positive Afect, Negative Affect, & Angry Feelings.

Table 6.7 shows the mean scores across the three time periods on PAI.{AS and S-anger

scales. An examination of the table suggests the mean trends across time were not in the

direction as predicted by CAl.tT. For example, the negative affect means increased from the

baseline period to the post-practice period, but fell during post-Challenge. Likewise, mean

positive affect scores increased from baseline to post-practice, but fell subsequentþ in the

Challenge period. In contast, the mean anger scores displayed a tend consistent with the

predictions of CAI.IT in that there was an increase in angry feelings at each time period.
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Notwithstanding these inconsistent Eends, the change scores were very small across the three

time periods. The change scores across all three mer¡sures ranged from .5 to 4.7 which

represent small changes since each scale has a range of scores varying from l0 to 50.

Another obsen¡ation of these data is that the standard deviations tended to increase across the

periods implyrng a greater variation of responses through time. This is particularly tlpical for

the negative affect and state anger scales where the initial baseline scores were at the lower

end of the continuum of 10. I¡ritial paramefic analyses (i.e., rçeated measu¡es tests) showed

a violation of the equal variances assumption on the positive affect and state anger scores.

Transformations of these data (i.e., square root and reciprocal transformations) did not

alleviate this violation of the equal variance assumption. Consequently, the non-parametic

equivalent test for repeated measures design was utilised to analyse these data i.e., Friedman's

Analysis of Variance by Ranks. The mean ranks across the three time periods a¡e shown in

Table 6.7. The chi-square values are not significant for each scale suggesting that the means

did not differ significantly across the three time periods. In addition, correlation coefficients

were calculated between the feeling measures and kill ratios. There u,ere no significant

correlations between participants' feeling state and their aggressive behaviour (within or

between time periods).

TABLE 6.7: Mean scores for three tine periods @repractice, post-practice, and
Post-Challenge period) on PANAS and S-Anger scales for 2l
participants during Study 8, and mean ranlcs aulidç,2values.

Time I Time 2 Time3 x2 (p)

27.3
Mean rank
Negative affect
Meanrank
State anger
Mean rank

1.86
ls.s (5.8)

1.98
13.6 (s.2)

1.95

2.36
16.0 (6.2)

2.07
1s.4 (e.3)

1.98

r.79
1s.8 (7.4)

l.9s
18.4 (12.7)

2.07

4.4 (.tt)

<1

<l
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Exploratory analyses were conducted to examine the potential association between the

PAI.IAS and state anger scores and game outcome (i.e., winning or losing during the

Challenge period). Pearson correlation coeffrcients were calculated between positive affect,

negative affect, state anger, and game outcome (i.e., winning or losing). Fou of the nine

correlation coeffrcients were statistically significant. Game outcome was positively

associated with pre-practice state anger scores, r(19) : .4, p<.05, suggesting that eventual

winners of the Challenge period reported higher levels of anger at baseline. It is difficult to

interpret this correlation, although it is unsound to interpret the association as causal i.e.,

higher levels of state anger cal¡sed players to win. The three remaining significant

correlations were at Time 3 (i.e., Post-Challenge). The positive affect, r(11¡ = .50, p<.05,

negative affect, {19) = -.43, p<.05, and state anger, r(le¡ = -.48, p<.05, correlation

coeffrcients were all statistically significant. That is, winners were more likely to report

higher levels of positive affect at the conclusion of the study, and lower levels of negative

affect and state anger, whilst losers were more likely to report lower levels of positive affect

during post-Challenge stage, and higher levels of negative affect and state anger. Thus, whilst

the PAI.IAS and state anger scores did not demonstate a trend across the time periods, they

nevertheless were related to game outcome in a systematic manner.

6.5.4 Discussion

The behavioural data collected for this study provide strong evidence that increasing levels

of competition raise a winning participant's tendency to kill the opponent's game character at

the end of each game. However, this behavioural tendency, of increasing aggressiveness, was

not accompanied by substantial changes in participants' self-reports of negative and positive

affect, or state anger.. That is, whilst the aggressive behaviour was not 'affectless', in the

exact serise of the word, there was no association between affect and levels of competition.

Instead, the affective state of the individual was related to the game's outcome with winners

reporting higher levels of positive affect, and lower levels of negative affect and state anger.
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Overall, this study has demonshated the competition-aggression link using a larger sample

size, and a larger frequency of responses from each participant (than Study 6), and has

revealed evidence consistent with the CAST interpretation (i.e., schema theory) of the

putative link. It is noted that the competitive aggression of this study (as well as Study 6) was

produced under a situation where there was no interpersonal interaction between competitors

during videogame play. That is, a partition was placed between competitors during the

experiment such that aggressive videogame play was uninfluenced by exfraneous factors e.g.,

body language, communication.

The reported finding of 'affectless' aggression during videogame play across different

levels of competition raise critical issues concerning the conhadiction in these findings and

those reported by Ballard and rüiest (1996) who showed that players were more hostile after

playing Mortal Kombat. These contadictory findings are diflicult to explain by alluding to

methodological differences between the studies since they were similar in design. For

example, Balla¡d and Wiest's subjects played for a period of 20 minutes, whilst the cu¡rent

participants played for 15 minutes in each period; both studies utilised a repeated measures

design; the experimental videogames were from the same series; and a paper-and-pencil test

was utilised to measure affect in each case.

Despite these commonalities in methodological design, there were some differences in the

studies that may explain the contadictory findings. One explanation derives from the

observation that Ballard and Wiest (1996) measured hostility, whilst the present participants

were making ratings according to anger. This implies that participants would have

demonsüated increased hostility levels across the time periods if a hostility measure had been

utilised in the cr¡¡rent study (e.g., the Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory). Put another way, an

anger scale was an inappropriate (and perhaps insensitive) measue for evaluating

participants' affect. However, it is recalled that the conceptual analysis of Chapter 2 aryaed

that anger is a well developed concept in psychology, whilst hostility is a poorly developed

concept, which implies that the findings based on the STA)Û are probably more reliable than

those derived from any scale based on the notion of hostility. This statement is even more
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compelling when the Buss-Durkee instr¡ment is closely scrutinised. The Buss-Dr¡¡kee

Hostility Inventory tends to measure a propensity towa¡ds hostile behavior.¡r (e.g., "Once in a

while I can't control the urge to hit another person'), rather than measuring the current state

of the subject (which is what the authors were actually assessing), implying that Ballard and

'Wiest probably utilised an inappropriate scale for a short-term examination of each

participant's feeling state. The argument that the STAXI lvas an inappropriate scale for the

present study is further weakened by the association between game outcome and affect, viz,

winners were less likely to report angry feelings and negative affect than losers.

Perhaps a more plausible explanation for these findings refers to the procedural aspects of

this study. Recall that participants completed the Feeling Schedule following a playing

period, rather than completing the items as they were competing. The point here is that the

temporal delay betrveen competitive aggression (e.g., fatality) and the measurement of affect

(i.e., S-Anger) permitted the infiltation of confounding factors e.g., the affect associated with

wiruring or losing. This explanation is consistent with the association between game outcome

and state anger because it implies that participants were displaying angry aggression during

the Challe¡rge (larger than the other time periods), however, the affect caused by winning or

losing the $10 gift voucher was an overriding influence on the affect of game play. Thus,

participants may have been more angrier during the Challenge period. Ballard and V/iest

found that participants were more hostile after playing Mortal Kombat because the

experimental procedr.re was not a competitive situation for prizes.

An alternative explanation suggests that participants were actually demonstating

'affectless' aggression. The contradictory evidence between this study and Ballard and Wiest

(1996) are perhaps the result of the different types of participants utilised in each study.

Recall that Ballard and Wiest's subjects were university students who had little experience

with the videogame (and maybe little experience with videogames in general), whilst the

current participants were highly experienced at Mortal Kombat. This playing experience

factor may imply an habituation to competitive violence by the experienced Mortal Kombat

players who, after countless hor¡rs of practice, no longer emotionalise to this type of
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videogame play. There are two reÍ¡sons why experienced players may not be angry when

playing this videogame. Firstly, success at 
lhis 

videogame (as for most competitors) may be

conditional on players developing an affective habituation to the learned task. For example,

most elite athletes demonstrate intense concentation during highly competitive situations.s

This argument is supported by many metaphors to describe experienced competitors (e.g.,

"Mr Cool on the Court") as well as sporting adages that reflect a calmness during competition

(e.g., "keeping yow head", "absorbing the pressure'). Secondly, repeated experience with

this violent videogame may result in a habituation to the violent stimuli. Either way, a

consequence of drawing from sub-populations who are experienced at a violent videogame

for studies based on competition is that the cognitive route is the most probable pathway

towards aggressive behavio¡¡r. The hypothesis of habituation to the videogame does not

contradict Anderson and Morrow's 'affectless' aggression because they used a non-violent

videogame. Further research is required to examine the affective response of competitors

using a number of different measures, varying experience with videogames and/or with the

experimental taslq and a wide range of age groups.

The question remains as to which alternative explanation is the more plausible. There is

no easy way to reconcile this debate since both explanations are equally plausible. At face

value, we must conclude that the videogame aggression displayed by experienced adolescent

male players is 'affectless' (thus supporting CAST). However, this statement is far from

conclusive. Further resea¡ch is required to test these theories in a more rigorous manner. One

way of testing them more adequately entails measuring affect using an indirect measure (e.g.,

physiological responses which correlate with angry feelings) during the process of videogame

play, rather than using a direct measure after the playing period.

5 Of course, there are examples where some of the world's best sportspersons have had hostile
dispositions e.g., Tristan Nanca¡row (squash) and John McEn¡oe (tennis).
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6.6 Study 9:

Validation of the Mortal Kombat Kill Ratio

6.6.1 Introduction

A major criticism of the literature is the disproportionate number of studies on the nature

of aggression with relatively few studies devoted to the validation of dependent variables of

aggressive bèhaviow (Geen, 1976). The review of the competition-aggression literature (see

Chapter 3) vindicated this criticism since many of the studies employed questionable or

dubious measures of aggression. For example, Anderson and Morrow (1995) failed to

validate the kill ratio constn¡ct even though they reported evidence consistent with the

putative link. In the current context, it is an important exercise to conduct a validation study

in order to ascertain whether the kill ratio measure (as derived from Mortal Kombat) reflects

social aggression.

The purpose of a validation study is to examine "the extent to which a measure reflects a

concept, reflecting neither more nor less than what is implied by the conceptual definition"

(Jackson, 1995, p. 332). There a¡e various types of validity that the kill ratio measure can be

assessed for (e.g., 'face validity', 'concept validity', 'constn¡ct validity'), however, the most

efficient methodology is to correlate the aforesaid measure with another valid measure of

aggression. This is referred to as 'concurrent validity'.

There are several types of aggression measures in the literature that could be appropriately

utilised to assess the concurrent validity of the Mortal Kombat kill ratio. However, some

measures are more convenient and effective than others. The behavioural observation of

adolescents across a range of settings (e.g., class room, school yard) constitutes the most

desirable assessment procedwe (Cone, 1978), but is time consuming and costly. For

example, Deluty (1985) reported a behavioural observation study of 50 children (7-10 years

old) which took 13 independent observers approximately 8 months to collect enough data to
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ascertain each child's agg¡essive propensity. Limited resources in the present investigation

prevørted the use of this t¡pe of procedure, not to mention the intt¡siveness of this approach

on participants. The most practical method for meast¡ring aggression are ratings made by

peers, parents, or teachers. The curent study utilised teacher ratings of participants'

aggression for a number of reasons. Firstly, aggression ratings from teachers, peers, and

parents, tend to correlate higtrly for non-clinical samples @pkins, 1996). Secondly, r¡nlike

peers and parents, some teachers, in the present study, could rate all Mortal Kombat

participants on aggressive behavior¡r. Finally, teacher ratings have been found to correlate

with frequency of videogame play @ing, smith, Rodriguez, Thornton, Atkins, & Nixon,

199\ Lin & Lepper, I 987).

In addition to ratings made by teachers, self-reports were also employed as an alternative

procedure. Empirical evidence tends to show that self-reports perform poorly in comparison

to teacher ratings, particularly for adolescent samples. For example, Shapiro, Lentz, and

Sofrnan (1985) found that adolescents' self-reports of aggression, based on the Children

Assertive Behaviour Scale, failed to correlate with displayed aggression in class, but that

teacher ratings, using the same scale, were positively correlated with actual aggression.

Graybill and Blaclovood (1996) reported that teacher ratings (and not self-reports) correlated

highly with adolescents' actual aggressive behavior¡r within the same context (i.e., the class

room).

On the basis of this evidence, two hyryotheses were formulated for this validation exercise:

Hypothesis l: The Mortal Kombat kill ratio will correlate positively with teacher aggression

ratings i.e., demonstate concu¡rent validity; and

Hypothesis 2: The kill ratio meas¡¡re will not correlate with self-reports of aggression.

An additional t¡'pe of validity specifically for videogames is 'perceptual validity'.

Anderson and Ford (1986) inadvertently discovered this validity when they attempted to

match two independent videogames on all variables except the violence dimension. This tlpe
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of validity assesses whether participants actually perceive a violent videogame consistent with

the perceptions of the researcher. Perceptual validity is an important concept since the

aggression performed within a videogame is a symbolic representation, unlike most of the

measures utilised in the aggression field which tend to entail the participant behaving either

verbally or physically aggressive. Put another way, the player is pressing buttons on a jolpad

(which are non-aggressive acts), however, the symbolic acts on the television screen are

interpreted by the player as aggressive, less aggressive, or non-aggressive. The violent

television field has shown that perceptions of violence tend to change with factors such as

patterns of use, age, gender, and context. Therefore, it is appropriate to assess the Morûal

Kombat kill ratio not only on concr¡rre,nt validity, but also on the less common concept of

perceptual validity. It was fi,¡rther hypothesised that:

Hypothesis 3: Participants will perceive the playing moves that constitute the Mortal

Kombat kill ratio (i.e., a 'fatality') as aggressive, relative to other playing moves.

6.6.2 Methodology

Participants & Suruey.

The Mortal Kombat players from Study I ftr22) were administered a survey during the

practice sessions of the last study. The survey was designed to measrxe a participant's

perceptions of all playing moves from Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3 (as an indication of

perceptual validity), as well as measure self-reports of aggressive behaviour derived from

responses on the Children Assertive Behavior Scale (CABS).

Participants were instucæd to rate each playing move of Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3

(UÀ,fl(3) on a 7-point scale (see Appendix C). A total of 14 playing moves were listed e.g.,
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high kicþ babality, fataltty,low kicþ block.6 Two additional items were included in the

survey where the respondent rated the realism and general violence level of UMK3. A rating

of 'l' on the 7-point scale was 'not violent', a rating of '4' was 'moderately violent', and a

rating of '7' was 'extremely violent'.

The CABS, which is a self-report form, was developed because of the dearth of measgring

instruments for child and adolescent aggressive behavior¡¡ (Michelson & Wood, 1982). The

CABS long form has 27 items, while the CABS short form has 12 selected items for faster

completion time. The short form of CABS was utilised in this study. Each item has five

possible alternatives that vary along a 'Passive-Assertive-Aggressive' continuum. The most

passive response is assigned a -2, whilst an aggressive response is assigned a +2. The

respondent is provided a h¡pothetical situation for each itern and is requested to select a

behaviour that most reflects the way in which they would respond if placed in that situation.

The range of possible scores on the CABS short form is -24 to +24. The CABS has been

validated on children (Michelson & \rtry'ood, 1980; Michelson & \ /ood, 1982; Van Hasselt,

Hersen, & Bellack, 1984) and adolescents (Michelson, fuidrasik, Vucelic, & Coleman, 1981).

Teacher Ratings.

Teacher ratings were also used as a measure of participants' propensity for aggressive

behaviour. The lack of instruments validated in the Austalian context and on adolescent

samples warranted the development of a scale for aggressive behavior¡r. A procedure was

thus devised that was not time consuming and relatively easy to tmdertake by teacher raters.

A successful procedure in the likrature, that has satisfied these requirønents, has been a

simple rating scale preferably based on a conceptual definition of aggression (e.g., Fling et al.,

1992; Lin & Lepper, I 987).

6 It is noted that these 14 playing moves, listed in the questionnaire, exhaust all the generic playing
moves in the Mortal Kombat 3 videogame.
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Two teachers were instucted to rate each participant's propensity for aggressive

behavior¡r. They had both taught each student for (at least) one semester of a gøreric class

(e.g., Media Studies). Each teacher was provided a definition of non-instrumental aggression

(i.e., "an overt action that is interided solely to inflict harm on the recipienf') as the Mortal

Kombat kill ratio aggression is indicative of a non-instn¡mental response.t Each teacher was

requested to focus on both verbal and physical behaviours that were unacceptable,

inappropriate, and/or illegitimate, in the school setting. What constituted 'unacceptable',

'inappropriate', or 'illegitimate', behaviours, was completely left to each rater.s Each rater

was instn¡cted to make assessments on a lO-point rating where'l'ur'as equivalent to 'not

aggressive at all', '5' was 'moderately aggressive', and 10 was 'extremely aggressive'. One

teacher suggested that approximately 2-3 students in the school would score '9' or'10' on

this scale and that these sh¡dents displayed problem aggression which created impediments to

leaming. Each teacher rated the Mortal Kombat participants on two scales, viz, aggressive

behavior¡r towa¡ds peers (TSA-p) and teachers (TSA-t).

For the purposes ofa test-retest reliability analysis, one teacher was requested to rate each

player, once again, using the TSA-p and TSA-I scales some 12 months after completing the

initial ratings. Pearson correlation coeffrcients showed that each scale had acceptable test-

retest reliability. The TSA-p, (18) = .82, p<.001, and the TSA-t, r(lS¡ = .72, p<.001, scores

were significantly correlated across the l2-month period. An inter-rater reliability analysis

was also conducted by calculating Pearson correlation coefficients based on both teachers'

initial ratings. Ratings were highly and significantly correlated on both the TSA-p, (lt¡ =

.71, p<.001, and the TSA-t, r(la¡ = .74, p<.001. All tlree sets of scores (i.e., from the two

raters) were combined for subsequent analyses.

7 See Section 2.4 for an explanation as to why the Mortal Kombat kill ratio represents noninstumental
aggression.
8 The approach of allowing each teacher to rate participants on what they thought were 'inappropriate'
aggressive behaviours was used because each teacher had taugbt for over 20 years. One teacher's wife
was a school cousellor who was tained in problem behaviot¡¡s amongst high school students.
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Kill Ratios.

The Mortal Kombat kill ratios, which were correlated with the independent measures of

aggression, were taken from the baseline daa of Study 8 because this study provided the

largest number of cases. Baseline measures were utilised, as opposed to the Challenge period

scores, because these data were probably more indicative of paficipants' 'real world' playing

style.

6.6.3 Results

The concurrent validity of the Mortal Kombat kill ratio was evaluated by correlating

baseline ratios from Study I with TSA scores. One-tailed Pea¡son correlation coefficients

were calculated separately for teacher and peer ratings. TSA-t were signifïcantly positively

correlated with kill ratios, r(18) = .38, p<.05, whilst TSA-p were positively correlated with

kill ratios (and approached significance), r(18) = .35, y.06. Hlpothesis I was supported by

these data. The concurrent validity of the kill ratio was assessed fi¡rther by correlating

baseline kill ratios with self-report CABS scores. Unlike the teacher ratings, the correlation

coefficient was not significant, r(lS¡ = -.01, n.s.. Hlpothesis 2 was supported by these data.

Table 6.8 displays the mean (SD) violence ratings of each playrng move from the Mortal

Kombat sample. A¡r examination of mean scores reveals that the highest violence rating was

a fatality, whilst the lowest violence ratings were a friendship, babality, and a block (which is

a very defensive playing move). The remaining playing moves were rated in the middle of

the 7-point scale, except for a special move, combination, and an animality, which were rated

as highly violent. It is a significant finding that the kill ratio formula (viz, fatality / (fatality +

babality + friendship)) was composed of UMK3 playing moves that were rated by participants

as the most violent and non-violent of all moves. It is concluded that Hypothesis 3 was

supported by these data.
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TABLE 6.8: Mean (SD) violence ratings of 14 playing moves from UMI(3 based on a
7-point scale, and minimum and maximum values, from a sample of 22
male Mortal Kombat players.

Playingmoves Minimum Maximum Mean S.D.

Low kick
High kick
Flying kick
Low punch
High punch
Block
Sweep
Throw
Special move
Combination
Babality
Friendship
Fatality
Animality

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

6
7
6
7
6
3
4
6
6
7
5

2
7
7

2.7
3.8
3.8
2.8
3.9
1.3

2.6
3.4
4.1
4.8
t.4
1.1

5.6
4.6

t.2
1.6
1.2

1.4

1.5

.63

1.0

1.3

1.4
1.8

.95

.29
1.6
1.7

General ratings of UMK3 revealed that participants rated the videogame as relatively

violent (M4.9; S.D.=I.5) and moderately realistic (M=3.2; S.D.=1.8). Comparisons with

ratings of Donkey Kong Country from Shrdy 3 (M=1.7; S.D.:I.0) show that LJMK3 was rated

at least 3 points higher with respect to violence, even though each videogame was rated

approximately equal on realism (M=2.9; S.D.= I .6).

6.6.4 Discussion

A relatively simple validation exercise has demonsfrated that the Mortal Kombat kill ratio

correlates moderately with propansities for aggressive behaviour towards peers and teachers

(as rated by an independent observer) i.e., the kill ratio measr¡re has concurrent validity. In

addition, self-reports of aggression were not correlated with the kill ratio measure which is

consistent with past research. Moreover, the Mortal Kombat kill ratio has perceptual validity

since participants perceived the videogame as highly violent, and indicated that the aggressive

and non-aggressive responses that comprise the kill ratio were considered as the most and least

violent responses in comparison to the other playing moves of UMK3. It is noted that a
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limiation of this study is that the kill ratio has not been assessed on all t¡pes of validities (e.g.,

predictive validity). Further research should examine the association between different tlpes

of kill ratios and consbr¡cts of aggression for various age groups, gender, and videogame

experience.

6.7 Summary and Discussion

The first aim of this chapter was to conduct a study that contained the highest possible

experimental power based on past research on the competition-aggression link. Some of these

factors included an ecological competitive situation (i.e., a toumament with rewards),

experienced competitors, and a violent videogame. A study was thus conducted (Study 6)

which maximised experimental power by placing experienced Mortal Kombat players, who

were a self-selected sample composed of all males, in a knock-out tournament for rewa¡ds.

Participants' playing responses in the tournament were compared with a baseline measure

taken during a less competitive sitr¡ation i.e., a trial period. It was hlpothesised that

participants would display a higher proportion of killing responses dr:ring the tournament

relative to their baseline responses. The experimental hypothesis was supported by these

data, however, a low number of participants produced responses across both periods (n=10)

and some participants produced a low nu¡nber of responses in the tournament and/or tial

period. It was concluded that these findings a¡e tentative.

It was obserued that a number of factors were altered between the tournament situation and

the trial period. The tournament situation entailed playing for a reward, but it was also

qualitatively different from the trial period insofar as an audience was present and participants

were effectively eliminated from the competition upon losing a match. Thus, in the effort to

increase experimental power, it was impossible to make conclusive statements about the

influence of relevant factors of competitive aggression. Two subsequant studies were thus

conducted. These studies were conducted using a process of elimination i.e., the reward
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(Study 7) and tournament situation (Study 8) were stipped from the original Study 6

methodology.

Study 7 constituted a systematic re,plication of Study 6 insofar as an identical methodology

was ernployed except that the tournament rewards were excluded from the design. Each

participant was provided a $5 gift voucher, at the completion of the study, for competing in

the toumament. There was a failure to replicate the findings of Study 6 implying that a

reward is a powerful factor in producing competitive aggression.

However, a confounding factor in Study 6 and in Study 7 was the presence of an audie¡rce

during the tournament. Past research has shown that the mere presence of an audience (as

well as audience persuasion) increases the probability of observing competitive aggression

amongst participants. Thus, Study I (i.e., a competitive situation without an audience

present) was conducted in order to evaluate the competition-aggression link within a less

ecological competitive situation in which the baseline and experimental periods were identical

in all respects other than the reward. To increase the reliability of the statistical effect, a

larger sample size was employed and participants generated more responses across both

periods. The findings from the Mortal Kombat Challenge supported the h¡pothesis that the

competition-aggression link would be demonstated using a non-ecological competitive

situation (although the situation was still high on 'experimental realism' insofar that

participants were engaged by the task). Sixteen of the 21 participants showed a higher kill

ratio during the high competitive situation (i.e., when playrng for a monetary reward) than

whan competing during the low competitive situation. It was concluded that the audience of

Study 6 did not solely contribute to the higher competitive aggression of the tournament

phase. In addition, this increased level of aggression during the Challenge period occr¡¡red in

the absence of self-reported angry feelings. That is, participants were performing 'affectless'

aggression (thus supporting the cognitive interpretation of the link i.e., CAST), although these

findings were tempered by the procedural characteristics of the design.

A criticism of the competition-aggression litera¡¡re has been the frequent failure to

validate the dependent variable(s) as an aggressive behaviour. A validation exercise was thus
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conducted in order to evaluate the validity of the Mortal Kombat kill ratio as aggressive

behaviour. Participants'baseline kill ratios from Study 8 were correlated with self-reports of

aggression, as well as teacher ratings. It was forurd that the kill ratios correlated positively

with teachers' ratings of participants' propensities for aggression towards teachers and peers

i.e., the kill ratio constn¡ct has concr¡rrent validity. Both constn¡cts were representative of

non-instrumental aggression. There was no association between participants' self-reported

aggression and kill ratios. Overall, these findings were consistent with past research from the

general aggression field.

A limitation of demonstating the competition-aggression link on a self-selected sample of

male adolescents is the questionable generalisability of these findings to other adolescent sub-

groups i.e., females, inexperienced videogame players, and non-Mortal Kombat players. To

reconcile this issue, we might compare the current sample with a general sample of school

students in order to ascertain differences between the groups on a range of characteristics

(e.g., competition/cooperation schemas, aggressive dispositions), but not all of this

information is available. No¡vithstanding this lack of information, there are indications that

the Mortal Kombat sample was not altogether different from the general school population.

Study 5 showed that the Mortal Kombat group had simila¡ perceptions of competitive and

cooperative situations in comparison to a general sample of adolescents. There u/ere some

differences, but these were generally minor and indirectly related to the issue. For example,

the Mortal Kombat sample perceived cooperation as more aggressive than the ge,lreral sample,

however, the fundamental issue is whether these groups differ on the competition schema

(since each study was based on low and high levels of competition). Moreover, the Mortal

Kombat sample tended to play videogames to a lesser degree than the general sample. Some

important potential distinctions between the groups, which would evaluate the generalisability

ofthese findings, relate to factors such as aggressive dispositions and preferences for violent

videogames.

A¡r alternative solution for generalising these findings to other groups would be to

replicate these studies using females, low-frequency videogame players, and/or inexperienced
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Mortal Kombat players. However, the reality is that the studies reported in this chapter would

be difficult to conduct using other groups since inexperienced players must undergo intensive

training in order to become moderately competent at Mortal Kombat. The training program

would enable inexperienced players to produce responses like experienced players, viz,

voluntary and well controlled moves. However, there are barriers to conducting a fraining

pro$am for inexperienced players such as time (approximately 20-30 hours per person) and

the low probability that Eainees would be sufficiently competent at the completion of the

progfam to compete in a tournament sitr¡ation. Moreover, there is the issue that extensive

practice at Mortal Kombat would cause a constitutional change in the psychology of the

inexperienced players that would be difficult to measure or predict. Ironically, there a¡e few

alternative options for conducting the Mortal Kombat-t1pe studies except with players who

are already experienced at the videogame. As for gender differences, the fact that females

were not willing to participate in the male-dominated toumament reinforce gender stereotypes

about preferences for violence, videogames, and/or competition.

On a separate issue, a minor shortcoming of these studies was the ordering of the

methodologies. In retrospect, Study 8, which utilised a more reliable methodology than Study

7, could have been conducted first. If Smdy 8 had been conducted first and a significant

finding reported, this would have led to a similar design (i.e., a Challenge competition) for

Study 7 in order to ascertain whether a monetary reward is an important factor in competitive

aggression. That is, Study 6 would have been the only tournament-t¡pe study, and Study 7

would have employed a methodological design like Study 8 (except for the monetary reward

manipulation). However, time and funding prevented the replication of Study 7 using a

methodology based on Study 8. Moreover, it is difficult to conceptualise the natt¡re of Study

7 if a methodological design was utilised modelled on Study 8. Such a study might have

entailed participants practicing against each other for 15 minutes, and then competing for a

further 15 minutes under a simulated higttly competitive situation (e.g., playing to win only).

It is concluded that this type of study would have provided a weak test of the effectiveness of

a reward.
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Finally, recall that the studies reported in Chapter 5 were criticised on the conceptual basis

that the competitive and cooperative situations were too simila¡ with respect to aggressive

outcomes (based on the conceptual framework formulated in Chapter 2). In contrast, the

Mortal Kombat studies were constructed in a conceptually sound manner. The task was

means-interdependent (i.e., subjects were competing against each other within the same

game) and the goals factor was contrþnþ interdependent. That is, each situation (i.e., tial

period and tournament) was positioned in Quadrant I of Figure 2.1,a type of competitive

situation that is most likely to produce competitive aggression. The introduction of a rewa¡d

did not alter the nature of the tasþ however, the utilisation of a reward during the tournament

(or Challenge period) caused the goals to become greater. Conceptually speaking, the goals

dimension of Figure 2.1 shifted upwards upon the intoduction of a reward. lf PI in Figure

2.1 signified the t¡pe of competitive situation of the tial period (or baseline period), then the

introduction of the reward during the tournament (or Challenge period) would result in P/

shifting upwards in response to the goals ocis shifting upwards.

6.8 Conclusions

On the basis of the studies reported in this chapter, it is concluded that higher levels of

competition (as defined by a monetary reward) has the power to increase videogame

aggression in experienced male Mortal Kombat players. Participants' aggressiveness was

both inconsequential and probably non-instnrmental with respect to the game's outcome, and

was performed by the winning participant. Moreover, videogame aggressiveness occurred in

the absence of self-reported state anger and negative affect. That is, the displayed aggression

under a highly competitive sitr¡ation was 'affectless' which is consistent with the schema

theory interpretation (CAST) of the competition-aggression link. However, these latter

findings are highly tentative. An extapolation of these findings to losing participants
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suggests that higher aggression would have been demonstated had they been afforded the

opporttrnity to respond during a losing round. Videogame aggressiveness was shown to be a

valid measu¡e of social aggression. Finally, Mortal Kombat participants were shown to have

competitive and coopemtive schemas consistent with a general sample of adolescents (with

the exception that the Mortal Kombat group tended to perceive cooperative situations as more

aggressive than the general sample).

èe





Chapter 7

Summary, Conclusions & Recommendations

7.1 Summary

The current investigation was based on the 'working hypothesis' that competition leads to

or causes aggtessive behaviour. There were two broad methods ernployed to assess the

empirical validity of the competition-aggression linlç viz, a literature review and a series of

experimental studies. The literatr¡re review was used as a process for gurding the

methodological nature of the experimental studies.

The first task of this thesis was to gather and analyse psychological literatue that has

taken a largely experimental approach to the competition-aggression link. A standardised

process was formulated for searching and collecting relevant literatue þarticularly from

peer-reviewed journals), and a set of scientiñc criteria, of both a methodological and

statistical t¡pe, were outlined for guiding the analysis of each study on the putative

phenomenon. A total of 4l quantitative studies were found on the topic and were then

subsequantþ analysed using these criteria. Most of these studies were laboratory based, but a

few studies were ecological-t¡pe investigations. A large proportion of the laboratory-based

studies utilised Taylor's procedure that entails a subject competing against a bogus opponent
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on a reaction time task in order to avoid the administration of 'definitely unpleasant' elecFic

shock.

Based on the literature review, a set of sunmary statements were proposed about the

empirical natt¡re of the competition-aggression link. These were:

1. There is a paucity of convincing research on the competition-aggression link. A

consistent methodological shortcoming has been the failure to validate the outcome

measure of aggression;

2. Most studies (outside of Taylor's reaction time procedure) show that competitive

situations induce verbal and physical aggression amongst participants, as well as hostilþ

(relative to less competitive or cooperative situations);

3" There have been no studies on participants' angry feelings;

4. The competition-aggression link has been demonstrated on children and adults. There is

only one reported sttrdy on adolescents;

5. The link has been shown using males and females, although females have been under-

researched;

6. There are no reported studies Aom the Australian context;

7. Competition induces aggression in winners and losers, although aggression is probably

non-instnrmental (i.e., intended solely to inflict harm on the recipient) for the latter group.

Moreover, losers tend to demonstrate more aggression when in a laboratory-based

situation;

8. Studies examining personality differences show that individuals with high-trait aggression

are more likely to behave aggressively during competition. Taylor's reaction time

procedure has revealed that a number of personality factors influence competitive

aggression;

9. There are a number of situational factors that increase competitive aggression e.g.,

audience presence, audience pressure, increasing (or maximum) provocation from the
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opponent, task failure, rewards (particularly for acting aggressively), behavioural

compliance, and a male opponent; and

10. Aggression or hostility persists beyond the competitive situation, although the effect is

probably setting bound.

Following from these summary statements, a nu:nber of aims were outlined for the

experimental component of this thesis. Firstþ, to demonstrate the competition-aggression

link using a sowtd methodological approach; secondly, to conduct this research on an rmder-

researched age group, viz, adolescents; and, thirdly, to contibute to theoretical ideas on

competitive aggression.

The second task of this thesis was to conduct quantitative research on the idea that

competition leads to or causes aggressive behaviour in adolescents. The method used in

Anderson a¡rd Morrow's (1995) serninal experiments on t¡niversity students, using a

videogame tasþ was adopted as the primary approach for the current investigation. A

videogame task was utilised for a nt¡¡nber of methodological and ecological reasons.

Study I was the first of two studies that examined the idea that adolescents possess

competitive and cooperative schemas that are disparate with respect to aggressive content.

Male and female adolescents (n:101), aged between 12 and 16, were requested úo complete a

survey comprising several sections. Survey items were on personal cha¡acteristics (e.g., age,

sex), videogame playing experience, and perceptions of competitive and cooperative

situations. Anderson and Morrow's (1995; Experiment 1) Common Featues and

Dimensional Ratings Questionnaires were utilised to evaluate participants' perceptions of

competition and cooperation. The results revealed that participants rated competitive

situations as significantly more forceful, aggressive, hurtful, destnrctive, and exciting, than

cooperative situations, but rated competitive situations as equally pleasant as cooperative

situations. Moreover, participants wrote significantly more aggressive words, and

significantly fewer non-aggressive words, to describe competitive situations, than to describe

cooperative situations. There were no significant gender or playing frequency differences
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across these data. A major limitation of this study was the non-experimental nature of the

data which render causal explanations inappropriate.

Study 2 was the first in a series of three studies that attempted to demonstrate the

competition-aggression link using the basic methodology of Anderson and Morrow (1995;

Experiment 2). Forty adolescents were randomly assigned to either a competitive or

cooperative situation. Participants in the competitive situation were told that they were

competing against their playing parfirer on Super Mario Brothers with the underlying

objective of travelling as far as possible through the game. The cooperative participants, on

the other hand, were told that they were playng together (within the same game) and were,

once again, requested to travel as far as possible through the levels. Pairs from both groups

played for a 2O-minute period and then completed a short questionnaire related to videogame

perceptions. An analysis of videogame play revealed that the competitive group's mean kill

ratio (.53) was not significantly different from the cooperative group's kill ratio (.52). That is,

the competitive situation did not increase participants' videogame killing tendencies of

encountered adversary relative to the cooperative situation. However, there was a significant

counter-intuitive interaction effect between gender and experimental situation. Competitive

females displayed a higher kill ratio than competitive males, but cooperative males

demonstated a higher kill ratio than cooperative females. These data imply that the

competition-aggression link is applicable to adolescent females, but not to adolescent males,

in the Australian context. A major shortcoming of this study was that competitive

participants did not indicate a higher competitiveness level than cooperative participants

(implying that the experimantal instuctions did not have the desired effect across the groups).

The lack of efficacy in the experimental instuctions was attibuted to ttre utilisation of an

outdated videogame. Study 3 was conducted using an identical methodological design to

Study 2 u¡ith the exception that an intrinsically interesting videogame was utilised in Donkey

Kong Country. ForU one participants were randomly assigned to either a competitive or

cooperative situation. The proceùre was identical to Study 2. A comparison of kill ratios

revealed that, once again, competitive participants (.67) demonstated an equal tendency to
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kill encor¡ntered adversaries relative to cooperative participants (.67). These lack of group

differences were found even though all participants indicated that Donkey Kong Country was

interesting and enjoyable to play. The interaction effect between gender and

cooperative/competitive groups reported in Study 2 was not observed in this study.

Study 4 was a repeated measr¡res design that also utilised an intrinsically interesting

videogame, viz, Diddy's Kong Quest. The pr¡rpose of this study was to account for possible

baseline differences between the groups (e.g., game experience, personality and individual

differences). However, like Studies 2 and 3, there uras no significant observed differences

between the competitive and cooperative groups across the baseline and experimental periods.

No interaction effects were observed with gender. It was concluded, on the weight of this

evide,nce, that either the competition-aggression link was not applicable to Australian

adolescents or that the methodologies employed were not powerfirl enough to demonsüate the

link for an adolescent population.

Study 5 was an extension of Study I in which the experienced Mortal Kombat players,

who participated in Str¡dies 6 to 8, were administered a survey measuring perceptions of

competitive and cooperative situations. Comparisons were made between the Mortal Kombat

group and the General sample of Study l. Twenty two males completed the sr:rvey. A

comparison of responses revealed that the Mortal Kombat group had comparable perceptions

to the General sample with the exception that the former group rated cooperative situations as

more aggressive than the latter group. Moreover, the General sample reported playing

videogames on the personal computer for a significantly greater length of time than the

Mortal Kombat goup. The implication of these differences were discussed.

The next series of studies attempted to dernonshate the competition-aggression link using

a methodological approach consistent with past research. Self-selected samples of

experienced Mortal Kombat players acted as participants for these studies. Study 6 entailed a

sample of experienced Mortal Kombat players (n=16) competing in a high competitive

situation (a toumament for prizes) and a low competitive situation (i.e., a trial period). An

analysis of participants' kill ratios (i.e., the proportion of times they chose to kill the
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opponents' game character after wiruring), across the trial period and the toumament situation,

revealed a significant increase in aggression. That is, participants v/ere more likely to kill the

opponent's game character during the toumament situation. A shortcoming of this study was

the low number of participants who produced responses across the situations (n=10) and the

low number frequencies for some participants. Sh¡dy 7 was a systernatic replication of Study

6. The same methodology was used except that male participants were not competing for

prizes (i.e., gift vouchers, tophies) during the toumament. fui analysis of these data revealed

no significant differences between the trial period and toumament situation suggesting that a

salient reward is an important factor in demonsfrating competitive aggression.

Study I was conducted for a number of reasons. Firstly, a larger sample size (n=21) was

utilised thus increasing the reliability of the collected data. Secondly, a non-toumament

situation was incorporated ínto the design in order to evaluate the generalisability of the effect

to a less ecological setting e.g., absence of an audience. An examination of the kill ratios

showed that 16 of the 21 participants demonstated a higher kill ratio during the experimental

period than the baseline measure (only three participants showed a lower kill ratio), and there

was a significant difference between the baseline and experimental periods. That is,

participants demonstrated an increase in the tendency to kill the opponent's game character

during the experimental period. Self-reports of state-anger, and positive and negative affect,

prior to the baseline period, prior to the experimental period, and after the study, were

recorded by participants. There was no significant increase in state anger or negative affect,

or decrease in positive affect, by participants, although feeling states were correlated with

game outcome. Winning participants reported signifrcantly higher levels of positive affect at

the conclusion of the study, and lower levels of negative affect and state anger, relative to

losing participants.

The final study was a validation exercise of the Mortal Kombat'kill ratio' construct which

was assumed in the previous studies to be an aggressive behavior¡r. This study was driven by

a frequent criticism in the aggression field that many reported studies have utilised non-

validated and dubious measr¡res of aggression. The Mortal Kombat kill ratio was assessed for
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concurrent validity. Two approaches u/ere taken to assess this validity. Firstly, teacher

ratings were collected based on participants' non-instr¡mental aggressive behaviours towards

peers and teachers. Secondly, participants' self-reports were collected of aggressive

behavior¡¡ based on the Children Assertive Behavior¡r Scale (CABS). Participants' kill ratios

were drawn ûom the baseline data of Study 8. These kill ratios were then correlated with

teacher ratings and self-reports. The results revealed significant positive correlations between

kill ratios and teacher ratings (both peers and teachers), and no significant correlations with

self-reports. The kill ratio was also evaluated on 'percepînl validity' i.e., the extent to which

participants perceived the videogame as violent. Participants rated each playng move from

Mortal Kombat on a 7-point scale. Participants rated the killing moves of the kill ratio as the

most violent, whilst they rated the non-killing moves of the kill ratio as the least violent. It

was concluded that the Mortal Kombat kill ratio is a valid measure of aggressive behaviour

insofar that it has both perceptual validity and concurrent validity.

7.2 Conclusions

Based on the findings presented thus far, a number of conclusions are reached with respect

to competitive aggression. They are:

L Adolescents and adults perceive competitive situations as aggressive, and perceive

cooperative situations as less aggressive. There are no differences between males and

females, and videogame playing frequency groups with respect to the competition and

cooperation schemas. Experienced Mortal Kombat players perceive cooperative

situations as more aggressive than the general adolescent population.

2. Adults, male adolescents, and children, behave more aggressively dr:ring competitive

situations, relative to cooperative situations, and behave more aggÍessively when a
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competitive situation becomes increasingly competitive (by, say, the presence of a

reward). There are a number of personality factors that pre-dispose some individuals to

display more competitive aggression than other individuals.

3. Competitive aggression is 'affectless' amongst experienced videogame plalng

adolescent males and 'affectless' amongst less experienced videogame playing university

students (male and fernale).r That is, competitive aggression is driven by a cognitive

pathway. It is emphasised that this conclusion is highly tentative and better conducted

studies are required to make conclusive statements about the underlying effect of

competitive aggression.

7.3 Recommendations

7.3.1 General Recommendations

Based on the conclusion that competition is linked to aggressive behaviour, there is a

strong temptation to entertain a number of potential strategies for reducing the occt¡¡rence of

competitive aggression.2 However, there are a number of assumptions underlying this

approach that are not necessarily supported by systanatic evidence. Recall that this

investigation has shown that people perceive competitive sitr¡ations as aggressive implying an

underlying schema, knowledge sbnrcture, or associative network. It has also been revealed

that people tend to behave aggressively when placed in a competitive situation (usually an

experimental setting). The sum of these points suggest that there are underþing cognitive

mechanisms that 'cause' people to behave aggressively when placed in a competitive

t The use of the terms 'experience' and 'inexperience' pertain to videogame play, although they may
also generalise to other competitive activities.
2 I should emphasise here that rve are tying to reduce competitive aggression which is illegitimate,
unacceptable, or inappropriate,
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situation.3 However, at no time have I estimated the prevalence of aggressive behaviour

dr.uing competition in the 'real world', nor have I evaluated the association between

competitive aggression and other t¡pes of aggressive behaviours, or whether competitive

aggression in the 'real world' is necessarily anti-social. Moreover, I have not yet stated or

studied the issue of where these competitive and cooperative schemas are learned, reinforced,

and maintained. Based on this argument, it is recommended that:

General Recommendation #1: A large national study examine the prevalence of

competitive aggression across a nu¡nber of settings (e.g., school, sports, and videogames) for

different age groups þarticularly children and adolescents).

If competitive aggression is prevalent enough to warrant concern, there is merit in formulating

strategies for minimising competitive aggression.

It is emphasised that there a¡e two broad approaches for reducing competitive aggression.

These are: Prevention and Intentention. These approaches a¡e discussed below. It is

highlighted that these broad approaches significantþ simpliff the complexity of the issue

since competitive aggression, as a phenomenon, probably varies across different contexts

(e.g., sport, videogames, school) which lead to different solutions for praention and

íntervention programs. ln the following section, I will apply the broad methods suggested

here within one specific domain, viz, videogames. It is ernphasised that addressing the issue

of competitive aggression will entail a nevl set of strategies for domains such as schooling and

sports.a

3 This argument is based on BerkowiE and Donnerstein's (1983) thesis that laboratory studies denude

underþing psychological mechanisms even though the experimental setting is highly contrived.
a The school and sport domains were not covered here because they are beyond the scope of this thesis
and the expertise ofthe author. The reader is referred to Deutsch (1993) for an excellent case on the
cooperative approach towards schooling.
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Prevention implies an attempt to reduce the likelihood of a problem behaviour developing,

in this case competitive aggression.s \ryhilst there is süong evidence on the development of

agglession, viz, during a critical socialisation period before l0 years of age (Homel, 1999;

Parke & Slaby, 1983), there is no evidence on when competitive aggression is formed (or,

more specifically, when competitive aggression is formed across different settings). Thus,

provided that competitive aggression is prevalent in the competitive settings mentioned

above, it is recommended that:

General Recommendation #2 (conditional): A longitudinal or cohort study (with a focus

on children and adolescents) examine the developmental nature of the competition and

cooperation schemas in order to ascertain the developmental pathways of competitive

aggression i.e., when, where, and how, competitive aggression is learned, reinforced, and

maintained.

Once it has been ascertained that l. Competitive-aggression is prevalent across a number

of settings, and2. The competition-aggression scherna is formed, say, early in life (i.e., <10

years of age), one can begin to postulate prevention strategies that could be feasibly

implemented in order to minimise anti-social competitive aggression. There are essentially

three types of prevention strategies for minimising competitive aggression:

1. Teaching children that competition does not always equal aggression (Anderson &

Morrow, 1995). This sûategy would entail shaping the competitive knowledge stucture

at an early age so it contains fewer aggressive elements. It is envisaged that when the

recipient of the prevention stategy is confronted with a competitive situation it is

s Prevention in this context is equivalent to what is called 'primary prevention' in the medical field in
which the aim is to reduce the likelihood of disease occurring (RACGP, 1998) or 'developmental
prevention' in the social sciences which entails early intewention in developmental pathways that lead
to anti-social behaviours (Homel, 1999).
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infrequently interpreted as aggressive. Anderson and Morrow contend that: "We are less

optimistic about the effrcacy of this approach" (p. 1029);

2. Teaching children to apply the cooperative schema when confronted with an ambiguous

situation (Anderson & Morrow, 1995; Deutsch, 1993). This stategy entails an active

endeavour by the recipient to choose a cooperative coping strategy when there is an

altemative to interpret an ambiguous situation as either cooperative or competitive.

Deutsch (1993) provides a detailed thesis on this approach; and

3. Teaching children a range ofbehavioural strategies (aggressive, less aggressive, and non-

aggressive behaviours) for competition @eutsch, 1993). This stategy operates at a

behavioural option level. That is, a situation is interpreted as competitive and aggressive,

but the individual is taught a nmge of non-aggressive behaviours that have equal or

greater effrcacy under the circumstances.

Having outlined these th¡ee specific süategies, the task of futrne prevention programs

should entail the process of evaluating the most effective practices for achieving a reduction

in competitive aggression. For example, what a¡e the most effective educational practices in

teaching children to apply a cooperative scherna to an ambiguous situation? A systematic

analysis ofthese practices for each strategy is required in order to ascertain their relative costs

and benefits.

It is emphasised that prevention strategies are an ideal that infrequently has a maximum

effect on targeted behavior¡¡s. There is the inevitable fact that prevørtion shategies take

literally years before they show an effect, and that some people are beyond the critical period

at which the prevention süategy is being implemented and most effective. Interttention

strategies are implemented on older age groups (i.e., adolescence, adulthood) who have

already learned that competition is equal to aggression (i.e., the schemas are formed and

diffrcult to change). There are two intervention strategies for these gfoups:
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1. The recipient is taught that there are alternative behavior¡rs to aggression e.g., cognitive-

behavioural management of competitive-aggression. (NOTE: This intervention is likened

to the third prevention strategy.); and

2. Aû environmental manipulation in which the competitive setting is altered to reduce the

incidence of aggression. Research suggests that an obvious intervention strategy is the

exclusion of rewa¡ds from competitive situations, although, in some contexts (e.g., sport)

rule changes that penalise unacceptable aggression constitute another way of

circumventing the link.6

It is stressed, however, that the current discussion ofPrevention and Intervention strategies

provides a simplistic view of the logistics. There is a systematic process by which a set of

strategies a¡e formulated, implemented, and sustained. Evidence from the health field (e.g.,

health promotion) reveals that stategies to reduce health-related diseases, and risk-taking and

problem-related behaviours, constitute a complex process. The traditional view implied that

the dissemination of an intervention was a suffrcient shategy to maximise health outcomes,

however, current practice shows that prevention/intervention programs are most effective

when they a¡e based on scientific evidence (e.g., evidence-based practice), formulated

through consultation with affected parties (i.e., those who will implement the program),

supported by infrastructrue (e.g., resources, worþlace and institutional policies), and entail

provisions for the program to be sust¿ined. Deutsch (1993) has provided an account of these

issues within the educational context.

To apply these points to the education setting, a preveirtion program that sets out to

educate primary school children on cooperative behavior¡rs would require: A systematic

review of scientific evidence on what t¡pes of stategies are effective (i.e., what should be

6 Examples of recent changes in sports rules that constitute an environmental intervention are soccer
(e.g., FIFA's 'Fair Pþ' policy that promotes greater skill at the expeuie of aggressive behaviours) and
the Austalian National Rugby League's current crackdown on head high tackles (to reduce sports-
related neck injuries). More exEeme forms of environmental manipulations include banning spors
altogether (see the Austalian National Health and Medical Research Council's recommendations on
boxing at www.health.gov.au/nhmrcipublicat/sihome.htn).
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taught, when, and by whom); consultation with key informants (e.g., teachers, principals,

school counsellors, students, and parents) on what they believe is a plausible prevention

program derived from the systematic review; the implementation of the program i.e.,

educating teachers on the types oflearning strategies they should deliver to students; adequate

and appropriate infrastucture e.g., curricula changes that incorporate the implemented

strategies, worþlace support (i.e., each school supporting the implementation of the program

by their teachers), institutional support (i.e., school deparfrnental bodies endorsing the

curricula changes), and resources (e.g., finances to implernent the program); and a continual

evaluation of the program's effectiveness in order to update the program.

7.3.2 Specific domain: Videogames

During 1993, the release of Mortal Kombat (a graphically violent arcade game) created a

public debate over the negative effects of videogames on AusFalia's youth @onovan, 1993;

Scott, 1995; Yelland, 1995). Lobbying from community action groups led to a meeting in

Darwin where the State Attorneys-General supported the development and implementation of

a classification system for videogames (Raethel, 1994). Within a year, a classification system

was devised, and the system now operates in each State.

The impetus of the classification system was based on the assumption that videogames

have negative effects on players, particularly childrerl and adolesce¡rts. However, researchetrs,

lobbyists, and other commentators, have largely disagreed on the extent to which this

assumption is valid (Ask, 1996b, 1996c; Biggins, 1995; Dill & Dill, 1998; Durkin, I995a;

Durkin & Low, 1998; Ellis, 1998; Mitchell & Taylor, 1998). For example, Durkin (1995a)

conducted a literature review, commissioned by the Aushalian Offrce of Film and Literature

Classification, and concluded that:
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Although the research is not exhaustive and by no means conclusive, it indicates that

the shonger negative claims are not supported. Computer games have not led to the

development of a generation of isolated, antisocial, compulsive computer users with

strong propensities for aggression. (Durkin, L995a, p. 7l)

In confrast, Biggins (1995) concluded from an analysis of the same literatue that "we have

no proof of no harm from videogames, and we have some proof of harm" (p. S5). Dill and

Dill (1998) have also reviewed the same literature. One writer has even speculated that the

Columbine school massacre resulted from one killer's predilection for a violent videogame

called Doom (Taylor, 1999).

Placing these hypotheses and conclusions aside for the moment, commentators and

researchers have consistently suggested that fi¡rther research is required on violent

videogames to reach accurate conclusions about the likely effects of this popular media (Asþ

1996b, 1996c; Durkin, 1995a; Ellis, 1998; Mitchell & Taylor, 1998). There is a temptation

then to argue that this thesis provides evidence for the negative claims made about violent

videogames. However, one must proceed with caution. It has not been shown that

videogames make an adolescent more aggressive during or after a playing session i.e., short-

term behavioural effect. Neither has it been shown that repeated practice on videogames

results in constitutional changes in the player i.e., incteased propensity for aggression across a

number of settings. What has been demonstrated is that playlng a violent videogame under a

competitive situation results in aggressive videogame play þarticularly when players are

competing for rewa¡ds). These findings have much broader implications than concluding that

violent videogames have a negative effect on the game player. If we assume that videogames

with competitive-violent themes (e.g., Tekken, Mortal Kombat, Street FightÐ reinforce the

notion that competition is equal to aggression, then the continual interaction with this media

may have negative effects on the player e.g., tendencies towards aggression in other

competitive situations. However, this is a conjecture for fi¡tr¡re research. This leads to the

first recommendation:
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Specific RecommendatÍon #1 (conditional): A study should examine whether repeated

exposr¡re to videogames with competitive-violent themes lead to changes in the competition-

aggression schema and/or alter the player's propensity towa¡ds aggressive behavioru across a

diverse range of competitive settings.

However, there are a number of unverifïed assumptions su¡ounding the recommendation

for resea¡ch on this issue. A research program that examines the cognitive-behavioural

effects of videogames presupposes that, firstly, there is a 'reasonable' proportion of

videogames on the Australian market that have competitive-violent thanes, and that,

secondly, they are 'popular' (i.e., have wide exposure). One could argue that it is a

superfluous task to follow the first recommendation if there are very few videogames that are

'popular' on the market with competitive-violent themes. Thus, this leads us to the second

recommendation:

Specilic Recommendation #22 A content analysis of videogames be conducted in order to

ascertain the proportion of videogames on the Australian ma¡ket that have competitive-violent

themes and the extent to which these videogames are 'popular'.7

Whilst there is no evidence based on the first recommendation, there is certainly

preliminary information on the second recommendation that may prove beneficial in guiding

research of this kind. A lengthy extract from Mitchell and Taylor (1998) provides basic

information on this issue (albeit on violent thernes only):

If you look at any games magazine ... , you will quickly come to realise that most of

the games covered a¡e violent. It sometimes seems that all new games include some
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aspect of violence. As Michael Van Ray of games distributor Meüo Playcorp said,

"Violence is certainly in almost any game we sell."

Certainly, if you take a liberal view of what constitutes violence, even family

games such as Muppet Treasue Island contain violence, albeit cartoonish and

unrealistic. Yelland said, "The vast majority of games seem to have this co¡nmon

theme of destroying things. The idea is that you shoot, bash or eliminate everything in

sight."

Far more disturbing than this apparørt acceptance of violence in all types of games,

however, is the development of ever more gory games. Since the release of the

incredibly popular Doom, many developers have been in an apparent race to produce

the most gore in a single game, believing that that is what the gameplaying public

wants.

According to the OFLC's Jennifer Rae, warnings about violence are the most

cornmon warning on the front of computer game boxes. Unfortunately, Rae could not

provide information on the number of games which had been rated with violence

wamings. she did say, though, that the majority of games rated by the OFLC were

classified G and G (8+), which would indicate excessive violence is not present in the

majority of games. It should be noted that games with low-level violence can be rated

G (8+), and the oFLc seemingly considers some t¡pes of violence acceptable.

Even if the majority of games are non-violent, it would seem that it is the violent

ones which are heavily promoted (see Australian Personal Computer,December, page

28) and consequently sell more. Last year's biggest selling games were mostly war

games such as Command and Conquer and first person 3D shooters such as euake. þ.

80)

7 It is stessed that this recommendation, whilst labelled #2, actaally precedes Recommendation #1.
That is, the content analysis should be conducted fust and then the effects of these videogames should
be explored.
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This quote suggests that most videogames are not violent on the Australian market, but that

the most popular videogames are violent. What is not evident from this quote is information

on competitive-violent videogames. Moreover, Mitchell and Taylor (1998) have raised a

critical distinction between violence per se and the graphic representation of that violence.

Thus, an endeavour to tackle the second recommendation should take into consideration the

'realism' of videogames as well as their competitive-violent content.

Ask (1996a) conducted an unpublished content analysis of violent videogames. His paper

will be covered in some detail here because it may provide pertinent information in ñrlfilling

the second recommendation. It is noted that Bobko, Bobko, and Davis (1984) have also

conducted a content analysis of videogames using a multi-dimensional scaling procedure.

However, their content analysis is based on very outdated videogames and will not be

considered in this chapter.

Given the lack of research in the videogames field, Ask (1996a) based his methodological

ideas on research from violent television because there have been a number of different

content anaþses conducted since the inception of film and television (e.g., Cumberbatch, Lee,

Hardy, & Jones, 1987; Gerbne¡ 1,9721' McCann & Sheehan, 1985). Debate over the analysis

of violent television has focussed on the contextual basis of aggressive acts with several

commentators arguing that not all aggression are equal (Coffin & Tuchman, 1972; Kunkel,

Wilson, Donnerstein,Linz, Smith, Gray, Blumenthal, & Potter, 1995; Lometti, 1995). A

factor associated with 'context', that has proven to be of scientific validity, is the 'realism' of

portrayed violence. The realism of a program has been for¡nd to influence a viewer's

perceptions of violence, and elicit different emotional and behavioural responses. For

example, Berkowiø and Alioto (1973) showed that male university students displayed more

'angy aggression' after watching a war movie, that was said to be 'real', relative to subjects

who were told that the same movie was fictional. Feshbach (1972) observed similar group

differences when children were exposed to a riot that was said to be either a 'real' event or a

Hollywood movie. Moreover, Noble (1973) showed that children \Ã/ere more aggressive

during play if they had watched realistic violence in contrast to stylistic violence.
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Following from this research, Ask devised a content analytic schedule that contains two

dimensions, viz, 'violence' and 'lifelikeness'. The violence dimension contains five items

(e.g., "How much blood and gore is shown?") that measr¡res the degree of violence in a

videogame, whilst the lifelikeness dimension contains l0 items (e.g., "Is the game l-,2-, or 3-

dimensional?") that measure the degree of realism i.e., the context in which the aggression is

performed. It should be noted that these items were based on a reductionistic approach (i.e.,

separating elements in a videogame such as graphics, sound, and setting) because there is a

lack of experimental work in the videogames field that could be utilised to formulate

appropriate items. In time, however, these items may be supported by empirical evidence and

thus be appropriate inclusions in the coding schedule. For example, Ballard and Wiest's

(1996) study showed that the depiction of blood and gore ter¡ds to elicit greater hostile

feelings when playing Mortal Kombat which implies that the item of "How much blood and

gore is shown?" is a perfectly valid inclusion in the schedule.

Ask subsequently utilised a rigorous procedure to collect and analyse a sample of

videogames. Firstly, only Super Nintendo videogames were analysed (n=33). Secondly,

Super Nintendo games were collected on the basis of their relative 'popularity' amongst game

players with sampling occurring across a range of different types of games (e.g., Platform,

Simulation, & Adventure games). Thirdly, games were played using a standardised

procedure (e.g., in the one-player mode on a normal difficulty level).

Results from the content analysis showed tt:rlt 24 of the 33 videogames (73%) had a

violent theme @ased on a pre-determined definition). Of those 24 violent videogames, there

was an average of 650 violent acts in each one with a minimum of 50 ('Another World') and

a maximum of nearly 3,000 ('Aliens 3'). An analysis of each dimension showed that the

average videogame of the entire sample scored 9.1 (SD=3.3) on the lifelikeness scale, whilst

the average score was 7.2 (4.8) on the violence scale (given a maximum possible score of 17

and 15 for each respective scale). That is, the average videogame was above the mid-point on

the lifelikeness dimension, but below the mid-point on the violence dimension. The average

violent game scored 8.8 (SD=3.1) on the lifelikeness dimension and 9.9 (SD=2.0) on the
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violence dimension. When all videogames were placed into a two-dimensional diagram, there

rvas an even spread of these Super ñntendo games across the space.

A major strength of Ask's content analysis is the differentiation of videogames along more

than just a violence dimension. One barrier of this content analysis was the diffrculty in

defining a 'competitive-violent' videogame. rWhilst some videogames had an obvious theme

associated with competition, others were more difficult to categorise and may have been

defined as competitive-violent if a broad definition was ernployed. Future research should

carefully consider definitions of 'violence' and 'comp€tition' when conducting a content

analysis that evaluates the proportion of 'popular' videogames that have competitive-violent

thernes. The limited number of videogames analysed by Ask (n=33) on a relatively old

system (e.9., Super Nintendo) u/arrants a larger investigation on newer systems such as the

Playstation and Nintendo 64. Moreover, as mentioned above, the items from AslCs coding

schedule were devised by separating elements in a videogame that a¡e consistent across most

videogames. However, futr¡re resea¡ch on the perceptual and cognitive-behavior¡ral effects of

these elements (e.9., graphics, sormd) should drive the inclusion of items within a content

analytic schedule rather than ernploying the preliminary approach used by Ask.

If futr¡re research shows that competitive-violent videogames are prevalent and popular,

and have negative effects on the game player, then a further recommendation is:

Specific Reconmendation #3 (conditional): Game developers should be encouraged to

program videogames which separate competition from aggression and/or classifiers (e.g.,

OFLC or Chief Censor for Videogames) assess the cr¡¡rent classification system for

videogames with the potential objective of re-formulating it so that videogames with

competitive-violent themes are assigned a stricter classification than presently enforced.
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7.4 \son's Ear Bite Revisited

Mike Tyson's infamous ear bite during a heavyrveight title fight left many boxing

aficionados scratching their heads over an adequate explanation ofthis incident. Even Tyson

was short of an explanation for his behavior¡¡. However, science has already progressed

towards a preliminary understanding of competitive aggression, including Tyson's ear biting

incident. h light of the posed question - *To kill or not to kill" - the current investigation has

shown that humans will choose the former type of action in a simulated competitive situation.

èe
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The Competition and Cooperation Survey

The following survey is about competition and cooperation. People a¡e faced with
competitive and cooperative situations during everyday life.

Competition is when you compete against another person or team and there is generally only
one winning person or side. A sports match is a competitive situation.

Cooperation is when you cooperate with another person or team. Cooperation involves
people working together to achieve a cornmon goal such as building a house or baking a cake.

This survey starts after this page. It is divided into four parts.

The first page is a general information sheet which asks for your age, sex, and year level.

The second page has questions about the amount of videogames you play each weeþ and the
amourit of television and films you watch.

The next two sections a¡e about competition and cooperation. The first section is composed
of two pages. For the first page, you must think of cooperative situations you have been in
during the past and list at least th¡ee but no more than ten words that describe being in that
situation. For the second page, you must do the same but now you must think of competitive
situations.

The next section has six scales repeated over two pages. You must ma¡k a number for each
scale. The first page is about cooperation and the second page is about competition.

Please answer each question as accuÍately as possible. Don't rush your responses: Take your
time. Can you not discuss your answers with other students when you are completing the
suryey. Don't hesitate to ask me about any queries or concems you might have about this
document. You don't have to complete questions if you don't feel like it. You are allowed to
withdraw from completing this survey at any stage.
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Part A. General Information

1. Name:

2. Age:

3. Sex:

4. Year Level:

5. Which hand do you write with (i.e., right or left hand):
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Part B. Questions About Television and Videogames

6. Do you live in a house where there is a personal computer (eg. an IBM, Atari or Apple
Computer)?

Yes No
Go to Question 9

7. In an average week, how many times would you sit down and play videogames on the
computer? Sessions

8. On average, how long does a session last? Minutes

9. Do you live in a house where there is a videogame systern?

Yes No
Go to Question 12

10. ht an average weeþ how many times would you sit down and play videogames on the
games system? Sessions

11. On average, how long does a session last? Minutes

12. Do you play videogames in arcade parlours and public places, like corner shops or
shopping malls?

Yes No
Go to Question 15

13. In an average month, how many times would you go to the arcade parlour and play
videogames? Sessions

14. on average, how long would you spend playing videogames each time you go?
Minutes

15. Do you go to your friend's house to play videogames?

No
Go to Question l8

Yes
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16. In an average week, how many times would you go to your friend's house to play
videogames? Sessions

17. On average, how long does a session last? Minutes

18. Howmuch television do you watch every day? Hor¡rs Minutes

19. How many times do you go the cinema each month? Times

20. How many videos do you watch each week? Nunrber_
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Part C. Common Features Questionnaire

Part I

People are frequently involved in cooperation. Cooperation is when people cooperate with
one another. I am interested in the way you think of cooperation. Can you take a few
moments to think of a time in the past when you have been in a cooperative situation?

Can you list at least 3 words that best describe cooperation? Do not list more than l0 words.

I

2.

4.

5

7

8

9

I
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Part 2

People are frequently involved in competition. Competition means whan people are
competing with one another. I am interested in the way you think of competition. Can you
take a few moments to think of a time in the past when you have been in a competitive
sitr¡ation?

Can you list at least 3 words that best describe competition? Do not list more than l0 words.

t.

10

3

5.

6.

7

8.

9
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Part D. Rating Dimensions

Part I

Can you rate cooperation along thefollowing 6 dímensions?

l. How forceful is cooperation?

1l213le I
Not at all

2. How aggressive is cooperation?

Moderately Extremeþ

1 2 3
Not at all

3. How hurtful is cooperation?

1l2l3l

54

4 I
Not at all Moderately Extremely

4. How destructive is cooperation?

I 2 3
ota,t

5. How exciting is cooperation?

2

Very dull
nor exciting

6. How pleasant is cooperation?

1l213l4l 5

54

I 43 5

Very

Unpleasant Neither
unpleasant nor

pleasant

Very pleasant
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Part I

Can you rate competilion along thefollowing 6 scales?

1. How forceful is competition?

1 2

Not at all Moderately

2. How aggressive is competition?

1l2l3l

543

4 5

Not at all

3. How hurtfi¡l is competition?

tl2

Moderately Extremely

3lels
Not at all

4. How destructive is competition?

1l2l

Moderately Extremely

3lnls
Not at all Moderately

5. How exciting is competition?

1l21114

Extremely

ls
Very dull

6. How pleasant is competition?

Neither dull
nor exciting

Very exciting

1l2l3l4ls
Unpleasant Neither

unpleasant nor
pleasant

Very pleasant
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Appendix B

Materials for Studies 2,3 & 4
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Instructions for Study 3

l. You must not talk to each other at all.
2. You are going to play Donkey Kong Country.
3. The object of this game is to collect bananas and lives, and get through the levels.
4. You start as Donkey Kong and collect Diddy in the firstba¡rel.
5. You pick-up barrels by pressing the GREEN button and th¡ow it by releasing the button.
6. You can swap apes by pressing the SELECT button.
7. YELLOW makes youjump.
8. Pressing GREEN and YELLO'W together makes you jump higher.
9. GREEN makes you run when you press it along with the direction pad.
10. You can kill things two ways. Firstly, by jumping on the enemys' head. Secondly, by
throwing a barrel at them.
ll. You can avoid things two ways. Firstly, by jumping over the enemy. Secondly, by
running r¡nderneath them.
12. You can also throw an ape by putting it on yow head by pressing the RED button and
throwing it by pressing the GREEN button.
13. I am now going to give you five minutes practice.

1. Competitive Instruction

l. You are playing against each other.
2. It is a competition to see who can go further through the levels.
3. You will have 20 minutes to play.
4. Player I will start first and when he or she dies or finishes a level it is automatically Player
2's hrm. It alternates like this all the time.
5. Can you please remember not to talk.
6. Can you read these rules.

2. Cooperative fnsûuction

1. You are playing with each other.
2. You are playing the same game and must heþ one another. Go through as many levels as
possible.
3. You will have 20 minutes to play.
4. Player I will be Donkey Kong and Player 2 vdll be Diddy Kong. After l0 minutes you
will swap control pads and Player 1 will become Diddy and Player 2 will become Donkey
Kong.
5. When a player dies or completes a level, it is automatically the next players turn.
6. Use the swap mode as much as possible. That is, sha¡e turns as much as possible.
7. Can you please remember not to talk.
8. Can you read these rules.
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Questionnaire for Study 3

(Donkey Kong Country)

Anonymity Number_

This questionnaire has a series of questions about the videogame you have just played. For
each question please circle the appropriate number. For example:

3. How diflicult was Super Mario Karts?

Very Easy

o ,

Moderately
Diffcult

3

Very Diflicult

ls4

DO NOT CIRCLE MORE THAN ONE BOX. Should you make a mistake write'error'over
the wrong ansv/er. Please answer each question as accurately as possible. Do not rush your
responses: Take your time. Refrain from discussing you answers with your playing partner
when you are completing the survey. Please don't hesitate to ask me about any queries you
might have about this document. You don't have to complete questions if you don't feel like
it. You a¡e allowed to withdraw from completing this questionnaire at any stage.
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l. How much did you enjoy playing this videogame?

Did not enjoy it
I l2lgl

Enjoyed it
4 lsl0l

Enjoyed it a lot
7

2. How well did you think you played?

Poorþ
11213

o.k.
4 5 6

Really rWell

7

3. How easy was it to play?

Very Easy
1 2 3 5 6

Reasonably Hard
4

Very Hard
7

4. How frusnating was it?

Not Frustrating
1 l2l3l

Slightly Frustrating
4 ls16l

Very Frustrating
7

5. How violent was it?

Not Violent

I

Moderately Violent

I2 l3l 4 
I

5 6

Extremely
Violent

7

6. How realistic was the videogame?

Unreal
112l|3

Moderately Real
4l 5 6

Very Real
7

7. How interesting was it?

Boring
t12

Interesting Very Interesting
73 4lslol

8. Once you had finished plaing did you want to continue?

No MaÈe Definiæly
11213
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9. Howhard didyou ty?

Didnotty
I 2

I Tried

l0l
Tried Har

73 !ls

10. How much did you compete with the otherperson?

Did not Competed
compete

Competed a

lt112 l314ls16

I l. Have you ever played this videogame before?

No Yes
2I

12. If you answered 'Yes' to the last question how many horus did you spend playing this
videogame before this sttrdy? IIrs & Mins

13. Did you participate in any sport within an hour before this experiment began?

Yes
2

14. What were the aims of this study?

No
I
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Appendix C

Materials for Studies 5, 61 7 r 8, & 9
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General Survey for UMK3

The following survey has two sections.

The primary aim of this survey is to examine your perceptions of UMK3 with respect to
violence. There are a list of playing moves from the videogame such as a 'low kick',
'babality', and 'block'. Can you rate each of these moves on a 7-point scale. Please answer
each move by circling a number.

The second aim of this survey is to examine your assertiveness towards other people. There
is a list of 12 items in this scale. Please read each statement carefully, and then select an
answer, by circling it, that is most typical of the lvay you would (or have) responded in this
type of situation. There are no right or wrong answers to these questions.

Please answer each question as accurately as possible. Don't rush your answers. Take your
time. Refrain from discussing you answers with other students whør you are completing the
survey. Please do not hesitate to ask me about anything in this survey. You don't have to
complete questions if you don't feel like it. You a¡e allowed to withdraw from completing
this suwey at any stage.
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RatingUMI(3

Cøn you rate these general questions by circling a number?

l. How violent do you think is LJMK3?

Not violent

11213
Moderately violent

l+l 5 6

Exüemely
violent

7

2. How real do you think is UMK3?

Not real
1 2 3

Moderately real
4 ls16l

Extremely real
7

Can you rate the víolence la,el of these moves from UMK3?

3. Low kick:

Not violent Moderately violent

ll2lrltl 5 6

Extemely
violent

7

4. Block

Not violent

I 2 3 5 6

Moderately violent

l+l
Extremely

violent
7

5. Highkick:

Not violent

I 2 3 5 6

Moderately violent

lq
Extremely

violent
7

6. Lowpunch

Not violent

I 2 3 5 6

Moderately violent

lq
Extremely

violent
7
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7. Sweep

Not violent

I 2 3 5 6

Moderately violent

le
Extreme

violen
7

8. High punch

Not violent

ll
Moderately violent

l42 3 5 6

Exteme
violenl

7

9. Babality

Not violent

I 2 3 5 6

Moderately violent

lq
Exteme

violenl
7

10. Fatality

Not violent

I 2 3 5 6

Moderately violent

lq
Extreme

violenl
7

11. Grab and throw

Not violent

1l
Moderately violent

l42 3 5 6

Exteme
violenl

7

12. Animality

Not violent

1 2 3 5 6

Moderately violent

ln
Extreme

violenl
7

13. Friendship

Not violent

ll
Moderately violent

l+l2 3 5 6

Exteme
violenl

7
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14. A special move

Not violent

1l
Moderately violent

l¿2 3 5 6

Exhemely
violent

7

15. A combo (ie. combinations)

Not violent

I 2

Moderately violent

lq3 5 6

Exhemely
violent

7

16. Flying kick

Not violent

rl
Moderately violent

lq2 3 5 6

Exfrernely
violent

7
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Questionnaire for the Ultimate MK3 Challenge

FtsELING SCMDI]LE

This section is designed to measr¡e how you feel right now. R¿te each sentence below using

the S-point scale. There are no right or wrong ansufers, so can you please rate your mood as

accurately as possible. If you make a mistake, then cross the wrong anslver out and write the

ne\¡r answer next to it.

4
a Extremely

I feel interested

I feel disfressed

I feel irritated

I feel alert

532

A
I
tt

I feel furious

I feel excited

I feel upset

I feel angry

I feel sfrong

I feel guilty

I feel like yelling at somebody

I feel enthusiastic

I feel sca¡ed

I feel like breaking things

I feel hostile

I feel proud

I feel mad

I feel ashamed

I feel like banging on the table

I feel inspired

I feel nervous

I feel like hitting someone

I feel determined

I feel attentive

I feel burned up

I feeljittery

I feel active

I feel like swearing

I feel afraid




